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Abstract
Musical agents which can interact with human musicians in concert situations are a reality, though the extent to which they themselves embody human-like capabilities can be called
into question. They are perhaps most correctly viewed, given their level of artificial intelligence
technology, as ‘projected intelligences’, a composer’s anticipation of the dynamics of a concert
setting made manifest in programming code. This thesis will describe a set of interactive systems developed for a range of musical styles and instruments, all of which attempt to participate
in a concert by means of audio signal analysis alone. Machine listening, being the simulation
of human peripheral auditory abilities, and the hypothetical modelling of central auditory and
cognitive processes, is utilised in these systems to track musical activity. Whereas much of this
modelling is inspired by a bid to emulate human abilities, strategies diverging from plausible human physiological mechanisms are often employed, leading to machine capabilities which exceed
or differ from the human counterparts. Technology is described which detects events from an
audio stream, further analysing the discovered events (typically notes) for perceptual features of
loudness, pitch, attack time and timbre. In order to exploit processes that underlie common musical practice, beat tracking is investigated, allowing the inference of metrical structure which
can act as a co-ordinative framework for interaction. Psychological experiments into human
judgement of perceptual attack time and beat tracking to ecologically valid stimuli clarify the
parameters and constructs that should most appropriately be instantiated in the computational
systems. All the technology produced is intended for the demanding environment of realtime
concert use. In particular, an algorithmic audio splicing and analysis library called BBCut2
is described, designed with appropriate processing and scheduling faculties for realtime operation. Proceeding to outlines of compositional applications, novel interactive music systems are
introduced which have been tested in real concerts. These are evaluated by interviews with
the musicians who performed with them, and an assessment of their claims to agency in the
sense of ‘autonomous agents’. The thesis closes by considering all that has been built, and the
possibilities for future advances allied to artificial intelligence and signal processing technology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
‘Much of what is great and greatest in the literature of music from Bach to Schoenberg will always remain outside the reach of their spontaneous music making. To
say that the artist makes music on a platform is just about as true as saying that
an Olympic champion wins a gold medal, without mentioning the long preparations,
the gymnastic exercises that lead to fitness. In fact, spontaneous music making represents something practised a 1000 times, co-ordinated through repeated rehearsal,
something which stipulates a well-lubricated, hyper-regular mechanism, an almost
unique mechanical production in which its studied precision is nearer to a protracted
electronic synchronisation than to spontaneous music making.’ Eimert’s apology for
tape music’s non-realtime construction [Eimert, 1955b, p2]
Electronic music has become part of the mainstream of music, and for many bedroom and
studio musicians as well as experimental composers, is now a primary avenue of exploration.
Yet the integration of computers into music-making can be controversial and challenging, most
notably in the live music sphere where computers share the stage with human performers.
Machines can easily transcend the physical limits of the human body and enable intricate new
sound processing and synthesis effects, which are themselves inspirations for new work; it is
certainly desirable to take advantage of such powers. Yet, in terms of interaction, exactly these
epic capabilities are too often insensitive to the practices of human musicians.1
Machine sensitivity could be improved by computer modelling of human musicianship, but
poses a host of questions; the human musician is by no means a solved system in psychoacoustics
or cognitive neuroscience, nor necessarily a computationally tractable one!2 Nevertheless, many
1

As composers we could prioritise the new practices afforded by such systems and challenge human musicians

to move towards the machines [Impett, 2001a]. Conversely, and more realistically, it might be argued that in
order to encourage human musicians to perform with machines, the onus should be on the technologist to bring
the machines closer to the human beings. On another tack, true control of inhuman resources would only be
possible with machine understanding of what human resources entail.
2
From a materialist point of view the human system can be viewed as an analogue computer (though see Searle
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efforts have been made to investigate music understanding by computer, including the art of
machine listening from an audio stream alone. Such research can improve man-machine musical
collaborations, with artificial improvisors and computer accompaniment systems sensitive to the
conventions of traditional performance practice, but still able to employ their special abilities.
Much of the engineering work presented in this thesis falls within the domain of computational audio analysis. It is applicable to both processing effects under the direct control of
a human operator, and as a component of more complicated concert music systems that may
be intended as autonomous in operation. Distinctions of intended use will not always be made,
simply because any machine listening technology can become part of a tool kit for musical signal
processing; indeed, it is hoped that some of the methods explored in this thesis are of general
use. But the situation in which I am most interested personally is that of the development of
interactive music systems that can collaborate in performance with human musicians. These are
meant to be non-invasive, in that they function only from tracking the audio signal produced
by the human instrumentalist, and do not require any further sensor information.
I do not claim to cover the building of a complete artificial musician that can match a
human musician in all their accomplishments and quirks. Such an undertaking would require
addressing the same immense problems, of biological complexity, neural architecture, culturespecific knowledge and training, as have obstructed artificial intelligence research. Although this
is a worthy aim for the cognitive science of music (and a subsidiary interest for this thesis), from
the music composition point of view the production of an exact human simulcra would be open
to the charge that a human musician was available all along as an option. The composer’s aim
is to gain control over essential musical practices at which human beings currently outperform
machines, but also to have machine capabilities for novel musical situations; to have the best
of both worlds. Thus, I am investigating the potential of technology to provoke new artistic
directions, and to contribute to our understanding of how we make music; to enable us to share
the stage with the products of our investigations made manifest as composed systems with their
own (albeit non-human, but somewhat reflective of their programmer-creators’) personalities.
It is my hope that machine contributions can be informed by a sensitivity to the nuances of
human performance, even as they employ inhuman machine resources, and even if they may not
be said to introspect on this themselves.3
Technical work in this thesis will aim to simulate basic musicianship often taken for granted
in human music making, yet extremely difficult to implement for computational would-be participants. Integrating machines and human beings relies on algorithms that can assist computers
in discovering musical structure such as the beat, the key, or the note events themselves from
[2004]), so a (perhaps biological) computer might involve enough massively parallel operations to match a brain;
our current digital silicon architectures do not get near this.
3
I am certainly not expecting to build an artificial cognitive construct at the summit of the strong AI mountain.
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the audio signal alone. Whilst complex systems have been built in the past that operated on the
symbolic notation afforded by MIDI or from a simple pitch-to-MIDI frontend (George Lewis’
Voyager, Robert Rowe’s Cypher, Jonathan Impett’s Meta-trumpet), new systems are now being
constructed to treat the audio signal directly, to extract pertinent musical information and operate with the psuedo-auditory system of microphone, analogue to digital convertor and signal
processing.
The difficulty of the task is pronounced, and the challenges of such sub-tasks as ‘audio beat
tracking’, ‘event analysis’ and ‘key tracking’ have spawned entire research literatures. Providing
solutions that operate in realtime for concert performance is itself a further constraint. A
composer must become a composer-programmer to have any chance of tackling this field. Such
a modern composer abnegates the old 19th century image of composer-pianist, to become a
blend of computer scientist, psychologist, acoustician and deferred musician. They must devise
a software interactive music system which can operate convincingly within a real acoustic musical
environment. Within current technology, such a system is not a true artificial intelligence, but
the projection of the programmer’s anticipations of the performance situation. Yet such ground
work is necessary for any realistic attempt to let autonomous machines function within the
bounds of our musical practices, and to exploit the capabilities of machine music in a closer
union with traditional performance.

1.1

Personal Motivations and Thesis Structure

At the outset, I wish to set down my personal background and motivations for undertaking the
work contained in this thesis. I do this to give the reader some context before the inevitable
descent into formal matters. This thesis is not short, containing a number of inter-related
research projects, and the reader may wish to glance back at this initial first person statement
or Figure 1.1 below occasionally if they find themselves wondering at the relevance of certain
parts.
My background was as an instrumental composer and mathematician, and indeed, I never
really used a computer before the age of 21, when I set out on a masters in music technology. In
the late 90s, I engaged in research in music theory mathematics, algorithmic synthesis, and the
algorithmic composition of instrumental scores. All of this was non-realtime work, and it was
only in 2001 that I became involved in the laptop music scene in London. This happened through
an increasing familiarity with and use of the SuperCollider 2 audio programming language
[McCartney, 1998]; my first laptop was the newly released Apple G4 TiBook, a machine I
purchased simply to be able to use SuperCollider, which at that time was for Mac OS 9 only.
Because of SuperCollider’s innate realtime sensibility, I found myself almost by default programming for realtime situations where before I had coded non-realtime applications. Laptop
9

performance gave me a chance to try out research technologies in a more exciting public environment. Because of the varied electronica influences in the laptop scene, I no longer exclusively
concentrated on electroacoustic music and contemporary classical algorithmic composition. In
truth, such divisions had never really been adhered to by a younger generation; for instance, I
had investigated algorithmically generated techno in an early masters project (in 1997) whilst
learning to program in C. I found myself considering further automations of dance music styles,
particularly the practice of breakbeat cutting, with potential handles for realtime control [Collins,
2001a]. This led to the release of a library of program code that has been developed ever since,
and will play a part in this thesis, named BBCut [Collins, 2002b].
Yet this is not to idolise the laptop itself too far; the deficiencies of the laptop as an instrument
have been raised by many authors, as I shall review in this introductory chapter. Perceiving the
laptop itself as an instrument is really to promote a chimera. For live computer music has been
around far longer than the laptop, albeit with less immediately portable machines, and indeed,
the issues of live performance with electronics tackled by many composers and researchers prior
to the laptop age. One could consign the laptop as a transitional device on the way to the
further miniaturisations of ubiquitous computing, its keyboard and mouse interface inadequate
in particular compared to so many novel musical instrumental controllers. In music-making,
traditional acoustic instruments themselves provide examples of very carefully researched and
proven interface technologies, with a gestural connection to the human body of much greater
intimacy and responsiveness.
Thus, whilst laptop music was briefly an exciting field in itself, and because of its connection
to certain other movements seemed to be a centre of musical innovation, once the smoke dissipated, many of the same problems of an earlier generation were revealed. The only difference
is that against this backdrop, processor speeds have continued to improve, and realtime digital
signal processing is now commonplace.
In this era, gradually developing BBCut had led me to start to implement certain audio
analysis processes, namely the extraction of onsets from audio files so as to treat those files with
greater finesse under splicing operations. In my original PhD proposal, I outlined how I would
further investigate extensions to BBCut in signal analysis so as to improve the quality of its
application to material. Because of the highly rhythmic nature of many algorithmic splicing
operations, and because the automated analysis of the rhythm of target files would assist such
manipulation, machine listening technology for beat tracking and onset detection would be
developed. Since BBCut renders in realtime, and can treat audio streams that are recorded onthe-fly, the analysis would also have to run in realtime, providing an innate technical challenge.
These two facets of realtime machine listening remain the main areas of technical investigation
in this PhD. The component of rhythm analysis also explains why much of the psychological
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Figure 1.1: Chapter plan for this thesis showing the main pathways

basis which is drawn upon is from the cognition of rhythm.
Inevitably, with the course of PhD research, investigations broaden and emphases change.
Whilst the production of an updated BBCut has still been achieved, realtime machine listening
research has raised many issues independent of algorithmic splicing. This thesis is now cast in the
domain of interactive music systems [Rowe, 1993, 2001] particularly for the case of realtime audio
analysis of instrumental musicians with computer-based interaction. Naturally for a composerresearcher, the production of live audio analysis technology led to the testing of this technology
in concert applications. Such practical outcomes were seen as essential to evaluation of the
technology; one cannot claim to work on realtime systems without being able to exhibit those
systems in a demanding real world engineering scenario.
Devising such systems has led me through a consideration of many issues in artificial intelligence and cognition. Inevitably, the drive to automate musicianship rests on an understanding
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of the psychology of musicianship. What does the attempt to automate teach us about ourselves
as human musicians? The very seeking of automation is often a seeking of artificial life, and
I cannot hope to cover all of the philosophical and aesthetic issues raised. In contextualising
the abilities of interactive music systems I have recourse to the agent literature of artificial
intelligence, and will ultimately explain the term ‘autonomous agents’ used in the thesis title.
A breakdown of the chapters of this PhD in Figure 1.1 attempts to show the various main
interconnections. The reader may see alternative pathways suggested through the material.
Some of the work is relatively self-contained, and some, such as that related to the Ornamaton,
the most complex system built in the course of this thesis, has tentacles in a number of chapters.
Before the finale of specific concert works, the technological basis, particularly in the two core
topics of event analysis and beat tracking, will be described. Explorations include a mixture of
specific investigations demanded by particular concert applications, and general investigations
into machine listening mechanisms. The focus is often, though not always, on realtime causal
implementations. A psychological investigation of realtime beat tracking (chapter 2) and computational experiments building realtime causal beat trackers (chapter 4) form one thread of the
thesis. Machine listening technology for on-the-fly event analysis (chapters 3 and 5) is described
in a second parallel thread. These streams are recombined in chapter 6 with a description of
the redesigned BBCut2 software. Chapter 7 more thoroughly describes specific compositional
applications in concert pieces composed and performed during this PhD research. With chapter 8, reference will be made back to taxonomies of interactive music systems detailed in this
introduction, and I shall consider some philosophical and compositional issues arising from this
work. Finally, a summary of results and a discussion of wider implications and future directions
concludes the thesis.
As a multi-disciplinary study, this thesis incorporates knowledge from music, computer science, engineering (in particular, signal processing) and psychology; the field of computer music
brings these domains together. The bulk of the remainder of this chapter will survey these
domains. It is work in interactive music that I will review first, in section 1.2. Whilst the
approach will be to bring in knowledge where necessary, I shall review some particulars from
the psychology of music (section 1.3) and signal processing (section 1.4) so as to have a basis for
subsequent developments. Aims of the thesis, evaluation and implementation issues are outlined
in section 1.5.

1.2

Interactive Instrument Research in Computer Music

The computer provides many possibilities as an interactive musical instrument: histories and
reviews are provided in [Roads, 1996, chapters 14 and 15] and [Rowe, 1993, Impett, 2001a,
Rowe, 2001, Dean, 2003, Jorda, 2005]. There are diverse ways in which the computer appears
12

in practice, from a tool under the guidance of, or subservient to, a human operator, to an
autonomous agent, representing an additional personality on stage, without any ‘Wizard of Oz’
in the background.
Wanderley and Orio [2002, p 69] give an interesting list of ‘Contexts in Interactive Computer
Music’, consisting of seven facets that blend a mixture of control paradigms and situations. I
list them below, adding some comments in parentheses.
1. note-level control (musical-instrument-like manipulation)
2. score-level control (conductor more than performer)
3. sound processing control (transformational device, intermediary between source and observer4 )
4. contexts related to traditional Human Computer Interaction (HCI) (i.e., WIMP (window,
icon, menu, pointing device) or navigation)
5. interaction in multimedia installations (perhaps slower rate interactions or site-specific)
6. interaction in dance (or extensible to multimedia)
7. control of computer games (the joystick might indirectly lead to sounds by moving a
character in an environment)
A key observation that often arises in such theoretical work, and that relates to the second
point in the list, is the surpassing of the ‘one gesture to one acoustic event paradigm’ [Wessel
and Wright, 2002] in computer music:
‘Perhaps the most obvious metaphor of interaction in music is the manipulation of
a musical instrument by a performer... Viewing a computer as a musical instrument
provides access to a large range of resources of musical literature and traditions for
the evaluation of controllers, even if many existing applications reproduce a situation
that is closer to the interaction between a conductor and an orchestra (i.e., score-level
control).’ [Wanderley and Orio, 2002, p 70]
The conductor in this case manipulates algorithms, guiding the consequences of parameter
shifts, subroutines and mappings. Xenakis [1992, p 144] spoke of the ‘composer-pilot’ and
Wessel and Wright [2002], in discussing various metaphors for control that also include soundfile
scrubbing, drag and drop, and “dipping”, state ‘One of our central metaphors for musical control
is that of driving or flying about in a space of musical processes.’
4

The processor might play the role of an imposed environment, timbral augmentation or amplification.
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Another taxonomy is offered by Rowe [1993, pp6-8], who classifies interactive music systems
within three dimensions, discerning:
1. score-driven/performance-driven – precomposed versus spontaneous
2. transformative/generative/sequenced – suggesting the treatment of musical material and
processing, the ‘composition techniques’
3. instrument/player paradigms – nature of the machine contribution, on a continuum from
an extension of the human performance to an independent presence
For example, a score based, transformative, instrument paradigm composition has an archetype
in Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie I (1964) for tam-tam, 2 microphones, 2 filters and 6 performers,
or Boulez’s Anthèmes II (1997) for violin with electronics. Performers of acoustic instruments are
combined with human controllers of electronics transforming and extending the sound, though
IRCAM have also investigated score following technology for the latter piece to bring it in line
with Rowe’s implicit idea of an automated machine part.
It is possible to discover less frequented areas of this feature space; {score, generative, player}
could mean that the computer generates an algorithmically composed part, constrained within
a scored context, perhaps without any requirement of synchronicity with a human performer.
I shall return to this taxonomy in section 8.1.3 in classifying the interactive music systems
described in chapter 7.

1.2.1

The Current Use of Computers in Concerts

Powerful and easily portable laptops have made live computer music a common experience in
bars and clubs, though the great majority is not a profoundly interactive experience in the
traditional sense of skilled motor co-ordinated musicianship. The dominant archetype is that
of the ‘Encultured Selector’ or ‘Trusted Human Operator’, who has invested sufficient time
trawling record stores or internet resources to become expert in certain styles. Mainstay tools
are commercial software packages for DJ mixing and fixed sequence playback like Ableton Live,
Traktor or Reason. More customisable softwares do exist (e.g., Reaktor, Max/MSP, PD), with
which artists may build their own graphical interfaces for the performance of algorithmically
composed and synthesised material. These give facilities to connect external devices from tablets
and joysticks to MIDI slider banks and custom instruments, reintroducing the domain of gestural
performance. The most powerful environments in the creation of bespoke performance tools are
full programming languages specialised for audio (realtime Csound, SuperCollider, ChucK), or
the enlistment of any existing programming language with audio libraries. I have discussed the
use of such generative and interactive software in laptop performance further elsewhere [Collins,
2003c].
14

Much of the exploitation of computers in live performance simply makes use of the computer
as a powerful effects unit under the guidance of a human pilot rather than any artificial intelligence. Often, audio is captured from the performer and processed on the fly without necessarily
analysing via computer the musical character of that audio. Softwares such as STEIM’s LiSa
(Live Sampling) illustrate this, or Joel Ryan’s work with the saxophonist Evan Parker combining
the Eventide Harmonizer and SuperCollider 2.
To many artists, electronic music provides fascinating opportunities to build novel controllers
and new musical instruments, or to expand the capabilities of traditional ones [Roads, 1996,
Wanderley and Orio, 2002, Jorda, 2005]. Research institutes like STEIM are dedicated to the
investigation of new gestural and analytic interfaces [Ryan, 1991]. A conference series, NIME
(New Interfaces for Musical Expression), is covering this exploration [Cook, 2001].
As one exemplar of this very practical research, Tod Machover’s Brain Opera project at MIT
is certainly noteworthy for the variety of novel interfaces explored [Paradiso, 1999]. A particularly interesting interface by this group is the sensor-laden dancing shoes [Paradiso et al., 1999]
which provide 16 control streams covering such elements as elevation, acceleration, orientation
and pressure.
Nevertheless, the most ubiquitous controller still remains the computer and its standard
interface devices of keyboard and mouse – point four in Wanderley and Orio [2002]’s list. As
much as any new musical instrument has gained widespread concert use, it is the laptop itself.
The tendency of laptop performers to focus attention onto their computer screens while making
small adjustments via mouse control to their GUIs is just one critique of the deficiency of such
practise with respect to traditional haptic musicianship.
Joel Ryan has criticised the tendency to remove the physical from interfacing in the pursuit
of the ‘effortless’, attacking commercial music products which are:
emphasizing rather than narrowing the separation of the musician from the sound.
Too often controllers are selected to minimize the physical, selected because they
are effortless...In designing a new musical instrument it might be just as interesting
to make control as difficult as possible...Effort is closely related to expression in the
playing of traditional instruments. [Ryan, 1991, p6-7]
Authors have often addressed the role of the physical, considering the loss of traditional
grounds of musical appreciation. Smalley [1986, p83] writes that ‘many a listener’s problem can
be related either to the loss of tangibility created by the severance of direct gestural ties, or to
the difficulties in comprehending the remoteness of new surrogacy.’ He outlines three levels of
surrogacy, from the instrumental context (first-order surrogacy), through the abstracted gesture
(second-order surrogacy), to the case with no links to causality (remote surrogacy) where ‘physical cause cannot be deduced and we thus enter the realms of psychological interpretation alone’
15

[Smalley, 1986, p83]. The recent trend to aphysical music is acknowledged by [Emmerson, 2000b,
p212]: ‘The assertion of human presence within music produced by and through technology will
take many different forms as humans become increasingly alienated from purely physical sound
production.’
Perhaps multi-user concerts are the more natural domain of aphysical computer music; the
conflicting cognitive load of algorithmic thinking and the need for human intervention can be
more fairly spread under cover of multiple performers. Networked music provides new paradigms
for remote surrogacy, with many online music systems and collaborative domains for musicians.
Sergi Jorda’s FMOL (Faust Music OnLine) provides an outstanding case. It involves a manipulable graphical world representing different signals flowing during the performance, and the system is both used in online collaborative composition and in concert as a performance instrument
[Jorda, 2005]. In a recent panel on Interactive Computer Music at the International Computer
Music Conference5 Sergi Jorda declared that ‘it is within this multithreaded+shared paradigm
that new digital instruments can offer their best...whether they are called interactive music systems, extended instruments, composed instruments, intelligent instruments...makes no difference
in the end’. I would side with Robert Rowe (or further develop his taxonomy) in observing
many more distinctions amongst possible interactive music systems, but Jorda’s contention is
still an interesting claim for the primacy of human beings in interactions with electronic music
technology. Rather than necessarily deferring all activity to artificial intelligences, the points at
which humans retain control is of great interest.
A recent reaction against the gestural heritage of musicianship as perhaps being unnecessary for live computer music places the computer programming environment at the heart of
performance (Figure 1.2), and the human programmer at the heart of that environment. This
is the domain of live coding or on-the-fly programming as an artistic activity [Collins et al.,
2003, Wang and Cook, 2004, Blackwell and Collins, 2005]. In this case, it is argued that a closer
connection to a fundamental aspect of computer music, that of algorithms, is achieved through
interpreted (immediately compiled and run) programming activity, and that this activity can
be a performative act with certain implications of virtuosity, mental effort, and the need for
practice. A further cultural commentary is present, on the ubiquity of computers in our lives,
a position anticipated by Emmerson [2000b, p205]: ‘technology itself, may become a reference
field.’ An intriguing prototype, also much quoted as the first network band, was The Hub, a
collective of musician programmers.
5

The other panelists were Joel Chadabe with his ‘sailing the stormy seas’ control metaphor, David Wessel and

an argument for physicality and human agency that began with the assertion that ‘the first thing I learn to do in
an interactive system is work out how to turn the sound off’, Robert Rowe revealing his recent work converting
from MIDI based machine listening to audio, and myself presenting the live coding organisation TOPLAP (http:
//www.toplap.org).
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Figure 1.2: Live coders at play: London’s slub (Alex McLean and Ade Ward, photo courtesy Julian
Rohrhuber)

I will not go further down the road into live coding, and neither will I describe the building of
novel electronic devices as alternative haptic interfaces. Instead, my efforts will be concentrated
on the case of non-invasive audio analysis and processing essential to the creation of autonomous
machine musicians and more sensitive sound extensions of traditional instruments, without
any additional sensor equipment. In this way, Ryan’s criticisms of ‘effortless’ interfaces are
sidestepped, and traditional musical skills are valued in a synthesis with the possibilities of
modern computer processing apparatus.
...the issue of physical instrument design is bypassed in order to enable collaboration
with virtuoso performers on conventional instruments. The composer/programmer
then has the corresponding virtuoso task of musical pattern recognition. [Ryan, 1991,
10]
However, although the actions of the traditional acoustic musician are familiar to an audience,
the attribution of human agency to a computer may be more problematic.6 Schloss [2003] fears
an excess of ‘magic’; however, the enculturation of electronic music may automatically make new
processes acceptable [Collins, 2003c]. Ultimately, the balance between innovation and tradition
might be best served by a conception of ‘the possibility of a music of technology with the clear
imprint of the human will rather than the human presence’ [Emmerson, 2000b, p213].

1.2.2

Accompaniment Systems

There are systems which it might be argued are not interactive at all, but whose technical
achievements are often related to the capabilities desired of interactive music systems. These
6

The deliberate construction of physical appendages to computers or graphical projections of avatars are

possible cures.
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Figure 1.3: An extract from the first movement of the Concerto for Accompaniment, for human oboist
and computer pianist

systems have been devised to tackle the problem of an automatic accompanist.
For fixed score pieces, the naive historical approach is simple playback of a tape with the
onus on the human performer to sync up, a case still seen at many current electroacoustic
music festivals7 . A slight improvement is a cue system where an operator will trigger sound
events manually to match critical points in the score [Madden et al., 2001]. The automation
of accompaniment is a natural yet tricky further step. For monophonic instruments (especially
the flute), this has been achieved by pitch tracking algorithms and pattern matching against a
score. Barry Vercoe’s Synthetic Performer was an early system (1984) developed at IRCAM,
used for tracking flute and violin; it took advantage of fingering information from sensors as well
as the audio stream. Dannenberg [1989] reviews early attempts at automatic accompaniment.
Current state of the art systems use statistical pattern matching to position the accompaniment
at the most likely score location given an audio signal from the soloist [Orio and Déchelle, 2001,
Pardo and Birmingham, 2002, Raphael, 2004]. These systems improve results by rehearsal with
the musician they will accompany, exactly like a human accompanist. Polyphonic instrument
tracking is extremely difficult, but some success is possible simply by using features of the audio
stream (like spectral density), rather than attempting a complete ongoing transcription solution
[Jehan et al., 2002]. Raphael [2004] has demonstrated some success in the tracking of a pianist
by using spectral templates for each expected chord, constructed by mixing a harmonic model
for each note.
7

Admittedly, and certainly in much historical practice, the inability to render certain gestures in realtime and

the perfectionist control-freak craft of electroacoustic tape composition has been a factor here. There are still
better ways to cue pre-rendered material than strict tape playback, however.
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For robustness in the face of expressive timing and performer error, Chris Raphael’s Bayesian
system Music Plus One [Raphael, 2001, 2004] is impressive. I have first hand experience of
working with the system; I composed a Concerto for Accompaniment for Chris Raphael on
oboe with his realtime computer accompanist on piano. The Concerto is so-called because it
involves various challenges to the accompaniment system; entries that are difficult to synchronise
with the soloist and virtuosic (not humanly performable) material (Figure 1.3). That Raphael’s
system can play robustly under these conditions shows the potential of such technology for
new music (http://xavier.informatics.indiana.edu/∼craphael/music plus one/). However, this
thesis will not tackle the accompaniment problem in its traditional form of known score and the
computer in a subsidiary role to human soloist. Rather, the concern will be to build interactive
music systems which are performance partners, most typically for an improvisation setting.

1.2.3

Interactive Improvisation

In interactive music systems for ‘interactive improvisation’ [Rowe, 2001], a human musician
might play alongside a computer improvisation partner. This naturally leads to a consideration
of the nature of improvisation itself, for an engagement with human improvisational contexts
and the modelling of human improvisational abilities.
It should be clarified at this point that there is no expectation of building general improvisation systems which are comfortable across all details of all styles; for what human musician
is a specialist in all of the world’s musics? There may however be certain universal musical
principles and machine learning techniques which can foster engaging artificial musical partners.
Improvisational Activity
Improvisation is a ubiquitous musical activity in performance [Bailey, 1980, Nettl and Russell,
1998]. As a cross-cultural aspect of music making it is a core component of such highly developed musics as Indian classical music, secular Arabic music, Cantonese Opera, Flamenco
and the tradition of the church organ. The extent of improvisation may vary from the minute
variation of expressive details tied to set structure in a carefully rehearsed performance, to the
live construction of idiomatic works within rich musical heritages, or the wholescale creation of
entire formal structures and their musical contents based fundamentally on the musical-social
interaction of a free improvisation group.
Improvisation may fulfill needs for the communion of performers and environment, for a vitality of living music directly expressed without intermediate artefacts. Whilst in Western music
the cult of the composer and their scores, and the commercial world of fixed recordings, may act
as restrictions on the musician’s desire to improvise, in other cultural settings improvisation provides an essential continuous renewal of musical energy. Discussing the idiomatic improvisation
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of Paco Peña, a Flamenco guitarist, Derek Bailey writes that ‘Improvisation provided the means
by which he could maintain ... authenticity and still have change, freshness and development in
the music’ [Bailey, 1980, p28].
Various studies have explored the psychology of improvisation. Musicianship is a complex
task requiring the full power of human cognitive abilities, and improvisation is particularly
demanding, ‘where realtime cognitive processing is often pushed up near its attentional limits’
[Pressing, 1988, p136]. In particular, skilled musicianship always requires extensive practice to
sufficiently automate aspects of the process for realtime performance [Pressing, 1998, Sloboda,
1985]. Clarke suggests that ‘performance structures are never entirely associative, or perfectly
hierarchical’ [Clarke, 1988, p9] and that a performer can only deal with a sub-tree of a hierarchical
structure at a given moment: ‘An improvisor must construct a representation for at least a short
sequence of events in advance, and cannot operate at any speed or with any fluency on an eventto-event level’ [Clarke, 1988, p7].
Cognitive aspects of improvisation were also studied by Johnson-Laird [1991] in a computational scheme. He notes that
Modern jazz rhythms are generated by processes that place a minimal load on working memory...it should be possible to characterise the complete set of such phrases
using a regular grammar. [Johnson-Laird, 1991, p305]
Aligning with this computational perspective, Jeff Pressing has presented a model of improvisation [Pressing, 1988, p136] which details a reduction of the generational process into a
succession of event clusters. The production of a new cluster is conditioned by previous generations, long-term memory, the referent (being an ‘underlying piece-specific guide or scheme’,
encapsulating a performer’s personal experience and practice at a given situation), a set of goals,
cognitive representations of other performers, and acoustic, (cognitive) musical and sensorimotor
feedback. An improvisor may select an associative path from one cluster to the next, valuing
continuity, or break with the past via some interrupt. Pressing speculates that ‘letting go’ for
pure expression constitutes a heterarchical control scheme for the model. The model is claimed
to be suitable for the construction of computer interactive systems, though many questions
remain about the implementation of attentional strengths, the extraction of musical structure
from an audio stream, the building of motor constraints into computer models and other facets
which only go to corroborate the extent to which artificial musicianship addresses deep problems
in artificial intelligence and cognitive neuroscience.
Computer Jazz
Much work on improvisation in computer music has concentrated on jazz, often tied to commercial outcomes.
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Traditional jazz has been a popular target for (sometimes interactive) algorithmic composition packages. An AI implementation of a jazz bass player which can selectively reuse
phrase segments is presented by Ramalho et al. [1999]. From a HCI perspective, Walker devises a computer improvisor based on principles of conversation analysis [Walker, 1997]. Thom
trains her unsupervised learning system Band-OUT-of-a-Box on Charlie Parker solos [Thom,
2000]. Biles’ GENJAM [Biles, 2002] is a genetic algorithm based live performance system which
has been extensively tested in real concerts, as a practising musician in his Virtual Quintet
(http://www.it.rit.edu/∼jab/GenJam.html), though the musical assumptions of the system are
somewhat limited (the use of eighth note rhythm templates for instance and the within-chord
pitch selection). The archetypical algorithmic composition of solos in jazz occurs in the commercial product Band-in-a Box (http://www.pgmusic.com/), which provides canned generative
accompaniment but does not analyse the input from a human partner for expressive tempo
variation or material.
Whilst restricted to the limited domain of 4 bar call and response with an imposed metronome,
Thom [2003]’s work on ‘improvisational music companionship’ seeks to apply machine learning
technology to the case of specialising an interaction to an individual musician. By automatically
analysing material collected during rehearsal sessions, BoB can adapt to a performer, collating
(by clustering data) a set of playing modes meant to represent different styles of a given player’s
performance. BoB’s interaction is somewhat parasitical on the human. In call and response
the system generates material of matching playing mode for variation, without provoking new
directions. Yet Thom’s investigation of machine learning techniques that might be applicable
to the ‘sparse’ material offered in musical dialogue is noteworthy, and she even contends that
‘perhaps sparsity can be used to model musical creativity’. This is probably underestimating
the amount of practice a musician has engaged in through their life, though it is a pragmatic
approach to train an interactive system.
An intermediate case between jazz improvisation and accompaniment system, where the
known structure of a jazz chord sheet supports the improvisation of a solo, is tackled by Toiviainen’s jazz accompanist [Toiviainen, 1998]. The twist is that the accompanist has a repertoire
of standards and will try to match the standard it must accompany during a lead-in by the
soloist. In engineering his system, Toiviainen makes use of oscillator based beat induction and
Bayesian inference, to be further discussed later.
Interactive Music Systems; Five Case Studies
More abstract interaction systems investigate the potential for new music from computer technology. Robert Rowe’s Cypher is a relatively general set of machine listening functions and is
discussed in detail in his books [Rowe, 1993, 2001]. Rowe has demonstrated in conferences an
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interesting recording of a manifestation of his Cypher system in action with human performers.
When the human musician stops, the system moves into a new mode of performance, routing its
output into its input to continually develop material. The most developed version of the system
includes two parallel ‘listener’ units, one existing to feed into the ‘player’ unit, the second one
feeding into a ‘critic’ which determines the criteria for generate and test [Roads, 1996] algorithmic composition. Whilst Rowe’s published work and original Cypher system have concentrated
on MIDI as a control information stream, he is currently redirecting his attentions to the audio
signal itself, the same direction explored in this thesis.
An early system, prescient of many considerations in this thesis, is Peter Beyl’s Oscar
(Oscillator Artist), ‘a companion in live performance’ [Beyls, 1988, p219] and a ‘virtual musician’ (ibid, p229). It is clear that Beyls considers the machine a collaborator, though he
acknowledges that he must first delegate decision making to the machine through his programming. He seeks to implement ‘structures that allow easy understanding from man to machine’
(http://kalvos.org/beylspe.html) and observes that ‘the machine tries to express its own character, its own personality, while at the same time it tries to accommodate the external world,
the human interactor. So we have some kind of a conflict here, the conflict between expression
and integration’ (ibid). Technically, Oscar operates with pitch tracking on (8-bit) audio and
saxophone key data, outputs MIDI signals and functions as an expert system with a knowledge
base of rules. Pitch material is the primary subject, and whilst Oscar is somewhat anthropomorphised in Beyl’s description of its ‘personal opinion’, there is an interesting two dimensional
state for the system on axes of interest (from bored to aroused) and stimulation (from under to
over stimulation) based on the pitch content of working memory. In his original paper, Beyls
explicitly mentions the goal of creating an autonomous agent.
George Lewis is an experienced improviser whose personal Voyager [Lewis, 1999, 2000] software tracks his trombone playing (through a pitch to MIDI convertor) and generates responses.
The software was first written in Forth in the early 80s and has been subsequently extended
through thousands of lines of code. Voyager is a massive construction, devised to provide unanticipated responses and extremely abstract mappings through a ‘state-based’ parametrical rather
than directly motif tracking approach to improvisational form [Lewis, 1999, p105]. It is often
taken as an exemplar of the player paradigm by those who utilise Rowe’s taxonomy, in that it
seems wilful and independent. It has unfortunately never been released as a binary nor code, so
is unexaminable and cannot be evaluated but for Lewis’ Voyager album. However, it has been
‘road-tested’ in gigs with a variety of respected improvisors including Lewis himself.
In a radio interview (http://www.studio360.org/yore/show011803.html) Lewis described the
system’s multiplicity of outputs, the ‘many different foregrounds vying for attention’, how he
had programmed ‘rapid changes in timbre, multiple metres, multiple keys, multiple tonalities:
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there’s a lot of information there’. The wilful independence of the software is part of his nonhierarchical improvisational aesthetic: ‘I don’t want to be in charge and I don’t want anyone
else to be in charge’. He contends that all interactive music systems must necessarily reflect
the attitudes of their creators: ‘Everyone’s machine expresses their aesthetic view’. Whilst
this is incontrovertible, the Voyager system is a great exemplar of a highly subjective system,
intimately expressing its programmer’s personality, loaded with enough complexity to guarantee
stimulating interactions.
Another system which extolls the ‘vital role of complexity in music’ [Impett, 2001b] is due to
Jonathan Impett and is based on emergence, the appearance of significant global behaviour from
the interaction of more primitive agents [Impett, 2001a,b]. Impett plays an adapted trumpet
with various sensors, including like Lewis a pitch to MIDI convertor, and has also interfaced
other MIDI enabled instruments to the system. The system operates at the note event level
with MIDI signals, but goes far into an exploration of realtime compositional dynamics.
Impett describes various experiments with the Swarm simulation software, in which he ultimately models a hierarchy of different reflexive (self-simulating, potentially feedback) layers.
He enables different subsystems with musical abilities, letting their actions be emergent from
complex webs of information exchange. He applies some nonlinear dynamic modelling tools
to predict and recognise when subsystems fall into a local minima, applying heuristics which
maintain a guaranteed level of activity amongst the complex. Dynamism is also effected by a
concept of energy, both used up internally in processes, and exchanged between processes and
the wider environment (for instance, transmitted into the system from human musical gestures).
‘Human and virtual behaviours search their common space for regions of potential activity to
sustain the joint system’ [Impett, 2001b] allowing a symbiosis.
Impett notes how an interactive system must necessarily perturb the musical environment in
which it operates, and points to the novel interactions facilitated by such systems as themselves
defining new contexts of musical work which may form new emergent inventions, negotiated
with culture.
In the last few years, Francois Pachet has demonstrated that the same Markovian processes
that paid off well for David Cope’s Experiments in Musical Intelligence algorithmic composition
project, can be directed to a responsive improvisation system. The Continuator [Pachet, 2003]
runs using a MIDI piano and a laptop, in a call and response fashion. Assumptions of style
(outside of standard MIDI practice) are not made. For the case of MIDI piano music, he has
constructed an example of a relatively broad system, particularly for short-term pitch material, though one which has difficulty with longer-term structure and with more refined metrical
frameworks and anticipation.8 Pachet himself refers to the system as providing ‘reflexive’ rather
8

There are discontinuities at the moment of handover for instance observable in the demonstration videos, the
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than ‘flexible’ interactions, its chief role being that of a mirror through which the user confronts
their own output, as analysed and echoed by the particular Markovian processes. What musical
knowledge it has is implicit in the treatment of the input tokens in the Markovian deconstruction, so that it is fundamentally parasitic on the duration data passed to it. That the system
passed a musical Turing test for two expert listeners run by a radio station is not so surprising
since the output material maintains the same rates and densities as the input, as well as the
same timbral base on a MIDI piano.
Thus, Pachet is more interested in evaluating the effect of the system on its users, especially
the investment of time that such a system can solicit. In particular he has explored the level
of attention young children give who confront the system; its ability to respond without exact
repetition captured their interest far more than simpler interaction modes [Addessi et al., 2004].
This suggests that the continued interest of human musicians who engage with the machine,
and the system’s capacity to match a raising of skill level with appropriate further challenge,
may form appropriate evaluatory criteria for interactive music systems.

1.2.4

Musical Artificial Intelligence

Intimately related to the construction of advanced autonomous interactive music systems are
issues of musical artificial intelligence.
Musical automata and algorithmic composition devices can be traced as far back as the second century BC, and have a fascinating history which includes d’Arezzo’s table lookup procedure
(ca 1030), the first computational memory devices (13th century 9000 hole carillons from the
Netherlands), musical dice games and Ada Lovelace’s prescient description of the application of
the Analytical Engine to musical composition [Roads, 1985, 1996]. The fictional anticipations of
artificial intelligence are also wide ranging, from the Golem myth and Shelley’s Frankenstein’s
Monster to the introduction of the Czech term robot (from robota, to work) in Karel Čapek’s
play Rossum’s Universal Robots (1921). Many musical robots have been constructed in recent
decades, including the Wabot-2 score reading and keyboard playing robot (completed 1984)
[Roads, 1996], Godfried-Willem Raes’ Automatons (http://logosfoundation.org/instrum gwr/
automatons.html), MIT’s COG (1999, http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/humanoid-robotics-group/
cog/), which can engage in rudimentary drum tasks, and recently, the more accomplished Haile
the Robotic Drummer from Georgia Tech, which shares a Native American Pow-Wow drum with
a human partner [Weinberg and Driscoll, 2006]. New York has been particularly involved, with
the LEMUR project (League of Electronic Musical Urban Robots, http://www.lemurbots.org/)
and the artbots festival.
Regardless of the heightened social presence pseudo-humanoid systems may (initially) comsystem being unavailable at the time of writing for personal evaluation.
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mand9 , most artificial intelligences have no physical presence but for the computer hardware
they inhabit. Software is the natural experimental laboratory of artificial intelligence research,
and whilst some protagonists have advocated physical adjuncts as essential to valid cognition,
such embodiment is not necessarily required of new (non-human) intelligences. Though he has
argued for the need of the human body, even Dennett [1990, p54] acknowledges that ‘there might
be inhuman ways of being intelligent’ .
A number of critiques of the possibilities of artificial intelligence have been made, most of
them anticipated by Turing in his original 1950 paper Computing Machinery and Intelligence,
as eloquently analysed by Russell and Norvig [2003, chapter 26]. Most arguments claim that
the computer is lacking something fundamental to intelligence – a body (touch, proprioception,
the whole bundle of senses), a limbic system (emotion), reasoning about mathematical infinities,
intuition. Since AIs have knocked over traditionally human preserves one by one, the philosophers have been successively forced back. Perpetual progress is not guaranteed, however – the
AI field’s own seeming lack of progress by the early 80s before the subsymbolic and Bayesian
resurgences is a case in point. Yet as Dourish [2004] points out, embodiment does not necessarily mean the physical, but embodiment as acting in time to negotiated context: ‘Embodiment
is not about physical reality, but rather about availability for engagement’ . Musical systems
for concert performance are inherently tackling such embodiment, regardless of their physical
status, and since the jury is out (probably for all time) on the ultimate capabilities of AIs, we
are justified in proceeding if only from innate creative curiosity.
Reviews of the conflux of artificial intelligence research and music have been carried out
by a number of authors [Roads, 1985, Ames, 1990, Camurri, 1993, Camurri and Leman, 1997,
Miranda, 2000]. Trends in AI technologies applied to music have followed the general trend
in the AI literature, from symbolic systems like rule-based expert systems and other forms of
explicit knowledge engineering [Roads, 1985, Ames, 1990, Camurri, 1993] to subsymbolic connectionism using the implicit learning capabilities of neural nets and other statistical machine
learning techniques [Todd and Loy, 1991, Leman, 1993, Griffith and Todd, 1999, Toiviainen,
2000]. Whilst subsymbolic approaches have proved useful for ‘investigation of the inarticulate
aspects of musical activity’ [Toiviainen, 2000], Camurri and Leman [1997] advocate the combination of the strengths of the two in hybrid systems. These might typically combine low-level
subsymbolic systems operating on audio signals, with higher-level symbolic processes operating
on extracted objects over larger time scales. Interactive music systems built in this thesis will
turn out to be hybrid systems, in that they will involve low-level subsymbolic signal processing
as well as higher level symbolic object manipulation for decision making concerning appropriate
9

Such a presence is undermined for anything but a perfect simulation of a biological human form, and even

then would fail as soon as the human participants see the robot does not act on adequate social terms with them
[Collins and Kusch, 1998]. Such failures of social action will be analysed more thoroughly in chapter 8.
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compositional outputs.
A particular AI research area relevant to the thesis title is that of agents. Though the term
agent itself suffers from a multiplicity of definitions [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995, Franklin
and Graesser, 1996, d’Inverno and Luck, 2001], it is currently viewed as an essential central
formalism for artificial intelligence [Russell and Norvig, 2003]. There are gradations of agents,
corresponding to the complexity of their relationship with their operating environment and the
reasoning they can employ to act within it. It has often been used in a relatively weak sense
in previous music research, for example, in multiagent systems [Goto, 2001, Rowe, 1993] whose
individual agents are not learning and reasoning but merely independent active hypotheses and
processes whose meaning is only apparent in terms of the whole search operation or activity. It
seems as if agents are often confounded with subroutines or instances of classes which encapsulate
particular limited behaviours. A goal of this project is the realisation of autonomous systems for
interactive music, which can operate independently of composer intervention during a concert,
though they may not be so independent of the composer’s programming. Agent is used here
to refer to the entire interactive music system as a functioning entity. I shall more carefully
consider their claims to agenthood once they have been built, in section 8.1.3, in the context of
a deeper analysis of some issues of artificial intelligence raised.
For the moment, the reader might keep such issues in the back of their mind as I turn to
other disciplines influencing this work.

1.3

Psychological Issues

Research into computer music is supported by psychological investigations into the nature of
music in perception and production for human participants. In this section, I review and analyse
data from the psychological literature which will feed into machine listening work. A particular
focus will be the psychology of rhythm, as the traditional basis of beat tracking research.

1.3.1

Rhythm and Metre

It is helpful to consider a perspective on rhythm founded in the psychology of music [Fraisse,
1982, Sloboda, 1982, Handel, 1989, Parncutt, 1994, Palmer, 1997, Clarke, 1999b, Gabrielsson,
1999] as a basis for the investigations of later chapters. Table 1.1 gives a precis of terms used in
the literature as discussed in this section.
Richard Parncutt reviews definitions of rhythm and settles upon one founded in his model
of pulse salience:
‘A musical rhythm is an acoustic sequence evoking a sensation of pulse’10 [Parncutt,
10

Thereby rendering certain contemporary composer’s rhythms amusical, or at least redefining the perceptible
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Unit

Explanation

Reference

beat, pulse, tactus,

most perceptually salient level of a metrical hierarchy

Parncutt

referent time level

Large

[1994],

and

Jones

[1999]
tatum

temporal atom (or time quantum) – fastest perceptible unit within

Bilmes

[1993],

a piece marking the greatest level of subdivision, usually the great-

Iyer et al. [1997],

est common divisor of other durations

Seppänen [2001]

down-beat

Marking a measure’s start in the measure metrical level

Jehan [2005a]

hyper-measure

Level of a metrical hierarchy of duration of multiple measures

London [2004]

n-cycle

mathematical conception of n (evenly spaced) subdivisions within

London [2004]

some time span
I-metre

Isochronous metre – evenly spaced beats within a measure

London [2004]

NI-metre

Non-Isochronous metre – unevenly (though usually maximally

London [2004]

evenly as allowed by an odd n n-cycle) spaced beats within a
measure
IOI

Inter Onset Interval

Gouyon and Meudic [2003]

ISI

Inter Stimulus Interval (synonym for IOI used in some papers)

Parncutt [1994]

IBI

Inter Beat Interval

Dixon and Goebl
[2002]

Table 1.1: A glossary of expressions used in the psychology of rhythm literature

1994, page 453]
Note that Parncutt’s pulse salience refers to ‘all rhythmic levels spontaneously evoked in the
mind of a listener’ and that the beat is the comfortable middle ground of a metrical hierarchy
which includes nested subdivisions, commonly grouped in divisions of 2 or 3 [Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983, London, 2004]. Important levels include the tatum, being the fastest appearing
level of pulsation, the beat itself, the measure level (implying a longer term periodicity) and
(speculatively) hyper-measure levels. A similar definition of beat is accepted by most beat tracking 11 models which aim to computationally determine the intuitively natural ‘foot-tapping’ or
‘hand-clapping’ tactus, referent time level or beat, and the practical description adopted herein.
The human experience of rhythm is not an exclusively Western phenomena, yet Western
musical tradition places many weighted terms in the path of the analyst. Clayton posits
‘Metre as commonly understood in the West is clearly not a universal concept, nor
musical effect of them. The definition also makes certain rhythms musical only for those who are trained to
extract pulsation from them!
11
Gouyon and Dixon [2005] distinguish beat induction from beat tracking, and also use pulse and beat as
synonyms, hence pulse tracking. A beat induction step is a single estimation of period and phase on data within a
short time window; tracking refers to the accumulation of such steps and the resolution of the underlying tempo
and beat processes.
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is it a phenomenon observable in all world musics’ [Clayton, 2000, page 41]
He notes that the well-formedness rules for metre of Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s theory [Lerdahl
and Jackendoff, 1983] cannot accommodate North Indian tāl patterns. The inadequacy of some
of GTTM’s rules as cultural universals is independently raised with respect to the music of
the Bolivian campesinos by Stobart and Cross [2000]. Temperley [2001], in his computational
implementation of GTTM, revises some of the rules in a treatment of African rhythm, showing
that the basic idea of well-formedness and preference rules can be fruitful.
Yet there are at least three theories of metre concerning African rhythm. Arom [1989] finds
an isoperiodic pulse level and subdividing operational value (tatum) at the heart of Central
African polyrhythm, rejecting though any sense of strong and weak accentuation within a cycle as
arising from hierarchical metre. Agawu [1995] argues for a conventional metrical backdrop to the
Northern Ewe music of Ghana. Magill and Pressing [1997] describe the nonisochronous timeline
as the best fit for a West African drummer’s mental model of polyrhythmic production.12
A resolution of such a proliferation of metrical theories is Justin London’s many-metres
hypothesis [London, 2004] which contends that there are a multiplicity of both isochronously
and non-isochronous (though pseudo-isochronous) organised metrical structures, each of which
must be learnt in a given context. The same I-metre or NI-metre may also vary in its cognitive
evocation as tempo is varied, due to the interaction of processing considerations for the different
levels of pulsation. This is particularly the case with regard to a fundamental minimum treatable
IOI around 100 milliseconds, and the need for beats themselves to be at least 250 msec.
Some non-isochronous metres may have arisen through the placing of uneven emphasis on
dance steps, a short-short-long (perhaps a step-step-turn) corresponding to a 2+2+3, or contentiously dropping any insistence on quantisation, 2+2+2.9.13 Norwegian Hardanger fiddle music as well as much Aksak (Eastern European) dance music show these ‘choreographic [Brǎiloiu,
1984, p154] tendencies. Possibly the weakest part of London’s theory is his conception of the
NI-meters, which are usually maximally evenly spaced within an n-cycle even if they cannot
be made perfectly isochronous. Examples like Hardanger fiddle show that listeners may simply
be familiar with certain patterns with larger scale periodicity, subdivided in a way intimately
tied to bodily motion in the dance, though not necessarily mathematically neat. The influence
of Western music theoretic constructions does tend to apply quantisation, or force the positing
12

Metre through the imposition of time signature is not a necessity for all Western music either; explicit barlines

were introduced in the seventeenth century and disappear again in Faure and Satie piano pieces. Composers after
the romantic period are influenced by wider conceptions of rhythm found in world musics, from Stravinsky and
Bartok’s use of additive metres through Messiaen’s treatise and teaching. Ligeti’s piano etude Galamb Borong is
prefaced by the instruction ‘the piece has no proper metre and the bar lines do not indicate any structure’ [Ligeti,
1998, page 4].
13
An underlying tatum is not necessarily implied in a short-long dance steps view, which would undermine the
cognitive existence of an n-cycle, though not of a master periodicity per se.
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of an n-cycle or tatum, where this may not be necessary to explain the phenomena. Some
of the controversy is shown by the competing characterisations of African rhythmic constructs
mentioned above.
Thaut [2005, p54] accepts the validity of multiple metrical constructs in explaining the
world’s rhythms: ‘Because very different neurological networks, which seem to be fairly independent of each other in circuit architecture, subserve different components of rhythm, hierarchical
rhythmic structures, such as those in Western musical language systems, may be based more
on the particular structural developments in the syntax of musical languages specific to certain
musical cultures than on a culturally independent intrinsic function of a musical biology’. It
may be possible to claim that there is no underlying isochronous pulse or tatum in some music,
just as some Indian tāl admit a pulse, but involve much longer cycles than typical Western
metres. Whilst Drake and Bertrand [2003] posit musical temporal universals, in particular the
predisposition towards regularity and active search for regularity, a more general version of such
rules may have to be allowed which does not assume isochrony at a short time scale, but larger
scale regularity of reference pattern. Further cross-cultural study is needed to resolve the status
of pulse especially, and brings us to a consideration of scheduling and perceptual clock mechanisms. If the outer periodicity can be long, how many reference points might be needed in
a cycle for musical timing purposes? Must these be isochronous, or be constrained to simple
integer ratios?
Accepting for now that certain definitions of metre are not necessarily valid cross-culturally,
common practise Western music remains the focus of most theory. Grouping (rhythmic phrasing)
is separated from metre (the pulse hierarchy) in modern treatments. Bruno Repp defines the
rhythmicality of music as the degree to which it lends itself to division into perceptual groups
and metricality as its degree of perceived temporal regularity [Repp, 2000a, page 235]. In the
Generative Theory of Tonal Music view of metre [Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983], the hierarchy
gives rise to strengths of metrical accentuation (the strong and weak beats of popular parlance)
for measure locations based on how many metrical levels coincide at that point.
Resolving rhythm and metre can seem a chicken and egg problem: rhythm is understood
from a metrical context but metre is inferred from the presented rhythm! From a Bayesian
perspective [Temperley, 2004b] there is a dual potential for the inference of one given any
evidence of the other.14 This impasse may be overcome by considering causal processing. A
sense of metre might be initialised from the first presented information, then itself sets up
14

Todd has written of the complementation of the two as being akin to a frequency to time domain transform

[Clarke, 1999b, page 478], in which the periodicities are the frequencies and the original rhythm is the time domain
signal. This of course also describes a standard computational approach to beat tracking. His rhythmogram
produces images of rhythmic grouping structure from ‘Mexican hat’ filtering of nerve firing signals [Todd and
Brown, 1996], bringing together low-level and high-level representations.
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expectancies, with respect to which rhythms are interpreted. Desain and Honing [1999] talk of
a ‘bottom-up’ process establishing a sense of beat over 5-10 events, then a ‘top-down’ process
operating to resolve rhythms. Stepping outside of the presentation of pure rhythms beloved by
psychologists to more ecological cases, it is plausible that other recognition factors are at work.
Discrimination of style (through timbral or tonal cues) might give one a necessary prior on
the metrical principles involved, and help to determine anchor points within standard periodic
patterns with respect to which fine rhythmic detail can be resolved. This thesis will investigate
issues relating to this hypothesis. The behaviour of humans at transitions of metre or an abrupt
swap of piece might provide evidence to resolve such questions: Desain and Honing [1999, page
29] state that ‘when in a change of metre the evidence for the old percept becomes too meagre,
a new beat interpretation is induced’. Conditions for such changes remain an open problem.
Causal operation is necessarily tempered by available information; Gouyon and Dixon [2005,
p36] give the example of the impossibility of resolving an expressive timing deviation from a
tempo change under certain conditions. A tradeoff of reactiveness and inertia has consequences
especially in concert musicianship where performers must operate with the future unknown.
We are anticipating issues that will arise in the production of computational beat tracking
programs. The perception of pulse salience, and especially the selection of a particular metrical
level as the beat is another topic of essential value. In a spontaneous tapping study to test
hierarchic perception and referent tapping rate, Drake et al. [2000b] demonstrated that musicians have the greatest range of available hierarchical levels and select the slowest pulses as
the tracking level.15 Toiviainen and Synder [2000] explicitly discuss the switching of attention
between metrical levels. Whereas many have followed Fraisse in centering the preferred tempo
curve at 600msec (100bpm), a paper by van Noorden and Moelants [1999] revises the peak to
500-550msec. They base this in a survey of tempi across (Western) musical styles, a refreshing
study of preferred pulsation rate against polyphonic audio, and a model of resonance applied to
experimental results from three previous studies. A number of further studies by Moelants and
McKinney [McKinney and Moelants, 2004, Moelants, 2003] have followed up the experimental
derivation of tempo resonance curves, finding that in some cases subjects have an ambiguous
task of selecting a metrical level as the beat. This occurs most prominently when the tempo of
a piece is such that it is aligned with metrical levels spaced equally either side of the preferred
tempo.
Because of the characteristics of marking events and attentional mechanisms, rhythm is
not purely a product of time location, and has been laid out as a multi-dimensional attribute
by some authors. Though some studies based on inter-onset-intervals (IOIs) factor them out,
15

Informed selection of the tactus solves Temperley’s concerns about having the fastest occuring level, being the

greatest common divisor, as the referent [Temperley, 2001, page53]: the tactus should be placed on an intermediate
level within the preferred tempo range [Drake et al., 1999, page 192].
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timbre, envelope of attack and perceptual centre, fundamental frequency and amplitude all have
a part to play. Many authors make this point, usually as a proviso to their IOI based studies.
It has been asserted that natural music making is less ambiguous than bare pathological IOI
examples: ‘meaningful musical material does contain many redundant cues to the metre’ [Desain
and Honing, 1999, page 37]. It is also plausible for real polyphonic audio examples that timbral
or tonal attributes might be critical to inferring the beat, and the pure IOIs be unresolvable. The
assistance of pitch information in resolving metrical levels is shown in [Toiviainen and Synder,
2000]. Work with pure audio signals broaches questions of the best features from which to
find the beat, and such assertions will form an essential motivation for the next chapter on the
psychology of beat perception on real musical stimuli.

1.3.2

Expressive Timing and Movement

Rhythms in human performance are not clinical and metronomic. Aside from noise16 , they show
structure-specific timing deviations which are a basic part of musical expression [Gabrielsson,
1999]. An example is the agogic accent, the lengthening of the duration of an important note.
The extent of expressive timing is such that a notated quarter note in one bar can be more
than twice the duration of a half note in another [Desain and Honing, 1992]. This implies
that quantisation processes for automated score transcription require musical knowledge of local
context. Desain and Honing also sound a note of caution for those who might apply tempo curves
with timing deviations locked in proportionally: it is wrong to assume that such perturbations
scale exactly to different tempi, and the function for timing deviation must arise from the
interaction of structure with motor constraints and pulse preferences [Desain and Honing, 1994].
Dotted rhythms are produced in a tempo dependent manner: ‘the ratio long time–short
time is maximal at the spontaneous tempo’ [Fraisse, 1982, page 168]. When speeding up from
this rate to the limits of production, there is no longer any great distinction of the long and
short elements [Friberg and Sundström, 2002]. Swung short notes may lose accurate swing when
falling under London’s 100 msec barrier. The common deviation from the exact scored durations
for such figures in musical practice is noted by Weisberg [1993]. Parncutt [1994, page 444-5]
subsumes the dotted quaver and swing (the notes inégales (unequal)) in his salience model as
providing indication of the wrapping beat location, but not of any subdivision on the order of
the events themselves. Gestalt rules may partly underlie the association of shorter events with
longer: ‘Short notes that are off the beat tend to group with the stressed notes that precede
or follow them’ [Bregman, 1990, p480]. Dotted rhythms conventionally become double dotted
when the pulse is sufficiently slow, showing the effects of attaching to the following note,
16

Jitter in timing production is due to noise in neural processing and in mechanical production (musculature

etc); message passing through biological systems is inherently noisy since the same starting condition can never
be repeated exactly [Michon, 2000, page 86].
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The literature on rhythm is complemented by a psychological literature on motor skills, usually couched in the form of a laboratory tapping task, where participants tap along to a bare and
isochronous stimulus.17 Much useful data on human tapping tasks is provided by Repp [2001],
who also finds a detection threshold for tempo changes of 2%18 and that acceleration is more
sensitively detected than deceleration. Period correction is fast and under conscious control,
whereas phase correction is slow and the approach taken for subliminal tempo changes. Thaut
[2005] agrees that synchronisation can be fine-tuned outside of conscious attention, though period
correction followed by phase adjustment was observed in putatively unconscious strategies (under 5%, and for 3% changes), and the exact specifics remain controversial, in part due to differing
mathematical interpretations. It is accepted, however, that brain activations are differentiated
over sychronisation tasks [Thaut, 2005, p50]. Discussing the neurobiology of entrainment with
respect to patients with cerebellar damage, Molinari et al. [2003] found evidence to suggest that
beat induction processes exist in a low level unconscious form early on in the neural auditory
system (pre-cerebellum) and in separate high level attentional processing distributed perhaps in
the basal ganglia and cerebellum. Pre-cerebellar functions could still be activated via music for
therapeutic purposes.
The ‘close relationship between music and human movement’ [Clarke, 1999b, page 494] is
corroborated by many recent neural imaging studies showing co-activation of auditory and motor
areas [Janata and Grafton, 2003, Ferrandez et al., 2003, Lewis and Miall, 2003, Griffiths et al.,
2001, Schubotz et al., 2000, Grahn, 2005]. Fraisse asserts ‘all of the rhythms that we perceive
are rhythms which originally resulted from human activity’ [Fraisse, 1982, page 150]. Neil
Todd’s model of musical expression in dynamics [Todd, 1992] and in earlier papers for tempo,
explicitly utilises a dynamical system based in kinematics. Todd finds that ‘the sensitivity of
the auditory system to tempo is coincident with the natural frequency of the motor systemperhaps a product of the coevolution of the auditory and motor systems’ [Todd and Brown,
1996, page 269], a point that Fraisse’s review also makes from a wealth of supporting evidence;
haptic motion is at rhythmic rates, and perception of beat prefers a foot-tapping tempo.
Musical perception is not exempt from higher level categorisation effects – ‘even trained subjects could differentiate only two, or at most, three durations in the range of perceived durations
(below two seconds). If the durations were more numerous, confusion arose.’ [Fraisse, 1982,
page 168]. This is a sobering thought, though trained musicians surely deal regularly with many
more ratios: the status of tuplets is surely resolvable where a steady pulse has been established.
Further, listeners will systematically overestimate short durations and underestimate long du17

The ecological validity of such work may be called into question, and this will be an underlying theme of the

next chapter.
18
This varies significantly between subjects, and Repp previously placed discrimination at 4% in an earlier
review [Repp, 2000b, page 129].
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rations [Clarke, 1999b, page 475]. London [2004] links this effect to fundamental perceptual
processing constraints on durations. Context is also important in classification. Clarke makes
an example of the IOI sequence [600, 400, 1000] which in a duple metre may be interpreted as
1:1:2, in triple as 2:1:3 and in quintuple as 3:2:5 [Clarke, 1999b, page 490]. Povel and Essens
[1985, page 432] point out that the IOI pattern 3111213 admits beat solutions of size 4 and of
size 3. Expressive timing comes to the rescue – this figure would surely be resolved by expressive
accentuation if this were to be performed.
Complementing psychoacoustic work on the cognition of rhythm, issues arise of the best
logical representations for rhythm in computational work [Dannenberg, 1993, Marsden, 2000,
Honing, 2001]. These studies may themselves give insight into the information theoretic scope
of mental processing. A team at CNMAT (Berkeley) propose a cross-culturally applicable representation for rhythm in computer music based on Bilmes’ notion of the temporal atom, or
tatum [Iyer et al., 1997]. From the work of Bilmes [1993] and Desain and Honing [1993], the
representation of expressive timing is no longer couched exclusively in terms of a master tempo
curve, but would follow a combination of low frequency tempo variation and high frequency timing deviation; Desain and Honing also criticise the cognitive basis of tempo curve perception,
arguing that it is an abstraction from the reality of discrete observed events. This computational
representation will be manifested in section 6.4.2.

1.4
1.4.1

Signal Processing Issues
The Difficulty of Automatic Transcription

The ‘transcription problem’ is a challenge facing the current generation of computer music
engineers, and not necessarily one that can be overcome in all cases, the well-definition of the
research question itself being called into question by a number of researchers. In its most
optimistic form, a computer program is sought which is a universal transcriber of polyphonic
music, capable of rendering audio into a symbolic reduction which nevertheless captures all
salient psychological aspects of events and sources from which that music was constructed. The
problem is often cast such that the sought after reduction is equivalent to Western score notation,
and this poses some immediate problems, from the deficiencies of that notation itself.
Musics which do not admit conventional Western score representations are not hard to find,
and ethnomusicologists have often confronted the paucity of our score representations, not to
mention the effect on the mind-set [Brǎiloiu, 1984, Stobart and Cross, 2000]. Bartok’s problems
with the lack of timbral and fine expressive timing detail in scores are described in Emmerson
[2000c, p120]: ‘From the detailed transcriptions made by Bartok in the villages of Hungary (and
elsewhere) the clash of the prescriptive notation and the descriptive score he sought to make of
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a rich oral culture was obvious.’
It is straight-forward to make a psychological case that the score artefact cannot adequately
represent all facets of music as experienced by listeners. It is also perhaps unnecessary for music
understanding; Dixon [2001a], Scheirer [1998] and Goto [2001] all note that beat induction does
not require full score knowledge to operate: the average listener knows little music theory, and yet
they tap along happily to the beat. The very idea of extracting all note events whilst listening is
attacked by Scheirer [1996]; he does not accept the validity of the ‘transcriptive metaphor’, giving
the example of Bregman’s ‘chimerae’, the possible phantom interactions of sound objects: ‘When
cues that favour vertical integration are present, the auditory system treats the combination as a
unit, and whatever properties are extracted are assigned as global descriptions of this unit. When
the cues favour segregation, the combination is treated as accidental and only the individual,
nondissonant tones are perceived’ [Bregman, 1990, p509].19 The machine listening work at MIT
[Martin et al., 1998] models the non-musician as the primary listener, rather than the specialist
musician. Engineering solutions for such tasks as beat tracking or music classification operate on
functions of a signal where note events are implicit, not explicitly determined as a prerequisite
to useful music understanding work.
This does not mean that there are not psychologically plausible parameters in scores, nor
that certain structural representations with some relation to music theory do not underlie the
perception of, for instance, Western tonal music of the 18th and 19th centuries [Lerdahl and
Jackendoff, 1983, Clarke, 1988]. Perhaps the music most closely bound to the score and the
corresponding theory of music is properly modelled by psychological constructs derived from
them? Lerdahl and Jackendoff [1983] are aware of the problems, but still posit a ‘perfect’
listener free of the need for repeated listenings and with an unlimited musical memory.
That there are flaws in the grand design of perfect score reproduction is made acute by many
contemporary scores. A complex progression of time signature and tempo changes, say, Boulez’s
le marteau sans maı̂tre, is not likely to give rise to a perceptual resultant accurate to its every
twist.20 Not all gestures can be communicated, some are only in the mind of the performer.
Even those classical pieces which are most traditionally tied to the score format admit
all sorts of expressive nuances consisting of micro-timing and pitch alterations from the score
in their performed interpretations. Indeed, such ‘systematic deviations’ are intimately tied to
marking musical structure [Clarke, 1999b]. In reducing an audio signal to a score, structure must
be inferred from the signal sufficient to differentiate, for example, expressive timing deviations
from notated durations. This is the crux of the quantisation problem [Desain and Honing, 1992].
19

It has been contended, however, that such low-level groupings are reassigned and resolved into larger scale

objects based on higher-level principles, guided by learnt schema, as in the Blackboard model [Godsmark and
Brown, 1999].
20
That this score is necessary for the unfolding of the music by the performers themselves is still quite possible
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Well definition problems related to metrical structure will be taken up again in the sequel.
But even as much as the reduced information content of a score (with respect to the audio signal) is itself permitted, there is no guarantee that a given performance rendering can
unambiguously lead to a single score solution. Smoliar [1999, p102]21 gives the example of a
cor anglais solo by Wagner, where recovering the original score from a performance would fail,
since any expressivity on the part of the performer conceals the barline location; transcription
relies on the score allowing an inversion. It might be asked whether recovering the parts of a
complex orchestral score (say of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring) is even slightly realistic, given the
sound mass of orchestration which must mask certain instruments. Bregman [1990, p489] notes
the case of ensemble timbre, for instance, the situation in classical orchestration of a quiet flute
doubling the strings at the octave. One might recognise the brightening of timbre, but be unable
to recognise individual harmonic components necessary to separate the sound sources.
This challenge is surely only exaggerated by a conductor’s interpretative choices, the recording environment and individual performer errors. A transcription program would certainly
require multiple scans performed outside of realtime causal constraints. Hainsworth [2004] provides results of a survey of human transcribers which reveal that transcription is hardly a perfect
immediate operation for human musicians, who often target outer parts then fill in inner parts
by overall harmonic rules and iterative testing. This concentration on important parts, and
a sensible reconstruction of the rest, is the likely tactic behind Mozart’s (perhaps mythical)
publicity-stunt transcription of Allegri’s at-the-time unpublished Miserere [Sloboda, 1985].
Attempts to build working transcription systems have often concentrated on polyphonic pitch
detection and metrical induction as core tasks [Klapuri, 2004]. Whilst some polyphonic pitch
transcription schemes have shown increasing ability in recent years, we are by no means near a
definite solution. In a presentation of June 15, 2005 at Queen Mary University of London, Anssi
Klapuri described a new transcriber which exhibited a new benchmark of 40% accuracy over a
large test set. Perhaps the most successful attempts have concentrated on specific instruments
in specific styles. Transcription of piano music has been targeted by companies, particularly for
the restoration of old recordings via a new rendering on a MIDI controlled concert grand. Whilst
successes have been reported (in one recent project, Zenph Studios reported the extraction of
sufficient pitch and onset data from an old Art Tatum recording to re-record it [Hamer, 2005])
it is most likely the product of concentrating a lot of effort on one piece, with semi-automatic
transcription under the guidance of a human engineer/musician. We do not yet have any sort
of general transcription facility.
Many difficulties in the automatic transcription of music from an audio signal and related
21

The article itself contains a number of errors, critiqued by Desain and Honing in the same volume, but the

pathological transcription example is still valid
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problems are due to the still unsolved problems of multi-stream event discrimination on polyphonic audio. This is an active research area, formalised in the wake of Bregman’s influential
book [Bregman, 1990] as computational auditory scene analysis [Brown and Cooke, 1994, Martin
et al., 1998]. Hainsworth [2004], although dedicating his computational efforts to the beat induction problem, speculates that the groundwork for transcription tasks might be in instrument
recognition, and this is a theme which shall be returned to in the next chapter.

1.4.2

Computational Beat Tracking

Computational extraction of the beat (and in general, any further relevant metrical levels)
from an audio signal remains a challenging research problem. It must be soluble, though not
necessarily tractable within our current computational technology, for somehow the human brain
achieves it, and in a causal realtime manner.22
I will not extensively review the literature on beat tracking in this thesis, preferring to
reference particular papers as required. In part, this is because an earlier research report gave
an at that time extensive review [Collins, 2004b], and because a number of other reviews are
available in recent PhD theses [Hainsworth, 2004, Gouyon, 2005] and a Computer Music Journal
article [Gouyon and Dixon, 2005].
Despite a large published literature, it is only within the last year or so that audio beat
tracking research has begun to turn away from a view of the problem of being a low-level one
soluble with simple energy features (at most in a few bands) and periodicity search within 3-6
second time windows. In the canonical approach authors examine the energy signal using some
form of exhaustive correlation search, whether by the use of comb filter resonators [Scheirer,
1998], an efficient cross correlation [Laroche, 2003], or autocorrelation lags [Davies and Plumbley,
2005a]. An explicit approach exists in contrast to this implicit view, where onsets (possible note
events) are first extracted, again usually using signal energy, before IOI histogramming or some
other discrete periodicity search [Dixon, 2001a, Hainsworth, 2004, Alonso et al., 2004].
Higher level knowledge about the signal is more rarely utilised. Goto [2001] in his beat
induction work, however, has demonstrated some success in detecting certain features of (popular) music such as kick and snare patterns and chords and using these in rating the hypotheses
of beat tracking agents. It would seem intuitively plausible that musicians make use of learnt
stylistically relevant high-level features of music particularly in selecting the correct phase hypothesis for tracking. As more fully analysed in chapters 2 and 4, learned schemata may be
implicated in human beat tracking, and the failure to evidence general robust beat tracking solutions across musical styles from standard methods may support suspicions that style-specific
22

What is more, only a mono signal may be necessary, so that spatial separation cues can be discarded, and

beat tracking can be achieved using low quality audio reproductions like a cheap radio or over a telephone line.
Not all signal degradations will give equivalent performance, however, see section 2.2.
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training is required.
It is not that one cannot build causal realtime beat trackers for some constrained cases,
however, and in fact this thesis describes some interactive music systems which rest upon actual
computational beat trackers.
Some caution must be raised following the critique of transcription presented above. In fact,
there are many reasons why beat tracking can be a badly posed problem, some of which have
already been raised. The beat often admits multiple solutions: ‘a central assumption...is the
inherent ambiguity of the underlying pulse (tactus) and metre of a rhythm’ [Parncutt, 1994,
page 423]; GTTM’s musical preference rules underscore this point. ‘We have seen that bars,
even those of a classical musician such as Bach, and even when played by the same orchestra,
can be perceived in multiple ways’ [Fraisse, 1982, page 175]. Solutions in transcription may
be accurate only to homomorphism, since a composer can decide the notated scale of the beat
(as 2/2 versus 2/4, say). All of this reflects that the most common error in a beat induction
algorithm is finding the wrong metrical level for the beat when many are possible.
It is possible to separate conceptions of an observation model and a tracking model. The
best frontend for audio beat tracking is one problem, related to that of onset detection, though
often detection of events is left implicit in the signal. Different features have been investigated
[Gouyon, 2005, Sethares et al., 2005, Davies and Plumbley, 2005b], though there is no consensus
on the best set (there may of course not be any general solution set of features) and signal energy
cues remain the dominant approach.
The issue of the best frontend was raised by Gouyon [2005] with an exhaustive comparison
of framewise features and possible algorithms for the integration of information arising from
feature sets, by summation across channels both before and after periodicity detection functions
are generated. Unfortunately, Gouyon’s evaluation is cast in terms of tempo induction, and
does not consider beat. This is problematic, for the determination of the phase is perhaps the
most critical facility of human beat tracking required for musical interaction. He also considers
features that may best relate to beats as predictors, considering feature values on beats and nonbeats over a large annotated database. The single best feature varies with genre, corroborating
Davies and Plumbley [2005b] and common sense, Gouyon [2005, p99] admitting ‘different sets of
features would probably be relevant depending on the musical style’. It might be argued that the
use of single frame features (and their first order differences implicitly involving two successive
frames) is not so perceptually relevant as the scale of eventwise features, timbral sound objects
and their role in a stylistic context, which are only indirectly acknowledged via the frame values.
Tracking models themselves vary in the degree of explicit probabilistic formalism, and are often non-causal. Approaches include state/rule based models [Scheirer, 1998, Davies and Plumbley, 2005a], dynamic programming [Laroche, 2003], gradient descent search Dannenberg [2005],
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Sethares et al. [2005], multiagent methods [Dixon, 2001a, Goto, 2001], and Bayesian probabilistic
models [Cemgil et al., 2001, Hainsworth, 2004, Sethares et al., 2005, Klapuri et al., 2006]. Often,
these models come down to resolving a sequence of beat induction steps on fixed windows, and
the fine detail is in choosing the best path between measurement steps, or the way to modify
active hypotheses based on new incoming information. The inertia versus reactiveness tradeoff [Gouyon and Dixon, 2005] for the reception of new observations becomes critical in causal
realtime behaviour.
Following the investigation of psychological aspects of metre in section 1.3.1, and the discussion of its well-definition above, it might be asked to what degree the beat is a cognitive
convenience for musical practice. Is it a theoretical entity made manifest by so many musicians
believing in it as an unassailable property of the music itself, rather than as a product of training
in the minds of the participants? Is general beat tracking a hard problem because it is reliant
upon advances in auditory object detection for polyphonic audio and cultural stylistic conventions? Such questions are at the heart of the examination of beat tracking from psychological
and computational perspectives in chapters 2 and 4.

1.4.3

Cognitive Processing of Music and Computational Modelling

I bring together here some cognitive and computational considerations underlying this work.
Music processing actually requires our full human cognitive abilities, and is a tremendously overrehearsed activity before proficiency is aquired. It has already been discussed how improvisation
requires some automation of core skills to cope with attentional demands. Competence in one
musical domain does not automatically provide expertise in other music, revealing very specific
motor skills for particular instruments and culturally specific domain knowledge: ‘skilled musical
performance is highly task-specific’ [London, 2004, p157].
The wonderful learning machine that is the human brain contains 100 billion neurons (100
million of them in the auditory cortex), with 1000-10000 synapases per neuron (an estimated
0.15 quadrillion in the cortex).23 We cannot match the analogue computational complexity of
the human brain with our machine learning digital neural simulations. The brain is a massively parallel distributed processing device, with many specialised modules [Purves et al., 2001,
Koelsch and Siebel, 2005]. The auditory system alone shows an order of complexity that overwhelms current auditory models – 3500 inner hair cells transducing neural signals, multiple
stages of processing through specialised cell types [Pickles, 1988, Smith, 2001]. In engineering
work, typical psychoacoustically motivated filterbanks used in this thesis might consist of 24
Bark bands or 42 ERB (Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth) bands [Moore, 1997] to cover the
20 to 20000 Hz hearing range, a great reduction in information. This corresponds to spacing
23

http://staff.washington.edu/chudler/facts.html
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filter centre frequencies on an ERB or Bark scale with steps of one unit; more bands could
of course be added by allowing more overlap, though machine learning models based on such
features take longer and become harder to train with increases in the dimensionality of input.
Processing in the human mind is not immediate, with up to 100 millisecond processing times
for basic features of sound [Koelsch and Siebel, 2005, Opitz et al., 2002, Roederer, 1995] (and
this says nothing about continuing re-entrant activation patterns and higher-level frontal cortex
led analysis). Bregman [1990, p121] writes that ‘There is some evidence that the auditory
perception process lags real time by some amount anyway’ and gives the example of the limits
of the continuity illusion at around 250 milliseconds. Post-rationalisation in our consciousness
gives the illusion of zero latency. In fact, computers can probably process audio faster than
human beings for some tasks – but remain less effective musicians. This is because despite
processing delays, the human musician can predict future events, synchronising to the most
likely beat location and anticipating developments on a variety of time scales. It is this predictive
power that more advanced machine listening systems must attempt, rather than the weak asfast-as-possible tracking of reactive processing. Even where audio card and filter latencies can
be brought as low as 5ms (ignoring integration times necessary for pitch tracking), reactive
signal processing which triggers new events will still fail in the illusion of synchronicity, due to
perceptual onset times. If a response event has a slower attack than the triggering event, it
should have been scheduled and set in motion before the trigger in order to fire simultaneously
in perception.
Thus, regardless of any processing latency in the detection of new events, the human ability
to follow and then anticipate musical events is astounding. For the case of rhythm, Fraisse notes
that ‘what is important is not the regularity but the anticipation’ [Fraisse, 1982, page 154]. He
reveals that synchronisation can occur from the third heard sound, can track complex rhythms
and not just isoperiodicities, and is also maintained to an accelerating or decelerating sequence,
though the effectiveness is inversely proportional to the gradient. A hypothesis of tracking is
tenaciously maintained from early evidence:
‘The first perceived pattern tends to impose its structure on the later patterns ... this
fact confirms the importance of predictability as the basis of rhythmic perception’
[Fraisse, 1982, page 162].
A central role of attention in temporal processing has been hypothesised in particular by
the work of Mari Riess Jones [Jones and Yee, 1993, Large and Jones, 1999]. Dynamic attending
theory models fields of expectancy directed to future time locations, from historical evidence
of the time course of event streams. Concentration is focused onto the most likely predicted
locations, perhaps akin to the careful pre-allocation of information processing resources [Jones
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and Yee, 1993].24 That locking onto a pulse can reschedule attentional load for other purposes
is of great merit to musicianship, and may explain the abilities of musicians in dealing with
the complex cognitive loads of performance. The automaticity of tracking implied, however,
can make teasing out the basis of human psychological beat perception difficult, and is another
reason advanced for experiments that test behaviour at transitions and other attention disrupting
moments.

1.5
1.5.1

Aims and Implementation
The BBCut Library

Extant before I began this PhD, my BBCut Library [Collins, 2002b] is a software extension to the
SuperCollider audio language [McCartney, 2002]. It originally grew from the observation that
drum and bass producers spend great amounts of time cutting and pasting audio with scissor
and glue GUI tools in sequencer packages. A research project saw me devise an algorithmic
automation for this process, modelling some aspects of early jungle/hardcore music founded
in an archetypal syncopated 3+3+2 eighth note pattern. From here, BBCut developed as a
collection of tools for algorithmic audio manipulation, going far beyond its breakbeat origins into
more abstract generative audio splicings based on such inspirations as campanology (change
ringing permutations), recursion, thrash metal drumming or the electronica artists associated
with Warp Records.
With an increased sophistication in the algorithmic music side, I realised that the use of
BBCut for live performance could be heightened by research into beat tracking and on-the-fly
event analysis. If BBCut is to manipulate some audio, particularly some audio being treated in
a live concert situation, any audio analysis that gains musical knowledge will improve the worth
of the system for human-machine musical exchange. On one level then, this thesis describes a
new version of BBCut, unimaginatively dubbed BBCut2, which has enhanced machine listening
capabilities integrated into its core. This necessitated an extensive re-design of the system,
but enabled new capabilities, and importantly, empowered the creation of interactive music
systems based on the technology. Because BBCut is really just a collection of tools in the
same way as Robert Rowe’s Cypher [Rowe, 1993] or the STEIM Instrument Pool [Ryan, 1991],
the discussion in the coming chapters will be relatively wide ranging. It may often take in
psychological studies and engineering evaluations in non-realtime test situations, far away from
24

Todd and Seiss [2004] in particular critique dynamic attending on the grounds that an unexpected event

(appearing away from a predicted beat location) should be more closely attended to. There is in fact no incompatability, for such event placement acts as a distractor, requiring a reconsideration of the expectancy field
which itself swallows processing time, claiming resources that otherwise could be spent profitably on other tasks
associated with the event itself.
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the seed of algorithmic breakbeat that began the study years ago. The ultimate aim remains
the development of a system that works effectively for new creative musical purposes in concert
performance, and this shall be a core criterion of success.

1.5.2

Research Questions

Now that the appropriate background is in place, I state here some specific core research questions which have directed the investigations of this thesis, and will be reconsidered in the final
chapter (8.3) in terms of the contributions of this thesis. There are many sub-questions tackled
in individual chapters, but these main points are helpful as indicating threads running through
the work. I outline these questions in the form of guidelines for investigation or directives to be
fulfilled.
• To deliver computationally feasible realtime machine listening from recent and novel automatic audio analysis research
• To produce interactive music systems which take as their input an audio signal alone, and
yet also involve symbolic reasoning on extracted sound objects; to manifest hybrid systems
• In the context of BBCut, to run algorithmic splicing routines from an inferred beat in an
entirely live setting
• To consider the role of context in machine listening
• To problematise computational beat tracking, particularly with regard to its general difficulty and the mechanisms underlying human metrical synchronisation and anticipation
• To create real interactive music systems for actual concert performances, and to evaluate
the interaction afforded from the viewpoint of the musicians who play with them
• To debate the limitations of current interactive music systems, giving a basis in artificial
intelligence research for such deliberation, particularly the area of autonomous agents.
These issues are left hanging until the final chapter, where they will be treated one by one.

1.5.3

Evaluation Criteria

As the study is multi-disciplinary, so too are the evaluation criteria. In the engineering work
particularly of chapters 3 and 4, evaluation is discussed therein in terms of algorithm performance
over test databases, in keeping with data mining methodology [Witten and Frank, 2005]. There
are also psychological studies with statistical inference and software engineering questions of
efficiency and object oriented design. In realtime work, the somewhat conflicting requirements
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of musical understanding accuracy, and computational tractability and efficiency25 are traded
off against each other.
Whilst cognitive science will provide some inspiration and grounding for what follows, an
engineering solution may require a pragmatic approach to the implementation, and the solutions
obtained herein may be less than general, indeed, slanted to the compositional needs of the
interactive system under development. Yet the testing ground of real concert pieces is seen
as a vital proof-of-concept for the thesis. Technology that works in real situations is a true
test of engineering. A problem for instance in beat tracking research is the scarcity of actual
implementations in a form fit for concert use26 , a topic this thesis directly addresses in the most
practical manner.
Ultimately, compositional requirements, and the pragmatics of concert application, control
the evaluation in the later chapters. Some evaluation of the success of interactive music systems
will be considered in terms of audience viewpoint, but as cued by Pachet’s work, importantly,
the judgement of the human performers who play with them will also be taken into account.

1.5.4

Implementation Technologies

Research detailed in this thesis employed a variety of platforms. Non-realtime signal processing
investigations were carried out using command line C applications built with Xcode, and MATLAB. The Weka machine learning Java libraries were used for some preliminary investigations
[Witten and Frank, 2005], and the M2K (Music 2 Knowledge) framework was used for some
tests in the context of the MIREX05 evaluation competition. A number of MATLAB extensions
were used, and are noted in the text where necessary.
Realtime implementations were created as extensions to the SuperCollider 3 audio programming language [McCartney, 2002]. SuperCollider provided a convenient framework for this work,
providing many necessary audio and scheduling primitives. Unit Generator (UGen) plug-ins were
built to an efficient API in C for audio analysers such as beat trackers and event detector tools.
Further support code in native SuperCollider was written for performance mechanisms, including the beat tracking clock scheduler and the design of the actual interactive performance
systems.
Efficiency is a major issue in the coding associated with the thesis. Not all non-realtime
investigations were amenable to realtime operation, usually due to the slowness of the processes
involved. Machine listening plug-ins could not claim the whole CPU of the machine if they were
to be effectively used as components of large scale compositions. In particular, the auditory
frontends chosen were often approximations of aspects of the human hearing system (usually
25

Algorithms must not just run on a machine, but run with CPU resources to spare for other tasks like sound

synthesis and algorithmic composition.
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None were available for SuperCollider, for instance, before I began this project.
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peripheral and not central), rather than highly inefficient full auditory models.
Accompanying this thesis comes full disclosure of all SuperCollider and C code for BBCut2
and the interactive music systems (http://www.cus.cam.ac.uk/∼nc272/code.html). Public code
is released under the GNU GPL. A prototype version of BBCut2 was available from August 2005,
and full source code was released in version 2.1 in June 2006. Source code for the interactive
music systems was released in August 2006 before submission. Since only the main structures
of the interactive music systems can be made explicit in this report, the reader is directed to
this code if they wish to investigate the mechanisms in absolute detail.
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Chapter 2

Beat Tracking and Reaction Time
‘Anticipation can only come from familiarity with the norms of a musical style,
providing another motivation for beginning to include a base of musical knowledge
in computer programs.’ [Rowe, 1993, p117]
‘the human construct that we call our music is merely a convention – something we
have all evolved together, and that rests on no final or ultimate laws. [Reich, 2002,
p131]
Musicians are often surprised when the difficulty of programming a computer to tap along
to the beat of music is mentioned to them. To any adult participant in a given culture, moving
in time with their music is so natural an ability that it is easy to forget that it is not a given
in early development, but usually becomes established by the age of four [Drake et al., 2000a,
Drake and Bertrand, 2003, McAuley and Jones, 2005].
The great variety of metrical structures in the world’s music [Temperley, 2001, Clayton,
2000, London, 2004], the lack of any ‘universal’ musician conversant with all musics, let alone the
notorious difficulties in ascribing musical meaning, all suggest that cultural factors are essential
in obtaining musical competency. As also discussed in section 1.3.1, metrical frameworks can
rely on culture specific rules and training. Stobart and Cross [2000] study downbeat location
in the music of the Northern Potosı́ of Bolivia, finding that what seems to be an anacrusis to
the authors’ Western training is in fact the downbeat itself. Snyder et al. [2005] show that
familiarity is important for metre tracking in a tapping study on Balkan non-isochronous metre.
Jehan [2005a], in a computational study, recently demonstrated the utility of machine learning
based on event timbres for downbeat induction in a context, Brazilian Maracatu dances, where
many Western listeners were unable to find the appropriate ground truth. Such culturally
specific conventions are a clue that we have no innate general beat tracking facility, and that
training is required1 to resolve metrical structure. Whilst the discussion will remain rooted
1

Whether as a fully practicing musician, an encultured listener, or an active participant without differentiation
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to beat perception and production tasks familiar to the Western stimuli employed, both the
important phase determination problem and the selection of a conventional period (metrical
level to tap), may implicitly require finding the downbeat or other structural markers, and
hence the co-estimation of measure and beat levels.
This chapter will distinguish ecologically valid stimuli from the isochronous tapping sequences
of the laboratory. It can be argued that the bare metronomic stimuli of the majority of psychological studies lack important specific cues used in beat perception. It will be contended that the
inference of a beat by humans is contingent on timbrally based style-specific cues [Hainsworth,
2004, Jehan, 2005a]. Computational efforts to solve the beat tracking problem have been limited
by our simplified computational modelling of the (analogue) auditory system, and open problems of auditory object perception (section 1.4). Difficulties may occur especially as musical
signals do not necessarily admit a ‘hard-wired’ signal detection; their recognition may rely upon
learnt categorisations [Windsor, 2000, Bregman, 1990].
Psychological experiments will be described in this chapter that impact on beat tracking
ability in musical settings and its subsequent computational modelling, particularly for causal
interactive contexts. As well as following up a study of Scheirer [1998], I shall also highlight ‘reaction time’ in the sense of the time required to achieve synchronisation. This is a critical factor
for beat trackers meant for concert applications. The studies will lend weight to arguments concerning a timbral and schema basis for beat tracking, by somewhat undermining the traditional
basis of computational beat tracking in energy envelope frontends. Results further cast doubt
on the long window approaches2 used in many current computational models of beat tracking,
and show situations where humans easily out-perform computational models, even within the
supposedly simple case of dance club music (i.e. music with an obvious metronomic pulse).

2.1

Beat Tracking and Reaction Time

The evaluation of computational beat trackers has often been carried out using the criteria of
the longest continuously tracked segment [Goto and Muraoka, 1997, Hainsworth, 2004, Klapuri
et al., 2006]. In the MIREX2005 evaluation, the programs had to discover only a single initial
phase value, from which the beat could be placed within the entire piece, assuming stable tempo.
Evaluation materials are often one minute excerpts from a primarily Western popular music or
pre-20th century classical repertoire, often without significant expressive tempo variation, and
rarely with any abrupt change of time signature or tempo. This has in some ways concealed an
between musician and listener, as in the evolutionarily functional settings of most natural musical practice [Cross,
2003].
2
Particularly when used for stable correlation based periodicity search, as discussed in section 1.4.2 and chapter
4
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essential failing of many computational beat trackers – their potentially long initialisation time
with respect to human observers, and their behaviour at awkward transitions perturbing period
and phase. In an evaluation valuing the longest tracked segment, it pays off to make sure of
the beat before sticking with it; but in live performance, the underlying need of this research,
musical behaviour often demands fast reactions. Herein we describe psychological experiments
carried out to investigate this situation, and provide an alternative evaluation approach for
computational beat trackers with relevance to human-like music-making.
The experimental paradigm of tapping to a rhythmic stimulus is a natural domain for the
investigation of causal musical behaviour in the inference of metrical structure. In reviewing existing tapping studies, it is unsurprising to discover that there are far more studies of tracking an
isochronous artificial pulse in the literature than real ‘ecologically valid’ music. Synchronisation
and continuation task tapping studies are often laboratory simplifications designed to tease out
aspects of motor performance. Unfortunately, their provenance for the complex stimuli of music
is questionable, inasmuch as it may lead the research program away from factors like cultural
stylistic constraints linked to melodic, harmonic and timbral information, in favour of statistical
properties of IOI sequences and inferential mechanisms from lists of time (tap) points alone.
The stimuli used in the new experiments described below are ecologically valid, inasmuch as
they are polyphonic recordings of pop/dance music with a mixture of transient-rich, drum-heavy
material and smoother, more pitch cued instrumentation, all pieces being of moderate tempo
and in 4/4. The subjects were all familiar with this form of music as the standard vernacular
of current Western popular musical culture. These experiments were thus exploring the sort of
polyphonic music that computational beat trackers would need to follow in common realtime
music-making operations such as performing with a band or studio work, to be discussed in later
chapters. This cannot, however, claim to be a cross-cultural study, though combined with the
literature cited, it may be suggestive of future experiments and research directions.
Essential research questions were:
• Following Scheirer [1998], what effect does reduced timbral information (simulated by a
vocoding process to be described) have on synchronisation accuracy and reaction time?
• How quickly can subjects re-establish synchronisation with musical excerpts after phase/period
jumps due to abruptly changing stimuli?

2.1.1

Published Results on Reaction Time

Table 2.1 gives a summary of some published results on reaction time for metrical structure
related tasks on both isochronous metronomic and more ecologically valid stimuli. Very few
studies have been undertaken on real polyphonic audio; Scheirer [1998] is an early example,
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Reference

Stimuli

Task

Reaction times

Notes

(seconds)
Moelants and McKin- Polyphonic audio

Tapping the beat

2-3

ney [2004]

Data set from the referenced paper. First tap taken as indicator
(preliminary results)

Toiviainen and Synder Bach MIDI organ

“tap the beat of the music”

1.6-2.4

[2003]
Dixon

“do not begin tapping until you
have found the beat mentally”

and

[2002]

Goebl Mozart

piano

“tap the beat in time”

1.3 to 1.87

sonatas

Synchronisation time calculated
from average responses in beats
and average IBIs of stimuli

Repp [2001]

Isochronous tones

Tapping to a step tempo

Up to 4 beats,

Repp [2001]

Isochronous tones

change to slower rate

around 2.1s

Tapping to a step tempo

Up to 7 beats,

change to faster rate

around 3.325s

Pouliot and Grondin Chopin piano pre-

Detect abrupt 1-5% tempo

1.45 to 4.76

[2005]

change

lude

Perrot and Gjerdingen Polyphonic audio

Detect style

0.5 and longer

[1999]

Time to adaptation

Time to adaptation

Not reaction times

playback times

Table 2.1: Reaction time measurements from the rhythm perception and production literature

but does not provide data on reaction times.3 Moelants and McKinney [2004] give the most
comprehensive tests, and provided their data so I could calculate reaction times on an assumption
of the first tap being the first point of synchronisation. Perrot and Gjerdingen [1999] carried
out a study which is often referenced particularly in the music information retrieval community,
though only an abstract was ever published. The authors simulated the scanning of a radio dial,
dipping into material, and measured the amount of stimulus that had to be played to subjects
for the recognition of the style of an excerpt. Half a second of information was often sufficient.
The second experiment below can be seen as a tap production response mode version of this
idea.
A survey of the musical time perception literature reveals a few salient details on the cognitive
limits on time units.
The perceptual present is an important factor in integrating evidence of pulsation. Summarising research, Pöppel cites a three second temporal integration limit for the ‘now’, with a
300ms minimum for separable conscious events [Pöppel and Wittman, 1999]. Parncutt [1994,
page 437] adopts the 200-1800ms range of trackable pulsation levels, corresponding to a 33300bpm range of musical tempi. He further notes the echoic store for registral memory extends
0.5 to 2 seconds (page 428) and that the maximum number of distinct events that can be taken
into consideration in determining the rhythmic context is twenty-five (page 451). Mates et al.
3

Unfortunately, Scheirer could not be contacted to provide this data.
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[1994] write that ‘only if successive stimuli fall within one integration period, can motor programs
be initiated properly,’ the maximum for the window being three seconds.
London [2004] reviews various perceptual limits, and bases his metrical theory on a minimum
tatum unit of 100ms, and implicated as a minimum conscious error correction time in Repp
[2000b].
Linking this limit to production, in performance, fast note sequences are dealt with through
chunking, using motor sequencing – ‘subdivisions of the beat (i.e., individual notes) are not directly timed, but are produced by overlearned motor procedures that specify movement patterns
that have as their consequence a definite timing profile’ [Clarke, 1999b, page 495]; ‘Speeds of
approximately 10 actions per second and higher involve virtually exclusively pre-programmed
actions’ [Pressing, 1988, p138].
In performance, a 400-500ms reaction time has been given as a lower bound, being ‘the time
scale over which improvising players in ensembles can react to each other’s introduced novelties’
[Pressing, 1988, p138]. This data would lead us to predict a minimal reaction time of around half
a second, from a consideration of processing constraints. However, accidental synchronisation is
quite possible, where a lucky guess or random fluctuation can help a subject to appear to tap
correctly with a quicker response time.

2.1.2

Measurements and Analysis of Reaction Time and Phase Error

In order to assess the reaction time of a subject, it is necessary to find the start time of a (continued) musically acceptable synchronisation, and this can only be established with respect to
some annotated ground truth for a given file. However, due to observations on the ambiguity of
the selection of metrical levels [Drake et al., 2000b, McKinney and Moelants, 2004], no one tapping mode (metrical level and associated phase [Toiviainen and Synder, 2003]) can be assumed
in subject’s responses, so five options are permitted relative to a ground truth. It is further
stipulated that all tempi for sources will be in the range 100-130bpm, thereby minimising the
ambiguity of metrical level by keeping the tactus close to 500-600ms.4
The accepted tapping modes are
1. on-beats
2. off-beats
3. double speed (on- and off-beats)
4. half speed, phase to on-beats 1, 3, ..
4

A single tempo cannot be used for all sources, first because there may be signal processing artefacts in

normalising extracts to a common tempo, and secondly because a single tempo in experiments would give too
much of a prior to subjects and thereby distort results.
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5. half speed, phase to on-beats 2, 4, ..
Given a ground truth list of onbeat times, and a list of subject tap times, each tapping mode
is assessed with respect to a score, calculated as
score =

numfalsepositives numfalsenegatives
+
numtaps
numground

(2.1)

where false positives are taps unmatched to ground truth beats (spurious taps), and false negatives are ground truth beats unmatched to taps (missing beats). A match condition is met when
a subject tap is within a tolerance in seconds either side of a beat to be matched. The tolerance
rating is calculated in a tempo specific manner, determined by :
tolerance =

0.125
extract tempo in bps

(2.2)

giving a window of a sixteenth beat (thirty-second note beat either side) at the extract tempo.
For the tempi of 100 to 130bpm used in this study, this equates to tolerances of 75 to 58 msec
respectively.
The score is between 0.0 and 2.0 for all modes. The minimum score across the five modes is
taken as indicating the tapping mode that best explains the subject behaviour. This minimum
score is also used as a measure of tapping performance (synchronisation to an excerpt).
Given the tapping mode, the reaction time is determined by searching for three ground truth
beats in a row, matching three subject taps in a row. The first tap of the three is then taken as
the reaction time; this procedure follows Toiviainen and Synder [2003]. Note that some modes
are thus slower than others, and reaction time is dependent on the starting phase of a given
extract. Not all tapping responses give rise to a valid reaction time, but all can be scored. Scores
are averaged without trouble in the sequel, but reaction times are only averaged where reaction
times exist. Applying a penalty reaction time of the length of an extract skews results.
Figure 2.1 gives an example where a non-musician subject has tapped in the ‘off-beat’ mode;
however, their tapping was insufficiently accurate within the tolerance criteria above to give a
valid reaction time measurement on this particular excerpt.

2.1.3

Technology

In the following experiments, SuperCollider [McCartney, 2002] was used for the preparation
of stimuli, to build the interface for running the experiment itself, and for the initial data
organisation and analysis including reation time, tapping mode and score determination after
the experiment. SuperANOVA software was used to run the significance tests.
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Figure 2.1: Tapping data from a non-musician subject plotted against annotated ground truth for one
jazz excerpt

2.2

Experiment 1: Phase Determination and Reaction Time
From Degraded Signals

Scheirer [1998] makes the claim that amplitude modulated noise in six bands can evoke the same
beat percept as the original signal. An experiment was run to test this assertion, by contrasting
subject performance on both original CD quality and vocoded versions of real polyphonic music
signals in a tapping paradigm. Data was sought on synchronisation accuracy, with a subsidiary
interest in registered reaction times.

2.2.1

Method

A collection of 15 source extracts were prepared of around 10 seconds length (each of 15.8 beats,
with a starting phase of 0.2), and tempo from 100-130 bpm. The extracts were taken from a beat
tracking corpus originally collated by Stephen Hainsworth for his PhD [Hainsworth, 2004], and
consisted of popular and film music tracks ranging from Blur’s Girls and Boys to John William’s
soundtrack to Indiana Jones. Hainsworth had already provided ground truth annotations; an
annotation program was devised in SuperCollider to check these, and a few corrections were
made.
Subjects were presented with the extracts in three different signal quality conditions, with
each case appearing twice. There were thus 90 trials, presented in a different random order for
each subject, making up a 20 minute experiment.
The quality conditions consisted of 44100 Hz sampling rate CD quality, as well as reduced
representations based on Scheirer’s vocoding [Scheirer, 1998], for six bands spaced at frequencies
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of [120, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 6400] Hz with bandwidths of [160, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 6400] Hz,
and for a single combined power band.
Participants were separated into musician and non-musician, where musicians were undertaking or already had training to music degree level, except two, one an experienced percussionist,
and the second a beat tracking researcher and bass guitarist. All were active as musical practitioners. In contrast, non-musicians claimed no special musical facility, had received no more
than three years formal training as a child (usually school group singing/recorder lessons) but
had not practised for more than ten years.
All participants were instructed as follows:
In this experiment you will be asked to tap along to some pieces of music using the
space bar. Some will be distorted, and some will be of normal CD quality, and you
should always try to do the best you can to tap along, in an evenly spaced manner,
on the beat of the music. When an extract of music begins, respond immediately
with the space bar as soon as you are able to identify a beat; please do not delay. If
you hear the musical structure, please show it by tapping, this is the only way I can
collect data from you!
Participants were given three extracts (which were not used in the experiment itself) as
warm-up stimuli to practise their tapping. They were shown the results of their tapping using
the aforementioned annotation GUI, especially so as to make it clear to non-musicians that
evenly spaced tapping was sought. In the experiment itself, no visual feedback was supplied,
and the participants were guided through trials via a SuperCollider program designed especially
for the task. All trials were preceded by silence, and subjects were allowed to rest at any
point between trials. Musical stimuli were presented over headphones, and tapping times were
registered via space bar presses.
12 musicians and 11 non-musicians took part in the study, 3 additional musicians being
excluded as outliers.5
The experimental design had two factors; one within factor, being stimulus quality (CD,
6-band, 1-band), and one between factor being subject type (musician/non-musician).
Reaction times were measured as a subsidiary dependent variable.

2.2.2

Results

Figure 2.2 shows a breakdown of tapping modes chosen across all trials of experiment 1, for
musician against non-musician. As might be expected, musicians more commonly select the
annotated metrical level and phase, but even they can vary somewhat in responses, justifying
5

Two of these were the first two trial subjects for the experiment when a problem with monitoring equipment

was noticed; the third had dramatically different results from every other participant.
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Figure 2.2:

Comparison of tapping

Figure 2.3: Histogram of (valid) reac-

modes chosen for experiment 1 between

tion times across all subjects and pieces

musician and non-musician, averaging

for CD-quality stimuli

over all trials

the caution shown in detecting a best tapping mode to explain their response data before scoring
and reaction time determination.
Scores were averaged across extracts and repeats for a given stimulus type and subject.
An analysis of variance revealed a significant effect of subject type (F(1,21)=7.949, p=0.0103,
p<0.05) and a significant effect of stimulus type (F(2,42)=9.863, p=0.0004 (with GeisserGreenhouse correction), p<0.01). A post-hoc comparison of stimulus conditions showed significant t-test scores (p<0.01, three comparisons covered at this power) for 6-band vs CD and
1-band vs CD (Table 2.2). There was no significant interaction of subject and stimulus types.
Condition

t-test

P-value

One-band versus six-band

1.661

0.1041

One-band versus CD

4.398

0.0001

Six-band versus CD

2.737

0.0091

Table 2.2: Post-hoc t-test comparisons of stimulus types

Musician and non-musician thus varied in the expected manner in the quality of their synchronisation ability. All subjects scored less successfully when attempting to track degraded
signals of the form of Scheirer’s vocoding process of amplitude modulated noise.
Mean reaction times were determined across all pieces for a given combination of stimulus
type and subject type, and are listed in Table 2.3. The last column shows the proportion of
participants in that group who gave a valid determinable reaction time.
A breakdown of mean reaction time over extracts for the musicians and non-musicians for
the CD-quality condition is shown in Figure 2.4, which gives standard deviation error bars. The
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Case

Mean reaction time (sec)

Std-dev

Proportion valid

Musician, one-band

1.966

0.339

0.9

Musician, six-band

1.950

0.289

0.917

Musician, CD

1.745

0.353

0.934

Non-musician, one-band

2.241

0.614

0.770

Non-musician, six-band

2.272

0.529

0.782

Non-musician, CD

2.044

0.460

0.885

Table 2.3: Mean reaction times over six cases

Figure 2.4: Mean reaction times with

Figure 2.5: Mean reaction times with

standard deviation error-bars for musi-

standard deviation error-bars for musi-

cian and non-musician subjects over the

cian and non-musicians over subjects

15 extracts

best of the two repetitions in the experiment was chosen for this analysis. Extracts 3,4 and 14
caused the most difficulties, with lower synchronisation scores and more failures to register an
adequate reaction time. Pieces 3 and 14 were examples where the accompaniment included no
obvious transient beat cues, instead involving a smoother harmonic backdrop (light guitar or
strings); the mix was focussed on the main vocal in both cases, the vocal being relatively loose to
the beat. The beat was more gradually established by inferential clues from chord changes and
occasional vocal correspondence to the accompaniment. Those subjects responding sufficiently
accurately in these cases were 6 out of 12 musicians for extracts 3 and 14, and 2 out of 11 and 3
out of 11 non-musicians for cases 3 and 14. Extract 4 was a piece of orchestral film music with a
strong beat, and was more comfortably navigated by musicians, with 8 reaction times measured
for musicians against 4 for non-musicians.
A breakdown of mean reaction time over subjects for the musicians and non-musicians for
the CD-quality condition is shown in Figure 2.5.
The distribution of reaction times for the CD-quality stimulus, combining valid responses
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by musicians and non-musicians, is shown in the histogram in Figure 2.3. The fastest response
time was 0.3325 seconds, and the longest 6.1734 seconds. The mean reaction time was 1.8141
seconds and the median 1.4253, with the majority of the distribution less than 2 seconds; the
longer reaction times have a disproportionate influence in calculating the mean reaction time. A
few histogram bin peaks which may indicate specific tempo artefacts are seen; they are possibly
due to likely locations of beats for pieces in the 100-130bpm range. Further experiments on
other corpuses might unravel this.

2.2.3

Discussion

This experiment demonstrated a statistically significant change in performance of beat tracking
across signal qualities, with Scheirer’s six-band vocoding reducing the abilities of subjects to
synchronise effectively. It is thus contended that the Scheirer’s multi-band frontend approach
is not sufficient to model human musical ability. More advanced and integrated timbral information of individual events is a contender for the true mechanism by which humans learn
and respond to music. Further, the reaction times seen in this experiment support 2 second or
faster sychronisation ability to music with which a subject is culturally familiar.6 This is faster
than the 3 second or longer correlation windows computational beat trackers would commonly
manage.

2.3

Experiment 2: Reaction Time After Phase Jumps on Polyphonic Audio

To pursue the reaction time dependent variable, and set up ground truth data for a comparison of
human abilities with those of computational beat trackers, a second exploratory experiment was
designed. It consisted of an ‘obstacle course’ of a continuous succession of distinct music extracts.
A participant had to re-synchronise as quickly as possible after a jump of piece, adapting to
phase and period differences. Since a critical facility of a computational beat tracker for realtime
work is its behaviour given a sudden shift of stimuli, this was a very pertinent test. As such, a
comparison with human abilities was important for a realistic musical grounding.

2.3.1

Method

20 source extracts were selected, mostly from a familiar Western pop style drawn from the last
four decades. A few “subversive” elements were also included, consisting of a South African
choral piece, some jazz numbers, an orchestral excerpt (from Haydn’s trumpet concerto), and a
6

The critical nature of familiarity is evidenced by the degradation of performance for non-musicians with the

more challenging stimuli away from the well-known dance-pop repertoire.
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non-beat based song with prominent vocal line as in the first experiment. None of these extracts
overlapped with the previous experiment. The extracts could be divided into classes on the basis
of whether they included strong transient energy peaks on the beat, or were primarily founded
in other cues such as harmonic change within a smoother spectral profile. These two classes
are designated S (smooth) and T (transient-rich) below, and were consistent with the spectral
content of signals using a zero-crossing count and spectral centroid test. They are still relatively
loose descriptors, though useful talking points.
11.25 beats of each extract were presented before a jump; since all tempi were 100-130 bpm
as before, this meant extracts were typically 6 seconds long. Each new extract began with an
on-beat (phase of 0), so that reaction time measurements could be said to be as fast as possible
(implicitly limited by tapping mode). The jump at 0.25 beats was taken to negate the strategy
of a swap from on-beat to off-beat tapping mode at a transition. The same order was followed
by each participant to avoid the effects of piece order on transition ability; an exhaustive test of
transitions would be combinatorily explosive.
13 musicians and 9 non-musicians took part in this experiment. 2 musicians and 2 nonmusicians were excluded for failing to register a reaction time on some transitions.
Each subject took the test twice to also consider repetition as a factor. The design consisted
of 2 within factors versus 1 between (4x2x2). Within factors were transition type T->T/T>S/S->S/S->T (where T denotes ‘transient-rich’ and S denotes smooth), and presentation
first/second. The between factor was musician/non-musician. The dependent variable is reaction
time rather than synchronisation score in this experiment. Reaction times after a transition were
averaged across the four transition categories.
As before, the experiment was run using the SuperCollider software, and analysed with a
2-within, 1-between ANOVA with the SuperANOVA software.

2.3.2

Results

The ANOVA revealed a significant effect of transition type (F(3,60)=25.987, p=0.001 (G-G correction), p<0.01) but no significant main effect of subject type or repeat. There was a subject
type/repeat interaction (F(1,20)= 6.397, p=0.02 (G-G)), where musicians reacted marginally
slower on a second presentation and non-musicians faster, which may show some counter balance of prior synchronisation knowledge improving performance, and the recognition of a piece
distracting attentional resources.
Figure 2.6 plots the mean reaction times over transition types for all 22 subjects, combining
musicians and non-musicians. It is clear that the transition to a smoother piece is a more
difficult situation for the subjects. That the fastest re-synchronisation condition is from smooth
to transient-heavy material (S->T) certainly makes sense in an evolutionary functional setting
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Figure 2.6: Mean reaction times with standard deviation errorbars for all subjects over transition types

of readiness for action! Table 2.4 gives a post-hoc t-test breakdown of significant differences
between transition types, most falling within p<0.01 even using the overly cautious Bonferroni
allowance.
Condition

t-test

P-value

T->T versus T->S

-4.386

0.0001

T->T versus S->S

-3.924

0.0002

T->T versus S->T

3.271

0.0018

T->S versus S->S

0.462

0.6458

T->S versus S->T

7.656

0.0001

S->S versus S->T

7.194

0.0001

Table 2.4: Post-hoc t-test comparisons of transition types

2.3.3

Discussion

The experiment was a pilot study, and would be worth following up with a larger test set of pieces,
and finer definitions of the classes of pieces being tested rather than the simple signal processing
view of smooth vs transient-rich.7 A possible simplification for a future experimental design is
7

Suggestions might include baroque classical vs romantic classical, acoustic folk song vs electric 60s pop song

or other classifications lifted from whatever genres seem apposite to the subject’s training and the question of
attentional demands.
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to drop the musician/non-musician factor, suggested by the lack of main effect. However, as
shown by the first experiment’s significant difference, variations on the task might bring the
effect of trained musicianship back into play. For many questions, working with musicians alone
might be sufficient.
A useful benefit of this data is it can provide ground truth for testing computational beat
trackers against human performance. This is tackled in section 4.5 when the models are run on
the same obstacle course and scores and re-synchronisation times obtained.
This experiment again demonstrated reaction times averaging around 1-2 seconds, depending in some ways on the ‘difficulty’ of material; some individuals reacted faster than a second
for specific transitions. The speed of reaction corroborates the results reported by Perrot and
Gjerdingen [1999], in that some form of music understanding on immediate events must be operating to establish synchronisation so quickly; there is simply no time for a long autocorrelation
window to be operational. A likely mechanism would be some form of instrument recognition
based on timbral cues, with active synchronisation to IOIs based on the reconciliation of multiple operational parts within a known stylistic context. A timbral event recognition system
operating early on in audition is suggested by [Hainsworth, 2004] as a transcription solution
and supported by [Koelsch and Siebel, 2005] from neuroscientific evidence. The experiments
somewhat undermine Scheirer’s viewpoint of an implicit signal basis for universal tracking, combining a few higher level rules [Scheirer, 1998] . Thus, the timbral basis of beat tracking has
been underestimated, not least because of the hope of circumventing the hard work involved.

2.4

Conclusions

Two experiments have been described with implications for the nature of beat tracking by
human subjects, and the possible deficiencies of computational models which seek to simulate
these processes. In the first, the timbral cues in beat tracking were revealed to be more significant
to human subjects than those accessible from amplitude modulation of noise sources in a limited
number of bands. In the second, reaction times in an ‘obstacle course’ of transitions between
pieces were measured, forcing changes of period and phase. Human subjects performed well in
excess of the abilities of current computational models. Timbrally tagged schemata exploited
by human subjects provide a possible mechanism to explain the difference in performance.
With further knowledge thus implicated, we cannot expect beat trackers alone to be universal solutions unless they are taught the nuances of each style. As already indicated at the
beginning of this chapter, computational support for this position has recently been advanced by
the work of Tristan Jehan on downbeat induction [Jehan, 2005a]. He provides an early example
of a machine learning study on resolving the location of the downbeat, considering in particular
the case for Brazilian Maracatu dance forms less familiar to Western listeners. In another recent
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computational approach, Dannenberg [2005] shows the advantage to utilising higher level structural analysis of songs (derived from music information retrieval procedures) in the detemination
of beat, noting that a ‘holistic’ beat tracker with some knowledge of musical ‘landmarks’ is a
more appropriate model of human listening. Thus, further work on beat induction models may
require known structures existing as a template, like the tāl or a jazz standard chord sequence
which maintain an improvisation framework.
To attempt to answer London [2004, p158]’s question of how we learn metres: perhaps we tag
metre types with the instruments typically involved. This might extend London [2004]’s ‘many
meters hypothesis’ to further include timbral factors critical to stylistic familiarity as differentiating metrical settings. There may be experimental tests using non-standard arrangements.
For the most difficult case, of realtime tracking of a human improvisor without score or
rehearsal, it is possible that a solution is unobtainable. Human improvisors can track each other
given sufficient commonality of assumptions or if a continuous shadowing is undesired, and will
do so with a graceful degradation of performance (i.e. good musicianship). Dixon distinguishes
predictive and descriptive beat tracking [Dixon, 2001b, page 51]; whilst musical structure might
be described after the event, fully predictive tracking of expressive tempo modulation in novel
music may be an impossibility. Experiments on extreme on-the-fly tracking between human
musicians could help to resolve this.
Whilst in Gouyon and Dixon [2005, p45] the authors note a possible tradeoff between reactiveness and inertia in the design of computational beat trackers, it could be suggested that
systems with greater style-specific knowledge can recognise the musical setting and react accordingly with either stability or prompt re-synchronisation. Spotting overt piece transitions
could force fast re-evaluation based on new information only (without tainting from the previous
material), from running knowledge of dominant instruments and conventions. The experiments
undertaken here might suggest that experienced performing musicians (or simply encultured
listeners) can be said to be familiar enough with contexts that they can recognise transitions
and differentiate them from situations where stability pays off. This will be an essential theme
further investigated in computational modelling (section 4.5.1) where we analyse what would be
required of a model that performs well on experiment 2’s obstacle course.
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Chapter 3

Automatic Segmentation
‘We must explore the materials of music. What we cannot do ourselves will be done
by machines and electrical instruments which we will invent’ Goal: New Music, New
Dance (1939) [Cage, 1973, p87]
A fundamental requirement of machine listening work is the location of salient events in an
audio stream. These events would typically correspond to distinct sound objects on the order
of 50-500 milliseconds in length, corresponding to individual excitations of acoustic sources
and the resulting resonance, or perhaps isolated in cognition as basic singular units (notes or
syllables) despite some merging of physical events. Whilst a score based view of musical units
has been critiqued already (section 1.4.1), and is certainly not sufficient for the perception of a
continuously changing timbre, there is a practical benefit in talking of discrete objects, which
are familiar constructs in much musical practice, and are often demarcated unambiguously by
changes of sufficient magnitude in features of a signal. Segmentation tasks are often cast in
terms of ’onset detection’, the recovery of those times at which a physical source was stimulated
to produce sound. Whilst there is no guarantee that an exact physical segmentation of the audio
waveform can be achieved, a subsidiary aim is where possible to extract the associated audio
data for any discovered events such as to enable their re-use and re-synthesis [Jehan, 2004].
This chapter will deal with issues in the automatic location of events in an audio stream.
Further analysis of these events and performance techniques relating to this work will be taken
up in chapter 5.
After dealing with some general issues of aims and evaluation (section 3.1), I shall describe
a comparison of possible onset detectors to find one which is successful for the general case of
percussive onsets (section 3.2). A realtime version of the best onset detector is described, and
its performance in the MIREX2005 competition assessed (section 3.3). I shall then consider
some stimuli where such an approach fails, and describe an alternative onset detection process
which tackles this situation (section 3.4). I will also discuss a machine learning method for
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training onset detectors which proved useful for specialising detection for baroque recorder and
prominent (aggregate stream) events in polyphonic audio, and may provide a template for future
work (section 3.5).

3.1

Onset Detection

For some onset detection applications it may be desirable to seek a close correspondence with
the decisions of an experienced human auditor at a concert as music unfolds. This would be the
appropriate case for a perceptually motivated segmentation geared to the event classifications
of a musical idiom, for computer assisted improvisation with sensitive audio processing. On the
other hand, there are applications where the aim is that of reverse engineering, from a given audio
signal, all distinct sound producing events. In this situation, the resolution of a human listener’s
segmentation of events could potentially be exceeded by a computer algorithm, for instance,
in marking all strikes of a snare roll. For such cases, it would seem most appropriate to take
the benchmark as being the non-realtime mark-up of segments in an audio editor program, by
a human expert [Bello et al., 2004]. For evaluation, this can be made a known quantity in a
generative procedure for producing test audio; Duxbury et al. [2004] utilise MIDI piano renders,
where the exact onset time is known.
Multiple interpretations are available to human auditors as a result of attentional mechanisms
and the active nature of perception. This gives rise to possible factors of subjectivity in modelling
the concert listener. As shall be seen, certain onset detection tasks may rely on higher level cues
than others. Least controversial is the case of monophonic percussive signals where any overlap
(due to decaying resonation of an instrument body or reverberation, for instance) is negligible
compared to the signal power of a new event.
The physical onset of a sound can be separate from the perceptual onset, the first psychological registration of a sound [Gordon, 1987, Moelants and Rampazzo, 1997]. Especially for
slow attacks on stringed instruments, the start of sound output does not necessarily match the
moment our attention registers an onset. This issue will be avoided for the moment by considering the physical onset alone as the target for computer music applications. However, reaction
time to that onset may vary between algorithms (in realtime causal performance), because of
an implicit dependence on perceptual factors, and the nature of a signal will often provide an
important factor for consideration. Perceptual onset will recur later in this thesis in the context
of perceptual attack time, as a parameter distinct from sound onset (section 5.3);
Polyphonic audio is more contentious yet, for here there are competing streams: some events
may be promoted at the expense of others, masking and stream segregation effects must be
considered. Potentially, there is a stronger subjective element in the choice of important events
amongst the more substantially overlapping aggregate. For this reason, complex audio mixes
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are only considered pragmatically in this thesis. In practical applications the onset detection
algorithms discussed below still may be applied with the proviso that they certainly won’t deal
comfortably with near simultaneous events with distinct spectral signatures. A simple solution
might see onset detectors operate on certain restricted filter bands.
Onset detection algorithms are frequently split into two components: the detection function,
a signal representing the changing state of a musical signal, typically at a lower sampling rate,
and a second stage of peak picking within the detection function to find onset times [Bello et al.,
2004]. There may be detection functions at multiple frequency bands and at multiple rates
which are recombined in some special way in peak picking [Klapuri, 1999, Duxbury et al., 2004].
Those detection functions treated in this chapter are separable in a straight-forward way from
the final peak picking stage. In the comparison experiments, following the lead of the initial
study of Bello et al. [2004], the different detection functions are computed, with onsets output
from an adaptive peak picking stage common to all functions.

3.1.1

How do Humans Detect Events?

Since one of the chief musical tasks in event detection may be to discover exactly those events
in an audio stream that the human observer would attend to, it is highly pertinent to consider
mechanisms of onset detection in the human auditory system.
Most onset detectors work in a way that loosely follows the early stages of a human hearing
model. The incoming audio signal is split into some set of sub-bands (or a set of fixed filters over
the most sensitive parts of the human hearing range), and for each a form of temporal integration
of energy is applied (using convolution or some filter like a leaky integrator). Alternatively
(though closely related in signal processing terms) a frequency domain transform is applied
via FFT, and features sought over frames from an examination of changing phase vocoder
information (phase and amplitude of FFT bins). Derivatives of these signals may be taken
rather than the pure values. Downsampling may be used for lower frequency bands, and on the
smoothed envelopes to reduce the information processing requirements. A second stage copes
with the selection of peaks in the smoothed envelopes for signal energy in each band, by some
absolute or adaptive thresholding, and by considering the combination of results across subbands. Scheirer notes that the combination used by humans is non-trivial: ‘some sort of crossband rhythmic integration, not simply summation across frequency bands, is being performed
by the auditory system’ [Scheirer, 1998, page 590].1
A stereo signal is usually mixed to mono before submission to an onset detector. A two
channel comparison may be interesting, however, due to filtering and interaural intensity and
1

Scheirer is discussing a beat induction system, but the same principles apply to any multiband analysis

requiring recombination into a single solution.
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phase differences, significant for auditory scene segmentation. Information must be reconciled
when peak picking with differences in masking and energy integration in the two ears.
Specific neurons with onset detection capabilities have been observed at the level of the
cochlear nucleus in the brainstem [Pickles, 1988, Smith, 2001]. Neurons are not uniform in
structure across the brain and specialised cells such as the ‘octopus’ and ‘onset chopper’ cells in
the cochlear nucleus are strongly sensitive to onsets and amplitude modulation. Whilst much of
the functioning of the physiological mechanisms remains controversial, some feature separation
has certainly been carried out by the level of the auditory cortex, where separate processing areas
for periodicity and loudness have been exhibited [Gutschalk et al., 2002]. From a physiological
point of view it is plausible that multiple features may be required to identify events.

3.1.2

Evaluation

Evaluation in the context of onset detection requires relating those onset locations predicted
by a given algorithm to those known from human annotation, the ground truth. This ground
truth is typically marked up in an audio editor outside of realtime; a live anticipatory tapping
approach would be too inaccurate, or could only form an initial estimate. The annotator may use
auditory feedback and visual clues, typically both time and frequency domain representations,
always bearing in mind that most simple representations are not the output of polished auditory
models and hence ‘what you see is not what you hear’. Leveau et al. [2004] showed that the
annotation task was reliable and consistent when annotators worked on percussive soundfiles,
but that it involved some variability in decisions between human experts particularly for complex
polyphonic music and instruments with slow attacks. They recommend multiple annotations,
though in practice the annotation task is already labour intensive enough without this further
requirement of cross checking. It would be fair to say that annotation is more objective for
those sound events whose onset detection is most comfortably solved in current technology, i.e.,
percussive onsets that probably use low-level detection processes. The task is unfortunately
more subjective, probably involving higher level cognition, for the more difficult cases such as
singing voice with vibrato or polyphonic audio. The interaction of physical and perceptual onset
is also a factor in mark-up errors, for auditory feedback only gives the latter whereas even visual
feedback may not allow one to accurately distinguish physical onset, particularly for complex
polyphonic audio where exact attack points can be obscured.
Annotations used in this chapter came from two sources. A large database was kindly
provided by Juan Bello on behalf of the team at Queen Mary University of London (QMUL),
to allow consistency with their tutorial paper on onset detection [Bello et al., 2004]. For the
development of a specific onset detector for a concert application and for predominant event
segmentation in polyphonic audio (section 3.5), novel annotations were prepared. The Audacity
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sound editor and the MATLAB program labelgui from Leveau et al. [2004] (http://www.lam.
jussieu.fr/src/Membres/Leveau/SOL/SOL.htm) were employed.
Given a list of onset times generated by an algorithm and a list of ground truth times, the two
lists are compared, matching those time points that fall within a given tolerance. The tolerance
itself may be set to values germane to the source analysed, in that the location of percussive
onsets is less controversial than those of slow attacking stringed instruments, or inner parts in
polyphonic audio for example. We arrive at the number of matches between the lists, the true
positives, the number of false positives (onset times in the algorithm output not matched in the
ground truth) and false negatives (onset times in the ground truth not matched in the algorithm
generated list). The true negatives are implicit, in that locations appearing in neither list are
trivially not onset locations. In a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve, often used to
plot and compare the outcomes of many variants of an algorithm, the proportion of true positives
is plotted on the y axis against false positives on the x [Witten and Frank, 2005, p168-171]. Best
algorithm performance against a ground truth is indicated by proximity to the upper-left corner
of the diagram where all matches would be obtained for no erroneous claims.
The ROC curve is two dimensional, and a number of different one dimensional scores have
been proposed to give some measure of the success of a given algorithm. The proximity to
northwest corner score can be expressed:
s

nwscore =

fn
m + fn

2



+

fp
m + fp

2

(3.1)

where m is the number of matches between the ground truth and the algorithm generated onsets,
f n is the number of false negatives and f p the number of false positives. The denominators give
respectively the number of onsets in the ground truth (m + f n) and the number in the output
of the algorithm to be tested (m + f p).
Alternative measures have appeared in the literature including the Correct Detection Ratio
(CDR) proposed in [Liu et al., 2003] and the beat tracking evaluation formula in [Dixon, 2001b].
Whilst I used these scores in some of the earlier papers on which this chapter is based, I
have converted all scores herein to follow the current standardisations brought by the music
information retrieval community, and specifically the MIREX contest.
Following for example [Witten and Frank, 2005, p171-2] it is now conventional to express
matches using precision and recall scores, and the F-measure statistic created by combining
them, defined as:
m
∗ 100%
m + fn
m
precision =
∗ 100%
m + fp
recall =

fmeasure =

2∗m
∗ 100%
m + fp + m + fn
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(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

The recall is thus analogous to the y axis of the ROC curves and the inverse of the precision is
propotional to the x axis plus a constant.
In practise, most one dimensional scores provide the same ranking order when comparing
algorithms.2

3.2

A Comparison of Onset Detectors With Emphasis on Psychoacoustically Relevant Detection Functions

3.2.1

Detection Functions

It is helpful to define a few of the detection functions that will be encountered. The detection
functions investigated can almost all be expressed as causal operations on FFT bin values.
|Xn (k)| is the magnitude of the k th bin for the nth frame of spectral data.
The Queen Mary University of London (QMUL henceforth) signal processing group have
proposed a number of onset detection methods [Bello et al., 2004, Duxbury et al., 2003] which
are defined clearly in their papers and are used without alteration from their original definitions
herein. QMUL researchers kindly made their code available for testing purposes. This paper
treats the phase deviation, being a measure of instantaneous frequency agreement over frames,
a more general complex domain onset detection method which acts on the complex numbers
rather than just the phases, and the spectral difference, an energy comparison over successive
FFT frames.
Other authors’ detection functions have been reimplemented for this work and this section
makes explicit which definitions have been taken. Masri and Bateman [1996] define the high
frequency content (HFC) as a weighted sum of spectral powers:
k=N/2

HF C(n) =

X

|Xn (k)|2 k

(3.5)

k=2

and calculate a detection function from considering a ratio of the HFC over consecutive frames
(where the denominator is a minimum of 1).
DF (n) =

HF C(n)
HF C(n)
HF C(n − 1) Pk=N/2+1 |Xn (k)|2

(3.6)

k=2

Jensen and Andersen [2003] rewrite equation (3.5) with a squared weighting and sum over
magnitudes, not powers.
k=N/2

HF C2(n) =

X

|Xn (k)|k 2

(3.7)

k=1

They take the (linear) first order difference to form the detection function:
DF (n) = HF C2(n) − HF C2(n − 1)
2

Converting older paper results to the F-measure necessitated no changes of ranking.
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(3.8)

Many variants are possible that utilise various exponents and combine the bands before or after
taking differences or ratios over frames.

3.2.2

Psychoacoustically Motivated Models

Klapuri [1999] propounds the difference of the log spectral power in bands as a more psychoacoustically relevant feature related to the discrimination of intensity. This relative difference
function can be viewed as an approximate differential of loudness (ignoring spectral and temporal masking effects on the excitation summands). Klapuri originally proposed an onset detection
model combining detection in multiple bands where the salience of onsets is rated by a loudness summation based on the Moore, Glasberg and Baer loudness model [Moore et al., 1997].
His most recent onset detection scheme generalises the logarithmic compression, using the same
analysis frontend as a recent beat induction model [Klapuri et al., 2006]. Because spectral change
is the target quantity, negative differences are ignored. Stephen Hainsworth has presented an
equivalent formulation in the context of spotting harmonic content change, using a 4096 point
FFT with a restriction of contributing bands to those in the range 30Hz-5kHz [Hainsworth and
Macleod, 2003]:
|Xn (k)|
)
|Xn−1 (k)|

(3.9)

max(dn (k), 0)

(3.10)

dn (k) = log2 (
DF (n) =

β
X
k=α

where α and β define lower and upper limits for a particular subset of bands.
Further schemes in this vein may take advantage of existing psychoacoustic models of loudness of greater complexity [Zwicker and Fastl, 1999, Moore et al., 1997]. The detection function
may be formed from the direct output of a loudness model, or a first order difference of one
to enhance change detection. A paper by Timoney et al. [2004] describes implementations of
various psychoacoustic loudness models in MATLAB.
Jehan [2004] forms an event detection function by taking power in Bark bands and applying
a spectral masking correction based on spreading functions familiar from the perceptual coding of audio [Painter and Spanias, 2000], and post-masking with half cosine convolution. His
applications are in event sensitive segmentation.
Jensen [2004] has suggested a detection function inspired from the speech recognition literature which he names the perceptual spectral flux. He rates this above his earlier model derived
from high frequency content (equation (3.7)).
k=N/2

P SF (n) =

X



W |Xn (k)|1/3 − |Xn−1 (k)|1/3



(3.11)

k=1

In implementation, the 100 phon equal loudness contour from [ISO, 2003] weights the different
bands.
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I have also experimented with the weighting of powers in ERB scale bands using equal
loudness contours. Detection functions are created by the first order difference of the summation
of intensities as an approximation of rate of change of loudness, or by a sum of changes similar
to equation (3.10). As an example of how such a feature is engineered in practise, this particular
model is described in detail in the next section.
In terms of the two roles for onset detection mentioned in the introduction, whilst perceptual
models may aid musical event detection in the manner of a human observer, they may not
necessarily give the best solution to match the discovery of transient sound events. However,
comparison of such detection functions to others put forward in the literature may provide some
interesting results.

3.2.3

A Detection Function Based on Equal Loudness Contours

For 44100 KHz sampling rate audio at 16 bit resolution, a 1024 point FFT with hop size of 512
and Hanning window is taken.
Calibration is a critical issue. As Painter and Spanias [2000, page 455] suggest, the reference
level for the decibel scale can be taken as 1 bit of amplitude. This reference is of course a
convenience, since both the pre-recording and playback level of the music are unknown. The
equal loudness correction to powers described here is in some sense artificial since the level of
the original acoustic stimulus should determine how the contours are applied, and the dynamic
range of 16 bit audio is around 90dB, 30dB less than that of human hearing, and 10 dB less
than the contour data set. The fit to the 2-100dB contour area must be determined. I choose
to place the 1bit level at 15dB, so that the 90dB dynamic range of the audio is spread over the
contours’ range.
For 15dB at 1 bit amplitude 1/215 , a multiplier ζ is obtained by:


15 = 20 log10

1
∗ζ
215



ζ = 1015/20 ∗ 215 = 184268

(3.12)
(3.13)

The bins of the FFT can then be converted to decibels with the following formulation:
Bn (k) = 20 log10 (ζ ∗ |Xn (k)|)

(3.14)

Corrections to these decibel levels are calculated using equal loudness contour data; the author’s
implementation uses ISO226:2003 [ISO, 2003]. Linear interpolation is applied where bin values
fall between the contours in decibels SPL or centre frequency. Any values outside the 2 and
100dB phon curves are clamped to these curves, an assumption of below minimum field and
saturation of excitation respectively. To make processing more efficient, FFT bins are combined
(powers averaged) according to an ERB scale before the logarithmic decibel transform and
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contour correction. 40 ERB scale bands are used, from the formula in [Moore et al., 1997] where
F is frequency in kHz:
numberof ERBs = 21.4 log10 (4.37F + 1)

(3.15)

For a spectral difference function the sum of differences, as in the Klapuri/Hainsworth formula above, can be taken in a generalised form:
PM

Dn (k) = Cn (k) −

DF (n) =

40
X

m=1 Cn−m (k)

M

max(Dn (k), 0)

(3.16)

(3.17)

k=1

where the generalisation via parameter M promotes smoothing in the calculation. Of course,
M=1 is equivalent to the earlier formula. Cn (k) refers to the k th contour corrected ERB scale
band signal at time n.
Alternatively, a loudness-like summation can be followed and the signal L(n) or its first order
difference forms the detection function:
L(n) = 10 log10

40
X

!

10

0.1Cn (k)

(3.18)

k=1

DF (n) = L(n) − L(n − 1)

(3.19)

It is understood that the ISO data is gathered from experiments with continuous sinusoidal
tones, and that the extension to complex sounds involves some difficulties. Nevertheless, this
method provides an approximate and efficient correction for loudness for human hearing.

Figure 3.1: Detection function (3.17) for M=3 compared to a recent Klapuri model. The top subplot
shows the original sample waveform with the hand marked onsets under the midline, those peak picked
from the equal loudness contour detection function on the top and the Klapuri function results inbetween.
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Figure 3.1 shows the detection function given by equation (3.17) for M=3, in comparison
with the Klapuri onset detection function from [Klapuri et al., 2006], acting on a drum loop
signal. The sharp definition of the former detection function when compared with the slower
integrative process of Klapuri’s beat induction frontend is apparent.

3.2.4

Peak Picking

Various detection functions have been described above but the second stage of peak picking
remains open. Klapuri has utilised fixed thresholds as a first approximation, but some alternatives have been published including an adaptive threshold peak picker [Bello et al., 2004] and a
formulation based on a running cumulative average dubbed the note average energy [Liu et al.,
2003].
QMUL’s adaptive peak picker [Bello et al., 2004, IV] is taken as the common peak picking
stage in comparing detection functions below. Detection function signals are normalised and
low pass filtered. A median filter calculates the adaptive threshold at any centre point n over
points n − 8 to n + 7. A single parameter δ sets the requisite detection level to register an onset
for the adaptively corrected detection function. In the comparison tests, δ was varied between
-0.1 and 0.53 in steps of 0.01 to find the best performing peak picker setting.

3.2.5

Evaluation

In the comparison of detection functions presented by Bello et al. [2004] the test set is a database
of mono 44.1KHz 16 bit soundfiles, with reference onsets marked up by hand by a single expert.
This database is separated into categories of non-pitched percussive (NPP), pitched percussive
(PP), pitched non-percussive (PNP) and complex mixture (MIX). For the purposes of a fair
comparison, a common peak picker is used across detection functions, being an adaptive threshold picker based on a median filter as described in their paper. A spread of results are obtained
for different values of the delta threshold parameter for the peak picker, which are plotted on a
graph of percentage onsets detected against percentage of false positive detections as a Receiver
Operating Characteristics curve.
In practise, their comparison allowed different filtering coefficients in the peak picker for
different detection functions. An algorithm generated onset which fell within a lenient 50mS
either side of a reference onset was allowed as a match.
Evaluations herein are undertaken for the NPP and PNP cases using the QMUL database of
soundfiles, with a 25mS tolerance for the NPP case and 50mS for the PNP. These test sets and
some MATLAB code for their detection functions and peak picker were kindly provided by the
QMUL group, and allows a discussion in relation to results in their earlier paper [Bello et al.,
2004]. Because the QMUL database contains on the order of 106 soundfiles in the NPP category,
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corresponding to 3094 onsets, it was decided to run the comparison on this larger test set. The
original review paper used only 212 onsets to evaluate detections in the non-pitched percussive
group. Dependency on any one soundfile is thereby much reduced, increasing confidence in the
generality of results. It is difficult, however, for any detection function to score as highly as in
the more reduced original study. For the PNP case, 18 soundfiles with 446 onsets formed the
test set (containing examples of solo string and vocal lines), where the original review just tested
over 93 onsets.
There are many published models of onset detection, and variants are easy to devise, including weighted sums of functions, and whether to take first order derivatives. There are also
free parameters in some models that could potentially be optimised. This investigation can only
hope to explore a representative set, the specific emphasis being on psychoacoustically motivated
detection functions.
It is acknowledged that the comparisons rely upon the implementation of algorithms from
technical papers, which may or may not be entirely true to the original author’s implementations,
particularly if those authors have tweaked software to their own specific test databases. I have
tried to remain as faithful as possible to the papers but cannot guarantee an absolutely fair
comparison. The experiments do establish some sort of comparative baseline however against
which any improved implementations can be tested.

3.2.6

First Comparison – NPP

In the first experiment on the NPP test set, 16 detection functions were compared with respect
to the detection of 3094 onsets. The trials were run in MATLAB using a combination of the
original QMUL test code for the QMUL detection functions and the standard adaptive peak
picker second stage, and the author’s own implementations of the alternative models. A close
comparability to the Bello et al. review paper was thereby maintained. The different detection
functions are named according to the descriptions in [Bello et al., 2004] where possible; that
review paper also gives full definitions for the peak picker itself.
For each detection function, 64 values of parameter δ (-0.1 to 0.53 in steps of 0.01) for the
adaptive peak picker were explored. Plotting onsets detected against false positives for different
values of the delta parameter draws out a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve.
In the competition were three of the QMUL detection functions, some variants of the HFC
detection function, and various psychoacoustically motivated models. Table 3.1 shows results,
and provides links to the equations for the detection functions where given above; the detection
functions will be referred to as DF1 to DF16 as indicated in the table. 1OD stands for 1st order
difference. DF7 was tested because the QMUL group had (perhaps mistakenly) been using this
alternative definition of Masri’s HFC. For DF9, the maximum power was calculated in the time
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Detection function

F-

Precision Recall

measure

Total

Total

Total

correct

FP

FN

Best δ

1. Eqn (3.17), M=3, contour

94.5

95.6

93.4

2889

133

205

0.1

2. Eqn (3.17), M=2, no contour

94.4

95.3

93.4

2889

141

205

0.12

3. PSF eqn (3.11) Jensen [2004]

92.2

92.2

92.2

2852

241

242

0.14

4. Eqn (3.10) Hainsworth and Macleod [2003] 92.1

94.9

89.4

2766

148

328

0.12

5. Complexsd Duxbury et al. [2003]

82.2

88.9

2750

597

344

0.03

6. Klapuri et al. [2006]
7. HFC

P

|X|k 1OD

85.4
85.1

87.7

82.6

2555

358

539

0.03

85.1

84.8

85.3

2639

472

455

0.09

8. Spectral difference Bello et al. [2004]

84.4

80.7

88.5

2738

656

356

0.03

9. Log(max power) 1OD

84

84.5

83.5

2583

473

511

0.05

10. Eqn (3.19) contour

82.6

85.4

80.1

2478

425

616

0.21

11. Eqn (3.8) Jensen and Andersen [2003]

81.7

81.7

81.8

2530

567

564

0.1

12. HFC

P

|X|2 k2

13. Jehan [2004]

78.3

73.4

83.8

2592

937

502

0.03

74.5

81.9

68.4

2116

468

978

0.09

14. Phase deviation [Bello et al., 2004]

73.1

73.3

72.9

2255

820

839

0.01

15. Eqn (3.19), no contour

70.1

80.4

62.2

1924

468

1170

0.31

16. Eqn (3.6) Masri and Bateman [1996]

59.4

64.2

55.2

1707

951

1387

0.01

Table 3.1: NPP test set comparison of detection functions with QMUL peak picker

domain within windows of 1024 samples with step size of 512. ROC plots are given in figures
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 for all the detection functions to show the variation of the onset detector’s
performance with peak picker parameter δ.

Figure 3.2: NPP: Comparison of detec-

Figure 3.3: NPP: Comparison of detec-

tion functions 1-4

tion functions 5-10

3.2.7

Discussion

The best performing detection function is seen to be the Klapuri/Hainsworth derived function
from equation (3.17) detailed in section 3.2.3. The performance of this algorithm was seen to
be slightly improved by the equal loudness contour correction (the db to phon transform was
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Figure 3.4: NPP: Comparison of detec-

Figure 3.5: PNP – Comparison of top

tion functions 11-16

five scoring detection functions

not applied for DF2). The best performing values of M are given here for each case. Given
the closeness of score between DF1 and DF2, it is arguable whether the contour correction is
necessary, but the basic Klapuri principle of difference of logs, within ERB scale bands, shows
good promise. The original Hainsworth method (difference of logs on the basic FFT bins) was
also successful, and whilst results were relatively comparable for different values of α and β, the
original choices of a range of FFT bins covering 300-5000Hz is the one whose scores are given
here. A full range version performed marginally worse (F-measure 91.2% precision 89.4 % recall
93.2% m 2883 fp 342 fn 211). That compression by some exponent function is a useful tactic
is supported by Jensen’s high scoring DF3, and even a time domain power treated by a first
order difference of logs (DF9) achieves a respectable score. Alternative versions of this windowed
power fared moderately worse: the bare power scored (F-measure 71% precision 58.3% recall
90.7% correct 2807 fp 2009 fn 287), the 1OD of this (F-measure 79.2% precision 82% recall
76.5% correct 2366 fp 518 fn 728), and the log power without 1OD gained (F-measure 81.1%
precision 81.7% recall 80.5% correct 2492 fp 559 fn 602).
In the course of compiling the table, variants of the HFC equation were tested, including
combinations of values for the exponents of the magnitudes |X| and the weighting factor k; none
outperformed DF7. Various authors have avoided Masri’s original formulation of HFC as a sum
over powers |X|2 and instead treated the magnitudes |X|: this approach seems justified from
the relative performance of DF7 and DF16 in the table.
Purer loudness functions modelling the excitation for a human listener perform less well at
the NPP task. This is not wholly unexpected if we consider the applications again – our hearing
systems are not necessarily set up to achieve good literal segmentation performance, but to parse
events (Scheirer’s notion of understanding without separation [Scheirer, 1999] is relevant here).
Klapuri’s beat induction frontend performs adequately at the segmentation task, but is angled
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more towards the discovery of useful onset information for the correlation operations required by
beat induction. Jehan’s masking-corrected excitation function is not a great marker of percussive
onsets, though it may work well at discovering the same events a human observer (rather than
one working with a sound editor) would extract from an audio stream. The loudness summation
form of the equal loudness contour detection function (equation (3.19)) is seen to perform much
more poorly, though again this is probably a case of whether modelling a human-like response
is the application. The contour corrected version definitely outperforms the bare log transform
version however. A number of loudness models were trialled [Timoney et al., 2004] to see if they
could provide competitive performance, but in fact, most likely for the reasons given above, did
not score particularly highly. DF9, the log of the windowed max power, performed better and
is much more computationally efficient.
Whilst some effort was put into finding a superior performing detection function/peak picker
combination, the performance of the adaptive peak picker could not be significantly bettered
for the NPP test set, though it could be matched by a slightly simpler smooth-1OD-threshold
peak picker (which has an advantage in requiring less delay to operate in realtime conditions).
In particular, an implementation of the note average energy (NAE) peak picker [Liu et al., 2003]
degraded performance; for example, DF1 fell to scoring (F-measure 87.1% precision 85.4% recall
89% correct 2753 fp 472 fn 341) with this peak picker.
With respect to Bello et al’s original study [Bello et al., 2004], the phase deviation performs
significantly worse compared to the spectral difference as given in their table 1. Further, the
high frequency content no longer performs so well when taken across the much expanded test
set.

3.2.8

Second Comparison – PNP

In the second experiment, using the PNP test set, the same 16 detection functions were compared
with respect to the detection of 446 onsets. These onsets were in general more widely spaced
than in the NPP set, and marked out relevant pitched note events.
Table 3.2 gives the results, with the same set of DF1 to DF16 above, unordered this time
so as to avoid confusing the reader with new labels. A single ROC plot is provided for the best
four performing detection functions 3.5.

3.2.9

Discussion

Performance on the PNP task was markedly worse for all detection functions assessed. High
rates of false positives were an inseparable side effect of matching onsets. Pronounced energy
based cues for event boundaries were not obvious on examination of the sound files, where note
events flowed into each other. Further, low frequency amplitude modulation was a potential
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Detection function

F-

Precision Recall

measure

Total

Total

Total

correct

FP

FN

Best δ

1. Eqn (3.17), M=3, contour

52.8

54.5

51.1

228

190

218

0.36

2. Eqn (3.17), M=2, no contour

43.3

49

38.8

173

180

273

0.35

3. PSF eqn (3.11) Jensen [2004]

53.1

48.1

59.2

264

285

182

0.53

4. Eqn (3.10)Hainsworth and Macleod [2003]

46.8

49.1

44.6

199

206

247

0.44

5. Complexsd, Duxbury et al. [2003]

47.5

50.1

45.1

201

200

245

0.28

6. Klapuri et al. [2006]
7. HFC

P

|X|k 1OD

22.2

28.1

18.4

82

210

364

0.09

44.4

40.1

49.8

222

332

224

0.53

8. Spectral difference Bello et al. [2004]

18.4

24.2

14.8

66

207

380

0.38

9. Log(max power) 1OD

14.1

17.4

11.9

53

251

393

0.41

10. Eqn (3.19) contour

21.3

27.2

17.5

78

209

368

0.48

11. Eqn (3.8) Jensen and Andersen [2003]

33.3

32

34.8

155

329

291

0.53

12. HFC

P

|X|2 k2

13. Jehan [2004]

1.2

1.8

0.9

4

220

442

0.52

13.8

21.7

10.1

45

162

401

0.36

14. Phase deviation Bello et al. [2004]

60.8

61.7

59.9

267

166

179

0.08

15. Eqn (3.19), no contour

17

22

13.9

62

220

384

0.48

16. Eqn (3.6) Masri and Bateman [1996]

16.7

20.4

14.1

63

246

383

0.49

Table 3.2: PNP test set comparison of detection functions with QMUL peak picker

detection confound.
It is proposed that the test soundfiles in the PNP case may be segmented on the basis of
stability of pitch percept, a task for which the phase deviation detection function (a measure
of change in instantaneous frequency) was best suited amongst those considered. Attempts
to devise a pitch tracker that can mark out event boundaries by stability of cues are being
investigated, though vibrato (frequency modulation) on stringed instruments is another possible
tracking confound – something analogous to categorical perception should probably be built in.
In general, effective performance may rely upon strategies specific to the recognition of familiar
timbres and playing characteristics.
Whereas the NPP set was segmented effectively by many different detection functions as
a non-linear editing task potentially superior to human listening, the PNP case is an example
where the modelling of human perceptual processes must underlie effective mark-up. None of
the models investigated here is a sufficient encapsulation of human segmentation by pitch cues
to score as highly as the earlier comparison. Smoothing of detection functions based on energy
cues was obviously insufficient to cure the problems.

3.2.10

Conclusions

This study has compared a number of published and original detection functions on two contrasting large test sets of hand-marked audio files. The first case (NPP) was effectively solved
by difference of log power functions derived from Klapuri’s work [Klapuri, 1999]. Relatively
simple discrimination functions in this vein performed well, with fuller psychoacoustic models
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Figure 3.6: Overview of the algorithm

of loudness less effective in application. There are differences between perceptual segmentation
(finding event boundaries as a human observer would function in realtime) and physical segmentation (breaking up events as fast and as accurately as possible for digital editing purposes).
This difference was further supported in PNP comparison, where a more subjective mark-up
of events had taken place in the test data, most likely based on a pitch segmentation strategy
and not an intensity discrimination one. All detection functions performed significantly worse
and the most successful, the phase deviation, could be related to a measure of instantaneous
frequency.
For applications, perceptual segmentation may mimic the event categorisation of human
listeners, and has dividends in machine listening for musical improvisation and composition.
Such signal understanding, however, is in contrast to as-fast-as-possible onset detection for
percussive transients, and requires some delay in operation, typically of the order of 200mS when
modelling temporal integration processes. This processing delay may also be commensurate
with note/phone event lengths and hence categorically quantised pitch tracks, giving chance to
demarcate the boundaries of events after they have occurred. The nature of the sound events
to be detected determines the appropriate detection strategy.

3.3

A Realtime Onset Detector and the MIREX05 Evaluation

The most successful onset detector for the NPP case from the comparative study above was
converted for live use. A novel peak picking method is used based on scoring the most salient
peaks with respect to the local function terrain. Discovered onset positions are corrected using
parallel finer resolution time domain methods. The implementation is much faster than realtime
and causal, thereby being suitable for the computer music applications to be described in later
chapters. This algorithm was also adapted as an entry for the MIREX 2005 Audio Onset
Detection contest, by preparing a standalone executable. Figure 3.6 gives an overview of the
processing steps in the algorithm.
The detection function has already been described in section 3.2.3. The onset detector
calculates a 1024 point FFT with hop size of 512, assuming target 44100Hz audio.
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For all frames i=1 to N
score=0
For j=i-3 to i+3
temp=df(i)-df(j)
if (temp<0.0) temp=temp*10
score= score+temp
if ((score<threshold) AND (time since last event > minimum event separation)) onset detected

Figure 3.7: Pseudocode for peak picking

3.3.1

Peak Picker

This peak picking algorithm was inspired by the global visual peak picking possible by a human
operator in an audio editor. Whilst I have kept the function local in basis, commensurate with
fast causal onset detection, extensions can be envisaged to widen the scope, and perhaps tradeoff
local with global trends in the detection function (the essential problem of peak picking being
recognising a local variation as a significant change or just as noise).
Figure 3.7 gives pseudo code for a peak picking algorithm which scores local peaks over a
seven frame window. The input detection function df (i) has been normalised to the range 0 to 1
(from a prediction of typical intensities). Evidence that a given point is below any other in this
window leads to a large penalty, and the amount of excess over all other local points is the factor
of concern. A threshold is then set for detections; a value of 0.34 was empirically determined in
an evaluation test as the best performing across the NPP test set.
Peaks are required to have a minimum separation of 3 FFT frames by a logical condition on
retriggering rate.

3.3.2

Time Domain Correction

To improve time resolution, maximum intensities are taken in the time domain in 64 sample
blocks, in parallel to the FFT. A discovered onset position is corrected to a local minima of this
function within 16 blocks prior to the discovered onset (ie, within those samples collected for
the current triggering FFT frame). This sample position is further corrected to a nearby zero
crossing (or intensity minima) for smooth segmentation, within the previous 441 samples.

3.3.3

Implementation

Whilst the implementation is not an ‘as-fast-as-possible’ reacting onset detector (due to the
three frame averaging and seven frame peak picking method), it is causal, and useful for realtime
event analysis. The command line C code executable (Mac OS X Altivec only with libsndfile)
submitted for the evaluation task runs causally, much faster than realtime with a latency of four
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FFT frames.3
The same code from this stand-alone application is used for the standard (percussive onset
effective) event detection UGens created as extensions for SuperCollider.

3.3.4

Evaluation Prediction

The contest test set was a new and unseen annotated data set prepared specifically for MIREX2005,
containing examples from different perhaps irreconcilable test cases such as sustained strings,
solo brass, polyphonic audio, and drum sounds.
When submitting the algorithm to the contest the following formal predictions were made,
based on trial evaluations using the QMUL test set:
Whilst the detection function utilised scored highly on the NPP task in my own evaluations,
it fared much worse on the pitched non-percussive (PNP) test case. It is expected in the
context of the MIREX evaluation that the procedure be relatively effective at NPP and
perhaps transient heavy polyphonic audio, but that it fail on PNP cases like the singing
voice, confounded by AM associated with vibrato to produce many false positives.
A more general procedure might assess the target for stability of pitch percept, probably
based in instrument recognition work. Only for percussive transients would the change
discrimination process above be the segmentor. However, I am curious to see the performance
of the algorithm proposed herein, and submit it to the competition in the knowledge that
its performance on some instrumental cases like strings will be substantially worse.

3.3.5

Evaluation

The MIREX results (http://www.music-ir.org/evaluation/mirex-results/audio-onset/index.html)
bore out these predictions. Table 3.3 summarises the overall results, though the reader is referred to the web site for a more extensive breakdown by classes of target sound and the results
for another 6 algorithms. The evaluation test set consisted of 85 files across 9 classes, totaling
14.8 minutes of audio.
In overall terms the algorithm came mid-table, chasing a pack of similar F-measure achieving
algorithms. It was fastest overall (running at 74 times faster than realtime) by at least a factor
of four, though this is not to say that other implementations, which may for instance have been
written in MATLAB rather than C, could not be made more efficient.4 It had been specifically
optimised for realtime performance use and used the Altivec routines to speed up the FFT
3

This is still too long for an as fast as possible onset detector, being perceptibly late by 46mS. In fact, because

of perceptual attack time properties, even a 5mS latency onset detector used as a trigger may be perceptibly late
with respect to a triggering event and it is perhaps unreasonable to seek such a reactive solution; a human would
anticipate to achieve synchronisation.
4
The different machines used for assessments may also have some bearing on these results.
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Algorithm

F-

Precision Recall

measure

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

Mean

Speed

correct

FP

FN

merged

double

abs dis-

(s)

tance
1. Lacoste & Eck

80.07%

79.27%

83.70%

7974

1776

1525

210

53

0.0115

4713

6. Collins

72.10%

87.96%

68.26%

6174

629

3325

168

35

0.0069

12

9. West

48.77%

48.50%

56.29%

5424

7119

4075

146

0

0.0138

179

Table 3.3: Overall results for the algorithm compared to top and bottom of the table (summary)
Class

Num

Ranking F-

files

(of 9)

measure

Solo Bars and Bells 4

1

99.28%

98.91%

Solo Drum

1

92.31%

95.92%

Solo Plucked String 9

3

81.97%

Poly Pitched

10

6

Solo Brass

2

3

Complex

15

Solo Wind

4

Solo Singing Voice
Solo

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

correct

FP

FN

merged

double

99.67%

321

3

3

0

0

90.28%

2668

86

240

51

3

77.78%

88.09%

380

136

51

7

9

75.70%

89.95%

69.98%

570

54

289

19

0

69.09%

71.71%

67.26%

170

40

43

0

8

6

60.25%

86.14%

51.77%

1878

212

1681

87

13

6

47.57%

81.71%

35.40%

96

63

170

1

2

5

5

29.34%

59.44%

19.85%

44

28

185

1

0

Sustained 6

9

14.74%

90.74%

8.47%

47

7

663

2

0

30

Precision Recall

Strings

Table 3.4: Breakdown over classes

calculations. It was also the most accurate in overall time resolution of onset positions, though
only a few milliseconds more accurate than some rivals. On average, it detected onsets 1 ms
earlier than the annotated onset positions.
Table 3.4 gives a breakdown of results across classes. As predicted, the algorithm performed
well on percussive onsets (and most of the algorithms scored highly here). As also predicted,
performance was substantially degraded on slow strings and singing voice (and the best results
for these two cases across algorithms gave F-measure scores of 57.92% and 45.33% respectively).
Other cases were intermediate.
One curiosity is that the algorithm’s performance on the sustained strings showed many false
negatives rather than false positives, against prediction. This is perhaps most likely traceable
to annotations at perceptual attack times well after the physical onset of the sound (The log
difference detection function tends to fire nearer the latter, understandly considering there is
no modelling of neural temporal integration mechanisms), and/or the threshold setting of the
algorithm, which could have risked more false positives to remove some false negatives.
The doubled onsets score was caused by my failure to set a high enough number of frames
required between successive detections, and this was corrected in algorithms built after the
contest.
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3.3.6

Discussion

The algorithms in competition included many variations of Klapuri’s psychoacoustically motivated onset detection [Klapuri, 1999], an algorithm whose good qualities were exhibited in
section 3.2. Differences in performance across algorithms are traceable in many respects to
threshold parameters chosen to control the tradeoff between false positives and false negatives.
All algorithms could surely be improved by optimising this balance with respect to the test set
to achieve the best F-measure scores. It is clear that the algorithm submitted was most likely
too conservative in firing. It had however been optimised on a different test set of mostly drum
sounds, and it is gratifying to see it perform well on this class, thus demonstrating some freedom
from over-fitting problems.
The winning algorithm used a machine learning strategy to find the best detection function
(one might also use this principle to find the best peak picker), following [Kortekaas et al., 1996,
Rama et al., 1999, Dixon, 2001c, Marolt et al., 2002, Kapanci and Pfeffer, 2004]. Performance
might be improved further by appropriate auditory frontends for given tasks – Marolt et al.
[2002] are influenced by Smith’s work [Smith, 1994, 2001] and further human hearing-like signal
processing frontends [Moelants and Rampazzo, 1997] may be investigated, particularly where
the segmentation tasks require the discovery of onsets as a human listener would judge music,
as for the difficult sustained string and singing cases. Certainly, the efficacy of machine learning
techniques to control the awkward parameter optimisation problems occurring in this area is
reinforced by this contest. Other algorithms in the contest could no doubt be improved by
introducing such techniques, though I suspect the choice of auditory frontend will remain a
critical factor. Future algorithms may also use entirely different schemes for different classes of
sound event, decided by instrument recognition.
The algorithm submitted performed as predicted, working effectively for percussive sounds
but failing on non-percussive onsets, particularly for sustained strings and voice. The reasons
for this are further discussed in the next section, where an alternative approach specialised to
pitched material is advanced.

3.4

Using a Pitch Detector as an Onset Detector

Whilst many algorithms performed successfully at the NPP task, with few false positives for a
large number of correct detections, the ability of the same algorithms to parse the PNP set was
substantially reduced. The most successful attempt was that of the phase deviation algorithm
[Bello et al., 2004], which uses a measure of the change of instantaneous frequency. It was
proposed that this success could be linked to the use of stable pitch cues as a segmentation
feature, a tactic also highlighted by Tristan Jehan in his event analysis/synthesis work [Jehan,
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2004]. Fundamental frequency trails have been segmentation features in work by teams from
IRCAM [Rossignol et al., 1999b,a] and Universitat Pompeu Fabra [Gómez et al., 2003b,a]. Whilst
many signal attributes, particularly timbral descriptors, may contribute to onset detection and
event parsing [Handel, 1995, Yost and Sheft, 1993, Moore, 1997], the use of a central pitch
percept can be investigated as one component of a plausible strategy, and a significant one for
the source material tackled in this section. A segmentation strategy is explored for monophonic
instrumental pitched non-percussive material which proceeds from the assertion that human-like
event analysis can be founded on a notion of stable pitch percept.
A pitch detector (in this study the constant-Q pitch detector following the work of Brown
and Puckette [1993]) provides pitch tracks which are post processed in such a way as to identify
likely transitions between notes. A core part of this preparation of the pitch detector signal
is an algorithm for vibrato suppression, following Rossignol et al. [1999b]. An evaluation task
is undertaken on slow attack and high vibrato PNP source files with human annotated onsets,
exemplars of a difficult case in monophonic source segmentation. The pitch track onset detection algorithm shows an improvement over the previous best performing algorithm (the phase
deviation). Whilst further timbral cues must play a part in a general solution, the method shows
promise as a component of a note event analysis system.
The material with which I am concerned provides the hardest case of monophonic onset
detection, consisting of musical sounds with slow attacks and containing vibrato, such as the
singing voice [Saitou et al., 2002]. Vibrato associated frequency and amplitude modulation
provides problems to traditional energy based onset detectors, which tend to record many false
positives as they follow the typically 4-7 Hz oscillation. For such material, the sought after
performance is a segmentation as a human auditor would perceive sound events. Better than
human listener performance, as possible for some high speed percussive sequences via nonrealtime digital editing or by algorithm is unlikely.
The applications of such an algorithm are multifold. Onset detection is a frontend to beat
induction algorithms [Klapuri et al., 2006], empowers segmentation for rhythmic analysis and
event manipulation both online and offline [Jehan, 2004, Brossier et al., 2004], and provides
a basis for automatically collating event databases for compositional and information retrieval
applications [Rossignol et al., 1999b, Schwarz, 2003]. Extraction of note event locations from an
audio signal is a necessary component of automatic transcription, and the vibrato suppression
investigated here may assist clear f0 estimation. For music information retrieval, the ‘query by
humming’ approach requires the parsing of monophonic vocal melodies from audio signal alone.
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Figure 3.9:

Figure 3.8: Overview of the algorithm

The upper f0 track is

cleaned up and the result is the lower
track

3.4.1

Algorithm Outline

Figure 3.8 gives an overview of the detection algorithm and the associated signal features based
on the extracted fundamental frequency f0 . The following subsections will address successive
stages of the onset detector.
Pitch Detection
Brown and Puckette [1993] describe an efficient FFT based pitch detection algorithm which
cross correlates a harmonic template with a constant Q spectrum in a search for the best fitting
fundamental frequency f0 . The form of the template is devised so as to minimise octave errors;
the template consists of the first 11 harmonics, weighted from 1.0 to 0.6. A further stage evaluates
phase change in the winning FFT bin to get a more accurate value for the pitch unconstrained by
the limited bin resolution. Since the full details are given in their papers [Brown and Puckette,
1992, 1993] and my implementation follows that work I shall avoid a fuller discussion of this pitch
detection method. Alternative pitch detection algorithms may easily be placed as front-ends to
the analysis system now to be described.
The 4096 point FFT driving the pitch detector was run with a step size of 512 samples,
for a frame rate of around 86 Hz (all the audio signals involved had 44100Hz sampling rate).
The pitch detector output was taken from 150-2000Hz, with values outside this range shifted by
octave steps into this compass, and values outside 22050Hz sent to 1 Hz, where they are easily
cleaned up with the algorithm next described.
A post processing stage was added to clean up some small blips in the signal, consisting
of momentary octave errors and rogue outliers. Whilst a jump to an octave which is then
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postprocessing(arg input)
for jj= 2 to 7 {
for ii= 1 to (length(input)-jj){
testratio= input(ii)/input(ii+jj);
if testratio < 1.059 AND testratio > 0.945{
for kk=1 to (jj-1){
mid = (input(ii)+input(ii+jj))*0.5;
testratio2= input(ii+kk)/mid;
if testratio2 > 1.059 OR testratio < 0.945
input(kk) = mid;
}
}
}
}
output=input;

Figure 3.10: Pseudocode for the outlier removal algorithm

maintained could indicate a true octave leap in the music, some obvious short-term octave
errors were seen, with lengths of one or two frames. The original Brown/Puckette algorithm
also occasionally created some strange values during otherwise relatively stable held pitches.
The pseudocode in figure 3.10 reveals the tactic employed to clean up these short-term errors.
The MATLAB indexing convention of counting from 1 is used. The two tests check against the
ratio of an equal tempered semitone.
Figure 3.9 demonstrates the application of the algorithm on a signal which has out of bound
pitches and instantaneous errors against the general trend.
It is convenient to transform the fundamental frequency track to pitch in semitones prior to
vibrato suppression, as a musically normalised representation. An arbitrary reference point is
selected such that 0 Hz is transformed to 0 semitones.

p = 12 ∗ log2 ((f + 440)/440)

(3.20)

Vibrato Suppression
The f0 track is perturbed by vibrato, and this can be attributed as the chief cause of noise on
that signal disrupting its use in segmentation. Rossignol et al. [1999b] noted this in their event
segmentation paper, and sketch a vibrato suppression algorithm. Herrera and Bonada [1998]
have also outlined both frequency domain and time domain vibrato suppression methods within
the context of the SMS (Spectral Modelling Synthesis) framework, using an FFT to isolate 6-7Hz
vibrato by analysing peaks in the frequency domain before suppression and IFFT re-synthesis,
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and in the time domain, a 10Hz high pass filter on a 200mS window. These methods require the
before application identification of the mean around which a vibrato fluctuates, and utilise fixed
windows. Rossignol et al. [1999a] also expands upon a selection of methods for suppression; I
followed the ‘minima-maxima detection’ method as in common with Rossignol et al. [1999b] as
the most plausible for my purposes.
Attempts to implement the Rossignol et al. [1999b] algorithm, however, were somewhat
thwarted by the question of the best windowing strategy to use; their algorithm is underspecified. A vibrato suppression algorithm is described here which is inspired by their work but
makes explicit how the search for regions of vibrato will take place, and uses some variation in
the criteria for a vibrato detection and substituting value, along with variable window size to
encompass vibrato regions.
Vibrato removal proceeds in windows of 300mS, with a step size of 100mS. If the difference
of the maximum and minimum value of the input within this window is less than 1.5 semitones,
a search for vibrato ensues. All maxima and minima within the (open) window range form a
list of extrema. Lists of differences in time and in amplitude of the extrema are taken, and the
variances of these lists calculated. Note that this is different to Rossignol et al. [1999b] where
the maxima and minima lists are considered separately. The quantity pextrema is calculated
as the proportion of the time differences between extrema that fall within the vibrato range
of 0.025 to 0.175 seconds, corresponding to 2.86 to 20 Hz frequency modulation. A vibrato is
detected when pextrema is large and the variances are sufficiently small.
Given a vibrato detected in a window, the window is now gradually extended so as to take
in the whole duration of this vibrato; this guarantees that the corrections will not be piecemeal,
giving rise to some erroneous fluctuations. A number of conditions are checked as the window
is incrementally widened, so as not to confuse a vibrato with a jump to a new pitch. The mean
of the input has been precalculated in 21 frame segments centred on each point. This mean
allows a guide as to the centre point of any vibrato oscillation; if this mean changes during the
window extension, it is likely that a new note event has commenced. This test was particularly
important in cases of singing where the magnitude of vibrato on one tone could encompass the
smaller vibrato magnitude on a succeeding tone. Secondly, the window is only extended where
no value departs more than a semitone from the mean of the extrema list. The correction is
applied, replacing all values in the window with the mean of the extrema list. After suppressing
a vibrato, the search for vibrato recommences with the window positioned at the next frame
unaffected by the changes.
Figure 3.11 shows an example where the vibrato suppression works effectively. The top part
of the figure shows the input, the centre marks areas where vibrato was detected and shows the
length of the windows after extension, and the bottom shows the vibrato suppressed output.
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Figure 3.11: Vibrato suppression for

Figure 3.12: Vibrato suppression for a

an ascending arpeggiated violin signal.

solo soprano signal. The FFT frames

The FFT frames are on the abscissae,

are on the abscissae, pitch in semitones

pitch in semitones or a 0/1 flag for the

or a 0/1 flag for the ordinate

ordinate

Figure 3.12 shows a less clean case where the suppression does not remove all the frequency
modulation. The heuristical algorithm given in this paper could likely be extended via such
tactics as a cross correlation search for matches to sinusoidal variation exhaustively through
appropriate frequencies or by further rules based on a study of instrumental vibrato. It works
well enough, however, for evaluation purposes herein.
Assessing Peaks of Instability
Given the vibrato-suppressed pitch tracks, note events must be distinguished by jumps of pitch.
A procedure is applied to rate the strength of changes in the pitch track p over time:
df (i) =

8
X

min (|p(i) − p(i + j)|, 2)

(3.21)

j=1

The min operator disregards the size of changes greater than a tone to avoid overly biasing
the output detection function df based on the size of leap between notes involved. Figure 3.13
demonstrates df for a soprano signal.
Because changes are sought out, cues for multiple note events in a row of the same pitch
are the most difficult case to spot (particularly questionable are the case of smooth transitions
between same pitch notes – how little energy drop can a player get away with?). It is assumed
that note onsets should show some slight perturbation in pitch, though the pitch integration area
is around 90mS in the FFT. The pitch track test may have to be combined with other features,
to be described next. However, one interesting case, that is not particularly well dealt with by
the vibrato suppression stage at the present time, is that the end and restart of a vibrato itself
can indicate a transition between successive notes.
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Figure 3.13: The upper cleaned and vibrato suppressed pitch track is converted to a detection function

Correction for Signal Power
Because the detection function did not take account of signal power, onsets would often appear
at the very tails of events, for events which end in silence. To counteract this, a multiplier was
introduced based on the signal power immediately following a given frame. A basic temporal
integration was carried out, taking a weighted sum over 10 frames, and compressing to 1 for all
reasonably large values. Small values under 0.01 of the maximum power were left unaffected
and downweighted troublesome points in the pitch detector based detection function.
Peak Picking
A detection function must yield onset locations via some peak picking process. Bello et al. [2004]
provide an adaptive peak picking algorithm based on a median filter on a moving window. Their
peak picker was used as a common stage in the evaluation, and the algorithm is not discussed
further here.

3.4.2

Evaluation

Procedure
An evaluation of the pitch detection based onset detector was carried out using the same methodology as previous comparative studies of onset detection effectiveness (section 3.2, [Bello et al.,
2004]). Pitched non-percussive (PNP) soundfiles originally prepared and annotated by Juan
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Detection function

F-

Precision Recall

measure

Total

Total

Total

correct

FP

FN

Best δ

1. Pitch track detection function

59.9

62.7

57.4

74

44

55

0.13

2. Phase deviation [Bello et al., 2004]

49.6

55.2

45

58

47

71

0.13

Table 3.5: NPP test set comparison of detection functions with Bello et al. [2004] peak picker

Figure 3.14: ROC curve of false positives against correct detections comparing phase deviation and pitch
track onset detector functions over varying δ

Bello formed the test set. 11 source files were selected, containing 129 onsets, comprising slow
attack and high vibrato sounds from strings and voices. The onsets were sparse in relatively long
sound files, providing a great challenge; with amplitude modulation associated with vibrato, it
is unsurprising that loudness based detection functions fared so poorly in the earlier comparison.
The tolerance for matches between algorithm and hand-marked onsets was set at a very tolerant
100mS, though this window was small compared to the average distance between note events.
The pitch track onset detection function was compared to the phase deviation detection
function with a common adaptive peak picking stage. The peak picker has a parameter δ which
acts like an adaptive threshold; this was varied between -0.1 and 0.53 in steps of 0.01, giving
64 runs on the test set for each detection function. A Receiver Operating Characteristics curve
was drawn out as delta is varied. This ROC curve is given in figure 3.14. The closest points to
the top left corner indicate the better performance, with many correct detections for few false
positives. Results for the best δ for each algorithm are given in table 3.5 with ratings with
respect to two measures of performance.
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Discussion
A small advance is shown by the pitch detection based onset detector, its performance being
marginally better than the phase deviation and by extension all the energy based detection
functions considered in section 3.2. The success of a pitch detection cue gives corroborative
evidence that note events defined by stable pitch percept are a plausible segmentation strategy.
The fact that vibrato had to be suppressed for effective performance shows the importance of
higher level feature extraction in human segmentation. As noted above, the onset and offset of a
vibrato may be a feature that helps to segment successive notes of the same pitch. It might even
be speculated that the appearance of vibrato in long notes can be linked to a human desire for
stimulation over time, for the confound given by vibrato and associated amplitude modulation
(often at 4-7 Hz) is comparable to new amplitude-cued events at the same rate. The central
pitch around which the vibrato oscillates maintains the identity of a single note event.
Various problems with the evaluation task were noted, which may have under-rated the
performance of the pitch detector. First, the annotations were at their most subjective for this
type of note event; as Leveau et al. [2004] note, the annotation task involves some variability in
decisions between human experts, particularly for complex polyphonic music and instruments
with slow attacks. However, at the time of the study, the Bello database provided a larger test
set (11 as opposed to 5 files), and the Leveau database could not be made to function properly
within MATLAB.
Human pitch perception shows different time resolution capabilities from the computer pitch
tracker used herein. Whilst the qualitative agreement of onset locations with the hand marked
ones was much more impressive for the stable pitch detector than the phase deviation (for example, figure 3.15), these would often be early with respect to the human marked positions (though
could also appear late). To compensate somewhat, a delay of 7 frames had been introduced in
the detection function for the comparison test. The time resolution of the new onset detection
algorithm is dependent on the lower time resolution of the pitch detection algorithm, with a 4096
point FFT (pitch detection accuracy degrades with a shorter window); the phase deviation was
much less susceptible to this problem, based on a 1024 point FFT. Localisation could perhaps
be improved by zero padded FFTs for the pitch detector, parallel time domain autocorrelation
and timbrally motivated onset detection (differentiating transient regions from smooth wherever
possible) and remains an area for further investigation.
The selection of the test set also played a role. When onsets are sparse, false positives count
for proportionally more over the run. A combination of sound files requiring many onsets to
be detected and those with sparse onsets is a difficult combination, for onset detectors built
to risk more will score very poorly on the sparse regions. It can be speculated that additional
contextual clues due to timbre and musical convention are utilised by human listeners to focus
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of pitch detector (middle) and pitch deviation (bottom) on a violin signal. The
top shows the source signal with onsets marked – those on the top line show the human annotation, above
the middle those due to the pitch detector algorithm and below the phase deviation

their event detection strategy. An onset detection algorithm which performed well for both NPP
and PNP material would most likely require some switching mechanism based on the recognition
of instrument and playing style. The evocation of a pitch percept and the detection of vibrato
cues may provide knowledge for deciding the event segmentation tactic.
For the determination, given arbitrary material, of the best algorithm to use, a computer program might assess the stability of pitch cues (amount of fluctuation) and general inharmonicity
to decide if pitched material is being targeted. Attack time cues through the file may distinguish
whether to apply a combined pitch and amplitude algorithm or a pure pitch algorithm for slow
attacks, and how to deal with confounds from the recognition of the specific shape of vibrato or
other playing conventions (on which much further work might be done).
In testing the algorithm, it was found that the quality of pitch detection tracks was worse for
lower register instruments, as for double bass or bass voice. This could be traced to inadequacies
in the constant Q pitch detector for tracking fundamentals below around 150Hz. False matches
to higher harmonics could skew the pitch tracks and the algorithm consistently gave the worst
detection scores for such cases. Leaving these troublesome sound files out of the test set led to
much improved performance. On a reduced test set of 6 files (75 onsets), the algorithm then
achieved an F-measure score of 65.2% (73.3% recall and 58.7% precision, 44 matches, 16 fp) as
opposed to 49.6% (56.9% recall and 44% precision, 33 matches, 25 fp) for the phase deviation.
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3.4.3

Conclusions

A pitch detection algorithm was adapted for an onset detection task on pitched non-percussive
source material. This often slow attacking and vibrato-ridden monophonic music provides a
challenging case for event segmentation. A very high correct identification to low false positive
rate is yet to be exhibited commensurate with the success rates on the easier NPP task, but the
tactic introduced shows some promise for the PNP task. It is the most promising of detection
functions assessed so far, particularly by qualitative comparison of results from the new detector
with that of the phase deviation algorithm.
Whilst the pitch discrimination capabilities of humans are much more refined than a semitone, a semitone has been used above as a practical working value for the size of pitch changes,
as opposed to vibrato. In fact, the order of vibrato can approach that differentiating note events,
and some tighter heuristics for the vibrato suppression which take into account the nature of
the vibrato percept may need to be applied.
General improvements may arise from investigating computational auditory models, for the
goal on such musical material as targeted in this paper is to match a human auditor’s segmentation. A better pitch detection algorithm as a frontend to event segmentation may be one
modeled more thoroughly on neural coding of periodicity, with realistic pitch reaction time and
stability characteristics. For example, a perceptually plausible pitch detector is proposed by
Slaney and Lyon [1990].
It is likely that human auditors use instrument recognition cues to decide on a segmentation
strategy. Prior knowledge of instrument timbre and associated playing conventions provide
situations where human segmentation may continue to out-perform machine in the near future.

3.5

Neural Net Based Onset Detection

As a final approach to the onset detection problem, a machine learning solution was investigated
which would be specific to particular problem domains. Earlier work had suggested that the
efficacy of detection functions might be particular to certain stimuli, and a machine learning
technique provided a way to optimise parameters to a given onset detection need. This established a practical solution in preparing for concerts, assisting with the Ornamaton piece to be
described in 7.3.2.
It was noted in the MIREX05 trials that a neural net based method scored well (section 3.3).
Whilst no algorithm performed with uniform success across instrumental targets, for reasons
explained in the previous section, machine learning techniques seemed promising to improve
detection efficiency on particular cases. The study outlined in this section applied a neural net
to feature vectors in order to track events in monophonic baroque recorder, and to explore the
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possibility of a pragmatic ‘predominant event’ extraction procedure for polyphonic audio.
Due to the direct compositional applications, the evaluation in this section is a little looser
than that above. Whilst there is some standard evaluation, the work is also driven by the
pragmatics of concert preparation – does the algorithm convince the composer of an adequate5
solution to the task at hand? The idea of a neural net acting on features sets the scene for many
possible future studies which may extend evaluations.

3.5.1

An Onset Detector for Baroque Recorder

The baroque recorder presents a problem for percussive energy based onset detectors, for new
note transients involve faint amplitude changes too easily confused with amplitude modulation
or fluctuation that can give rise to false positives. Continuity of fundamental frequency is often
the most salient characteristic distinguishing note events. Examination of the spectrogram
demonstrated the stable partial trails associated with individual notes, but lacking in obvious
local amplitude transients. It was postulated that a wider view of the signal might help matters,
following Kapanci and Pfeffer [2004]’s critique of detection functions based only on successive
frames. Features over a larger area could be combined in a detection function; a neural net
provided a mechanism to discover effective mappings of the multidimensional feature set to a
low dimensional characteristic function.
Log power and log f0 framewise features were extracted from a 1024 point FFT with 512
overlap (44100 sampling rate) defined as follows:
power(n) = 10 ∗ log10

512
X

|Xn (k)|2

(3.22)

k=1

pitch(n) = log (k from 5 to 100 such that maximal|Xn (k)|) + 1

(3.23)

The approximation of fundamental frequency by taking the maximal power FFT bin in the
range 5 to 100 worked effectively for recorder signals (examination of the spectrogram confirmed
the obvious dominance of f0 in this way), and was computationally cheap.
For each frame, twenty attributes were selected, based on differences of the framewise features
from the current frame value to frames up to five preceding and five following.

5

attributen (2 ∗ j − 1) = |pitch(n) − pitch(n + j − 6)|

j = 1...5

(3.24)

attributen (2 ∗ j − 1) = |pitch(n) − pitch(n + j − 5)|

j = 6 . . . 10

(3.25)

attributen (2 ∗ j) = power(n) − power(n + j − 6)

j = 1...5

(3.26)

attributen (2 ∗ j) = power(n) − power(n + j − 5)

j = 6 . . . 10

(3.27)

In a user judged evaluation of the quality of captured events.
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Figure 3.16: Neural net output on training set;

Figure 3.17: Neural net output on test set

ground truth onsets are shown central on the
waveform, algorithm generated above these.
The detection function is shown in the lower
panel.

These twenty attributes were the twenty inputs to a multilayer perception with one hidden layer
of 20 units, and one output unit. The NetLab extensions to MATLAB (http://www.ncrg.aston.
ac.uk/netlab/index.php) were used to train and test neural networks (by back propagation) and
extract weight and bias parameters for realtime implementations.
Separate training and testing soundfiles were annotated by hand, the former consisting of 52
onsets, the latter of 33. The instances however consisted of all FFT frames in these soundfiles,
where those frames corresponding to annotated onsets had an output value of 1, and others of
0. To avoid the disproportionate number of true negatives, which would otherwise prevent any
worthwhile training at onset detection, the positive examples were duplicated so as to gain a
50/50 proportion of instances.
The peakpicking stage was relatively trivial. The detection function output by the neural net
is very clean, and was further treated with a minimum power condition (over five consecutive
frames) to avoid obviously spurious cases. The peak picker was simply the peak scoring function
described in 3.3.1, with a threshold of 0.5, a spread of 3 and a minimum retriggering wait time
of 3 frames.
On the training set, after 300 training epochs the neural net onset detector scored F-measure
100% (precision 100% recall 100% m 52 fp 0 fn 0, figure 3.16). On the test set, F-measure 93.7%
(precision 96.8% recall 90.9% m 30 fp 1 fn 3, figure 3.17). Different numbers of training epochs
were tried so as to assess the best generalisation performance; around 300 was found optimal in
terms of score on the test set (whilst also retaining a perfect memorisation of the training set).
As with any machine learning process, the choice of signal features is critical and there
is an inherent danger of over-fitting. It is often relatively straight forward to match given
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annotations, but the algorithm so prepared does not extend well to novel cases. Training itself
is CPU intensive, and increasingly so the more attributes and frames involved. Yet once neural
net coefficients are prepared, the net is efficient and amenable to realtime use.
The recorder onset detector prepared in MATLAB was converted to a SuperCollider UGen
for realtime use, with similar time domain correction techniques to 3.3.

3.5.2

Predominant Event Analysis in Polyphonic Audio

It was suspected that the location of prominent events might be approached by neural net
onset detection methods, without tackling the difficult stream separation problem for polyphonic
audio. This would allow the extraction of aggregate rhythms and might assist in the production
of useful frontends for other tasks such as beat tracking of polyphonic audio.
As a case study I applied neural net based onset detection to polyphonic audio. The aim
was to find prominent event locations, so as to enable content repurposing. Evaluation in this
case was an informal aural one based on the effectiveness of resultant segments in the output
event location database; events were algorithmically reused in various patterns. The study was
carried out twice, once on a compressed percussive track by the electronic artist Squarepusher,
and once on a recording of Beethoven symphony movement, a challenging case with a much
smoother spectrum and events often cued by pitch information.
Squarepusher’s Come On My Selector (Big Loada, Warp Records WAP92) was selected as
being a good exemplar of the composer’s drum programming style and timbral space. A neural
net was trained on 30 seconds of annotated audio (242 onsets), and then a generalisation was
taken to cover the whole track of 204 seconds (3 minutes 24 seconds). Attributes were as in
the recorder study, except that the spectral centroid was used in place of the f0 approximation
(the log still being taken). Subjectively, results were good and preserved many hard transient
onsets and through them the basic rhythms. Once gleaned, the onset information could be used
in combination with a beat track to extract rhythms, and this is discussed in section 6.2.4.
Beethoven’s scherzo from the 7th Symphony (Movement III, Presto, New York Philharmonic,
conducted Leonard Bernstein, Sony Classical SMK 47515) provided a greater challenge. Six main
features were taken, with differences to frames five prior and five after each frame in question,
for a total of sixty features per frame. Log spectral centroid and log power were calculated
solely within the first hundred FFT bins, justified as the area of greater tonal relevance. The
log index of the peak bin and peak log power were also taken in two bands of FFT bins (10-100
and 90-200, for the standard 1024 point FFT) for a further four feature tracks.
The neural net was trained on 70 seconds of audio, then tested on the generalisation to
569 seconds (9 minutes 29 seconds). At first, results were woeful: various feature sets were
explored. It was eventually realised that the neural net was overtraining on the specific FFT
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frame windows, and that better generalisation performance was possible if the training set were
expanded by data for the features at five different offsets for the windowing process (0, 102, 204,
306 and 408 samples within the original hop size of 512). Whilst the generalisation has hardly
been made perfect, results are subjectively plausible. As a demonstration, all the extracted
events can be loaded into memory: the Beethoven symphony can then be played back at different
rates by scaling the onset times, generally preserving event structure (with the usual provisos
over polyphonic audio: this process is of course most successful for speed ups rather than slow
downs). A larger scale study with appropriate evaluation remains a future undertaking.

3.6

Conclusions

This chapter surveyed many onset detection methods and assessed solutions for different cases.
Variations of energy envelope alone are not adequate descriptors for segmenting all musical
signals; onset detection algorithms can be specialised to certain timbres. These algorithms may
require more than the comparison of successive FFT frame values, both in detection functions
and peak pickers, and this can set a fundamental limitation on reaction times to acoustic events
parsed by that algorithm in causal operation. Human musicians utilise schema driven predictions
of future events, and such anticipatory scheduling can provide the impression of immediate
reactions; the alternative, of reactive operation, demands a delay of up to the length of a note
event.
Feature choice is critical, and a psychoacoustic basis, whether in energy change discrimination or fundamental frequency detection has proven helpful. Studies into effective detection
features are thus informative, particularly where high scores can be observed using a single
computationally efficient detection function. Yet heuristic detection functions can be improved
further through such methods as the neural net approach outlined above, and attribute based
machine learning might be used to find optimal composite detection functions. Care to avoid
over-fitting and requisite tests of generalisation may guide this process, though the search for
the best feature sets is computationally intractable in its most general exhaustive form.
Most of all, the practical attitude of specialisation to particular timbres (for after all, we as
listeners must learn to differentiate instruments in musical use) is a useful lesson in computer
music. It might be speculated that the development of event parsing abilities in human beings
is bootstrapped by certain evolutionarily low-level detection abilities (for instance, change of log
intensity in certain bands), combined with the implicit physical onset time given by the trial
and error of production. By manipulating our environment (and particular musical instruments,
primarily our own voices) it can be speculated that we gain an appreciation of a notion of discrete
events, and the ability to recognise and categorise certain events (inferring the production of
others) based on their features (those detectors firing). In this way, the neural net approach
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recognises the probable role of learning in event detection.
It is worth noting in closing that it may be unrealistic to expect perfect solution of the
segmentation problem on a low-level basis. Higher level (and cultural experience conditioned)
priors enable human listeners to select the most likely solution, whilst lacking a perfect and
unambiguous transmission. This is analogous to the extraction of the intended source from an
incmplete txt even when two letters are missing, or hearing complete sentences despite a failure
by the speaker to clearly elocute all phones. It is likely that machine listening operating on low
level features actually out-performs human abilities at a similar level, as has been alluded to
by the evaluation comparison with human operators of sound editors working outside realtime.
Yet where the sound objects to be extracted are more reliant on higher level context of stable
pitch, timbre and even other notes in a melody line, there is still much research to do to bring
machines to a musically apposite treatment.
In terms of applications, onset detection is fundamental to the event analysis technology to
be discussed, to making specialist frontends for other music understanding processes such as beat
tracking, and is an essential preliminary to the analysis of the timing of events extracted from
an audio recording, for instance, in ethnomusicological research into entrainment phenomena.
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Chapter 4

Realtime Beat Tracking Algorithms
‘Only art and science can raise men to the level of the Gods’ Beethoven [Hamburger,
1984, p26]
‘The search for truth in art becomes a travesty in which each era’s practice only
parodies its predecessor’s prejudice’ [Minsky, 1981]
Since I cannot claim to have ‘solved’ the general beat tracking problem (indeed, I argue
within this thesis that such a solution is unlikely to exist), I temper this chapter with an initial
proviso, some pragmatic points relating to the goal of building realtime models for concert
purposes. It is not necessary to produce a general beat tracking model, just one specific to some
interesting compositional application. Full metrical knowledge is not required; if you can match
the beat well, you can phase shift quite trivially to achieve measure and hyper-measure sync
(assuming fixed and known time signature). A system can be given initialisation clues (by a
manual ‘tap tempo’ process) before it tracks expressive timing as best it can. However, the task
of fully automating beat tracking will be pursued as a worthy aim, since concentration on such
musical fundamentals as the beat may distract a human operator from other concerns during a
performance, or blocks the goal of fully autonomous artificial musical entities.
Whilst there may seem to be possible issues with onset detection errors and delays, a robust
model should cope. These latencies (and any audio output delay) can be compensated as soon
as a predictive model is in place, for incoming events can always be post-rationalised and future
action then scheduled in advance to synchronise (following the human example discussed in
section 1.4.3). Construction does not end with the beat tracker itself; realtime scheduling and
algorithmic composition must be themselves adapted to take advantage of inferred metrical
information. This is a theme taken up in chapter 6. It will be noted here that a system that can
be driven by an induced clock is in some ways independent of the clock source, so the specific
beat tracker remains a modular component of such a system. Given the probable lack of any
general beat tracking solution, this is a useful modularisation, and allows the current chapter to
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stand somewhat independent of later work.
Technical details will be presented concerning the construction of realtime beat tracking
models intended as components of concert-ready interactive music systems. The DrumTrack algorithm (section 4.3) was developed especially for a concert piece with an improvising drummer.
In section 4.6, beat trackers are assessed for the case of a computer agent designed to work with
a baroque duo. A number of other beat trackers were built in the course of this thesis, some receiving only a brief mention as less successful experiments and apparent deadends (section 4.2),
whilst a more robust solution, AutoTrack, a realtime implementation by the author of Davies
and Plumbley [2005a], is discussed in section 4.4. Evaluation criteria vary somewhat, for the
concert systems are tempered by deadlines and computational practicalities. As suggested by
the second psychological experiment of chapter 2, realtime beat trackers may need to cope with
transitions between pieces (perhaps in DJ practice or varied live sets), or other abrupt shifts
in improvisation or pre-composed scores (without prior training of the tracker). Appropriate
evaluation criteria are pursued in section 4.1, and an evaluation of computational models on
the ‘obstacle course’ test of piece transitions is carried out in section 4.5. In a non-realtime but
informative aside, I further examine what might be done in a computational scheme to improve
beat tracker performance on this test (section 4.5.1).

4.1

Evaluation of Beat Tracking Algorithms

Whilst errors in the discovery of the beat metrical level (so called octave errors in analogy
to pitch detection) have been one source of putative trouble, such errors are not inconsistent
with human behaviour. A number of studies have shown that the selection of a mid-level beat
representation by humans is not a problem with unique solution but varies with the preference
and musical expertise of subjects [Parncutt, 1994, Drake et al., 2000b, McKinney and Moelants,
2004, also see section 1.3.1]. Given this human propensity to select different plausible pulsations
as the most salient, it might be expected that the evaluation of beat tracking models is not an
entirely well-defined task. However, within given stylistic conventions, it is usually possible to
specify a ground truth that should be relatively accepted amongst experts.
Whilst the general science of synchronisation would allow for synchronisation between oscillators at some constant phase lag (as in Huygen’s ship’s clocks) [Pikovsky et al., 2001], effective
beat tracking requires that a computational model select the exact same solution in phase as
a human subject familiar with a musical context. This is a more stringent condition, and one
often failed by current beat tracking models, even for supposedly simple cases of metronomic
electronic dance music. The most common mistake is the selection of the wrong eighth note as
being the fourth note level, for example, when tapping on the off-beat under a 4/4 time signature; Goto calls this the π-phase error. Whilst human subjects were often observed to tap the
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off-beat to jazz tracks in the reaction time experiments, a musical convention associated with
this style, jazz practitioners and theorists would not term this the beat, for it fails to musically
resolve the real metrical levels at work in generation1 . Thus the π-phase error, even if idiomatically attributed a valid response, might be said to be less musically useful for transcription and
audio manipulation purposes, in that it implicitly encodes an incorrect metrical hierarchy.
The assessment of beat tracking has received some attention in the literature yet the important problem of phase matching has been somewhat overlooked in favour of evaluation tasks
more concerned with period matching. The application of beat tracking for computer partners
in live performance requires that an algorithm be able to respond to changes of state in the
audio input (whether from a DJ’s selection of tracks or human performers) quickly and accurately. This can give rise to different evaluation criteria than the testing of a longest continuously
tracked segment across a database of pieces one at a time, as in Goto’s evaluation scheme and
variants [Goto and Muraoka, 1997], where the pieces themselves are usually stable in tempo and
without abrupt shifts. Whilst a propitious initial state can allow a naive algorithm to work effectively through a stable piece, a set of transitions provides a much more challenging test scheme
to a beat tracker, and one which will certainly catch out ‘lazy’ algorithms which do not follow
the musical context. Tapping experiments on human subjects using plain metronome stimuli
have often examined behaviour at transition to abrupt changes of period or phase [Repp, 2001,
Thaut, 2005] obtaining data on recovery time and compensatory behaviour that may inform
beat tracking models for the purposes of anticipating and simulating humans. A study using
more ecologically valid stimuli pertinent to musical beat tracking was detailed earlier in this
thesis. The paradigm of transitional activity can be extended to the analysis of beat tracking
models, following the ‘obstacle course’ transition test of chapter 2.

4.1.1

Evaluation Metrics in the Beat Tracking Literature

The evaluation of audio beat-trackers has been considered by a number of authors [Goto and
Muraoka, 1997, Scheirer, 1998, Cemgil et al., 2001, Dixon, 2001b, Klapuri et al., 2006], though
there are many papers in the field with only an informal qualitative appraisal, or a small test
set. Evaluation methods used for metrical models acting on symbolic data [Desain and Honing,
1999] are not necessarily applicable for the audio case; for example, Temperley [2004a] suggests
an evaluation method which requires a known note-list for a piece, a transcription which is not
necessarily obtainable from audio signal analysis (section 1.4.1).
Evaluation methods vary across the many published papers on beat tracking, and the ability
of a researcher to compare results is further impeded by differences in the test databases of
music and corresponding hand marked beat annotations. Whilst a few labs have made data
1

This being implicit in the first clause of this sentence, to judge the off-beat tapping in the first place.
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Reference

Evaluation method

Dixon [2001b]

Score by rigid equation, +-70mS

Cemgil et al. [2001]

Score by Gaussian equation, soft matching

Hainsworth [2004], Klapuri et al. [2006]

TOT total matched beats, within +-15% phase and +-10% period

Goto and Muraoka [1997], Hainsworth

L-C longest continuously tracked proportion

[2004], Klapuri et al. [2006]
Toiviainen and Synder [2003]

Reaction time– first of three consecutive matches

Temperley [2004a]

Multiple metrical level matching requires a known note list, symbolic data only

Scheirer [1998]

Beat placement, regularity measured by rms deviation of beatlist from expertlist, IOI
variance

http://www.music-ir.org/mirex2005/

Seven sub-tasks combined in a final score based on perceptual tempo matching and

index.php/Audio Tempo Extraction

a single phase value determination per track, tempo within 8%, phase within 15% of
period

Gouyon et al. [2005]

Tempo accurate within 4%

Klapuri et al. [2006]

Period within 17.5%, phase within 0.175 times the annotated period length; measure
level 10% period and phase

Table 4.1: Evaluation procedures in the beat tracking literature

obliquely available2 , none of these databases are publicly released, overwhelmingly for copyright
issues. The code of a minority of beat tracking algorithms is in the public domain, scattered
across computing platforms, and the researcher may be forced to implement her own versions
of published algorithms to evaluate them. The individual tweaks of constants and code which
went into the evaluation of an algorithm in a given researcher’s own work are not so available,
so result reproduction is somewhat compromised.
Many evaluations in the literature are concerned with assessing tempo and metre induction
but not beat induction (dropping phase matching criteria), often for the purposes of music
information retrieval. In contrast, Scheirer [1998] discusses the performance of his comb filter
based model both qualitatively, for 60 target pieces, and quantitatively, in comparison to human
subjects tapping with a small validation experiment. The experiment is analysed using measures
of inter onset interval (IOI) variance and beat placement standard deviation; the tapping of his
algorithm is in line with human behaviour to statistical significance. He observes, however, that
the most common gross error by the algorithm is a π-phase error. Scheirer claims twice that
this could be easily solved by adding a small amount of high level knowledge; this may be an
underestimate of the modelling effort required.
The evaluation procedures of Gouyon and colleagues utilise the synthesis of stimuli so as to
control beat locations precisely and avoid expert subjectivity. They synthesise a set of 1000 five
second percussion loops [Gouyon et al., 2002]. This is practical for assessment for drum loop
beat tracking, but a more difficult problem in general, where the beat may be the resultant of
2

For instance, Masataka Goto’s RWC music database http://staff.aist.go.jp/m.goto/RWC-MDB/ does not

contain beat annotations but these may be obtained by e-mailing him directly stating the desired songs.
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many musical features and their interactions and is not so precisely predictable. Real recordings
must provide test databases which cover existing styles. In a later paper, Gouyon and Herrera
[2003] consider and utilise 70 twenty second extracts from recordings with randomised start and
end times.
Alternative metrics are provided by Cemgil et al. [2001]3 , and a further measure by Dixon
[2001b]. The former uses a Gaussian distribution to weight a score of the proximity of an
algorithm generated beat to the closest expert marked reference. The latter is a ratio which
takes into account matches, and false positives and negatives. Dixon restricts himself to the case
of what he dubs descriptive beat tracking, for non-causal trackers, but is certainly applicable
for causal output beat-lists. The two approaches contrast soft and hard conditions on a match
between ground truth list and computer generated beat list.
Masataka Goto has provided a metric based on the longest continuously tracked segment
of a piece [Goto and Muraoka, 1997], a measure Klapuri et al. [2006] also adopt. A potential
problem is that if a track does not contain any abrupt leaps of phase or period, a correct initial
state can lead to the default output of constant period providing a relatively effective solution.
Some test extracts are almost designed to enable the algorithms to ‘cheat’: they begin with very
square obvious figures from which the algorithm lifts the correct phase and period; they might
even begin near the default tempo and phase of the algorithm. An algorithm can effectively
coast through the rest of the track if it can assume stability of the beat. One might ask how
effectively a beat induction on the first three seconds of each piece followed by rigidly locked
beat generation performs. Non-causal algorithms often allow a seeding of the tempo hypothesis
space by a look ahead.
This says nothing about the abilities of an algorithm to adapt to a changing context. Goto
and Muraoka [1997] consider the possibility of initial lock-on time as one assessment metric,
giving results for the time from the start to stable tracking across tatum, tactus and measure
metrical levels. This can be compared over a corpus of examples but does not record any
later transitional obstacles within a given piece, which would be a more scientific test given the
variation of instrumentation and tempi within a song database. Both Goto and Klapuri are well
aware of the problem of π-phase errors, with Klapuri allowing octave errors on psychological
evidence (his “Accept d/h” for doubling or halving of tempo), but disallowing phase errors as
evidence of a plausible tracking performance. Klapuri asserts that the discovery of an accurate
tatum phase is straight-forward, but this does not necessarily translate to the correct solution for
the tactus level. He openly admits of the measure level that ‘either rhythmic pattern matching
or pitch analysis seems to be needed to analyse music at this time scale’[Klapuri et al., 2006,
p18].
3

In the context of a symbolic (MIDI) tracker, but also used by Seppänen [2001] for an audio signal algorithm.
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The ISMIR2004 tempo induction competition compared beat tracking algorithms, but only
evaluated their period matching; there was no criterion of phase matching [Gouyon et al.,
2005, http://www.iua.upf.es/mtg/ismir2004/contest/tempoContest/] . The strictest condition
required a tempo match within 4%, and a second condition allowed a match to the tempo of
related metrical levels. The test was over a large database of song and ballroom dance music
excerpts, with percentage of correctly calculated tempi the evaluation measure. The test was
also run for some kinds of degraded signals.
Following the ISMIR2004 competition, both period and phase matching were evaluated in the
MIREX2005 tempo induction competition http://www.music-ir.org/evaluation/mirex-results/
audio-tempo/index.html. Ground truth had been marked up from participants in an ecologically
valid tapping experiment. Algorithms had a novel test, in that they had to obtain a primary
tempo, a secondary tempo, and their relative perceptual weight, judged as being the first and
second most likely metrical levels selected by experimental participants. It is extremely pertinent
that whilst algorithms performed effectively on the determination of tempi (the top ranking
gaining 95% success for determining the most likely period), phase matching was never higher
than 50% for any algorithm. As was seen for the onset detection evaluations, recent literature
has tended to cast evaluations into the language of the burgeoning data mining community.

4.1.2

Evaluation Metrics in this Thesis

A number of statistics are computed for the evaluations in this thesis, reflecting different criteria
with respect to which algorithms may be assessed. Standard metrics will be computed as
detailed above, but a few are added, specifically sensitive to the transition tasks essential for
live performance.
Following section 3.1.2, F-measure, recall and precision are determined for the list of algorithm generated beats compared to the ground truth. This measure implicitly assumes that
the same tapping mode (metrical level and phase) gives the best solution. An algorithm which
generated beats at the half speed metrical level would only match half of the ground truth, and
would have a large number of false negatives; a double speed beat output would match well, but
have a large number of false positives. After Klapuri et al. [2006], a match required a period
within 17.5%, and a phase within 0.175 times the annotated period length. The list of IBIs
(inter-beat intervals) for the algorithm is used to generate the local tempi for this criteria; the
ground truth either consisted of a given constant tempo for a piece, where such was available
and appropriate (as in the use of Steve Hainsworth’s database), or a ground truth tempo curve
generated from IBIs. In order to avoid overly penalising double and half speed tapping, the
tempo was also allowed to fall within half or double the tolerance at double or half the tempo
respectively.
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To consider consecutive beats, a score rating was created by iterating over the list of algorithm
generated beats. A false negative with respect to the ground truth scored -1, and a match scored
0 if isolated, or 1 if the following beat also matched to the corresponding next hand marked
beat. This measure thereby rewarded cumulative matches, but did not overly penalise drop out
at phase jumps. This measure gave an overall score, and quantities marked bonus and penalty
on the evaluation tables indicate the total number of 1s or -1s scored.
There are differences in the interpretation of these measures based on whether the evaluation
is over a single piece or a corpus of pieces. For a single test piece, the longest continuously tracked
segment (LCTS) is a time value in seconds indicating the length of the largest consecutive
sequence of matches between algorithm and ground truth. For a corpus, the LCTS is calculated
for each piece, normalised by the length of the piece, and the mean of these proportional values
taken over the corpus.
Reaction times (RT) are also assessed in some cases. These use the same calculation criteria
(allowing for five possible tapping modes) after section 2.1.2. The num valid gives the number
of pieces which give rise to a reaction time at all; for some cases the beat response cannot be
said to adequately match the ground truth sufficient to gain a reaction time measurement. prop
valid gives the proportion of such valid case within a corpus. The mean, min, max and median
reaction times are also listed.
The nature of the evaluations in this chapter also vary based upon the sought-after application, and this will be described in each instance as necessary.

4.2

Earlier Experiments

I shall briefly sketch a number of lines of investigation which were abandoned or which became
superseded by later research. It should be pointed out that it is difficult to give a proof that
certain approaches would not yield results if further pursued, but in my experience, I could not
obtain adequate results after due effort where I have abandoned particular lines of inquiry.
Symbolic trackers were constructed which work given knowledge of exact event locations.
Naive beat trackers were constructed by considering least squares, linear, quadratic and cubic
predictions from the last three time points. Since they do not differentiate metrical levels or
differentiate events in any way, they are only of any use for prediction of the next tap in an
isochronous sequence. If the input becomes a faster IOI sequence, they automatically lock onto
that. An uneven event sequence immediately foils them.
A less naive symbolic tracker was proposed by Large and Kolen [1994] and corrected and
prepared for use on a MIDI signal in an interactive jazz system by Toiviainen [1998]. Both
the original and modified models were built, the modified showing a smoother performance. It
could cope with some rhythms mixing IOI values, but was quite sluggish in its reactions, as the
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dynamic system could easily become locked into a particular phase space region. Attempts to
provide a signal processing frontend for audio signal tracking however provided nothing of value.
Klapuri et al. [2006] compared four periodicity detection mechanisms. He obtained equivalent
performance from three but had difficulty with the fourth; whilst he does not state this in the
paper, he confirmed that the Large style oscillators had been the underperforming method
(personal communication). The dynamic oscillators viewpoint, whilst tied in the psychology
literature to attentional models [Large and Jones, 1999], has not proven itself so far in practical
computational beat tracking research.
The opportunity arose to make a conversion of Tristan Jehan’s implementation of Schierer’s
classic comb filter beat tracker [Scheirer, 1998]. Jehan [2005b] created a MAX/MSP external,
˜beat, replacing Scheirer’s filterbank frontend with an FFT and Bark scale based bands. I ported
the Max/MSP object to SuperCollider as the UGen Beat.
An informal test of the capabilities of this realtime tracker showed some deficiencies particularly with regard to the consistent choice of beat. Jehan added a lock functionality which holds
the current beat steady and ignores further input data, and such a simple but convenient device
has been added to all subsequent trackers I have built. How necessary that device proves for the
Beat UGen is a symptom of its failings however. The ideal would be trusting the computational
beat tracker implicitly.
Because of possible questions concerning the best frontend for the tracker, Scheirer’s original
tracker is the one evaluated in the following work as a reference model. In the light of subsequent
developments described in this chapter, the Beat UGen is now somewhat outdated.

4.3

DrumTrack: Combining the Laroche and Goto Beat Trackers

The DrumTrack project built a practical working system for the tracking of an acoustic drum
kit, where the human player could exert control over the scheduling of computerised parts. An
essential core part of this system was an audio beat tracker. Whilst a pseudo-symbolic tracker
might have been plausible using special kick and snare mics as onset detectors, the more general
solution was sought of extraction of information from an audio stream, allowing for general use
of the kit without multiple microphones, the substitution of other percussive sources (such as
beat boxing and toy drum kits), and possible practical use with drum recordings.
In order to overcome limitations on the consistent determination of the phase found with
correlation models alone, the author was drawn to Goto’s ideas. The resulting system synthesises
work by Laroche [2003] and Goto [2001] in a causal dynamic programming framework for beat
tracking.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the beat induc-

Figure 4.2:

Cross correlation of an

tion algorithm

impulse signal representing a (period,phase) hypothesis with the source
energy signal

A concert-proof causal realtime algorithm was required with accurate phase alignment.
Whilst finding the correct tempo was relatively straight forward using a variety of beat induction models, and the efficient Laroche [2003] model provided a natural starting point, energy
signal correlational search methods alone were found insufficient to consistently determine the
correct phase. To overcome this problem, some higher level signal understanding adapted from
work by Goto [2001] was utilised to spot kick and snare drum patterns, and a heuristic was also
introduced favouring cases where low frequency energy appears on the beat. This additional information was reconciled within a causal version of Laroche’s dynamic programming framework,
the drum pattern and low frequency information providing additional evidence to rank (period,
phase) hypothesis pairs.
Figure 4.1 outlines the stages in the DrumTrack algorithm to be further detailed below.

4.3.1

Cross Correlation

Laroche provides a very efficient search procedure for (period, phase) hypotheses [Laroche, 2003].
A memory holds an energy function of the last 3.4 seconds, which is calculated from an FFT of
the audio signal input. Laroche uses a compressed transient detection form for the energy flux,
and a frontend was obtained using the energy within ERB scale bands, summed over all bands,
following section 3.2.3.
This energy flux is searched by cross-correlation with impulse signals corresponding to a given
(period, phase) pair, as illustrated in figure 4.2 for a quarter note impulse signal. Laroche suggests even sixteenth note spacing for 16 multiplications; it was found more robust in this project
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to use eighth notes (with weighting 1.0 for onbeats and 0.5 for off) to avoid any assumption of
the form of swing.
100 tempi are searched, from 90-190 bpm, with 20 phases tested per tempo. The highest
scoring 10 tempi pass through to the dynamic programming stage, with the two best phases
and their two antiphases, giving up to four phase hypotheses per tempo and thus 40 hypotheses
in total out of the initial 2000. The rationale for always keeping the antiphases was that the
pi-phase error was the most prevalent problem, and maintaining both hypotheses at this stage
avoided such an error early in the assessment.

4.3.2

Detecting Drum Patterns

In a parallel step, the signal is searched for matches to an archetypal 4/4 drum pattern. This
necessitates signal processing to detect kick and snare onsets, adapted from Goto’s system [Goto,
2001, pp 162-3]; only differences are outlined here. A snare detection function is calculated as
the product of values of the form 1 + x for each subband of 9 FFT components, rather than
Goto’s form x. This gives a much more continuous function than Goto’s all or nothing system
where the failure of any subband to be a noise component means a failure of snare detection.
The bass drum detection is not calculated by Goto’s more expensive histogram method but
by using Goto’s onset detection formula (equation (2), p161) on the three FFT bins above the
zero bin. Sensible thresholds were found by examining the maxima and mean of the detection
functions for real test signals.
Detected kick and snare signals are stored to a memory array of time resolution equal to
the FFT hop size. This array can be searched for matches to a given drum pattern. Goto’s
publications do not give the full details of how he implements pattern matching for drum beats;
he appears to use a beat hypothesis to establish a quantising grid for detected kick and snare
onsets which are then matched against eight drum pattern templates (only two such templates
are given in his papers). In this project, the choice was taken to search for matches without
quantisation, though allowing some leeway on match location to allow for the detection latency
and FFT resolution. The detection of a drum pattern would then provide evidence of the
necessary period and phase of a winning hypothesis. Such a tactic demands a more exhaustive
search; this could still be achieved relatively efficiently by iterating through discovered kick or
snare events and assuming in turn that each one appears in a pattern.
The primary archetype is the classic 4/4 kick-snare-kick-snare on-beat alternating pattern.
It is represented by weights such that the second kick is worth only 0.5 points whilst the other
positions are all worth 1. A match requires a score of at least 1.75, thus disregarding single hits
and the case of kicks on beat 1 and 3 which otherwise acted as a confound.
Figure 4.3 provides pseudocode for the search procedure. The reader is spared the modulo
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now= current frame
for i= all starting onsets (where room for a later onset)
for j= all onsets later than i
consider i as first beat, j as either second, third or fourth
(The spacing must be plausible with various cases based on the type of the starting onset)
Rate the archetype match such that period is diff(i,j), diff(i,j)/2 or diff(i,j)/3 respectively
and phase is given by (now-i) mod(tempo)
If rating best so far, store (period, phase) as best match

Figure 4.3: Pseudocode for drum pattern matching

math to keep track of the circular onsets buffer and the cases that account for the type (kick
or snare) of a starting onset. In the onsets memory the beginning of a bar (and hence a drum
pattern) can begin in any position. The code is thus equipped to expect the archetype to appear
in any of the four rotational forms.

4.3.3

Low Frequency Evidence

Given a (period, phase) hypothesis the proportion of on- to off-beat low frequency energy is
assessed for the previous four beats located according to the hypothesis. The low frequency
energy is calculated by summing the bottom five FFT bins (bin frequency <=172Hz for the
specific FFT parameters in the implementation). To avoid inaccuracies in FFT time resolution
a seven point average is taken around a given assessment frame position.
basscost = 1.0 − scale factor ∗

4.3.4

on-beats bass sum
off-beats bass sum

(4.1)

Dynamic Programming Step

Various sources of evidence must be reconciled in the dynamic programming step. Laroche’s
original dynamic programming scheme is not causal, so was adapted to calculate a step at a
time. Programming step t proceeds by evaluating each of the 40 active hypotheses i with respect
to the following equation, for each of the 40 previous hypotheses j from the last evaluation cycle.
costi (t) = αcostj (t − 1) + score(i) + trans(i, j) + evid(i)

(4.2)

The Greek letters in these equations refer to weighting constants to be determined. In particular,
α controls a leaky integrator on path costs from previous dynamic programming rounds. The
score is the normalised score given by the cross correlation, and is assumed to have a constant
of one; other constants are thus relative to this weight.
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The transition cost is evaluated in a way similar to [Laroche, 2003, p230]; tempo transitions above 6.3bpm have a fixed associated cost, and phase errors are scored by three times
the difference of predicted beat times (giving a maximum cost 3*0.33=1 for the tempo range
considered).
trans(i, j) = βphaseerror(i, j) + γtempochange(i, j)

(4.3)

Finally, the evidence is incorporated:
evid(i) = δbasscost(i) + pattern(i)

(4.4)

A formula for the basscost was given in (4.1). The pattern score derives from a further transition
cost (equation 4.3), but here from the current hypothesis to the period and phase suggested by
the best pattern match (section 4.3.2). Optimal values of the constants were gained during trials
and by feedback from comparative evaluation of performance with reference systems as detailed
below.

4.3.5

Consistency Check

The winning path (that with minimum cost) from the dynamic programming stage is not immediately accepted. A consistency condition requires a winning hypothesis to be selected over
two iterations of the cost assessment. Because the phase is constantly updating, a further phase
transition calculation takes account of the time elapsed between dynamic programming steps.
Demanding two consistent results in a row is a compromise between the need to be sure of a
hypothesis before making any phase and period shift, and the need to respond relatively quickly
to the human drummer who may choose to change their beat at any time.

4.3.6

Implementation as a SuperCollider UGen

The beat tracking algorithm is implemented as a SuperCollider UGen in C. The UGen assumes
44100 Hz sampling rate and 16 bit resolution, calculating a 1024 point FFT with 512 sample
overlap (frame rate 86.1328 per sec). Dynamic programming rounds occur every 24 frames (0.28
seconds). The various computational loads are spread (amortised) amongst 64 sample control
periods: with 100 cross correlations and 40 path calculations plus the pattern matching and
consistency checks, 142 control periods (142*64/44100= 0.193 seconds) are used. Amortisation
requires storing a reference pointer to the time at which a round commences, whilst still updating
various energy and detection functions in the normal manner every 512 samples as new FFT
frames become available.
UGen inputs pass in the mono audio source, set the free weights of the main cost function,
and allow the user to specify a weighting function over the 100 tempi (by passing in a 100 element
float buffer) and the sensitivity of the kick and snare detectors. Four control rate outputs leave
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algorithm

F-

precision

recall

measure
Davies

83

total

total FP

total FN

score

bonus

penalty

25

21

77

102

25

correct
81.8

84.2

112

[0, 0, 0, 0.025, 0.1]

73.5

74

72.9

97

34

36

47

81

34

[0.3, 0, 0.1, 0, 0.1]

65.4

65.4

65.4

87

46

46

27

73

46

Scheirer

63.6

84

51.1

68

13

65

11

24

13

[0, 0, 0, 1.0, 0]

60.9

60.9

60.9

81

52

52

11

63

52

[0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

54

54.6

53.4

71

59

62

-9

50

59

Table 4.2: Comparison of reference systems and DrumTrack systems with the given parameters [α,β,γ,δ,]

the UGen giving the trigger at the beat, halfbeat and quarterbeat metrical levels plus a current
tempo output. These can be used directly as triggering inputs or delay line length controls
to other UGens. Data is passed back to the SuperCollider client language for more complex
algorithmic code response using the SendTrig UGen on the quarter note click. The UGen was
sufficiently efficient to run at 6% average CPU cost without any noticeable peaks on a 400MHz
G4 Powerbook.

4.3.7

Evaluation

The influence of different weighting constants on beat tracking performance was assessed with
respect to two other models from the literature. This gave feedback for (bisection) searches for
appropriate parameter values for the model. A drum kit source example of 1 minute duration
was prepared, provided by Dave Ellis, the drummer who would give the premiere, combining a
number of tempi and grooves in roughly ten second segments with abrupt phase jumps between
them. 133 hand marked onsets constituted an ideal solution and a strict tolerance for matches
was taken of 50mS.
A measure of longest continuous tracked segment as used in some beat tracking evaluations
[Davies and Plumbley, 2005a, Goto, 2001] was inappropriate; even a human response would be
disrupted by abrupt phase and tempo shifts, and this is exactly the sort of musical situation
the algorithm would have to respond to in performance. The evaluation therefore used the data
mining scores, and the consecutive beat match scoring, as detailed in section 4.1.2.
The reference systems were from Scheirer [1998], and a model kindly provided by Davies
and Plumbley [2005a]. Neither of these is a practical realtime system, and both run around 2.5
times slower than realtime on the same computer used for testing the UGen’s efficiency above.
The Davies model provided a benchmark of the state of the art that a realtime system was not
expected to surpass.
Table 4.2 lists results. It is readily seen that the best parameter settings combine the
evidence and cross correlation scores but disregard the leaky integration dynamic programming.
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The consistency checks (section 4.3.5) are better at adapting than the dynamic programming
controls over path consistency which showed too much lag. The drum pattern matching was
definitely required for good performance however, as the cross correlation alone performed worse
than the Scheirer model. Performance was not as good as the Davies non-causal non-realtime
model, due to various factors, perhaps the most important being that the DrumTrack algorithm
did not have the benefit of looking ahead over the next 6 seconds! The algorithm also had a flat
weighting across the tempo distribution; this uniform scale factor was imposed so as to equally
favour faster tempi, a compositional choice which allowed the drummer in practice to work with
such rates.
A specific compositional application of this beat tracker, for which it was constructed, is
described in 7.2.3.

4.4

AutoTrack: A Realtime Adaptation of the Davies Beat Tracker

Noticing the effective performance of the Davies and Plumbley [2005a] beat tracker, a project
was undertaken to convert the non-causal non-realtime MATLAB code to a running realtime
causal SuperCollider UGen, built in C, dubbed AutoTrack. The Davies beat tracker is an
autocorrelation model (over the next 6 seconds of input at each beat induction) for periodicity
analysis with tempo prior and a state switching model for consistency. The observation frontend
is based on the complex onset detection function [Bello et al., 2004], the rationale being that
polyphonic audio to be tracked may include both percussive onsets (modelled by FFT amplitude
changes) and tonal information (modelled by FFT phase changes). A conversion of the model as
described in the paper was effected, aided by Matthew Davies’ helpful provision of the MATLAB
code.
Realtime implementation was assisted by a few optimisations and refinements. Much of
the MATLAB code could be made more efficient by pre-compiling data arrays, including the
Gaussian tempo prior and lag coefficients, at the expense of assuming a 44100 sampling rate.4
The processing load of the algorithm was amortised within the 128 FFT frame (hop size 512
samples at 44100) step size, such that individual block calculations of the audio engine did not
cause major CPU spikes. Running cost of the algorithm on a 1.67 GHz PowerPC G4 is around
8% average CPU cost, up to 11% spike.
The greatest change in operation is the swap from a non-causal system with 6 second window
of input from the calculation point into the future, weighted towards the present, to the causal
system of a 6 second window of input previous to the calculation point with bias increasing
from the past towards the present moment. This fundamentally skews the capabilities of the
4

Further arrays could be produced for other sampling rates, though there may be interactions with the per-

formance of the onset detection mechanism for different FFT window sizes and associated times in seconds.
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tracker, and as a dynamic system with a state switching model, the output beats of the causal
and noncausal version on the same input cannot be expected to be the same.
Stephen Hainsworth’s beat tracking database was used to compare various implementations.
The database consists of 222 files covering a range of ten (mainstream Western) genres, with
30-60 second excerpts from tracks and human expert tapping data (provided by Hainsworth,
and corrected in a few instances by myself, though no change of tapping mode was needed). A
breakdown by genre5 is given in table 4.3.
Hainsworth genre number

type

number of files

number of beats

length in minutes

1

classical

23

2324

19.7704

2

solo

22

1578

20.7470

3

choral

7

731

7.1853

4

pop

30

2675

25.1870

5

dance

40

4029

34.3576

7

jazz

31

3619

28.458

8

bigband

9

1128

7.3672

9

60s pop

38

4029

34.9991

10

folk

18

1831

17.6719

11

miscellaneous

4

338

3.6037

total

222

22282

199.3472

Table 4.3: Breakdown of Stephen Hainsworth’s beat tracking test database

category

F-

recall

precision total

measure
classical

55.164

56.714

53.696

total

total

correct

FP

FN

1322

1140

1009

score

328

bonus

1261

penalty

933

LCTS

0.245

num

prop

mean

min

max

valid

valid

RT

RT

RT

med
RT

22

0.957

7.358

1.330

25.648

6.354

solo

8.577

11.585

6.809

182

2491

1389

-1460

354

1814

0.072

20

0.909

13.407

3.474

31.377

12.884

choral

37.688

41.040

34.843

300

561

431

-158

287

445

0.187

7

1.000

8.115

2.968

14.578

7.380

pop

68.770

71.790

65.994

1929

994

758

1169

1946

777

0.476

30

1.000

3.374

1.129

14.458

2.878

dance

68.086

68.197

67.975

2719

1281

1268

1415

2591

1176

0.551

37

0.925

3.813

1.139

24.689

1.878

jazz

50.694

48.213

53.443

1754

1528

1884

281

1607

1326

0.188

30

0.968

8.000

1.870

40.387

3.769

bigband

60.295

52.431

70.933

593

243

538

361

558

197

0.224

9

1.000

5.034

1.963

10.082

2.739

pop60s

75.450

73.712

77.273

2975

875

1061

2182

2861

679

0.393

37

0.974

3.718

1.197

13.618

2.877

folk

46.720

48.888

44.737

901

1113

942

26

898

872

0.215

18

1.000

3.803

1.220

10.473

2.959

random

40.054

43.363

37.215

147

248

192

-64

149

213

0.237

3

0.750

4.087

3.887

4.473

3.902

total

56.249

57.513

55.039

12822

10474

9472

4080

12512

8432

0.279

213

0.959

5.787

1.129

40.387

3.220

Table 4.4: Evaluation results for the Scheirer [1998] model

A number of different evaluation measures were taken to provide a rounded viewpoint, comparing the baseline Scheirer [1998], the non-causal Davies and Plumbley [2005a], and the causal
AutoTrack implementation. The results over the Hainsworth corpus are given in tables 4.4, 4.5
and 4.6 respectively. It is apparent that no algorithm performs well across the whole database,
5

Genres suffer from the same problems as any categories in human discourse; they are talking points, but not

necessarily perfectly well-defined [Aucouturier and Pachet, 2003]. The possible overlaps and associations in the
categorisation are exemplified by Hainsworth’s own genre numbers, which originally included an ‘rnb’ category
as genre 6; this was subsumed into pop and dance in a later draft.
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category

F-

recall

precision total

measure
classical

56.928

61.776

52.786

total

total

correct

FP

FN

1440

1288

891

score

386

bonus

1440

penalty

1054

LCTS

0.378

num

prop

mean

min

max

valid

valid

RT

RT

RT

med
RT

23

1.000

4.714

0.023

28.051

1.672

solo

11.970

16.614

9.355

261

2529

1310

-1232

560

1792

0.142

17

0.773

8.171

0.574

35.608

4.023

choral

41.863

48.564

36.788

355

610

376

-113

379

492

0.271

6

0.857

7.742

0.093

34.862

2.750

pop

78.359

84.220

73.260

2263

826

424

1662

2310

648

0.753

30

1.000

1.293

0.046

21.200

0.342

dance

75.294

79.458

71.545

3168

1260

819

2022

3194

1172

0.783

36

0.900

0.338

0.023

1.858

0.255

jazz

68.773

67.894

69.676

2470

1075

1168

1435

2416

981

0.494

28

0.903

1.011

0.035

8.159

0.412

bigband

80.175

73.121

88.734

827

105

304

718

808

90

0.541

9

1.000

0.922

0.046

4.841

0.221

pop60s

91.481

92.988

90.022

3753

416

283

3436

3747

311

0.792

38

1.000

1.261

0.023

27.770

0.221

folk

48.893

52.740

45.570

972

1161

871

9

982

973

0.327

17

0.944

7.538

0.023

41.958

0.623

random

40.726

46.313

36.343

157

275

182

-58

176

234

0.432

3

0.750

1.265

0.116

3.158

0.522

total

65.955

70.270

62.140

15666

9545

6628

8265

16012

7747

0.491

207

0.932

2.711

0.023

41.958

0.383

Table 4.5: Evaluation results for the Davies and Plumbley [2005a] model

category

F-

recall

precision total

measure

correct

total

total

FP

FN

score

bonus

penalty

LCTS

num

prop

mean

min

max

med

valid

valid

RT

RT

RT

RT

classical

33.302

37.924

29.684

884

2094

1447

-892

855

1747

0.134

22

0.957

9.475

0.501

21.489

9.860

solo

9.062

13.622

6.789

214

2938

1357

-1548

506

2054

0.104

22

1.000

13.085

1.001

46.465

10.351

choral

25.783

34.337

20.641

251

965

480

-484

282

766

0.137

7

1.000

8.200

2.500

17.088

6.828

pop

57.093

66.729

49.889

1793

1801

894

347

1826

1479

0.387

30

1.000

4.642

0.501

14.459

5.063

dance

60.758

67.143

55.482

2677

2148

1310

717

2688

1971

0.513

39

0.975

4.606

0.501

14.470

5.001

jazz

49.858

53.106

46.984

1932

2180

1706

-123

1813

1936

0.204

31

1.000

5.458

0.501

14.009

5.110

bigband

53.935

51.813

56.238

586

456

545

23

473

450

0.155

9

1.000

5.257

0.501

12.691

5.104

pop60s

62.561

70.218

56.409

2834

2190

1202

853

2764

1911

0.339

38

1.000

5.158

0.501

25.883

5.001

folk

35.610

42.160

30.821

777

1744

1066

-642

784

1426

0.142

18

1.000

5.158

0.501

16.994

3.751

random

32.619

40.413

27.345

137

364

202

-150

151

301

0.213

4

1.000

9.238

4.500

20.397

6.028

total

47.153

54.207

41.723

12085

16880

10209

-1899

12142

14041

0.233

220

0.991

6.432

0.501

46.465

5.100

Table 4.6: Evaluation results for the AutoTrack model

as might be expected given the non-percussive tonal material and varied timbral contexts, with
drum-transient-rich pop and dance providing the more effective cases. Whilst the Davies model
outperforms the Scheirer in its non-causal implementation, the Scheirer outperforms AutoTrack.
AutoTrack is still respectable in operation in some cases, and later on we shall see situations
where the Scheirer model is outperformed in turn. AutoTrack does have a 6 second analysis
window, whereas the Scheirer comb filters operate over around 3 seconds, giving rise to some
potential response delays for the former. The Scheirer model also calculates periodicity within
a number of bands, then combining, whereas the Davies model only calculates periodicity once
on a global detection function. However, following Gouyon [2005], the ISMIR04 tempo tracking
competition demonstrated that this is not necessarily a large issue, with models implemented in
both ways performing equivalently.
In attempts to optimise AutoTrack, a number of different frontends were investigated. Whilst
the complex domain onset detection function suggested by Davies was found superior to a percussive onset detector, it was found propitious to apply a 7 frame spread peak picker (after
section 3.3.1) to focus the detection function. This improved the overall accuracy of AutoTrack
from an overall f-measure of 39.251 to the 47.153 of the table. The issue of the best frontend
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Subject

Mean Scores

Mean Reaction Times

Successes

Best Musician

0.274 0.432 0.316 0.188

1.055 1.863 1.832 0.811

19 (5,6,3,5)

Average Subject

0.595 0.697 0.683 0.455

1.571 2.034 2.002 1.193

19 (5,6,3,5)

Davies and Plumbley [2005a] (non-causal) 0.976 0.951 0.852 0.173

1.504 1.182 0.01 0.526

14 (4,4,1,5)

Klapuri et al. [2006] (non-causal)

0.617 0.861 0.946 0.654

1.892 1.841 2.171 1.007

13 (4,3,2,4)

Klapuri et al. [2006] (causal)

0.89 0.91 1.14 0.43

2.33 2.392 3.93 1.347

13 (3,4,1,5)

Scheirer [1998]

0.878 1.087 1.007 0.581

2.271 2.363 2.452 2.175

10 (2,3,1,4)

AutoTrack

0.941 1.46 1.29 0.97

3.391 0.392 4.972 2.608

12 (4,2,1,5)

DrumTrack

1.013 1.079 1.318 1.18

2.171 1.708 0.94 2.171

5 (1,2,1,1)

Table 4.7: Reaction time measurements on the obstacle course

has been raised by Gouyon [2005] and was further broached for the Davies model in particular
[Davies and Plumbley, 2005b]. Davies found that detection functions significantly outperformed
peak picked onset locations, perhaps due to explicit incidents of false positives and false negatives
with onsets, which are left implicit and more appropriately weighted in the raw detection function. The peak picking carried out in my optimisation, however, did not force an explicit onset
representation, but just cleaned up the detection function sufficiently to boost performance.

4.5

A Comparison of Humans and Computational Models on
Transitions

In section 2.3 an experiment was described that examined the reaction times of human subjects
during an obstacle course of short polyphonic audio extracts with abrupt transitions every 6
seconds or so. It was posited that such a test might be a useful way of evaluating computational
beat trackers. Table 4.7 gives a comparison of human and beat tracker performance on the
experimental test set. Computational beat trackers well-known in the literature take the test.
Mean scores and mean reaction times over the four transition cases (T->T/T->S/S->S/S>T) are included. The last column shows a count of successfully tracked cases, with total (out
of 19) and a breakdown by transition type. Smooth to smooth causes the most trouble, as
might be expected from the lack of percussive cues. It is readily seen that even the (cheating!)
non-causal trackers would have been excluded as participants in the study. The obstacle course
clearly differentiates computational models from human beings.
A few reaction times are rather suspicious – it is quite possible that a few transitions may
have been coped with by a lucky prior state of the tracker. Non-causal algorithm reaction times
are of course to be taken with a pinch of salt.
It would be unfair to say that in reaction time humans are faster than computational beat
trackers, but humans are certainly more reliable, even non-musicians far outperfoming the computer models. Work on beat tracking based in autocorrelation of signal energy detection func110

tions has been successful in tracking some standard Western (popular music) repertoire; yet its
deficiencies are quickly shown in the case of fast jumping stimuli, where human ability amongst
both musicians and non-musicians surpasses the computer algorithm’s ability to cope. It has
already been suggested that this is due to cultural-stylistic conventions easily recognised by experienced human listeners, speculatively founded in polyphonic stream segregation via instrument
identification, and not built into computational beat trackers of the current generation.

4.5.1

Improving Computational Algorithms on Transitions

Humans confronted with the obstacle course have the advantage of knowledge of musical styles.
They can detect shifts between pieces by incongruities of instrumentation, key, and metrical
framework itself implicit in the abrupt jump of phase, reacting to novel stimuli. The detection
of such transitions rewards those who are already accurately locked onto a beat, for they are
surely sensitive to the thwarting of expectancy at the transition point.
It may be possible to improve the performance of computational beat trackers on the obstacle
course test by introducing some mechanism for detecting piece transitions. A crude overall
measure of harmonic information and timbre by spotting novel spectral content in non-transient
regions is utilised herein to create a detection function with a three second delay in causal
operation. Re-initialisation of a beat tracker is forced by positive detections peak picked from
this function.
Transition Detection Algorithm
A 4096 point FFT is taken with a hop size of 2048 samples. The log power is calculated for all
bands between 100 and 5000Hz. A histogram is formed over 2 second windows, for each FFT
frame, summing the log power band-wise for non-transient frames. Transient frames are detected
and excluded by a threshold on a detection function derived by the frame to next frame difference
summed over bands. Such a step is warranted in order to minimise noise in the comparison of
histogram values, and to focus on harmonic and stable timbral information rather than noisy
percussive hits. A second framewise feature records the number of non-transient frames going
into the construction of each histogram, forming a crude (inverse) measure of the noisiness and
percussiveness of the signal.
logpowern (k) = log(|Xn (k)|2 )
normlogpowern (k) =
nontransienttestn =

2048
X

(4.5)

logpowern (k)
max(logpowern (k))

|normlogpowern+1 (k) − normlogpowern (k)| < 0.08

(4.6)
(4.7)

k=0

histogramn (k) =

n
X

normlogpowerm (k)

m=(n−40)
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k = 10 . . . 465

(4.8)

nontransientcountn =

n
X

nontransienttestm

(4.9)

m=(n−40)

Histogram frame values are compared with a separation of two seconds, so that information
from a total of four seconds is utilised to determine a transition likelihood at the time two seconds
in the past. Both a scalar product following Foote and Uchihashi [2001] and a simple absolute
difference were compared, the latter forming the clearest detection function. A difference of
non-transient frames per histogram was simply added to this detection function in a weighted
sum to further refine it.
histogramdiffn =

465
X
|histogramn (k) − histogramn−40 (k)|

456

k=10

nontransientchangen =

|nontransientcountn − nontransientcountn−40 |
41

transition detection functionn = histogramdiffn + (0.2 ∗ nontransientchangen )

(4.10)

(4.11)
(4.12)

This transition detection function was then cleaned up for peak picking with normalisation
by the maximum value, then the peak picking algorithm detailed in section 3.7 was applied with
a threshold of 0.175, a spread of +-20 frames, and a minimum reset time after a trigger of 40
frames (around 2 seconds). The total latency is thus 3 seconds, 2 seconds for the histogramming
and 1 second for the peak picking.
Figure 4.4 shows the output of different stages of this algorithm on the audio obstacle course.
It is seen that not all transitions are detected, but the majority do correspond to clear picks
of the detection function. The algorithm identifies 17 of the 19 transitions, with three false
positives.
Evaluation
The Davies model can be adapted to force a re-initialisation (losing current working period
hypothesis and phase prior) for any given beat induction step, namely, at those points given by
transition data. Table 4.8 shows a small improvement in tracking performance for the Davies
beat tracking algorithm when it is apprised of transition locations in taking the obstacle course
test. Even with perfect knowledge of transitions, the algorithm still fails to show adequate
reaction to three transitions. This is no doubt because the significant events within these sections
are not revealed by the onset detection frontend, and forcing a beat tracker recalculation at the
appropriate moment will not change the frontend’s signal processing capabilities.
Examining those transitions causing problems for the beat tracker and the transition detector
provides some useful information. Transitions 4 and 7 (of 19, excluding the initial warm-up
transition 0 from silence to experimental run) were not adequately detected by the transition
detection process. The original Davies algorithm, without any transition information, fails to
react on transitions 3 (S->S), 5 (T->S), 7 (T->T), 11 (T->S) and 16 (S->S), which respectively
112

Figure 4.4: Transition Detection Function: The top function is the count of non-transient frames per
histogram. Second is the normalised histogram difference, third the difference of the non-transient count.
Fourth is the weighted combination of these two. Fifth is the peak picking function, and sixth the
final detected peaks, with the diamonds showing the locations of actual transitions (known from the
construction of the obstacle course)

correspond to the beginning of extracts of vocals and piano, African choral, a 60s pop song, a jazz
band and a classical piece in triplets. In the main, these are sections designated smooth, with
little percussive transient content to assist onset detection. With full transition information,
the latter two are resolved. However, the transition detection function version, whilst solving
transition 11, still fails on transition 16, even though it seems to be resolved by the system.
This can only be because the time resolution of the detection function is compromised (with
histogram dependencies over two seconds either side of a potential transition point) and the
list generated by the transition detector thus differs enough from the true transitions to make
Subject

Mean Scores

Davies and Plumbley [2005a] (non-causal) 0.553 0.7 1.076 0.183

Mean Reaction Times

Successes

0.025 0.466 0.135 0.099

16 (4,5,2,5)

0.273 1.195 0.273 0.099

15 (4,5,1,5)

given all transitions
Davies and Plumbley [2005a] (non-causal) 0.635 0.852 1.15 0.183
given discovered transitions (threshold 0.2)

Table 4.8: Reaction time measurements on the obstacle course given transition knowledge
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an awkward re-initialisation slightly within the last extract, adding noise to the beat tracker’s
analysis window.
It could be argued that some difficulties of detecting appropriate events in the beat tracker
frontend are also difficulties of the event analysis implicit in the transition detector. The relative
simplicity of the transition detection process can be linked to the relative simplicity of the
audio signal analysis on which the beat tracker operates, compared to the clarity of a human’s
understanding of objects relevant to beat perception. Improvements in observation frontends,
prioritised rather than tracking models, seem to be demanded by the obstacle course test.
Whilst a great improvement to the beat tracking scores commensurate with human performance has not been exhibited, the fact that tracker performance could be improved at all
is sufficient justification for the investigation. It is highly apposite if it is accepted that style
specific knowledge is essential for beat tracking to consider mechanisms for identifying stylistic
character early on in processing, so as to select a specialised onset detection frontend and beat
tracker appropriate to the task. It would be pertinent to consider what the music information
retrieval community could provide to this sort of multistage algorithm.
There are also similarities between this work and the goals of MIR in the analysis of sections
within a composition, and music similarity measures between pieces based in various audio descriptors [Pampalk, 2004, Berenzweig et al., 2003, Aucouturier, 2002]. However, the application
described here is more like a between-piece differentiator suitable for online application. The
transition detector must trigger if the radio dial has just been jogged; the obstacle course is
not a single realistic piece of music in itself, and the transitions are not known a priori. It
may be possible to adapt more advanced piece discriminating functions from the MIR literature
to compare small windows of audio either side of a potential transition, in a causal fashion,
though some music similiarity measures dependent on statistics across whole pieces will not be
appropriate for spotting transitions between short extracts.
Further support was recently advanced by Davies and Plumbley [2005b], who compared a
number of detection function frontends for a common beat tracking algorithm. By allowing the
detection function to be genre, piece or even frame specific, Davies could improve the tracker
performance on a 100 piece, 5 genre corpus (a subset of the Hainsworth database) by 15%. The
main technical question for causal operation remains the best way of recognising the context
on-the-fly, and beat tracking models with adaptive frontends may form the next generation of
systems. As has been argued in this thesis, such a dependence on context is indicative of critical
timbral-stylistic factors in beat tracking, as opposed to an unrealistic expectancy of a general
beat tracking solution running from a single universal frontend.
Analogous to the piece transition function approach described here, it may also be fruitful to
consider a form of misalignment detection. Perhaps best suited to a discrete event-wise formula-
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tion, rhythmic incompatibilities between recently detected events and the current working beat
hypothesis might be the trigger to reset the beat tracker. Current approaches tend to consider a
new hypothesis if sufficient evidence accumulates via some consistency measure. Conversely, one
might force reconsideration of the current tracking hypothesis by sufficient evidence of incompatibility of this working hypothesis to recent events within the last two seconds. This could be
framed as a piece/sectional transition detection function by further analysing features of recent
events like timbral markers and dominant pitches, perhaps in comparison to the stored features
of those events that led to the last active hypothesis.

4.6

Beat Tracking of a Harpsichord and Recorder Duo

In order to investigate how specialising beat tracking to a particular setting might improve
tracking performance, an evaluation is presented here of a tracking system used to work with a
baroque duo. An associated interactive music system, the Ornamaton, is presented in greater
detail later in 7.3.2. A specialised onset detector for recorder was presented in section 3.5.1;
harpsichord events were traced with a variant of the percussive instrument detector seen already.
The exact formulation consisted of a detection function which took into account the change from
the previous two FFT frames to the current, for all bins with centre frequency up to 15.375 kHz.
harpsichorddf(n) =

357
X

max(|Xn (k)| − |Xn−2 (k)|, 0) + max(|Xn−1 (k)| − |Xn−2 (k)|, 0) (4.13)

k=0

To evaluate a number of beat tracking models for the task in hand, a two minute extract
of the two musicians over the first 1/3 of the score was collected in rehearsal, with separate
microphones to segregate harpsichord and recorder (as would also be used for the concert).
Tapping data for this extract was provided by the composer (myself) giving 233 beats, with
an average tempo of 1.942bps, though fluctuating through some extreme rubato and hesitancy
by the rehearsing musicians, and changes of tempo along sectional lines. This source material
provided a very difficult challenge for any computational tracking procedure operating without
knowledge of score.
Table 4.9 gives results for variants of the Davies and AutoTrack models, with the baseline
Scheirer implementation. The first surprise was that the basic causal algorithms out-performed
the non-causal Davies model. This is probably due to the difficulty of coping with expressive timing when using a future-oriented 6 second window – the past weighted windows of the
causal algorithms are possibly more robust, less distracted by subtle fluctuations or upcoming
transitions. The complex detection function frontend of the Davies model and AutoTrack were
then replaced by variants of the detection functions lifted from the specialised onset detection
processing devised for harpsichord and recorder.
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beat tracker

F-

recall

precision total

measure
Davies and Plumbley [2005a] (non-causal) normal fron- 23.459

total

total

correct

FP

FN

score

bonus

penalty

LCTS

reaction
time

25.322

21.852

59

211

174

-148

50

198

15.000

50.205

26.609

23.048

62

207

171

-129

60

189

20.000

6.002

31.984

33.906

30.268

79

182

154

-114

55

169

12.000

7.732

Davies and Plumbley [2005a] harpsichord +0.5*recorder 32.794

34.764

31.034

81

180

152

-110

55

165

9.000

8.577

42.060

36.704

98

169

135

-83

74

157

10.000

5.194

tend
Davies and Plumbley [2005a] (non-causal) harpsichord 24.701
df frontend
Davies and Plumbley [2005a] just harpsichord events

events
Davies and Plumbley [2005a] harpsichord +0.5*recorder 39.200
events, spread 2 frames either side
Scheirer [1998]

40.650

42.918

38.610

100

159

133

-53

84

137

14.000

5.971

AutoTrack

40.705

44.635

37.410

104

174

129

-63

90

153

24.000

8.246

AutoTrack with harpsichord df frontend

44.656

50.215

40.206

117

174

116

-31

111

142

44.000

10.069

Table 4.9: Evaluation results over the Ornamaton test

The Davies NRT model could be successively improved in performance by using alternative
detection functions. Whilst the raw harpsichord detection function only gave a slight improvement, the use of the onset locations for harpischord alone, and a combination of harpsichord
and half weighted recorder onset positions improved matters further. The best option I could
discover was to use a slight spread of weightings around onset locations, rather than discrete
jumps. This brought performance on par with the basic Scheirer and AutoTrack performance.
In changing the frontend of AutoTrack, discrete event information tended to degrade performance below that of the complex onset detection default. However, the raw detection function
for harpsichord alone gave the best performance on the test sample.
The extreme difficulty of the tracking of human performers (particularly under rehearsal
conditions) is exemplified by the low scores across all algorithms on this task.
The results therefore suggest that when a beat tracker is needed in a particular context, effort
to utilise onset detection specialised to that situation may improve results. Whilst the complex
detection function might perform well over the whole Hainsworth corpus, for the (probably
ultimately doomed) attempt at a general beat tracking solution, it is hardly efficacious in all
particular cases. Even though the evaluation is rather small-scale in the concert preparation
cases, for very practical reasons, this quantitative evaluation is also supported by my qualitative
experience in constructing systems for concert use.

4.7

Conclusions

Perhaps the most important contention of this chapter is the need for style specific beat tracking
solutions. In a number of cases, preparing beat trackers for real concert situations, the specific
implementations can be (unsurprisingly) optimised to the task in hand far more successfully
than rote application of a general tracker.
We are far from an ideal beat tracking model, and the observation frontends are a particular
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weak point. It may be unrealistic to expect any universal solution, and the most pragmatic
approach for concert situations is to build detectors that are particular to the task in hand, the
musicians and instruments to be tracked. If one was to attempt a beat tracker that could perform
more effectively than the state-of-the-art on the Hainsworth corpus, it would likely require some
form of piece-specific selection of observation module from a number of alternatives, at the least
separately specialising in percussive or tonally cued. As was exhibited in the case of improving
computational beat tracker performance on the obstacle course of transitions, a first stage of
timbral detection of situation can assist tracking, and may be important in building systems
with appropriate ‘good reactions’ to changes of scene.
The chapter therefore suggests that perhaps more work on accurate observation of the signal
rather than the periodicity detection and tracking hypothesis models themselves may provide
dividends. It could be hoped that a fuller analysis of the contextual events would make the
problem of determining phase more transparent, and help to resolve the particular standard
associations of the ‘correct’ metrical level.
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Chapter 5

Automated Event Analysis
‘a musicator in the wall . . . let loose, like an animal, a grating kind of concrete music
– spoons rattling in tin basins, a speech made by the Minister of Pisciculture, a
lavatory cistern filling up, a revving engine: all recorded backwards, augmented or
diminished, thoroughly mixed.’ Anthony Burgess in 1962 [Burgess, 1994, p38]
A modular system for event analysis is described in this chapter which attempts to harness
some psychoacoustically relevant features. The target events have duration above the grain level
in the 50-500msec range, and are obtained during realtime sampling and segmentation, following
the techniques of section 3.3 in particular. Captured events are further analysed for features
of pitch, integrated loudness and perceptual attack time, and some simple timbral features are
considered for a categorisation mechanism. A database is formed allowing compositional access
to the discovered events via these parameters.
Heuristics are specified to select and reject events meeting certain criteria based in statistical
moments of instantaneous loudness designed to eradicate double hits and other unbalanced sound
events. This is especially important as a pragmatic approach in applications to polyphonic audio,
where only some detected events are the product of an isolated source instrument and musical
onsets are more densely packed.
Some inspiration must be credited to Jehan [2004, 2005b], who demonstrated a general
system for machine listening with psychoacoustically motivated event segmentation capabilities
from a Bark scale frequency band frontend and analysis of loudness, pitch and timbre. However,
Jehan’s segmentation procedure itself lacks evaluation (I tackled this in section 3.2) and given
the wide variety of options for feature analysis components of a modular system, we diverge on
the details. Jehan is not aiming to build realtime systems for concert use as required for the
interactive music systems to be described. Furthermore, much of the feature discussion herein
particularly with respect to perceptual attack time is novel.
I note in passing that I am deferring work on the extraction and utilisation of longer-term
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and higher order structural aspects of music, as beyond the scope of this investigation. There
are some specific compositional aspects of form representation and higher-level organisation
treated for the interactive music systems discussed in later chapters. Yet since the state of the
art in ‘lowly’ onset detection can still run into difficulty with anything other than monophonic
percussive signals, the reader will understand that this thesis does not attempt to present any
kind of complete transcription or modelling solution. This chapter is restricted more to obtaining
individual sound objects and does not consider building chains of such objects in terms of
hierarchical and associative descriptors.
This system has been applied in both non-realtime composition prototyped within the MATLAB environment, and in a realtime form for interactive music via extension UGens and classes
for SuperCollider.

5.1

Introduction

Event detection and analysis has exciting applications in composition, both in the non-realtime
(NRT) case where a database of sound events can be automatically generated to form source
material [Rossignol et al., 1999b, Schwarz, 2003, Jehan, 2004], and in the realtime case where
information is extracted on-the-fly [Collins, 2004a, Brossier et al., 2004]. The latter case is where
the main technical innovations of this PhD are concentrated.
The pertinent time scale of the events sought has been called the sound object [Roads, 2001],
continuation [Wishart, 1994], note/phone [Rossignol et al., 1999b], note object [Brossier et al.,
2004], event [Jehan, 2004] or simply segment [Jehan, 2005b]. Such rhythmic rate (1-15Hz)
events, typically of duration 50-500mS, are a step up from Roads’ standard grain durations of
10-100mS, in that they should allow a more considered temporal integration of their energy
rather than an impulse-like percept. Such events form musically relevant objects for symbolic
manipulation, lifted from the typically sub-symbolic FFT frame or sample feature data [Camurri
and Leman, 1997].
As Scheirer [1999] notes, a human observer may understand a signal without an explicit segmentation. Whilst marking the presence of perceptually detectable events could be compatible
with this view, the physical extraction and reuse of events is a novel application of technology
beyond traditional auditory cognition. There is no guarantee that a perfect solution exists; the
best segmentation against which to test this might be defined as the compromise selected by a
human user of a sound editing program. A monophonic source should be amenable to segmentation, though even here there are problems caused by the flow between vowels and consonants
[Kortekaas et al., 1996], and of the smooth concatenation of musical events in a legato phrase
[Rodet, 2002]. In polyphonic audio, events from distinct instrumental sources will overlap. A
pragmatic approach to tackle this situation is pursued. Where an extracted event contains ob119

vious rhythmic content within its scope due to ‘double hits’, heuristics can weed out this event
as unsuitable for addition to the discovered events database, or in need of further processing.
Tracking phase vocoder modelling plus residual noise, computational auditory scene analysis,
sinusoidal parametric analysis and other techniques for tackling polyphonic transcription are
not pursued in this thesis; rather the aim is to gain as much as possible using immediately
feasible realtime methods based on the techniques described in chapter 3. The most immediate
compositional applications are in working with monophonic, single timbre instrumental sources,
or percussive drum loops and vocal beat boxing. Polyphonic transcription methodologies remain
an area for future expansion.
Labelling of audio based on some set of features and the use of a database of such information
under certain compositional constraints of continuity forms the basis of concatenative synthesis
[Zils and Pachet, 2001, Schwarz, 2004, Lazier and Cook, 2003, Casey, 2003, Sturm, 2004]. Whilst
concatenative systems at present usually deal with individual FFT frames (thus operating at a
granular level) and a database of such frames is searched for the closest match to the last N input
feature frames (where N is manageably small), the event chunks could of course be much larger.
NRT MATLab implementations of concatenative sound synthesis have been made by Schwarz
and Sturm [Schwarz, 2003, Sturm, 2004]. Lazier and Cook [2003] developed a realtime model, but
never released the source code, and Michael Casey and Diemo Schwarz have also demonstrated
realtime concatenative synthesisers for the Pure Data software platform in recent years. A
frame-based concatentive synthesiser for SuperCollider and a realtime processing composition
based on it is described in 7.3.1. An advantage of FFT frame level matching is the fast reaction
time. As exhibited in chapter 3, general segmentation strategies respecting note events may
impose processing delays in detection. Yet, the explicit discovery of larger segments can aid
feature analysis appropriate to those segments which goes beyond implicit characterisations via
framewise feature vector chains. Whilst taking events relating to standard musical concepts
actually loses some generality in the treatment of audio [Casey, 2005, p491], such a step is
justified for exactly those musical applications sought in the interactive music systems to be
described.

5.2

System Overview

Figure 5.1 provides an overview of the main features to be extracted from events; these will be
detailed in the upcoming sections of this chapter. Figure 5.2 gives a more detailed breakdown of
processing stages in the system in the present implementation, assuming and incorporating the
realtime percussive onset detector frontend of section 3.3. The work of this chapter will be to
describe further details of the systems in this snapshots. Yet as shown by the simpler Figure 5.1,
the modularity is such that new detection processes for any of the extracted features might be
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Figure 5.1: A flow diagram showing an overview of event detection and analysis stages as detailed in this
chapter. The four perceptual event-wise features (see main text) are shown circled

substituted. I wish to emphasise that such substitutions may well be necessitated for different
concert applications.

5.2.1

Event Detection

Sound events are tagged using some form of onset detection; the exact algorithm may be selected
for different compositional needs. A computationally inexpensive algorithm was described in 3.3;
it is well adapted to percussive onsets, but unreliable for slow attacks and vibrato rich material.
However, the modular nature of this work would allow substitution of an alternative detector if
desired for a specific domain of application.

5.2.2

Event Extraction

Given an onset detection procedure, offsets can be selected based on the criterion that an event
be in a required duration range, that the loudness does not fall below some threshold relative
to the peak, and that no new onset is detected. Any failure of these conditions signifies an
offset position. This is the natural procedure suggested by Smith [1994] more than a decade
ago. A zero crossing correction is applied to minimise clicks; the description of the realtime
onset detector in 3.3.2 outlined the parallel time domain processing required. A small envelope
at onset and offset may be applied as a further precaution against clicks in resynthesis of the
events, though this is often unnecessary in practice. Note that only one event is extracted at
a time, and whilst the event boundaries could be allowed to overlap slightly, true polyphonic
extraction is not attempted. The great difficulties in resynthesising independent sound streams
from ambiguously overlapping spectra should be apparent.
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Figure 5.2: A flow diagram showing the main signal processing stages in the current implementation
for the main features examined in the modular event analysis system. The four perceptual event-wise
features (see main text) are shown circled

5.2.3

Analysing Event-wise Features

Four main perceptual properties are calculated across an event, and form primary attributes
(single values for each event) to catalogue events in the database. Loudness and pitch will be
treated within this section, and perceptual attack time and timbre will have their own sections.
It should be made clear that these features are not perfectly clearcut, in that they are singular
and essential properties of any event. We have already seen how loudness, pitch and timbre
may be cues for the segmentation of events in the first place. Some percussive events lack a
clear sense of pitch, some polyphonic extracts include multiple fundamental frequencies of cooccuring notes. It may be helpful to consider pitch or loudness envelopes across events, rather
than a single summary value, and the loudness envelope is used elsewhere in this chapter as a
means of identifying pathological events. Timbre is an inherently multi-dimensional attribute,
and categorisations could be ambiguous; there is not necessarily a single class that an event falls
into, but a probability distribution over classes.
As shown by recent work on feature vectors, particularly for timbral features to be discussed
below, a great deal of choice over features is available. This is why a modular system is the best
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approach; compositional aims will require customisation for particular performance situations,
and successful features can be cherry-picked. A large number of additional features were explored
in the course of my investigations including Parncutt’s notion of salience [Parncutt, 1994], the
statistical features detailed in section 5.5 below, energy proportions between regions of the
spectrum, the log number of bins within a threshold of the peak bin, the jaggedness of a spectrum
via the vertical difference of log powers, the spectral centroid of those peaks isolated using the
spread peak picking technique (section 3.3.1) applied to the magnitude spectrum, harmonicity
measures based on comparing harmonic bin energies to inharmonic knowing the fundamental
frequency, and many more.
Loudness percept
The 40 ERB scale band phon loudnesses obtained with the ISO2003 data equal loudness contour
correction can be summed across bands to form an instantaneous loudness function. Jehan [2004]
dealt with spectral and forwards temporal masking within Bark bands without contour correction; I have also implemented masking models and experimented with more complex loudness
models. The simpler instantaneous loudness model is however most computationally tractable,
has better temporal acuity (smoothing can always be filtered in) and given the reduction of
bands compared to the auditory system, sidesteps a simplification of the cochlear masking and
neural inhibition processes.
The instantaneous loudness may be integrated over time (frames) to make an overall loudness percept. A useful first approximation feature for the comparison of events was found by
considering the loudness during the attack stage of the event as a weighted sum of the first 17
frames of instantaneous loudness where the event starts at frame 1:
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(5.1)

− n) ∗ loudness(n)
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(5.2)

loudness(n) = 10 log10 

j=0

P17

attack percept =

n=1 (18

The calculation of the attack percept uses an additive series to weight earlier frames more
than later, favouring fast build-ups of energy. The number 17 corresponds to a 200mS integration
limit for the chosen FFT (44100/512= 86.1328 frames per second. 200mS corresponds to 0.2*86
or about 17 frames), consistent with psychoacoustic models of loudness [Moore et al., 1997,
Eddins and Green, 1995]. It is assumed here that there is no large build-up of energy in the
later part of the event; this could be checked by some heuristics on peak locations or envelope
fitting, a statistical approach being detailed later. This particular loudness percept is most
appropriate to compare fast attack slow decay sounds, and other sounds may be considered to
require very different weightings. There are some issues in common with those of perceptual
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attack which are considered at greater length in section 5.3. Envelope fitting to the loudness
curve followed by classification into certain basic event types, for instance fast-slow and slow-fast,
could be utilised to choose appropriate loudness percept functions in general.
Difficulties with overall loudness percept scores are revealed in the psychoacoustic literature.
There are certainly contentions on the nature of the asymmetric bias to the energy envelope in
temporal integration [Patterson and Irino, 1998, Stecker and Hafter, 2000]. A number of authors
have noted differential response to slow and fast attacks, and onset against offset. Ellermeier
and Schrödl [2000] and Pedersen and Ellermeier [2005] show the bias of subjects towards onset.
Neuhoff [1998] found that increasing intensity tones and noise sources were judged louder than
decreasing for equal overall power stimuli, and posited an evolutionary advantage to such a
bias as a warning system. Stecker and Hafter [2000] also found that slow attack - fast decay
stimuli were judged as louder than fast attack - slow decay, which would have implications for
comparison of singular loudness percept scores between different envelope-type sounds.
Pitch percept
Just as many onset detection models can be selected for the segmentation, so too, many published
pitch detection algorithms can be imported. Whilst this attribute is most easily obtained for
monophonic instrument tones, primary pitches in polyphonic audio may be extractable, for
instance by a spectral component analysis after [Klapuri, 2003].
In prototyping, various models were implemented including Klapuri’s aforementioned work
[Klapuri, 2003], autocorrelation methods [de la Cuadra et al., 2001], and a related FFT of FFT
transform [Marchand, 2001]. The most successful model, however, and the one adopted, was the
Brown/Puckette constant Q transform on a quartertone scale with phase corrected frequency
analysis [Brown and Puckette, 1993]. Figure 5.3 demonstrates the output of this pitch detection,
showing tracks for the basic quartertone scale detection by spectral template, and the fine tuning
of the instantaneous frequency correction. A power envelope was used to turn the pitch detector
on or off for near silences, to avoid wild estimates during such times.
A single pitch (rather than a pitch track) for a note event can be calculated by taking the
median of the pitch track during an event. In general, results may be skewed by noisy attack
transients which give poor pitch tracker results (in which case, some form of transient region
detection is called for, though the median filtering helps to avoid outliers), or by multiple possible
fundamental frequencies if treating polyphonic audio as if it was monophonic.

5.3

Perceptual Attack Time
‘The notion of onsets is not entirely cut and dried, because the rise times of the notes
of different instruments are not the same’ [Bregman, 1990, p68]
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Figure 5.3: Pitch detection, with the second line showing the curve for a quartertone resolution recognition
based on a constant Q transform, the third line an instantaneous frequency correction. The fourth is the
power envelope used to turn the pitch detection off for near silences

Not all events are impulsive. Slow attack envelopes may shift the perceived onset time later
into the physical event. Even with a percussive transient attack, the auditory system imposes
small frequency dependent delays in processing the signal in order to trigger event detector
units. Perceptual rather than physical onsets give a useful additional feature of signals, and
in particular may assist accurate scheduling of a sequence of events, with regard to spacing
events within streams, synchronising onset times between streams, and with respect to external
time points. In general auditory scenes with multiple streams, there may be interactions in the
processing of events in both vertical (simultaneous) and horizontal (temporal) directions due to
auditory masking and stream fusion phenomena [Moore et al., 1997, Bregman, 1990].
Perceptual onsets were first investigated in prosodic rhythm analysis in the speech processing
literature [Marcus, 1981, Howell, 1988, Pompino-Marschall, 1989, Harsin, 1997, Scott, 1998, Patel
et al., 1999, Villing et al., 2003], where they have been termed p-centers. It was noted that a
sequence of syllables rendered with evenly spaced physical onsets would not sound perceptually
isochronous to subjects. Corrections applied to each syllable to produce a perceptually even
sequence gave a relative sense of the respective perceptual center of each.
Vos and Rasch [1981] investigated such phenomena for general synthesised tones with variable
attack envelope, terming the psychological moment of occurrence the perceptual onset time
(POT). Following this with experimental work on (analysed and re-synthesised) instrumental
tones normalised for energy, duration and pitch, Gordon [1987] differentiated the perceptual
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attack time (PAT) from the POT, arguing that the time of perceptual attack that defined a
sound’s position within a rhythmic (isochronous) sequence was sometimes separate to the first
noticeable sound of a note. Gordon gives the example of a slowly rising bowed string tone.
Indeed, the transient whereby the bow first engages with the string may be differentiated from
the onset of a stable pitch region, just as consonant may be differentiated from vowel phones
in speech work on syllables. A number of noise/tone and modulation detection principles may
be operant, and the manner in which auditory objects take on a unified whole, rather than
being broken down by a number of different feature cues, is an essential but difficult question
underlying research work in this area.
The perceptual attack time will be the preferred term herein, for the applications sought
are in managing the scheduling time of sounds within rhythmic sequences. PAT is thus similar to p-center as commonly presented in speech-specific tasks. A number of onset detection
algorithms lay claim to finding an onset close to the perceptual moment of occurence [Klapuri,
1999, Moelants and Rampazzo, 1997], by modelling certain detection principles of the auditory
system; these may approach a model of POT, but are inadequate for PAT.
A pre-occupation of the literature is the building of a model that predicts PAT. Some models
are founded in properties of the simple amplitude envelope or output of a loudness model of
sounds [Vos and Rasch, 1981, Howell, 1988, Gordon, 1987] whilst some take into account more
complicated auditory models accepting that a multi-band approach influencing perceptual location is a more likely mechanism psychoacoustically [Pompino-Marschall, 1989, Harsin, 1997,
Villing et al., 2003]. A general solution might require an accurate auditory model with differentiated sensitivity to frequency bands, temporal and spectral masking, temporal integration
and processing latency effects, change discrimination of bandwise energy and modulation rates,
and timbral and pitch detection components. Higher-level (learnt schema) mechanisms of active perception and attention may be invoked to explain syllable perception from phones, or
analogously, the sense of unified note events belied by stages of initial transient and (pitched)
stability present in instrumental tones. For instance, the result from the speech literature that
consonant duration in CV diphones is a key factor in p-center location [Harsin, 1997, Scott,
1998] can perhaps be traced to a noise-tone model, with an interaction between the perception
of the initial transient and the onset of pitch for the vowel; (at least) two separate detection
mechanisms with different trigger times are implicated in recognising a language specific learnt
sound object (e.g., a diphone like ‘ka’). The quotation from Bregman at the head of this section
begins to look like an understatement.
Predicting the PAT allows the early scheduling of the playback of events so as to ‘sound’
at a desired time point. Particularly for slow rising tones, naive scheduling may lead to the
perception of the tone occuring after a desired entry point. Knowledge of the attack portion
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Figure 5.4: Perceptual attack time: predicted PAT is marked with respect to two models

of the perceptual envelope also allows a further parameter for the classification of events in
our database. There is a necessary interaction with timbral character, as observed by Wessel
[1979]: ‘When we alter the properties of the attack of the tone, we are also likely to influence
the temporal location of the perceived onset of the tone’.
Since (especially co-occuring) sounds may interact in the auditory system, the context of
a sound’s presentation may have an effect upon its PAT. A practical assumption of this work
is that if any algorithm is established for PAT determination of isolated events, this PAT will
remain valid even in playback situations with multiple streams. A first approximation to the
problem of PAT enabled by such study is at least superior to no adjustment whatsoever for
slower attacks. It is computationally intensive and unrealistic to render alternative trial outputs
of multiple streams to predict combined PAT effects before computer music playback, and of
course, it is exactly multi-stream cases that provide the greatest unknowns in current research.

5.3.1

Experiments on Perceptual Attack Time

Reasons have already been given to suspect that modelling perceptual attack time is a hard
problem. In order to further investigate models, ground truth data is required from human
subjects.
Collecting such data presents many problems Soraghan et al. [2005], Scott [1998]; even
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when carefully controlled, existing methodologies are indirect and provide relative measures
between test sound and reference sound. The essential paradigm is that of an alternating
presentation of common reference sound and test sound in a loop, where a subject can adjust
the onset time of the test sound until they achieve perceptual isochrony, though simultaneous
presentation has also been utilised [Gordon, 1987]. There are interactions between the need to
avoid fusion and masking phenomena through sound overlap, and the need to keep the separation
between reference and test sound onset small to improve temporal acuity of subjects in judging
isochrony (following Weber’s law). Whilst Soraghan et al. [2005] have recently suggested the use
of Auditory Evoked Potentials as an objective measure of subjective reaction time, this method
has not been fully tested, and is beyond the scope of my own investigation.
A preliminary study was carried out by Tom Collins under my supervision as an experimental
project for the third year undergraduate Perception and Performance course in the Cambridge
music faculty. He prepared a set of male and female sung vocal sounds from recordings of
a contemporary composition. These were rated by subjects using a set-up devised by myself
following the ‘seek-isochrony’ alternating stimulus paradigm of [Vos and Rasch, 1981, Gordon,
1987], run as a SuperCollider experiment. Tom’s concern at the time was a statistical comparison
of the PAT between male and female voices. His collected data was also useful to myself as ground
truth data for prototyping models. It was apparent however that there was great variability
between subjects. This could be traced to some flaws in stimulus selection that had only become
apparent from running the experiment, namely, that one had to take great care concerning any
double-hits, independently attacking formants or strong offsets in the test sounds themselves
influencing detections.
To support more extensive PAT modelling work, I prepared a database of 100 short sounds
without double hits or strong offset confounds. These were broken down as detailed in table
5.1. Recorded sounds were split into two groups of 25, mixing categories evenly between them.
The synthesised sounds were self-contained groups of 25. The recorded sounds were selected to
provide a cross-section of different sources typically encountered. No attempt to normalise for
loudness, pitch or duration was attempted, because of the need for a database of ecologically
valid real world examples with a variety of attack envelopes and timbres. The synthesised
sounds however had common durations and by simple attack/decay triangular envelopes were
normalised for total signal power; the sines used a linear amplitude scale, the white noise sources
a decibel scale.
A few consistency checks were run with experimental subjects based on presentation mode
(simultaneous against alternating) and repetition to understand possible problems with ground
truth data collection for this problem. All subjects were experienced listeners from the Centre
for Music and Science in Cambridge. Data was collected using a SuperCollider program built
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Sound

Number

Duration (sec)

Source/Construction

Solo string

6

0.32-0.57

violin (3), cello (2), double bass

Other solo instrument

10

0.2-0.59

trumpet(2), sitar(2), clarinet(2),
alto sax(2), vibes (1), bell (1)

Voice (sung)

4

0.33-0.56

soprano, alto, tenor, bass

Voice (spoken)

4

0.2-0.5

String orchestra

3

0.57-0.6

Choir

3

0.56-0.6

Percussion

6

0.2-0.5

Orchestral

5

0.28, 0.53-0.6

Jazz band

4

0.25-0.6

Electronic dance music

5

0.16-0.32

Squarepusher recording

Sine at 5 attacks and 5 frequencies

25

0.2

synthesised

Enveloped white noise (25 attacks in steps of 0.01)

25

0.24

synthesised

Reference click

1

0.01

synthesised;

Beethoven symphony 7 recording

impulse with 10

msec decay

Table 5.1: PAT test sounds

especially for the task. Subjects assessed sounds in a random order, adjusting the onset time of
a sound using a slider by mouse and keyboard shortcuts, so as to seek perceptual isochrony or
simultaneity with a reference click. Once happy with a sound, subjects were allowed to proceed
to the next by pressing the return key; slider positions were randomised between trials. In order
to help reduce fusion effects for simultaneity judgements, binaural presentation of reference and
test sound was effected. Of course, crossover of information in the auditory system happens
relatively early on in processing, though localisation can be a helpful cue for stream segregation.
Correlation scores, and means, standard deviations and ranges of the absolute difference of
vectors were calculated to measure the proximity of judgements in different modes.
For group 1 of the recorded sounds, a subject achieved a correlation score of 0.534 between
alternating and simultaneous presentation modes for the 25, with absolute difference statistics
showing an average discrepancy per sound on the order of 20msec, certainly noticeable as a
timing change (mean 0.01908, standard deviation 0.01197, max 0.05625, min 0). In a between
subjects test, two further subjects showed a correlation of 0.379 and stats of (mean 0.02742,
standard deviation 0.0270, max 0.10425, min 0) between their responses on the second group
of 25 recorded sounds. No larger scale study has been carried out to compare the alternating
and simultaneous presentation modes on the same test set, and seek statistically significant
difference, but this very preliminary report does point to possible inconsistencies in the two
collection modes. Because of doubts of the efficacy of data for modelling produced from the
more fusion-prone test, It was decided to use the isochrony-seeking paradigm rather than the
simultaneous presentation one for further data collection.
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To examine the range of responses in the general population under controlled conditions,
a small scale study was undertaken using the 25 sinusoid synthesised stimuli. 14 subjects
took part, 8 male and 6 female, with ages between 21 and 31, and one subject of age 45
(an electroacoustic composer). Musical experience varied from almost none to professional; no
musician/non-musician dichotomy was imposed, for the task is one that can be accomplished
by any hearing subject.1 Each subject rated the 25 sounds twice (in random presentation order
within repetition groups), for a total of 50 trials, typically taking around 30 minutes to assess
(more if subjects were very particular about the task). A break could be taken at any time; the
stimuli were presented over headphones at a common volume across participants. Reference click
and test sound alternated within a loop of total time 0.8 seconds, with click at 0.0 seconds and
the test sound at a position of 0.4 seconds adjusted by the subject from -0.2 to +0.04 seconds
around the centre point of the loop.
Figure 5.5 gives a breakdown of mean onset correction over sounds, showing both the original
run and the repeat, with standard deviation errorbars. The sounds are numbered into five groups
of the five different attack times (1-5 = 0, 6-10= 0.01, 11-15= 0.02, 16-20= 0.05, 21-25= 0.1
seconds), where within each group there are the same five frequencies (130.813, 261.626, 523.251,
1046.503 and 2093.005 Hz, corresponding to octaves of a concert pitch middle C) from lowest to
highest. Subjects predominantly chose negative corrections, because few sounds can match the
reference impulse for suddenness of perceived attack, and the physical onset of the test sound
must be pulled forwards to move the perceptual attack to the centre of the loop. As might have
been hoped, a trend to larger compensations is evident for slower attack times.
To assess statistical significance, a three factor within-subjects ANOVA was calculated (5*5*2
for five frequencies, five attack times and 2 repetitions) using the SuperANOVA software. The
only significant main effect or interaction was that of attack time (F(4,52)= 81.432, p=0.001
(G-G correction), p<0.01). Whilst it might have been hypothesised that frequency would have
an effect upon results, latencies and time resolution limits due to auditory system processing for
low against high frequency are relatively negligible compared to the activation envelope factor:
S.T.Neely et al. [1988, p654] show a 5-10 msec at 250 Hz, and 1-4 msec at 8kHz mechanical
(cochlear) delay, and 5 ms constant neural delay.
After taking the experiment, some subjects commented that they could switch between
viewing the reference click or the test sound as the head of the loop, and this helped them
to assess the isochrony. Such an attentional switch may have a bearing on results if active
perception is implicated in the detection.
With results within one standard deviation spanning 20-70 milliseconds of the mean, and to1

Musicians, however, may have an advantageous familiarity with skills of close listening, temporal acuity and

timbral recognition that assist this task; however, for modelling purposes, the best subjects were separated.
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Figure 5.5: Experimental results showing mean relative PATs (with standard deviation error bars) across
sinusoidal sounds

tal variation from 45 to 155 milliseconds for minimum and maximum values within subjects, the
subjectivity of the results makes using ratings from a general population questionable. Expert
ground truth is appropriate for modelling.

5.3.2

Modelling Ground Truth Data

The database of 100 sounds was used to compare the performance of various computational models of perceptual attack time. Those models adapted from the literature had to be constructed
from study of the papers; source code implementations by the authors are not available. Where
free parameters reside within models, some effort was taken to try to optimise to find the best
scores over the test corpus.
Bandwise energy or total signal energy are often used. I have noted below either the use of
a loudness like representation (following the equal loudness corrected contours of section 3.2.3)
or a basic power or windowed maximum representation. Of 42 possible ERB scale bands, those
above 4000Hz were combined into a single channel following Gordon [1987], giving 27 bands.
This ERB filter bank formed the input to an implementation of the Pompino-Marschall [1989]
model.
Models calculated a PAT over a set of test sounds. Each model was further run on the
reference click, and the PAT obtained subtracted from those for the test sounds to get a relative
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Model

Parameter

Sum Squared Error

constant

0.025 seconds

time of max [Gordon, 1987]
percent of max [Vos and Rasch, 1981]

97% of max

power in 512 sample windows, integration of nor- threshold 0.05

Error per sound

0.0156

0.02498

0.0038

0.01233

0.00078543

0.0056

0.0016

0.008

malised power exceeds threshold [Gordon, 1987]
normalized with rise=0.0 [Gordon, 1987]

slope threshold 14dB

0.0274

0.0331

normalized with rise=0.75 [Gordon, 1987]

slope threshold 12.75dB

0.0015

0.007746

Pompino-Marschall [1989] with 27 ERB scale bands
Pompino-Marschall [1989] with 27 ERB scale bands restricted

to

first

12

0.0025

0.01

0.0012

0.00693

frames only

Table 5.2: PAT models performance on the 25 enveloped sine tone experimental stimuli

measure to be matched to ground truth.
Ground truth was created for the 25 sine sounds by averaging relative PATs from those
experimental subjects judged most consistent in their responses. There were six subjects where
correlation scores between the first and second repetition were greater than 0.5 and mean absolute difference was less than 20 milliseconds with standard deviation also under 20 milliseconds.
To evaluate the best model over the test database, it was found most straight-forward to
sum squared absolute error between ground truth relative PAT and model output. A measure
of mean error per sound could also be gleaned by dividing the sum by the number of sounds in
the database, and taking the square root. Following [Gordon, 1987], a mean error below 10ms
would be preferred as being under the timing discrimination capabilities of human listeners.
Table 5.2 gives results of fitting models to the stimuli of the experiment alone. A good match
is seen for a number of the standard models, the best performing being a simple percent of max
model. Unsurprisingly, the particular threshold is different to that found by both Vos and Rasch
[1981] and Gordon [1987]: as the free parameter of the model, it is fitted to the test set.
As a harder test, a larger evaluation was carried out over all 100 sounds in the database.
Given the variability of subject data in the general experiment, and some subjectivity perhaps
inherent in the task, it was found most consistent for modelling purposes to use ground truth
provided by the author, who had spent the most time rating sounds and had provided data
across the whole test set over a number of settings.
The range of relative PAT of the data was from a minimum of -0.0100 to a maximum of
-0.1813, mean of 0.0375 and standard deviation of 0.0490. The largest relative PATs were scored
for some of the enveloped white noise test sounds with very long attacks.
Table 5.3 compares a number of models over the test database. Effort has been taken in
each case to optimise over free parameters, and the best values found are indicated in the table.
Where thresholds are passed by some FFT frame, interpolation since the previous frame was
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carried out to gain extra time resolution.
Model

parameter

constant

0.038 seconds

time of max [Gordon, 1987]
percent of max [Vos and Rasch, 1981]

32% of max

power in 512 sample windows, integration of normal- threshold 0.02

Sum Squared Error

Error per sound

0.2375

0.0487

2.3704

0.1539

0.2129

0.04614

0.034

0.01844

ized power exceeds threshold [Gordon, 1987]
normalized with rise=0.0 [Gordon, 1987]

slope threshold 6dB

0.3121

0.055866

normalized with rise=0.15 [Gordon, 1987]

slope threshold 5.25dB

0.2288

0.04783

1.4014

0.11838

0.1127

0.03357

Pompino-Marschall [1989] with 27 ERB scale bands
Pompino-Marschall [1989] with 27 ERB scale bands restricted to first 7 frames
only

Table 5.3: PAT models’ performance on the corpus

Results seem to suggest that the sine stimuli are an insufficient test of models, for none
of the standard models predict PAT on the larger test set with greater than 18 millisecond
accuracy. Repeating the model fitting process without the synthesised white noise stimuli (so
for a database of 75 sounds including the sine tones and ‘real’ sounds) did not improve matters.
In order to prepare a model for practical purposes, neural net models were investigated,
which would integrate evidence from a number of signal features during the early portion of
each sound. A number of features were investigated using a simple loudness model without
masking. This utilised the energy in ERB scale bands after calculating equal loudness contour
correction of ERB band power following the ISO2003 standard; 27 ERB scale bands were so
produced, bands 27-40 being combined into a single 27th band following [Gordon, 1987]. These
bands were further processed to obtain a number of features for the inputs of a neural net: the
time to reach 10% of the total power in a band over a sound’s duration, the temporal centroid
within 10 FFT frames, combined power summed over combinations of ERB scale bands within
the first ten FFT frames (1024 point FFT with hop size 512 samples at 44100 sampling rate,
corresponding to 11.6 miliseconds, shorter than any test sound’s duration). 3-fold validation was
carried out to guard against over-fitting, using a randomised order for the 100 sounds, training
on 67 and testing 33 for each fold. Scores in table 5.4 give the average error over the folds.
The best performing features were the combination of power in ERB bands 1-11 and 27-40,
over the first 10 frames of each sound. It is not necessarily counter-intuitive that missing out the
middle bands helped, for perhaps signal spectral features in this area (667-4417Hz) confound
the discrimination. There is a tradeoff between the number of input features for the net and the
ability to both fit the training data and show good generalisation. Performance around the time
resolution of the FFT itself is exhibited by the best model; this is coincidental, and not an upper
bound on this metric, due to interpolation and because this statistic is derived as an average
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Features

Sum Squared Error

Error per sound

10: ERB scale 1-40 combined, over 10 frames

0.0870

0.0295

27: time till 10% of band signal energy for ERB scale 1-26 separately and 27-40 combined 0.0651

0.0255

20: ERB scale 1-11 and 12-40 combined, over 10 frames

0.020025

0.0401

27: temporal centroids of ERB scale 1-26 separately and 27-40 combined, over first 12 frames 0.0287

0.01694

30: ERB scale 1-11, 12-26 and 27-40 combined, over 10 frames

0.0226

0.015

20: ERB scale 1-11 and 27-40 combined, over 10 frames

0.0159

0.0126

24: ERB scale 1-11 and 27-40 combined, over 12 frames

0.0136

0.0116619

Table 5.4: Neural net model performance on the corpus

error over sounds. it is probable that further investigation of features could reduce the error per
sound further. Though the extent to which this identifies plausible physiological mechanisms is
very much open to question, it does demonstrate the possibility of preparing relatively accurate
predictive models for computer music applications.
This study suggests that work to create a large database of sounds for perceptual attack time
modelling is valuable. Future experiments may gather further ground truth data, or perhaps
seek to tease out particular signal features of sounds, particularly in terms of spectral envelope,
and their contribution to a sense of PAT.

5.4

Timbre

Timbral features are often described as leftovers, as the complement of the dominant properties
of pitch and loudness. It might be more appropriate to speak of them as emergent properties of
sound objects just like pitch and loudness, derived in some manner from time-frequency analysis. They are certainly multidimensional, arising somehow from multiband spectral information
(partials and noise) varying over time during the course of a sound object [Risset and Wessel,
1999]. Various psychological studies have applied tools such as multidimensional scaling (MDS)
to try to identify the nature of principal components, without consistent agreement on the best
features. Wessel [1979] pursued a dream of many composers, to find a natural perceptual timbral
space which could be navigating interactively. He reviews early attempts to identify perceptual
timbre space dimensions, noticing in particular the usefulness of the spectral energy distribution
(spectral centroid) and the attack (quality of bite). Bregman [1990, p122-126] gives a later
overview, critiquing the dominant MDS methodology. He claims that subjects always fasten
onto two to four features particular to the experimental sound set, and that it is difficult to
generalise results.
Certain features do tend to recur (like the aforementioned spectral centroid and attack
envelope which correlate well with the physical properties of struck objects), and others are
more particular to certain investigations. von Bismarck’s semantic scale [Bregman, 1990, p124]
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highlights the “sharp-dull” (spectral centroid) dimension and a “compact-scattered” tone-noise
differentiation (pitched vs unpitched). In Grey’s classic work [Bregman, 1990, p125] the three
dimensions are interpreted as:
1. The proportion of energy low versus high
2. The synchrony of onset of the attack and decays of higher harmonics, and the degree of
spectral fluctuation through the signal
3. Grating versus clean attack, high frequency energy at the onset of a tone
Recent data mining inspired approaches to timbre [Brown et al., 2001, Jensen and Marentakis,
2001, Herrera-Boyer et al., 2003] take a whole host of possible features and tackle the computationally intensive question of the best subset to differentiate sounds. A variety of machine
learning algorithms have been applied to train classifiers on larger example databases. The best
set of signal descriptors for classification of sound can depend on the categories of sound to
be judged. For general sound classification, Peeters and Rodet [2002] describe the CUIDADO
system which is open-ended in features and user customisable in the type of sounds to classify,
discriminating a relevant subset of features for a particular classification task. Categorisation of
percussive sounds is tackled by Paulus and Klapuri [2003] using a probabilistic model based on
ten signal features, and Herrera et al. [2003] explore over two hundred.
In view of the complexities involved in exploring timbre identification in the realtime domain,
prototypes were built as proof-of-concept models. Two such prototypes are now detailed, and
it is understood that much more work could be pursued in this area.

5.4.1

A Prototype for Categorisation On-the-fly

Without tackling the best selection of features, an on-the-fly categoriser was built for an experimental compositional application. The goal of this prototype is categorisation of incoming
sound events as soon as possible, into one of three classes, notionally being kick, snare and
hihat percussive sounds. The single feature initially used for classification in prototyping was
the average spectral centroid bin:
PL

n=0

PN/2

k=0 k|Xn (k)|

L

(5.3)

where there are L frames of an N point FFT in a given event.
Hiding certain technicalities based on blocksize calculation, pseudocode for an on-the-fly categorisation algorithm is presented in figure 5.6. The realtime onset detector already introduced
in section 3.3 detected new events. The pseudocode casts the problem as that of immediately
categorising and acting as soon as an event is collected.
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for each FFT frame {
store last time domain zero crossing
if(recording event) {
calculate running spectral centroid, power of frame

if(eventlength>MAXLENGTH or power<MINPOWER) {
finish recording to temporary buffer up to last zero crossing
copy event data to one of three buffers based on the
time averaged spectral centroid
}
else store frame data to temporary buffer and increment eventlength
}
else if(onset detected) start recording event from last zero crossing, initialise eventlength
}

Figure 5.6: Pseudocode for an on-the-fly capture and categorise algorithm

A SuperCollider UGen, CaptureCategorise, was written in C to implement this. The UGen
has inputs for the threshold of detection, and to choose the boundaries for the feature determining classification. Defaults were average centroid bin below 90 for a kick, below 120 for a snare
and a hihat above that. This was sufficient to demonstrate some live (vocal) beatbox control,
with captured buffers being played back in a basic generative drum beat, and the appropriate
contents continually overwritten when a new event was detected.
A more robust system would entail learning from a database of examples, even an online
learning process during performance, to discover a relevant feature space for discrimination. Still,
the exploration of further basic features provides some immediate compositional dividends. It
could even be argued that certain timbral features may give interesting compositional results
even if imperfect for classification purposes.

5.4.2

A Percussion Sound Classifier for Event Analysis

As an example of training such an algorithm, a simple percussive event classifier was built,
using the by now familiar neural net approach. A database of 36 sounds, 12 each of kick, snare
and hi-hat samples, provided the training and test data, samples being of length 112 to 445
milliseconds. Stratified three-fold cross-validation, maintaining equal representation of classes
in the test and training sets [Witten and Frank, 2005, p150] gave an error estimate in evaluation.
A number of features were investigated, inspired by previous studies of percussive timbre
classification [Paulus and Klapuri, 2003, Herrera et al., 2003, Herrera-Boyer et al., 2003]. These
included the number of zero crossings in different sized time domain windows, and FFT frame
features (1024 point FFT with 512 overlap, 44100 sampling rate) calculated on the 40 ERB
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Actual Class

Predict Kick

Predict Hihat

Predict Snare

Total

Kick

12

0

0

12

Hihat

1

11

0

12

Snare

0

3

9

12

Totals

13

14

9

36

Table 5.5: Confusion matrix for percussion sound classification

scale bands. The spectral features included framewise spectral centroid, energy in bass (ERBs
1-7, 43-301Hz), mid (ERBs 8-29, 345-5254Hz) and high frequency regions (ERBs 30-40, 585721404Hz), and temporal centroids in those regions over the first five frames. Reasonable results
could be obtained with a number of subsets of these features. Best results used the number
of zero crossings taken in 256 sample windows over the first 2560 samples of each sound (10
features) plus the spectral centroid of ERB bands over the first five frames, for a total of 15
features in all.
The neural net was trained using the NETLab extensions to MATLAB, over 500 epochs,
with 15 inputs, 15 hidden units, and 1 output unit indicating classes by the closest value to 0.0
(kick), 0.333 (hihat) and 0.667 (snare). Average performance over the 3 folds gave an F-measure
of 88.9% (32 match, 4 fp, 4 fn). An example confusion matrix from one fold is shown in table
5.5. A few confounds could be traced in particular to the misclassification of tight snares with
low hat sounds.
This classifier was converted to a realtime implementation to act on events once they are
collected. Spectral centroid and zero crossing features can be continually calculated and buffered
ready to form feature vectors.

5.5

Heuristics for Event Selection

As an experiment in assessing the usability of captured events, a number of heuristics were
devised. These utilise the first four statistical moments of the loudness envelope (5.1), being
expectation, variance, skewness and kurtosis, and are passed to the database as attributes of the
event. The loudness curve over the frames of the event is normalised into a discrete distribution
by subtracting the minimum value and dividing by the sum of all values. This normalisation
step is convenient for comparing the envelope of different events varying in dynamic.
Four heuristic rules to determine ‘good’ or ‘well-behaved’ events were established empirically.
Flags allow them to be turned on or off in a particular application, and the constants mentioned
in the rules are really parameters, set here at effective values found in trials. The rules are
expressed as conditions which if passed, mark an event ‘misbehaved’.
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Figure 5.7: Loudness curve in phons against frame of a ’good’ event, expectation marked as a vertical
line

Figure 5.8: Loudness curve in phons against frame of a ’bad’ event, expectation marked as a vertical line

1. (LENGTH) event length not within 100 mS to 1500 mS range
2. (HEAVY WEIGHTING) expectation > 11.2 frames (130 mS)
3. (SKEW) skewness < 0
4. (SECONDPEAK)
• Find maximum loudness FIRSTMAX in first 45% of the event
• Search for a second maximum SECONDMAX at least 60mS after the first
• Test if SECONDMAX exists and the difference FIRSTMAX-SECONDMAX < 1
(phon)
Failure of length is just a simple test condition to make sure onsets don’t occur too often.
Some experimentation has taken place into changing the threshold of onset detection based on
feedback from the rate and duration of events detected, but in practice the fixed parameter
onset detection above is more stable for compositional purposes. The tests on expectation and
skewness consider cases where the loudness envelope is not a standard attack then longer decay
shape. The HEAVY WEIGHTING expectation test penalises events that have too much of a
bias to significant loudness later in the event. The SKEWNESS test looks for loudness curves
asymmetrically slanted to the left rather than the right. This corresponds to a ’reverse’ sound
shape, with a large proportion of time spent in attack rather than decay. In figure 5.7, the
skewness was 0.8022, obviously skewed to the right (long tail to the right). The expectation is
5.6080.
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The SECONDPEAK test considers problems of double strikes. These occur not only in polyphonic audio, but also with incorrect onset detections on fast event sequences in monophonic
instrumental music. In figure 5.8, the skewness was -0.2541, obviously skewed to the left. The
expectation is 11.9166. This event failed the HEAVY WEIGHTING, SKEW and SECONDPEAK tests. It probably corresponds to a misdetection by the onset detector where a double
hit has not been segmented.

5.6

Implementation and Compositional Applications

The analysis system was developed in MATLAB, in a modular design to test alternative feature
algorithms and optimise for given compositional applications. Ready application is found in
the automated production of databases for composition, allowing the composer to spend more
time composing with events rather than preparing them.2 In one experiment, MATLab code
produced a database in the form of an output text file annotated with event locations in the
source soundfiles, pitch and loudness contours, perceptual attack time and loudness attack rating,
loudness statistics and salience. This output text file could be loaded into a composition language
like SuperCollider, in which the actual algorithmic composition work exploiting the discovered
events took place. The system was tested in particular on a library of multi-stopping recordings
made with an old school violin; tweaking for this specific case was relatively straight forward.
These analysis procedures have also been ported into a realtime system. SuperCollider was
the realtime environment chosen, for its efficiency, and the ease of extending it through the
writing of new classes of the SuperCollider language, and new C Unit Generator plug-ins for
the signal processing. The integration of algorithmic composition with sound synthesis code
in the language greatly facilitated use of the database in live performance, where events from
a live audio input can be captured and catalogued on-the-fly with a necessary latency of the
duration of an event (to determine its boundaries and features). This enables a number of novel
compositional effects, including delay lines that are event sensitive, event based time stretching
and order manipulation [Jehan, 2004], on-the-fly categorisation effects (section 5.4.1) and any
algorithmic reuse of events recorded from a human performer, generated by the database holding
computer.
UGens were written to handle the storing of useful events in a buffer. A dynamic list
was continuously updated with event data, including access points into the buffer, as soon as
confirmed. Thus, in practice, the processing delay would be of the length of an event. Events
discovered in the audio within an arbitrary time into the past (based on the length of the storage
buffer) were accessible to form the substance of the computer’s response to the performer.
2

Though this composer seems to have spent more time building automated analysis systems than taking

advantage of them!
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Knowing event locations also meant that the rhythms and density data were exposed and could
mould responses. The practical implementation is covered in greater detail in the context of
BBCut in the next chapter, and in terms of its use in interactive music systems in chapter 7.

5.7

Conclusions

There are great dividends to the automatic extraction of ‘interesting’ events from an acoustic
performer, as the source material for a ‘sensitive’ accompanying computer music part. In particular, responses can be timbrally appropriate, and be guided by such extracted features as pitch
materials, loudness, timing and density information. Re-use of appropriate events is permitted,
with a possible capacity to make scheduling adjustments to take account of perceptual attack
time. Event selection rules may assist with managing the extraction of the best events for re-use
in situations such as the application of (monophonic) onset detection on polyphonic audio. In
many cases, advances in the onset detection frontend, particularly to specialise the detection to
certain target musical signals, may help to avoid any heuristic stage at all, when high detection
and low false positive rates can be demonstrated.
Whilst the heuristics detailed above are a pragmatic way of selecting ‘clean’ events, the
composer may be more interested in ‘dirty’ events, in misdetections and other glitches – no
singular view on composition is prescribed here. Whilst roughly captured material is easy
to obtain with straight forward random sampling, some assessment of the events will still be
beneficial to make sure no accidentally ‘pure’ events make it through the compositional sieve.
There are many more possible features described in the literature, and variants to the heuristics and assumptions on the underlying signal are all directions of further exploration.
An event analysis system has been outlined in this chapter which extracts further psychoacoustically relevant features from audio segments. Captured events are analysed for single attributes of pitch, perceptual attack time, timbre class and loudness percept, though other related
features varying over the event are accessible, including pitch envelope and loudness statistics.
A number of heuristics were introduced to aid pragmatic use of the event capture technology
in a compositional setting. All of this work supports the construction of event databases in
both non-realtime and live causal collection. The system described is relatively general and
modular, and new onset detection, pitch detection, PAT, timbre and loudness algorithms can
be substituted for those described here as necessary for concert situations.
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Chapter 6

BBCut 2
‘Who requires ineradicable ostinatos?’ Pierre Boulez [Boulez, 1955]
‘A dance-tune plopped out ... a combo of abstract tape-noises with a slow gut-shaking
beat deep beneath.’ Anthony Burgess in 1962 [Burgess, 1994, p40]
‘Gianni had been confronted for the first time with the split between classical and
popular music, with the whole modernist cleavage between high art and lowbrow
entertainment...it fascinated him that composers had abandoned melody and made
themselves inaccessible to most of the people. We told him that something like that
had happened in all of the arts. “You poor crazy futuruomini,” he said gently.’
Silverberg [1989, p 162-3]
‘He began to turn himself into a connoisseur of overload groups. When I asked him
how the new symphony was coming along, he gave me a peculiar look.’ Silverberg
[1989, p 163]
‘No more sonatas, no more cantatas. Is not the music of this world. I give myself to
overload.’ [Silverberg, 1989, p 166]
It was already noted that the origins of BBCut were in an algorithmic simulation of certain
aspects of dance music production (section 1.5.1). Writing generative procedures for this process
actually promotes variation, albeit within an established metrical framework. If one allows the
(psychologically grounded) argument that metrical frameworks might be said to be essential for
predictive purposes in music, Monsieur Boulez’s criticism above can be quoted without fear of
undermining our progress.
This chapter will delve into more detail concerning the BBCut Library. I shall first mention
some prior art and related projects (6.1) before dealing with general issues of algorithmic audio
splicing (6.2). I will briefly treat the organisation of the original BBCut in section 6.3 before
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more extensively outlining the architecture of BBCut2 in section 6.4, which implements the
machine listening work described in previous chapters.
Whilst there is a foundation for this work in the manipulation of breakbeats, I repeat that
the architecture of BBCut2 is a general system for audio manipulation. However, onset detection
is most reliable for percussive onsets, and the most robust beat tracking occurs with the most
rigidly timed pieces, and this of course makes the system very useful for dance music production;
yet, the modularity of the system with respect to alternative event detectors and beat trackers
has been outlined in previous chapters and is assumed herein. However, this does seem an
appropriate point to enter into a discussion of certain aspects of dance music and DJ culture
and technological investigations in that arena.

6.1
6.1.1

Background
Academic Engagement with Electronica

The explosion in bedroom recording and the proliferation of electronic music record labels1
has created much undocumented composition that merits serious attention by analysts and
more traditional composers alike. There is nothing spectacular about reconciling low and high
brow culture; cross-fertilisation between these artificially separated domains is constant and
only coarse categorisation divides them. On the fringes supposed popular culture is really a
fertile ground of creative one-upmanship that often surpasses the conceptions of conservatoire
composers in experimentation. The frenetic pace and virtuoso rhythms of electronica artists such
as Squarepusher, Venetian Snares and µ-ziq are a fascinating part of contemporary composition
exploiting the potential of computer music to exceed human limitations.
Engagement with technology-driven musics such as drum and bass informs compositional
tools relevant to current practice. If the bulk of modern music production is carried out in
rather linear and rigid sequencer packages, the mould can be broken by applying algorithmic
composition techniques to the production of material. This has especial benefits in live performance, where interactive generative routines can place inhumanly paced drum programming
under a human conductor.
There are potential rewards from academic involvement in the electronica scene. With a drive
to move beyond fixed recordings to generative music and interaction, technology development
is an essential area of expertise where academics may offer something of interest to the mass of
composers. This may promote collaboration with artists and encourage the more secretive2 to
disclose their data and methods to analysis. There is an ethnographic interest in paying attention
to the practice of current electronica producers and as Cascone [2000] notes this sub-culture may
1
2

Digital music is easily sold online; anyone can make an mp3 available.
For instance, Aphex Twin consciously avoids discussing his experiments.
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otherwise lack engagement by academic commentators.
Academic work on the phenomena of dance music and electronica styles, particularly the
compositional techniques and specific technology, is relatively rare especially when compared
to the mass of activity in the cultural domain and the wealth of practical support software
primarily aimed at studio producers (Reason, Recycle, Reaktor, Ableton Live and many more).

6.1.2

Automated DJing

The traditional bounds of DJing are transgressed in modern digital practise3 to permitting live
mixing of many more than two tracks, with all manner of associated effects units. As a first
level catch-all description of club performers DJ is often taken to include laptopists, who may
not treat any pre-recorded material at all. This inclusion has no doubt been promoted by
DJs themselves who often create their own original tracks or radical mixes and want to claim
some (digital) musicianship. In another twist, DJing may also take in turntablism, the use of
turntables as a physical musical instrument; for this art, Smith [2000] and Falkenberg Hansen
[2002] provide fascinating studies of turntable compositional techniques. But in standard fare,
perhaps the trainspotter-like obsession with A&R is the main surviving link to the radio heritage,
supporting a DJ’s desire to show off to clubs full of punters who have obviously spent less time
in record stores and must be guided by a trusted selector’s subjectivity.
The art of the (synchronised) mixing of records by beat-matching was introduced in 1969 by
Francis Grasso (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disc jockey) in New York clubs. The continuous
beat-matched mixing of two copies of the same record, so as to extend the instrumental rhythmic
sections called breaks, was introduced in 1974 by DJ Kool Herc in Bronx bloc parties to promote
dancing.
Nicolas Collins4 discusses hardware automation of DJing practices for his work Is She/He
Really Going Out With Him/Her/Them? (1982):
I had been listening to the new virtuosic turntable DJ’s from the Bronx who were
beginning to enter the awareness of white Downtown Manhattan. I wondered what it
would be like to try and cut “on beat” between rhythmically unrelated material, using
16 turntables rather than two. I built and programmed a special-purpose automated
mixer: a computer detected rhythmic peaks in up to 16 channels of sound material,
and could turn on and off any of those channels according to one of several “cutting”
programs. [Collins, 1991, p75]
Whilst this work did not automate any beat tracking, and had simple amplitude based onset
detection, it is notable as an early experiment within the bounds of the technology of the time
3
4

iPod DJs, MP3Jing or HDJing for Hard-drive Disc Jockeying.
No relation (http://www.nicolascollins.com/).
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(there is no digital sampling involved here).
Recent years have seen a number of musical engineering projects tackling the automation
of the basic DJ craft of beat-matching and playlist generation. Cliff [2000] describes automatic
DJing software for coping with sets and track transitions in a technical report. Andersen [2003]
explores human computer interfacing issues for DJ technology development in the open source
Mixxx project. The beat tracker described in [Jensen and Andersen, 2003] uses a non-ideal
frontend based on their own definition of high frequency content, as tested in chapter 3. There
are also (closed source) commercial DJ tools like Traktor, which offer low frequency energy based
beat tracking for matching tracks. In terms of the physical manifestation, MIT go a step further
with their DJ I Robot, a mechanical automated turntablist controlled from an expert system
(http://www.dj-i-robot.com/). And Frankie the Robot DJ is a hybrid DJ/VJ computer game
character controlled by joysticks. Hardware and software support for automating DJ technique
is now a prominent area of commercial interest, with such conventions as the Computerized
Performance System Disc Jockey Summit (http://www.computerdjsummit.com/).

6.1.3

Algorithmic Composition and Electronica

The potential to create music by computer is explored in the field of algorithmic composition
[Roads, 1996, Pearce et al., 2002], which applies such technologies as probabilistic generate and
test, generative grammars, rule-based systems, machine learning algorithms and iterative equations. Any general procedure from computer science might be mapped to the generation of music
as long as the functional outputs are coded into a musical representation. For example, three
studies showing the application of genetic algorithms to dance music generation are noteworthy.
Pearce [2000] attempts to generate drum and bass patterns by the evolution of neural nets.
Truong [2002] explores trance techno generation through genetic algorithms, with a view to live
interactive mixing of the material in a club. Dahlstedt [2001] looks at techno loop production via
interactive genetic algorithm exploration, demonstrating a live system and advocating a preview
mode for evolving new material in club work.
Algorithmic automation of drum programming, whether for individual drum event generation, or sample buffer manipulation of complete audio, has been increasingly studied in both
the academic and the commercial worlds in recent years. Commercial manifestations hark back
to the automatic accompaniments of electronic keyboard ranges with Steinberg’s Groove Agent
virtual drummer and the venerable Band-in-a-Box from PG Music.
In academic explorations, Haile the Robotic Drummer (http://www.cc.gatech.edu/∼gilwein/
pow.htm) can respond to a human player to duet, and Aucouturier and Pachet [2005]’s Ringomatic uses a concatenative synthesis technique with a large database of drum samples played
back under matching criteria from analysis of a controlling input signal. Xiang [2002] describes
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a realtime system for live mixing of loops implemented in PD which uses spectral similarity
measures to select transitions between grains. Important research was conducted by O
. . Orife
[2001] in his masters thesis. His remit was for a general audio analysis model for groove tracking
in live performance, but he was intrigued by the possibilities of application to electronica, and
conducted his own audio cutting experiments in Max/MSP.
Wright and Wessel [1998] describe a project where algorithmically generated material is
integrated with human performers for improvised North Indian music. Whilst the timebase (a
16-beat tāl) is fixed and the onus is on the human performer to sync, the algorithmic material
is filtered by the actions of human improvisors: ‘A favourite technique is “dipping” where there
is a dense stream of material scheduled and we use realtime volume or density control to keep
everything silent except when a realtime gesture allows the material through for a period of time.’
[Wright and Wessel, 1998]. Notably, the authors ‘integrated a realtime sampler/looper with
our rhythmic environment’ [Wright and Wessel, 1998] and could schedule record and playback
actions within the metrical framework which would allow event synchronised splicing, as long
as expressive timing did not lead a performer too far from the beat. This sort of working
assumption was central to the first BBCut system, but a more general event tracking approach
is given below for BBCut2 which overcomes that supposition.
Many non-academic musician-programmers have explored loop splicing using customisable
platforms like Reaktor, Max/MSP or SuperCollider. The great majority of this work does not
involve any application of metrical or stylistic knowledge, but simply presents some sort of
permutational framework where metronomic 4/4 loops are evenly spliced into 16th notes then
shuffled randomly. There are also a few VST plug-ins of this type, including the Coldcutter
(http://www.brightonart.org/coldcutter.shtml) and Glitch (http://illformed.org/glitch/), and
simple splicing technologies built into the samplers in studio software such as Reason.
My own Breakbeat classes were released for SuperCollider 2 [McCartney, 1998], and were
used to create iDAB, the infinite Drum and Bass generative program [Collins, 2001c]. They were
a prototype of work on automated breakbeat cutting [Collins, 2001a] which was also ported to
Csound as the bbcut opcodes. This early jungle simulator lacks the flexibility gained by creating
a general system for audio cutting, the BBCut Library. This extension set for SuperCollider
2 and 3 has been available and under continuous development since December 2001. Some of
the splicing algorithms have also been adapted into the LiveCut VST plug-in (http://mdsp.
smartelectronix.com/), ported by Remy Muller.
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6.2
6.2.1

Algorithmic Splicing
An Introduction to Breakbeat Cutting

A breakbeat is an isolated drum part, typically lifted from an old recording (famously, for
example, the Winston Brothers gospel instrumental rendition of Amen), and probably sped up
before its introduction into a new context. In the early 90s, manipulations of breakbeats had
their first heyday, with the evolution of jungle out of rave. The style5 is often called drum and
bass, and Shapiro [1999] provides a more thorough background to these developments. The core
of breakbeat cutting techniques consists of finding sub-segments of an original sample, which
are usually separated out as hits in a MIDI triggered sampler. Discovery of those hits can be
laboriously manual, or automated naively by strict slicing of the original into equal parts, or
more sensibly by the application of some event detection algorithm to classify the strongest
strikes in the source audio.
Given some set of onset locations, a producer works on forming new rhythmic constructions,
calling each hit by a particular MIDI note, building virtuosic triggering patterns in a MIDI
sequencer. This device is so prevalent in popular music production that specific technologies
have grown up for the reuse of old drum beats, allowing the automatic preparation of MIDI kits of
recycled hits ready for new rhythmic adventures (Recycle, Wave Surgeon/Mobius, Zero-X Beat
Creator, custom-built programs in Reaktor, Max/MSP and SuperCollider amongst others).
One can imagine extracted hits as individual percussion strikes ( of the order 75-300 mS), a
natural level in terms of constructing entirely new beats from the textural elements of a source,
but this is not the only time scale at which splicing can take place. Often, larger chunks of the
original are the hits, so that triggering can repeat or emphasise small motifs from the original
feel of the loop. The limiting case is just playing back the whole source itself. In the opposite
tendency, the extractions of audio can go towards a granular level (segment grains of 10-100
mS [Roads, 2001, Truax, 1988]), for effects-laden manipulations. The standard scale though at
which to consider manipulations is the human haptic rate under 15 Hz (section 5.1), for gestural
production of rhythm, where the events are those considered in chapter 5.
Yet because computer generated rhythms can also explore inhuman speeds, virtuosic breakbeat manipulations may use occasional flurries of movement including very fast repeats of atomic
cuts. These can repeat so fast as to gain a perceptible pitch, since they become a wavetable
looping at an audio rate with amplitude modulation caused by the enveloping [Truax, 1988,
p17]. Wright and Wessel [1998] model such rolls as a ‘series of notes played so quickly that they
leave the domain of perception of individual events and instead become a composite gesture over
5

With many ad hoc sub-genres and related breakbeat families, complicated by the record collector’s love of

genre tags.
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time’ [Wright and Wessel, 1998]. For 1985’s Devil’s Music, Nicolas Collins utilises three simple
samplers to catch fragments, with a “stuttering circuit” which ‘re-triggers or reverses the loop
in response to the rhythm of the signal feeding it from the radio.’ [Collins, 1991, p77]. These
record-skipping like effects became de rigeur in the electronic music of glitch [Cascone, 2000]
and are also utilised within a metrical frame within the styles of intelligent dance music to be
discussed below. Thus such rolls and stutters can themselves be taken as chunked sound events,
fitted into the metrical frame.
Beyond the automated preparation of material, the procedure of selecting hits over time for
output can also be automated. There is no one way to do this, rather, a whole sweep of algorithmic composition methods are at the composers disposal. It must be continually emphasised
that although some original techniques are inspired by studio producer’s breakbeat manipulations, they are applicable to any target audio, and so have much more general implications as
compositional agents for electronic music. Indeed, the act of manipulating recorded material
has precedents in the repetition and permutation of catalogued events in the analogue domain
which can be traced right back to the 40s and 50s, from Schaeffer’s Scherzo Pathétique (1948)
to Cage’s Williams Mix (1951-3). The latter work has a score generated from the I-Ching,
laboriously constructed by hand over many months of intensive work; Larry Austin automated
this piece with a computer implementation in Williams [re]Mix[er] (2002).

6.2.2

The Benefits of Automation

Most producers manipulate breakbeats by working laboriously with sequencer programs, sending
MIDI messages to trigger sample hits, or by manually splicing audio regions through scissor and
glue tools in multitrack software. Automation could take some of the burden from the producer,
and make accessible to the less patient or less musically adept some inspiring techniques. For
example, a curse of lazy production is the ever repeating loop; generational processes allow
subtle variation to be rendered into the rhythm track. More overtly, future music production
(particularly for games) may make commonplace the use of continual algorithmic re-invention as
a compositional factor. Compositional algorithms thus have application in prototyping (quickly
laying down some idiomatic patterns), and can also serve as inspirations for new directions.
Novelty and propitious accidents tend to drive human searching; applications that are not based
on existing human practice may still be a source of adventure.
A vital part of this research is the understanding of the style that attempts to simulate it
provide. This is tackled in a later case study of Squarepusher. In fact, the modelling of existing styles also has compositional applications, for such formal models often allow interesting
extrapolations from those styles which escape the fixed product sequencer mentality. For instance, given the code for a cutter based on eighth notes, one can quickly generalise to a cutter
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that copes with arbitrary n-th notes, n being an input parameter of the algorithm, obviously
surpassing the assumptions of standard sequencer packages.
The most exciting applications are in live performance. A number of live bands have recently
been playing drum and bass, for example: 4hero, Roni Size’s live act, Breakbeat Era, Red
Snapper. The human drummers who seek to challenge drum machines may make a fair attempt,
but machine interaction is essential to produce events faster than the human haptic rate. Some
measure of automation is essential; the computer musician cannot be responsible for authoring
every single breakbeat manipulation during performance. The performer may only have the
time to control high level aspects of cutting procedures. The manipulations could be entirely
precomposed, with the laptop musician using a volume fade on the part, but for a deeper
interactivity, realtime generation of the material is required, with adjustable arguments to the
routines [Collins, 2003c].
Whilst working with a pre-decided timebase is allowed by the original BBCut, machine
music understanding capabilities in BBCut2 enhance the integration of such effects with human
musicianship so as to allow spontaneously decided metrical frames, and further the cause of
live performance. Here, one may manipulate an entire human drum and bass band as source
material for live cutting.
The primary justification for the research then is compositional, as support for producers,
or as live performance tool. This research can be placed in the context of the wider study of
compositional processes in computer music, by referring to the taxonomy in Pearce et al. [2002].
The main applications are in pure composition, though there are some software design issues
in the production of compositional tools for third parties. Computational modelling of musical
style is very difficult to assess for the music engaged here, because the styles are themselves still
active and developing. No systematic research strategy in this regard is attempted, though the
musicological analysis of exemplars of breakbeat music feeds back as a compositional inspiration.

6.2.3

Breakbeat Cutting Procedures

There are two (aurally equivalent) ways of thinking about the processes of loop manipulation:
using pre-extracted and separately stored hits or by playback positions in a single buffer. One
can imagine a separation of a source into many sub-samples, the possible hits, which are then
individually triggered. But it is also sufficient to utilise start and end locations (as sample frame
positions) into the original sample for a given sub-segment. Enveloping to avoid clicks is usually
applied to the sub-segments, though in the former hits case this might be carried out before
the creation of the output cut sequences, whereas in the latter case it is done live. A careful
event analysis method may correct for zero crossings and amplitude minima to avoid enveloping
altogether (3.3.2).
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There are occasions, as with cutting a continuously arriving audio stream, where any preprocessing of hits is less applicable6 and the position of a read pointer is chosen within the stream
revealed so far. In this case, buffer access is retrospective from the current time (Truax [1988,
p16] compares the fixed buffer and circular buffer stream situations diagrammatically). In some
live applications, it is possible to capture live audio into a buffer before analysis, though this
obviously involves a time delay of the length of the buffer and any preprocessing time. On-the-fly
event analysis procedures described in chapter 5 use a running analysis to prepare events with
a delay of single events, and a database system in BBCut2 using this principle is described in
6.4.3.
The production of phrases of splices, dubbed cut sequences, is accomplished by algorithmically determining some list of cuts. Each cut is described by an array of parameters, the core
three being scheduling onset time, playback position in a source buffer, and the duration of
playback. There may also follow amplitude, repitch, cutoff frequency, resonance or any further
cut-specific parameters. In much praxis, the duration of cuts is exactly the inter-onset interval,
giving a monophonic sequence without overlap.
There are similarities to granular choppers which take extracted audio regions and place
them into some output, with cut procedure parameters such as time dispersion, and synthesis
parameters for the grain such as pitch dispersion and pan. The difference is that breakbeat
cutters incorporate specific knowledge about events and regions in the original, and typically
work at the level of conventional rhythm, not microsound. As in granular synthesis, there is
nothing preventing the mixture of multiple sources into the output construction.
A core technique is the repetition of an atomic cut, that is, successive cuts with a common
playback start position, a stuttering in the playback of the source buffer. The use of immediate
repeats is so prevalent that some cut sequences can be written simply as a list of groups of
repeats, as in the prototypical [3,3]+[2].This notation indicates a three time unit (in this case
probably eighth notes) cut repeated twice, followed by a singular two time unit cut at a different
read pointer location.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 give different views of the same operation to help the reader understand
the format. In determining playback positions, assuming an appropriately rhythmically synchronised source, the default is to place the read pointer as if playing back that source faithfully
in a loop. Then repeats come into their own, and start positions are guaranteed that reflect
the rhythmic nature of the source, with a capacity for variation. Whilst simplified, this scheme
is a good introduction to the first algorithm I wrote to model early breakbeat cutting practise
[Collins, 2001a].
6

It is still possible though with an associated analysis delay that may be circumvented in immediate or

predictive splicing.
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Figure 6.1: Manual splicing view (from Pro Tools) of taking a source breakbeat and cutting it to the
[3,3]+[2] recipe. The source is the top track, the cut sequence below.

Figure 6.2: Score editor view of the cut process, where the source is the classic 2 step beat from drum
and bass, made up of kick, snare and hihat from top to bottom line on the percussion stave respectively.
The cut sequence [3,3] + [2] is made from this source below. Note that the output could be synthesised
from the individual percussion streams in this case.

I have studied many algorithmic composition techniques applied to the field of breakbeat
cutting over the last few years [Collins, 2001b, 2002a, 2003a], some of which were undoubtedly
motivated by a sense of experiment rather than to capture current stylistic practice, although
others simulate some aspects of existing dance music production. In the former category reside
mathematical permutation spaces from arbitrary functions and change ringing patterns, iterative
cutting algorithms constructed on fractals and other recursions and generalized procedures whose
sub-functions can be adjusted on-the-fly using SuperCollider as an interpreted programming
language. In the latter dwell a cutter developed from the [3,3]+[2] seed, a cutter based on
rhythmic practise from thrash metal, and a Warp Cutter based on the previously mentioned
practise of firing extremely rapid repetitions that have perceivable pitch, a style sometimes
amusingly called drill and bass.7
7

The Warp Cutter is so named in honour of the record company Warp Records, whose affiliated artists,

including µ-ziq, Aphex Twin and Squarepusher, developed the high art of such manoeuvres.
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6.2.4

A Case Study – A Squarepusher Inspired Cut Procedure

As an exemplar of a cut procedure, and in order to deal with some idiomatic material, I shall
informally sketch an algorithmic procedure based on analysis of a Squarepusher record, taking a
number of rhythmic figures explored by the artist and building them into an algorithm. Squarepusher (Tom Jenkinson) is renowned for very fast manic drum programming, with constant
variation, musical phrasing and flow, and complex fill patterns. Neill [2002] described his work
evocatively as ‘long stretches of highly processed digital noise and textures that would rival any
art-music composer’s sonic palette alternated with completely frenzied hyperspeed beats that
exceeded 200 beats per minute’. To my knowledge, from study of online interview material,
Squarepusher works manually with sequencer, sampler and drum machine, and didn’t even own
a computer for much of the early work, instead programming on the drum machine sequencer.
His techniques do not exclusively employ the breakbeat cutting introduced above, yet by taking
some rhythmic inspiration from his work, an algorithm may be fashioned that approximates
some hallmarks of his style. This is not meant to be an exhaustive capturing of his techniques,
nor anything but a small window into the many and varied experiments the artist has made.

Figure 6.3: Score transcription of an eight bar Squarepusher phrase giving an aggregate rhythm

By intense listening at normal and half speed and visual inspection of the waveform, I
isolated some rhythmic data from track three, Go! Spastic of the album Go Plastic (2001, Warp
Records, Warp CD85). Figure 6.3 shows the aggregate rhythm from 3 minutes 27 seconds in
for a time span of eight bars at 200bpm. Semiquavers at this pace run at 13.32 Hz, and the
faster note values like the demisemiquavers are within the audio rate – such music flows with
great momentum, such that one can literally be left behind by the overload of information, only
for understanding to catch up on some later cue. Figure 6.4 gives a spectrogram closeup on the
first two bars, Figure 6.5 the transcription of the individual elements involved.
By listening to the manic drum programming work throughout the CD, I began to get
a sense that two types of measure would appear. There were normal bars (if such a term
could be used about Squarepusher), characterised by eighth and sixteenth note figures which
are often syncopated and certainly energetic, but much more straight-forward compared to
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Figure 6.4: AudioSculpt spectrogram of the first two bars from figure 6.3 with onsets marked

Figure 6.5: Transcription of the same first two bars as figure 6.4 showing individual percussion elements

the second type, the fill bar. Fills would utilise a complex n-tuplet, syncopated jolt or super
fast roll, perhaps heading into a momentary freeze of the onwards rush on an accented longer
duration. In figure 6.3 bars four and five might be the fill type, the others normal bars. More
realistically, normal and fill bars and in-between constructions could be seen as aspects of some
complexity of rhythm parameter, with a sense of a larger phrase structure and the positioning
of syncopations and halts and rolls with respect to that, but the artificial separation was taken
as a first approximation. To build a cut procedure, I took these two types of bar as seed, with
parameters to control aspects of the generation and a parameter for the relative frequency of
the two types of bar. For simplification I worked with 4/4 time signature throughout, and the
realtime generation proceeded a bar at a time. For cross bar rhythms, the onwards flow was
trusted to provide enough momentum to create such feels as a by-product of the process. For
the normal bars, the cuts are virtually all eighth and sixteenth note length, grouped in singles,
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Figure 6.6: A selection of one bar fill patterns. The beaming and the grouping brackets show sets of
cuts at a common offset. Note that some grouped cuts are of different lengths – they can still share an
offset position into the source. The first two fills have the explicit cuts notation introduced earlier written
above the stave, the first fill indicated in 16th notes, the second in beats.

pairs or quadruples for common buffer read positions, with an activity parameter to control the
relative probability of quavers to semiquavers. The probabilities for decisions are decided by
the current position within the bar, via a customisable probability weight template. The fills
take as seed a set of figures lifted from Squarepusher tracks, adapted to the paradigm of cuts
and repeats. Figure 6.6 gives examples of this material, with beaming to indicate my choices of
repetitions at a common start location in the source. Functional arguments to the cut composer
object allow one to cause shuffling and rearrangement of these source fill patterns, to maintain
variety and avoid direct quotation. The shuffling works simply by permuting the order of the
common buffer position groups whilst maintaining their internal integrity.
Since its creation the cut procedure has been used in many live performances, where it
has proved relatively effective (for my purposes) at giving a highly energised headrush of cuts,
especially when applied to a noisy source breakbeat. Where you see common read pointer
position groups above, imagine the alternation of a kick for one group with a snare for the next
to hear the type of effect, though there are many possible events in the source to choose from that
could be a hat, silence or a non-percussive sound. Analogues of the idiomatic semiquaver double
snare hits of drum and bass are scattered throughout the output, their frequency determined by
the aforementioned activity argument. With some extra FX on top, a touch of granulation and
repitching of the cuts, one might attempt to move closer to a Squarepusher pastiche, but the
routine has potential in extrapolations into territories far more remote than its base influence.8
Subsequent to work on this cutter, a second Squarepusher inspired routine was created
using a more sophisticated automatic analysis procedure on a single track. The algorithmic
cutter SQPusher2 came as a dividend of predominant event analysis, as detailed in section
3.5.2. Annotated beat locations for the track Come on My Selector were created by assuming
it was created in a sequencer set at 4/4 and 190bpm. Beat locations were synthesised onto
the original and checked aurally. Knowing the beats and the onset positions, a database of
8

The BBCut2 examples include an application of the SQPusher1 cut procedure to a tango.
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bars could be created with the rhythmic figures for each bar quantised to 0.01 beats. This
gave rhythmic source data for a new splicing algorithm, with inputs for functions to control the
degree of quantisation, selection from the database, and array curdling into blocks (probabilistic
subdivision of bars into groups of repeats). Whilst the underlying mechanisms are constrained
by the rhythmic data of the source, the cutter’s origins are not always obvious in use due to the
general permutational functionality and ability to apply it to any target audio. The cutter is a
prototype to demonstrate the worth of automatic analysis; future projects may seek to extend
over a larger database of Squarepusher tracks, perhaps with timbral analysis of events following
section 5.4 for substitution effects.

6.2.5

Rendering Strategies for Realtime Audio Splicing

For real time cutting there are different scales at which decision making can take place. Cutters
might operate in a system where the cuts for the upcoming section are selected at the beginning
of a new measure or phrase. Alternatively, cut decisions can be made a single cut at a time,
for maximal speed of interaction with the breakbeat cutting routine itself. The algorithm’s
output in the latter case can be changed with only the current cutlength to wait, whereas the
former case involves a time delay equal to the currently scheduled commitments unless a forced
recalculation facility is built-in. Examples where decisions have to be made a section at a time
include general permutation procedures, where the permutations are rigorously determined, and
explicit recursive cutting where the whole cut sequence is itself a necessary subject to further
cutting.
Aside from the issue of scheduling, the source is another factor in rendering and need not
be a fixed memory resident sample; it is also possible to cut up incoming audio streams in
realtime. In fact, the repetitions view of cut sequences introduced above has an immediate
simple application to streams. Rather than offset wildly into the past, the current throughput
can be stored in a buffer wherever a repetition is demanded. This allows an effective use of some
standard cutting algorithms on live streams, and by the observation that the output of a cutter
is a realtime stream, empowers implicit recursive cutting [Collins, 2003a].
An offline or outside realtime procedure could function in an entirely non linear way, but the
obvious consequence of realtime planning is the restriction of streams to material that has already
arrived, and the impossibility of backtracking once a time critical present has passed. Stuttering
repetitions translate into jumps back to a read pointer position in a circular buffer, restricted by
the moving position of a record head pointer into the same buffer. Figure 6.7 demonstrates this
mechanism for a circular streaming buffer with a time map diagram. The write position in the
buffer progresses constantly, whilst the read pointer is seen to jump back and forth to pertinent
start points for cuts. No discontinuity will occur as long as these maneuvers do not allow the
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Figure 6.7: Demonstration of a possible cut sequence in terms of read pointer positions into a continuously
recording circular buffer. Note the jagged combs where each repetition returns to a common starting
position.

write head to overtake the read head, which could certainly happen if there are playback rate
manipulations.

6.3

BBCut1 Architecture

The library provides an extensible and customisable framework for experiments in audio cutting,
encouraging good code reusability. Since the synthesis of cuts is independent of the composition
of possible cut sequences, BBCut separates cut procedures from cut synthesisers, such that any
algorithmic composer can work with any cutting target. This allows the easy substitution of
new cutting targets, whilst retaining a given algorithmically composed cut sequencer. There
are source readers able to cope with fixed buffers and live infinite streams of audio, with MIDI
or OSC (Open Sound Control, [Wright and Freed, 1997]) message passing to third party video
applications [Collins and Olofsson, 2003], or with text permutation. The software design is
discussed in greater detail in [Collins, 2002b].
There is a built in model of the representation for cuts. A basic hierarchy of phrase-block-cut
underlies the message passing, where the cut is some primitive extraction from the source, a
block is the group of successive cuts which share a common playback position, and the phrase
is some musically significant stretch of time, usually some integer number of measures. The
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Figure 6.8: Message passing between core BBCut classes. Messages are in ellipses, classes in rectangles.
With this architecture, new cut synthesizer classes are derived from BBCutSynth, new cutting algorithms
from BBCutProc.

[3,3]+[2] figure introduced previously consists of two blocks, the first of two cuts of three eighthnotes duration each, the second of a single cut of two eighth-notes. This whole figure could then
be considered a phrase (though in practice many phrases would be longer than a single measure
of 4/4).
The implementation in terms of message passing is detailed in figure 6.8. In order to add a
new cut renderer, one would derive a new subclass of BBCutSynth, and for cutting algorithms,
new subclasses of BBCutProc are formed. In performance, BBCut1 works on an ‘as fast as
possible’ rendering scheme where the next cut is decided at the scheduled end of the previous,
and appropriate synthesis commands are sent (determined by the cut synthesisers) as soon as
this cut is known.
BBCut is flexible enough to cope with rapidly changing sequences of time signatures, and the
structure assumptions do not impose a 4/4-centric view of the musical world, though obviously
such assumptions underlie some specific cutting algorithms in a given style. BBCut’s main
limitation is the requirement to use an internal clock as the scheduling driver; it cannot cope
with sycnchronising to an external clock, a capability necessary for realtime beat tracking and
associated splicing.

6.4

BBCut2 Architecture

A substantial redesign was required to integrate machine listening processes for BBCut2. Introducing an external controlling clock and exactly synchronising the timing of future events
requires careful scheduling mechanisms (section 6.4.1). The time representation is also critical
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in terms of extracting expressive timing; for an inferred beat allows quantisation with respect to
that beat, but one must carefully dissociate expressive timing deviations from quantised inter
onset intervals (section 6.4.2).
There are certain technical aspects of the following that are influenced by the existing architecture of SuperCollider 3, but which would also have to be overcome by any system that
handled perceptual attack times or expressive timing deviations in seconds. SuperCollider separates the language, within which algorithmic composition takes place, from the synthesiser,
the Server [McCartney, 2002]. As its name suggests, the Server is an independent application
which is controlled by network messages using Open Sound Control [Wright and Freed, 1997].
Rigid timing therefore demands compensation for network timing jitter, and this is achieved by
sending messages with a time-stamp, around 50msec or more ahead of their actual performance
time.
In previous work on scheduling for computer music Dannenberg [1989] covers the case of
computer accompaniment, where a known score exists. He writes of virtual time, as distinct
from physical time; scheduling with respect to these is also commonly referred to as beat-based
and time-based.9 In a later paper discussing synchronisation of clocks over a computer network,
Brandt and Dannenberg [1999] discuss the ‘tradeoff between latency and the chance of jitter.’
They further write that ‘An accompaniment system ... would more likely choose minimal delay
and take its chances with jitter.’ In the solution described below, the predictive capabilities
of beat tracking are exploited to avoid jitter whilst still maintaining synchronisation, excepting
unpredicted shifts of period and phase.

6.4.1

Scheduling Synchronised to an External Clock

Figure 6.9: Message passing between core BBCut2 objects. Instance data are shown in rectangular boxes,
instance methods are in circles. Method calling is shown by black and data access by outlined arrowheads.

Figure 6.9 gives an overview of the central message passing in the situation where an ex9

In SuperCollider programming corresponding to a TempoClock and a SystemClock.
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ternal clock (represented in BBCut2 by the ExternalClock class and subclasses) determines the
timebase. The tick() method is called on each beat indicated by the clock. Such a beat might
be determined by the ‘click’ from a beat tracker, running as a signal processing unit on a live
audio input. Realtime beat trackers rarely update their hypotheses faster than per beat, and
assume constant tempo within beats, so as to make sub-beat ticks unviable. There are a number
of issues here:
• A beat may be detected early or late with respect to the previously assumed tempo, for
the beat tracker may make errors, or be tracking a shift of period or phase.
• If scheduled events are to be time locked to an external clock, only predictive scheduling
will work. For exactly synchronised timing, pre-scheduling is necessary to take into account
synthesis delays.
• Beat-based scheduling is naturally used for algorithmic composition, but synthesis parameters such as perceptual attack time, network latency and rendering delay, or expressive
timing constraints independent of the beat (see below) require the resolution of scheduling
in absolute time, i.e. seconds.
The solution to this specification trades off immediacy of interactive control of the algorithmic
composition against predictive synchronisation to an external clock. Compared to Anderson
and Kuivila [1990, p60]’s action buffering scheme, the associated delay can be much greater;
algorithmic event generators are controlled, and not single synthesis parameters such as a filter
cutoff. The delay introduced is usually up to two beats, though this may be much longer where
algorithmic cutters themselves generate material in larger chunks (see section 6.2.5 above).
Each new beat indicated by the clock is the cue to schedule events still due during the next
beat (as indicated by the new phase and period just received) plus on into the beat after that
as required by the minimal pre-scheduling time for synthesising events.
Pseudo code listing scheduling steps is given below:
1. Having received a new beat signal from the controlling clock, we now know the predicted
period in seconds until the next beat, and the current phase.
2. Call the provideMaterial() method of each BBCut2 object which is running on this clock
3. Make sure the cache of events from the algorithmic composition covers at least the next
beat and a half (more may be required depending on the relation between the tempo
and the synthesis delay). If it does not, call the chooseBlock() method to obtain another
block’s worth of material (there would be equivalent methods of providing data for other
forms of algorithmic composer).
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4. Render any cut sequences into appropriate synthesis messages and associated absolute timing corrections for the CutGroup involved; the CutGroup consists of a chain of CutSynths,
from buffer playback units to effects10
5. Convert the beat-based timings to absolute timings taking into account such factors as
expressive timing corrections, perceptual attack time, network latency and rendering delay.
6. Take any events from the cache which must be sent within the time period of the upcoming
beat (this may include events whose beat position is within the next beat after that, but
whose time pre-scheduling is such as to require sending earlier). Retain in the cache in
beat-based ordering those events not yet required.
7. Prepare a sorted list of the pertinent events, returning them to the ExternalClock object.
8. Schedule the upcoming events using sched() which calls an absolute time-based scheduler,
and can be cancelled early if necessary due to an unanticipated early next beat tick.
Scheduling is therefore achieved by an inner while loop which requests future events from
client agents in small blocks until enough are available to fill the time to be prescheduled.
Because the agents themselves often have to calculate more than is needed at a given time
(perhaps because they work out their material by measures), the scheduler provides a caching
queue to store any spare future events. All agents are compatible with this evaluation on demand
system by providing the appropriate interface methods, through a class hierarchy. Beat-based
scheduling covers long-term events but locations are converted to seconds for the next beat
(where the tempo is known); this short-term time-based scheduling queue can always be cancelled
early on receipt of an unexpected premature beat signal from the tracker (perhaps corresponding
to an accelerando or phase jump).
It is critical that the beat-based event order may change when converting to final absolute
time positions, due to differences in perceptual attack time, expressive timing corrections or
other factors tied to individual synthesis events.
A generality beyond BBCut’s BBCutProc derived algorithmic composers was exhibited by
also providing interface functions for SuperCollider’s Patterns library [McCartney, 2002]. This
is an algorithmic composition toolkit of classes for generating streams of events, from static
sequences, shuffled order sequences, weighted choices and a multitude of other options, further
empowered by the ability to nest patterns within one another. BBCut2 can run patterns in
synchrony with an external clock.
10

This stage could be deferred using lazy evaluation but since any timing corrections due to perceptual onset

time, expressive timing etc are required for the conversion from beat to time-based scheduling this would make
things unnecessarily complicated.
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One assumption in the following is that the external clock which drives the scheduling of
events (thus, for a beat tracker, the audio to be tracked) admits an isochronous beat, preferably
for a simple rather than compound time signature, and preferably 4/4. Non-isochronous time
signatures will have a special interaction with the scheduling, in that they will appear to be an
isochronous beat that keeps jumping forwards between the last beat of each measure and the
next down-beat, or will be tracked as swapping emphasis between on-beat and off-beat (in the
sense that two measures of 7/8 add up to 7/4). In fact, it is most likely that the adjustments of
the beat tracker will lead to jumping of beats as the tracker reacts late to the changes; a beat
tracker must be prebuilt with more heuristics specialised to determining longer scale measure
patterns to cope with non-isochronous metre. Changing metre is another order of problem again,
and in general can only be coped with through advance knowledge of the score. The result of
such tracking behaviour will be to drop certain vital events from the scheduling queue (often
those events associated with the down-beat, which are probably the most critical), though the
mechanisms described above are robust enough not to crash. Dannenberg [1989, p257] and
Mathews [1989, p271-2] note other possible synchronisation strategies, such as gradual tempo
adjustment to some human-like reaction profile. However, realtime applications in processing
which are often inherently faster-than-human benefit from immediate and abrupt transition
given an update of scheduling position, and this is the default taken for BBCut2. A further
refinement might tag vital messages which must be sent no matter how late they become, so
that the whole scheduling queue is not abandoned in an abrupt adjustment. In practice, jumps
are regulated by the beat tracker, which tends to provide a regular clock as long as the source
tracked is regular, and as has often been observed in such work, is most reliable on metronomic
stimuli in the first place.

6.4.2

Time Representations in BBCut2

Imagine splicing a fixed buffer by shuffling eighth note beat segments around. This manoeuvre requires the determination of the eighth note metrical level within the target, and such
information might be gleaned in the following ways:
• The target buffer has a known length in beats; subdivide strictly assuming an even tempo.
• A beat track is given, perhaps by an application of an automated beat tracking process.
The first case might occur where a metronomic sampled dance loop is the target, and is
prepared to a known beat length, such as a four beat measure. The second is a more general
case, where the target probably includes expressive timing of some order. Whilst the events
in the first example may fall in a kind way upon the eighth note grid, those in the second
are likely to overlap grid points. Events should be kept associated to particular beat locations
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Figure 6.10: The upper figure shows a drum beat waveform and detected events; the lower shows a
metrical grid, with the beat level indicated in solid and a binary subdivision (eighth notes) in dotted
lines. Detected events are shown attached to quantised eighth note positions in the grid; the timing
deviations are the x axis differences from the grid in seconds

(quantised location, the nearest position in the appropriate metrical level) but may involve some
expressive timing deviation as an absolute timing correction from that beat position. This is the
basis of time representations which separate tempo curves from local timing deviations [Baggi,
1991, Desain and Honing, 1992, 1993, Bilmes, 1993, Honing, 2001], rather than the single tempo
curve representations of an earlier generation (i.e. the FORMULA language’s time deformations
[Anderson and Kuivila, 1990]). Gouyon and Dixon [2005, 37] note that ‘the metrical structure
provides “anchor points” for timing deviations’.
To honour this system, BBCut2 has scope for beat positions for events as well as local
timing deviations from the metrical grid (Figure 6.10). In a change of playback tempo, events
can stay attached to their beat positions. Beat positions are ordinarily taken to a resolution of
an eighth note. The standard assumption is 4/4 simple metre; a compound metre like 6/8 with
three eighth notes per beat could also work as long as the beat tracker could specify this to the
system.
For 4/4 time signature, sixteenth note quantisation would make assumptions about the
expressive timing of swing which are unwarranted [Friberg and Sundström, 2002, Gouyon et al.,
2003]. In the re-synthesis required by beat-based splicing, playback of events is carried out
where those events have a quantised position falling within a particular metrical slice taken
from the target. Their synthesis time can be corrected by the timing deviation if desired (for
rigid quantisation can remove timing “errors”). The deviation value may be unaffected by
tempo change or potentially corrected in line with the thinking of Desain and Honing [1994],
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that tempo provides a context for allowable timing deviations in terms of musical style and
motor constraints. I have already outlined the scheduling mechanisms above that support such
absolute time deviations and their interaction with beat-based scheduling.
The case of beat tracking and event analysis on-the-fly allow the tagging of events for splicing
as they are detected. Positions are recorded with respect to the inferred metrical levels given by
the beat tracker, registered onset times being quantised to beat positions alongside associated
absolute time corrections.

6.4.3

BBCut2 Capabilities

I complete this chapter with the payoff of the hard work; realtime processing capabilities supported by the BBCut2 architecture. As noted in the introduction, BBCut2 is a publicly available
open source system and examples of these effects are included with the distribution.
Algorithmic FX Locked To Splices
Since BBCut2 compensates fully for any synthesis delay, it provides rock-solid timing capabilities
and in particular allows effects units to be run which are perfectly synchronised to the beat and
associated cut sequences. For example, comb filters might have their delay adjusted over the
course of a roll, so that the delay shortens (comb pitch rises) with successive repetitions.
An FX unit that algorithmically adds and removes other effects units from the chain with
each new phrase is provided as a subclass of CutSynth called CutSwap1. Filters, distortion, ring
modulators and reverbs can all be added to the enclosing CutGroup; each of which will itself be
a cut sequence sensitive effect.
Beat Tracking Led Segmentation
Where the audio to be spliced is a live input stream, beat tracking of this stream empowers
live splicing which is locked to the metrical frame of the target. The target audio derives the
reference clock with respect to which predictive splicing is managed. Such splicing assumes that
events tend to fall on metrical level markers, so is not robust to expressive timing, but certainly
is an improvement from having no knowledge of the source’s tempo base.
Event Sensitive Splicing
Section 6.4.2 detailed how the actual position of events within a target could be taken account
of in splicing. Splicing is with respect to beat-based units in a quantised metrical framework. A
given cut takes along those events whose quantised position at the appropriate metrical level (the
8th note in this work under a 4/4 assumption) falls within the cut; cuts themselves do not have
to squarely lock to eighth notes. There are options to exclude expressively timed events that
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would precede or follow the cuts scope itself, calculated from the current best tempo estimate.
Absolute timing deviations can be restored (if desired) in rendering, as described under the
scheduling capabilities.
Assuming that the consequence of simultaneous sound events and spillover of any reverb
or other effects is negligible, the detection of events allows replay at different tempi without
repitching the sample. Expressive timing may even be modified within a consistent manner to
change the swing or groove [Gouyon et al., 2003]; for instance, the expressive timing information
can be modified in systematically whilst preserving the quantised beat locations. These various
effects are implemented in BBCut2.
On-the-fly Event Analysis
A running event analysis system can be used to tag events where the target audio is a live
stream rather than some pre-analysed soundfile (chapter 5, [Brossier et al., 2004, Collins, 2004a]).
BBCut2 provides a database class on the language side which is constantly updated as a signal
processing routine on the Server finds new sound events. Event detection will have a delay up to
the length of the event detected (for its offset must be found as well as its onset, and often a new
onset is the cue for the offset of the previous event). The circular buffer for stored samples is of
a known length, and events which reference absolute time locations too far into the past can be
removed from the database as they go out of date. Further parameters relevant to scheduling
such as perceptual attack time, or parameters useful for algorithmic event selection from the
database such as perceptual loudness and pitch or timbral classification are maintained with
event locations in the buffer and absolute collection time. These mechanisms are independent
of any algorithmic splicing, but may of course inform such.
Event Sensitive Splicing Under Beat Tracking Control
Figure 6.11 gives a signal chain for the combination of the various capabilities of BBCut2, with
simultaneous beat tracking and on-the-fly event analysis. In one auditory demonstration for this
tool, a beat boxer can be tracked and spliced in realtime with respect to their own metre, the
events themselves being quantised to the beat to give a more machine-like output. In a second,
a straight pop track (or live pop band) is tracked and algorithmically cut-up in realtime, adding
swing.

6.5

Conclusions

This chapter outlined some current research in audio cutting as a fertile but previously undocumented area of modern compositional practise. The automation of the dance music production
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Figure 6.11: Processing chain for BBCut2 where the clock arises from a beat tracking process, and the
audio to be spliced is analysed on-the-fly to preserve events in the metrical frame

practice of breakbeat cutting and beat sample reuse gives insights into an undervalued domain of
intelligent dance music, yet further affords new extrapolations beyond existing practice. Indeed,
the abstractions introduced quickly lead from the fixed product world of sequencers into new
territories.
BBCut is a practical solution for live interactive performance as well as a research tool. One
point that might be worth raising at the close is the power of running multiple simultaneous
cutters linked to a common groove, which follow intricate time signature changes beyond human
performance capabilities over successive bars. One can program pieces which are founded in
breakbeat style, but which give rise to new and previously untouched possibilities only achievable
through algorithmic composition techniques. The techniques are sufficiently varied, in fact,
to hide the origin in dance music production, and BBCut has been used by electroacoustic
composers as well as live laptopists.
It is unfair to describe BBCut as a tool solely for those manipulations related to transient
heavy dance musics, though this is perhaps the domain where its application is most successful,
as that domain most easily treated with current event detection and beat tracking techniques.
Updating the BBCut library to be more aware of the audio material it treats necessitated fundamental changes in its architecture. These changes are to the benefit of building autonomous
interactive music systems which can perform with human musicians, but leverage the novel
processing effects possible with digital audio manipulation. The overview of BBCut2 has concentrated on some novel aspects of scheduling required by beat tracking clock control, some
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representational aspects relating to event detection, and some new realtime effects permitted
by the incorporation of machine listening technology into an algorithmic processing system.
Of course, limitations in realtime causal beat tracking impact upon the system as described.
Further metrical context information, and the ability to cope with different non-simple (and
even non-isochronous) time signatures remain open research problems. Greater built-in cultural
knowledge rather than universal periodicity analysis may lead to better style-specific predictions of smooth tempo variation that assist with maintaining synchrony. There are also issues
for event analysis to solve, primarily in recognizing non-percussive onsets, and factoring out potentially confounding frequency and amplitude modulation in such signals as the singing voice.
These will have their own impact on the sophistication of scheduling required, for instance in
requiring algorithmic agent recalculations (or multiple alternative renderings) of material for a
sudden shift of metrical frame or timbral soundscape. Yet the possibility of dynamic on-the-fly
effects using machine listening technology has been exhibited and remains an exciting research
arena with many interactive music applications. It is hoped that the reader will try out the software, freely available as an extension library of classes for the SuperCollider platform; BBCut2
includes help files and example code pertaining to effects mentioned in this chapter.
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Chapter 7

Interactive Music Systems
‘The prospect for modern music is a little more favourable; now that electronic
computers have been taught to compose it, we may confidently expect that before
long some of them will learn to enjoy it, thus saving us the trouble.’ Arthur C.
Clarke [1999a]
‘To establish a system for representing any aspect of music is almost a challenge to
a composer to invent music which the system is incapable of representing.’ Marsden
[2000, p168]
This chapter presents the culmination of the technological development of this thesis, with
those important test cases, real concert systems. A composer’s perspective is foremost, though
given the experimental nature of this work, and its dependence on technological innovation,
there is some further analysis of machine listening capabilities in operation. Some additional
machine listening capabilities, particularly concerning some aspects of pitch less treated before
this point (such as key tracking and predominant frequency tracking) are introduced at this stage
in sketch form. These real systems of course contain certain pitch and timbral representations
as compositional contingency demands, regardless of an earlier intensive research emphasis on
onset detection and beat tracking.
All concert systems run on a single machine in realtime, using SuperCollider. Machine listening technologies were implemented as new UGens written in C, whilst the algorithmic systems
themselves were written in the SuperCollider language (see section 1.5.4). Full algorithmic composition details are not given below, mainly because the code is the score, and often the recipes
are very particular generative rules, based on various probabilistic calls. The open source code
should allow the curious to examine this aspect of the work in detail if they wish. However,
an algorithmic breakdown is given in particular for DrumTrack and the Ornamaton, those two
systems most advanced in their claims to autonomous agency, as critically appraised in the
concluding chapter.
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Five systems, listed in table 7.1, were created in the course of this PhD, and presented in two
concerts separated by a year, at different venues in Cambridge. The first was in February 2005
and involved three individual performers, and the second in March 2006 in collaboration with
a baroque duo. At the time of writing, two repetitions of the latter concert are planned for this
coming autumn. The first, meanwhile, was a unique event, in that it was the composer’s 30th
birthday, and it would be hard to bring the same group of participants together again; however,
with refinements and revisions to be discussed, it is likely that the systems will appear in the
future, perhaps with different human performers.
System

Instrument

Musician

Premiere

Sat at Sitar

Sitar

Nikki Moran

West Road Concert Hall,
Cambridge, 21st Feb 2005

Free Improvisation

Guitar

Ian Cross

21st Feb 2005

Drum Track

Drum Kit

Dave Ellis

21st Feb 2005

Substituet

Harpsichord and Baroque

Dan

Recorder

Maria Klaucke

19th Mar 2006

”

”

19th Mar 2006

Simulation

Ornamaton

Tidhar

and

Inga

Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge,

Table 7.1: The Five Interactive Music Systems

At the concerts, the composer was present in the background for all pieces making sure sound
was diffused accurately. Three of the five pieces were entirely autonomous, without any form
of human control or supervision in operation. One (Sat at Sitar) could be made autonomous,
though one particular section involved the use of a mouse controller, and one (Substituet)
is mentioned in passing for its processing techniques, but would require more programming
(specifically, score following technology) to run without a human prompt.
A common format has been adhered to in discussing the compositions. Some background
and compositional aims are first presented, then an overview of the technology. Finally, lessons
learnt from the concert itself are outlined, and future directions explored. Much of this is in the
form of recollections and impressions of the composer.
However, following the view that performers have a lot to contribute to the assessment of
concert systems, some reaction is given from formal interviews with the participants themselves.
Interviewing followed the Contextual Inquiry model of Beyer and Holtzblatt [1998], in that
interviews were conducted with musicians in rehearsals with the machine listening systems, or
in listening back to recordings of the concerts. All of the interviews were recorded both via
shorthand dictation and commentary into written notes, and as audio files for later listening
back, also providing chance to capture some alternative ‘takes’ of the musicians performing with
the systems. The essential focus of the interview was to obtain the musician’s appraisal of the
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interactive music system. Essential questions were whether they were comfortable in interacting
with it, whether it stimulated them, whether they attributed agency to it, and whether they
would want to perform with it again. What did the system possibly lack that would improve
the interaction? This qualitative interview data feeds into the assessment of concert systems
and highlights areas for improvement in future designs.
Concerts themselves involved the separation of audience and performer, and were presented
as art music entertainments. Obtaining audience opinion is a rather difficult and subjectivitystrewn task, especially for experimental music, and not tackled here, though I have indicated
any individual views that were brought to my attention. The musician’s views, as experts
independent of the interactive system composer, are taken as the most primary route into
compositional evaluation. It is also envisaged that with the expansion of leisure time and the
availability of musical pursuits, interactive companions for private music making will form an
essential aspect of the leisure industry. Such communions of human and machine might be
informed by research into effective systems from the perspective of the musician. Nevertheless,
concert presentation of new systems will probably continue, as we do not all have the time
to spare to practice instruments to high standards. Making the most effective man-machine
symbiotes, which can only aid a potential audience, rests on designing to support as well as
provoke musical exchange.
Original notes from the concert programmes are enclosed; some of these are a little too
anthropomorphic in their claims for the systems, though this will be a formal topic of section
8.1. Performer biographies are also included to credit those musicians who gave their time and
efforts to support this work.

7.1

Precursors

Before setting out the concert systems in turn, I will indulge briefly in a description of some
previous compositional work, mainly to set the scene for the reader in a context of my own
aesthetic decisions and prior art.
Like many electronic musicians, I began with tape pieces, being taught to produce the fixed
products of electroacoustic music. I disliked the distance from the acoustic world of many
pieces of the mid 90s, which, in my view, tended to sound a little too similar to one another,
often highlighting the artefacts of the processing used in their production.1 Tape music with
performers seemed too rigid, and indeed, the alternatives have already been described in this
thesis.
So, I pursued two options.
1

This was not in a way commensurate with the glitch movement beginning around that time, which made

much more interesting use of the side effects of digital manipulation.
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Date

Composition

Description

Dec 1996

Skriabin Simulator

First experiment, small-scale MIDI C project

Mar 1997

Infinite Techno Generator

Masters project, simple template based techno piece generation
using MIDI

Sept 2001

Dec 2002

iDAB: infinite Drum and

First manifestation of BBCut technology in a large-scale work for

Bass

the Morpheus generative CD project [Collins, 2001c]

Canonic Hill Loss

Microtonal tempo canon generation system after Conlon Nancarrow and David Jaffe, presented at ICMC2003

Dec 2003

Decison

Decitonal tempo sonata with infinite length generative development section

Aug-Dec

Mother Fuga

2004

N-voice microtonal abstract fugue generator with infinite play
mode

Table 7.2: Algorithmic composition systems

Algorithmic composition was the first. Initially working in C in 1996, I had entirely moved
by 2001 to the interpreted audio programming language SuperCollider, taking advantage of the
more immediate feedback in auditioning, and inbuilt audio and collection class shortcuts to
increase my workflow. Table 7.2 details some of the algorithmic music systems I have built over
the last eight years. I have written more on these and their theory elsewhere [Collins, 2003b,c],
and will only dwell on a few peculiarities. Aside from the two early MIDI based projects, all
of the systems are framed as SuperCollider language code, which synthesise their outputs in
realtime. Whilst iDAB involves manipulation (by the sort of splicing technology detailed in the
previous chapter) of a large sample database, the other three purely synthesise sound, with simple
physical models or simulated acoustic tones. From iDAB on, in an attempt to bring massive
parameter spaces into play, the generative rule sets of the algorithmic composition engines for
these pieces became very large indeed. Because of the innate combinatoriality of music, the
mathematical spaces traversed by the works in operation are large enough to guarantee no exact
repetition in any human lifetime, indeed, the estimated 14 billion years of the universe’s existence
is still not long enough. One could not be so kind about their psychological sensation spaces,
for many of the points in the parameter space cannot be differentiated as sensations, or do
not have appropriate musical significance within a typical observer’s cultural bias. In the most
recent work, Mother Fuga, psychological research is exploited to increase the possible range, for
instance, by using memory-manageable scales via maximally even properties in non-standard
tuning systems. Yet a respectable variety of output sufficient to continually surprise the author
has often been achieved. Unfortunately, whilst fascinating as compositional explorations and
stimulants, such systems cannot offer a live concert anything without the possibility of human
interaction [Collins, 2003c]: they may as well be run in advance for all the effect the concert
venue can have on them.
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Date

Composition

Description

2000

Cello Suite

Tape music illusion based on a database recorded with the help of cellist Adam Spiers.
Premiere at ICMC2001

2001

VLN Suite

Gigabyte database from my old school violin, with arco and pizzicato movements.
First performed at MAXIS 2003, in the sound garden for ICMC2003

2002

Guitar Suite

Humanly unperformable music for virtual guitar (tape piece). Axel Nackaerts provided a guitar physical model for rendering, and the middle movement used a database
collected from an acoustic guitar

Table 7.3: Tape music illusions

The second aspect of my composition life that influenced current projects was the set of
sound database pieces I produced between 2001 and 2003, finishing one per year. Table 7.3
details the three works in the series. They were intended as electroacoustic chamber pieces, and
whilst they utilise spatialisation effects, in my view they are most successful as substitutes for
real instrumental sources, perhaps directed from a single speaker hidden within the appropriate
instrument body. They employ limited processing, staying close to the sound world of the
source instrument. Their aesthetic aim is to play with the boundaries between what is humanly
performable and not. The Cello Suite in particular begins with a cellist’s real playing, in
increasingly aggressive short phrases, which are gradually substituted by computer rendered
material until the listener realises that the cellist is now playing too fast for a human being.
In order to generate such material, large databases of note events were created for each
instrument. This was only achieved at the time by a semi-autonomous process, using some
coded splicing, and laborious hand corrections. The huge amount of effort this took for each
piece (the Cello Suite in particular took three months, most of which was involved with coding
and manual sample editing) convinced me of the need for full computer automation of the
database formation, increasing algorithm accuracy. The Suites were only practical for a solo
instrument, demanding many samples per second of output audio: realistic work demands multisampling of notes at different volumes, with options in production mode, and consideration of
note transitions. A dream remains of making whole virtual ensembles. Whilst this could be
achieved in some ways with commercial sound libraries (leveraging the hard work of others),
this leaves little scope for individual selection of sources, and still leaves problems in database
formation technology open. Automation is obviously better tackled with the technology related
in earlier chapters of this thesis, which of course has non-realtime potential. Yet the implications
of the drive to automate in live performance has seen a shift in my compositional investigations
to realtime interaction.
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7.2

Machine Enhanced Improvisation

Three interactive music systems created to explore human improvisation with machine response
and processing were unveiled at West Road Concert Hall, Cambridge on Monday 21st February
2005. I worked with three musicians for three different instruments: sitar, guitar, and drum kit.
In a promotional article for the press I wrote the following passages (which I have freely edited)
that serve as a useful overview of the background and my thinking at the time of the concert.
Live electronic music is often criticised by comparison to conventional performance, as
supposedly lacking the immediate gestural control of acoustic instruments, as failing in some
subtle code of expression (failure to adopt a standard conservatoire Romantic tendency?)
and giving an insufficient engagement with the audience and time of performance.
Well, why make music with computers in the first place? Because the human auditory
system is equipped to resolve musical figures that are physically impossible to perform;
anyone who has admired the breakbeat athletics of Aphex Twin, Squarepusher or Venetian
Snares will have understood this first hand. Because full control of the frequency spectrum in
digital sound synthesis allows incredible manipulations of timbre. Because we do not need to
accept the restrictions of any singular model of composition but can reach new worlds where
pieces can be of infinite length, where algorithms become artistic material and cognition is
the playground.
So why are so many performances of electronic music still rigid? Because lurking underneath the surface in many cases are pre-prepared parts which cannot adapt to the occasion.
These might be prewritten tracks (even collected from other people and paraded as their
own genius by the moribund DJ) or tape parts in academic electroacoustic music.
There is no need for this on a number of counts. Technologically savvy musicians around
the world are investigating alternative control interfaces like augmented trombones, redirected household appliances, and even cybernetic exoskeletons. These direct sound which is
generated and sculpted in realtime by painstakingly programmed computer systems. Often,
the computer algorithms never sound the same on two consecutive runs, and not because
they are just random; they are highly designed artefacts.
Unfortunately the hardest problem in computer music remains; how to combine the best
of the acoustic performance domain with electronic treatments and innovations. For instance,
whilst it is possible to set a computer to transform sound collected from a microphone, to do
so as an equal partner in the equation is a more difficult task. We lack artificial intelligences
that can achieve some of the most basic faculties of human musicians, such as tapping along
to a beat or inferring phrases.
New algorithms which are performer sensitive, developed in the Faculty of Music’s Centre for Music and Science will star in a concert in West Road Concert Hall. They will be
employed in original pieces combining human and artificial performers, all involving elements
of improvisation. The computer improvisation systems are the actual compositions here and
the concert will see the world premiere of systems for drum kit tracking (with algorith-
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mic breakbeat cutters following the lead of a human drummer), live sitar analysis and a
multiagent simulation of free jazz.
This concert offers the Cambridge concert-goer an opportunity to hear and see the latest
technology in action, acting to enhance traditional acoustic performance with the great
potential of machine sound processing capabilities.

I shall detail each of the three pieces in turn, in the reverse order from the programme. As
for all the works in this chapter, I shall give the original programme note, and then proceed to
analyse the technology, the compositional aims, and feedback from the performers themselves.
It should be noted that since the concert was given at the half way point of the thesis, some
of the technology was being tested in the concert, and methods were subsequently found that
could have made some procedures more reliable. In particular, onset detection specialisation via
neural nets was a feature of the 2006 concert, but generic percussive onset detection was used
for the 2005 concert.
The concert was diffused in stereo. All of the performers had headphones for monitoring.
Sat at Sitar and DrumTrack ran on a Dual 1.8GHz Power PC G5 with 512 MB RAM. Free
Improvisation Simulation ran on a 400MHz PowerBook G4 with 512 MB RAM.

7.2.1

Sat at Sitar

Figure 7.1: Sat at Sitar: Nikki Moran

Programme note:
In this machine augmented improvisation, the sitarist is followed by pitch, onset and event
analysis tracking software. All computer generated audio is created in realtime and is sensitive to the soloist’s sound world, and the desired mood is one of subtle intimacy and support
for the human performer. An improvisational frame is provided separating the alap (free
prelude), gat (theme) and jhala (finale) into a number of scenes. Each of the three stages
of the improvisation commences with the sitarist solo; each ends with the computer solo,
manipulating material collected during earlier scenes in that section. The performer is given
feedback on their location in this structure, with certain prearranged timbral directions, and
data on their pitch contour and rhythms which may inspire them to imitate themselves seen
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through the distortion of the tracking errors. Very occasionally the computer will deliberately
misinform or misdirect the soloist, much like the joking of a benevolent uncle.
The pilu (chromatic) rag has been selected for this performance and features a strong opposition of flattened and natural third.

Performer biography:
Nikki Moran began her study of sitar performance in 1998, at City University, London; her
interest in North Indian music came about when she got lucky and met the right people at
the right time. Nikki now plays a sitar made in Kolkata by Radha Krisha Sharma & Co,
because her previous model was eaten by Mumbaiish woodworm.

Background
I am not the first computer musician to want to work with North Indian classical music; the
fascinating music of the Indian subcontinent has influenced many composers. A collaboration
at Berkeley [Wessel et al., 1998, Wright and Wessel, 1998] was instigated to allow musicians
from different traditions to improvise together. Wessel and Wright found that the onus was
on them to move their computer music towards Indian practice. However, whilst rhythmic tāl
patterns were sequenced, no reaction to human input was programmed to make them track the
performers; the pressure was on the human performers to sync to the computer.
A number of recent projects have dealt with transcription issues in Indian music. Bol Processor [Bel, 1996] was developed over many years, though the software is now some years old and currently awaiting porting to OS X (http://aune.lpl.univ-aix.fr/∼belbernard/music/bp2intro.htm).
Its authors originally intended it as a tool to assist in inferring (and generating new material
from) grammars representing Indian music, working using a MIDI or Csound parameter list
format. In the domain of pure audio signals, Gillet and Richard [2003] segment tabla signals,
classifying tabla strokes by the bol verbal mnemonics. Electronic sensor modified tabla, sitar
and dholak are described by Kapur et al. [2005], in the context of performance measurement,
though with possibilities for concert tracking. However, the treatment of sitar from audio signal
alone has not previously been tackled for concert applications.
Concerning his own interactions with Indian and Korean musicians and computer music
Emmerson [2000c] discusses the collaborative state, advocating hard work and careful study. He
identifies areas where composers educated too much in the shadow of the Romantic composergenius ideal are badly placed to collaborate, imposing egotistical views of notation, the composerperformer relation, and assumptions on the fixity of the work. In Emmerson’s own collaboration,
he agreed a skeleton notation with the sitarist that did not prescribe local detail, and found that
the tabla player was most comfortable re-interpreting patterns taught to him orally. This is
hardly surprising; any imposition of exact fine detail in music with such rich extemporaneity as
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the Hindustani tradition would seem highly contrived.
Having the opportunity to work with an Indian music specialist in the Centre for Music and
Science, I resolved to provide a frame for a concert improvisation; the improvisational scope
of Indian music is astounding, and a wonderful and challenging case study for a concert based
around improvisation involving machines. However, it would be inappropriate for me to impose
electronics onto a traditional Indian performance, and there is a necessary process of negotiation
to find a balance between the possibilities of the electronics and the tradition. The decision was
made simply to have solo sitar with electronic sound. A rhythmic (tāl) framework was not
imposed, this being left to the sitarist, though there was a (generative) temporal plan. The
performance was not intended as an authentic Indian performance, but to be a novel setting
inspired by Indian music, and this gave some flexibility to the computer involvement.
The accompanying score (Figure 7.2) highlights the main stages and scenes of a structure
which is spread over 20 minutes. Central algorithmic operations are marked on with their
lifetimes. Such typically correspond to particular routines or synthesis networks feeding off of
the features detected in the machine listening. The score shows the domain of influence of these
generative music agents, giving a rough activity envelope; this should not lead the reader to
suspect any of the audio is created by fixed playback like a sequencer. In Rowe’s terminology,
all computer sound events were generative or transformational.
Twenty minutes was selected as the duration as a compromise between the typical performance times of Indian music and electronic concert pieces, in consultation with the sitarist,
giving her chance to engage the audience and elaborate upon the rag. Three movements were
devised roughly corresponding to stages of an Indian concert performance; alap (non-pulsed
meditation and introduction of the rag), the gat (the main theme tāl and improvisations on the
same) and jhala (the energetic finale).
The computer accompaniment is intended to be subtle, usually playing an attending, supporting role. Towards the close of the finale, however, the use of the database of events captured
on-the-fly from the sitarist becomes so intense that the soloist is finally lost amongst fractured
imitations of herself.
Technology
Figure 7.3 gives an overview of the technologies involved in this piece. Pitch detection was
effected by author’s implementation of the constant Q transform following Brown and Puckette
[1993] (also, see section 5.2.3). For the sitar, with the polyphonic confound of sympathetic
strings, finding the predominant frequency was found to be more robust using such a spectral
template search method, rather than a time domain autocorrelation pitch detector (the standard
mechanism offered in SuperCollider). Adaptation for the sitar could be achieved using an array
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Figure 7.2:

Sketch score of the Sit at Sitar improvisation framework showing the genera-

tive/transformational agents and the locations of instructions

of weights for the harmonic template itself; a drop off from 1.0 to 0.6 over the first 11 harmonics,
following Brown’s suggestion, was found successful. The 4096 point FFT with 1024 step size
caused some latency in operation, traded off against pitch detection accuracy. A zero-padded
4096 FFT adding 3072 zeroes to 1024 sample windows had less latency but was less effective.
This is no doubt because of the strengthened evidence of pitch in longer term trails.
Alongside the dominant pitch track, a ranked histogram of frequency components in the
polyphonic sitar signal was collated, based on taking the top ten matched frequencies in each
pitch induction window, and forming a leaky integrated histogram over windows with leak
coefficient of 0.5 (components dropping to negligible effect within 0.23 seconds). This histogram
established tonal information for some of the computer-generated backdrops, enabling them to
form spectrally appropriate supporting blends.
The first movements also applied a low latency version of the percussive onset detection,
using a simple thresholded peak picker to minimise delays, rather than the spread peak picker of
3.3.1. This triggered short synthesised events which were also rendered following the extracted
pitch track. The finale took advantage of the event capture technology, in the formulation I
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Figure 7.3: Sit at Sitar Technological Overview

had prepared by February 2005 (a partial version of that described in chapter 5). Whilst a
full analysis of each event was not utilised, on-the-fly event discovery (from the standard onset
detector) was sufficiently useful to make some novel compositional effects of realtime database
formation and access.
The performer was given feedback on certain parameters of the machine listening (pitch
track and recent rhythms calculated from event onset times) as well as framework instructions
via a computer monitor and a dedicated GUI.
Assessment
In audience feedback after the concert, Sat at Sitar received the most positive comments of the
three interactive music systems. It was the longest piece, perhaps allowing both audience and
performer more time to engage, and certainly the subtlest blending of computer processing with
freedom for the instrumentalist. It was also less founded in soundclash and electronic timbre
(as was DrumTrack) or radical ensemble free interaction of a type perhaps unfamiliar to many
audience members. However, this is not to discredit the piece’s relative success, and it seemed
to make a useful compromise between a complex generative piece and the needs to follow and
respect the Indian improvisation framework.
Yet, there were many aspects that as the composer-facilitator I would want to improve in
future iterations. The event analysis system was not complete, and the onset detection was not
specialised to the sitar. This could lead to some misdetections in the alap processing, and some
miscollections of events in the jhala. Further, the finale was the most clearly rhythmic, and
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the algorithmically generated sound would have benefited from beat tracking processes later
built; at the time, only the specialised DrumTrack system had been constructed. The central
movement, with a slow tāl, would have been too hard to track without specialised training and
preparation (and may have erred too far towards the imposition of a cycle rather than lifting it
from the performer). The jhala is much more accessible in terms of an underlying pulsation to
schedule events from, without requiring a synchronisation at all metrical levels.
Monitor feedback to Nikki was essential in terms of guiding the framework without imposing
too much. A few playful instructions had been built in, those misdirections alluded to in the
programme note, which Nikki could choose to ignore or attend to. The feel of the framework was
familiar to her from rehearsal discussion and run-throughs. The short solo computer sections
at the end of each movement were useful in terms of momentarily foregrounding the otherwise
subservient computer part, and in giving Nikki a brief moment of collection before a new area of
the piece. However, the final such section involved a fade out that I regret as being a little too
undramatic; this could easily be rebuilt to perform a gradual reduction in density, and to apply
low pass filtering in line with amplitude reduction to give a more physically realistic halting.
Nikki agreed to an interview in which we discussed the system after viewing a DVD recording
of her concert performance. She set me at ease concerning the opportunity for improvisation
the system provided, declaring herself satisfied that it supported her in a framework she could
work within, and that had been developed from our rehearsal discussions. Nikki suggested
that a professional Indian musician might be more flexible than herself as regarding the formal
construction, whilst maintaining a basis in classical Indian musical thought. Her own training
was not complete enough to cope as flexibly as a highly experienced practitioner would have
done. The fine tuning of the twenty minute structure with the three movements had provided
the necessary frame for her idiomatic improvisation.
She recognised that the system was relatively subservient to her, and although she admired
the machine listening effects processing, we agreed that the level of interaction itself was limited.
This is a challenge to the soloist, who is pressured to sustain the musical interest of the basic
materials. Such a strain is potentially less conducive to a well formed improvisation with careful
‘shape’. Even if the processing was fed by her actions, the computer was not the most sensitive
accompanist in reducing her load. By the time of the concert Nikki had adapted to the system
so as to anticipate its performance somewhat: ‘It didn’t feel human, I had a degree of accurate
anticipation of what it would do’.
In the light of this feedback, a future iteration of the system might expand its accompaniment
role so as to incorporate more idiomatic knowledge, perhaps of a particular tāl, and certainly so
as to offer greater support to the soloist, during particularly the middle section. Further pieces
might explore a more proactive role for the computer part, so as to provoke more dialogue with
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the soloist, attempting to reduce the onus to continually create material to feed the processing
machine. This is not to dismiss the current system entirely: Nikki had enjoyed meeting it, would
certainly be interested in future performances, and the computer had not been incidental to the
novel sound world still grounded in Indian music created in the concert.

7.2.2

Free Improvisation Simulation

Programme note:
One human and four artificial performers interact. The computer agents have onset and
pitch detectors for their ears, and listen to every other band member. Their behaviour is
controlled by such parameters as sloppiness, reaction time, and insularity, which vary during
the performance on a whim. This dynamic network provides a simulation of a free jazz
ensemble.

Performer biography:
This concert could not have taken place without the efforts of Ian Cross to establish the
Music Faculty’s new Centre for Music and Science, of which he is the director. Ian will play
a custom built guitar by Martin Woodhouse.

Figure 7.4: Free Improvisation Simulation: Ian Cross

Background
The essential role of improvisation in music has already been discussed (section 1.2.3) and
an improvisational spirit occupies many attempts to build computer agents for interaction.
Working with human improvisers provides a stringent test of interactive music systems; will
the musicians engage with the system as an equal participant? To what extent might they
repair the division between themselves and the computer by favourably attributing agency and
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suspending disbelief?2 Improvisational settings can be a healthy test, and indeed, perhaps
experienced improvisers are themselves sufficiently open to seek out collaborations with new
electronic music system designers.
A majority of activity in current practice involves electronic music where a human operator
(of the machine part) retains an essential role as a cog in the process, though the systems
described in 1.2.3 encompassed exceptional autonomous systems built for improvisation. A
recent collaboration of John Butcher and William Hsu [2005] seeks to extract timbral properties
from the audio stream collected from Butcher’s saxophone. Hsu’s system is semi-autonomous, in
that the human operator can step in to make high-level redirections (such as activating modules,
setting parameter mappings, and linking modules), but the ordinary gestural responses are
driven by timbral fields including such parameters as noisiness, inharmonic partial prominence,
sharpness of attack, and the presence of multiphonics. As timbre is an important element
of Butcher’s playing, the system is well attuned to the needs of the interaction, and indeed,
was developed in close collaboration with the performer. Such partnerships are an important
part of the design cycle between composer-programmers and acoustic musicians, exemplified in
improvisation by the work of Joel Ryan with Evan Parker, or David Wessel and Roscoe Mitchell,
amongst others.
The current piece plays on other parameters, tracing onset and pitch information. Rather
than parallel improvising modules with some possible parameter linkage, the modules of my system are inherently cross-connected. They form a simple listening topology founded on multiple
audio signals and detectors. The idea is to simulate the close listening situation found amongst
improvising ensembles, where musicians are poised to pounce on each other’s gestures. In this
case, a human musician is confronted by an ensemble of virtual improvisers waiting to jump
on and off of any input they are given. The commitment of the virtual musicians waxes and
wanes during the piece, as do other control parameters, metaphorically ascribed certain human
tendencies (though in reality just simple aspects of their algorithmic space).
This piece was at first called the ‘Free Jazz Simulation’ but the name was changed in respect
of Bailey [1980]’s differentiation of free jazz (as exemplified by an early 1960s New York scene
of Ornette Coleman and others growing out of the jazz tradition) from free improvisation (as
especially an ensemble practice of the mid to late 60s art scene involving groups like AMM,
and termed ‘non-idiomatic improvisation’ by Bailey). Since the role of the computer agents
is relatively free of a priori style grounding3 and parasitic on the human participant, who is
instructed to play freely, the work seems placed firmly in the camp of free improvisation without
2
3

These issues will be taken up formally in section 8.1.
Whilst there are a few simple axioms, such as the short melodic cells and the interaction topology, the music

is emergent from these few assumptions and does not model any particular style except for some of the basic
conventions of free improvisation itself.
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reference to jazz history per se. Of course, free improvisation is culturally contingent even when
claimed not to be, not least through the practice habits of musicians required to achieve sufficient
automaticity in performance.4
Technology

Figure 7.5: Free Improvisation Simulation: Network

Figure 7.5 shows the interconnection of virtual agents and the human protagonist. The
work defaults to 4 artificial voices, and 1 human, though it is adaptable to other configurations.
The network topology is always that of full inter-connection but for self-feedback, so that audio
output from any one participant may trigger any other agent; I have also indicated the implicit
feedback from the computer agents to the human player. A (user controlled) flexible topology
was explored by Jorda [2005, p247-8] in the context of the Pitel MIDI-based algorithmic im4

Inexperienced musicians have often been involved in the socially inclusive situations of free improvisation

groups; one might argue that the developmental relation of perception and production also imposes cultural
priors on musical behaviour, even for those chiefly considered listeners. A trained musician’s fine grained motor
control, and likely exposure to and curiosity about multiple musical cultures is itself an advantage if true breadth
of response is sought. Variety of output is perhaps over-romanticised in many cases; Fraisse [1982, page 165] notes
that in arrhythmia higher ratios are less frequent, and a ratio of 1:1 predominates in all production. An interesting
research project might use automated analysis techniques to investigate the variation in rhythmic, timbral and
pitch materials over the course of a concert or multiple performances of musicians instructed to engage in free
improvisation.
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provisation system he designed in the early 1990s. His listening matrix allowed four computer
voices and two humans. The listening matrix in the Free Improvisation Simulation defaults to
full openness rather than Pitel’s singular (monophonic) connections between particular voices.
However, changing parameters of each virtual agent modify the strength of connections over
time.
The agents are formally defined as instances of a class, though when instantiated they are
given unique parameters, which also vary during the performance, so as to keep the network
dynamic. Each virtual voice also receives a set of short 1-3 note5 original motif cells of its
own, from a generative recipe. Based on the playing state of the agent, melodic material can
be sourced from this collection, stolen from other virtual voices, or taken from motifs recorded
from the human player via the global pitch detector. Originally, the agents had highly individual
synthesised timbres of a very electronic nature, but this caused some friction against the acoustic
guitar tone of the human player in rehearsal. In response to the preference of the performer,
I changed to a set of more natural guitar-like basic Karplus-Strong and comb filter physical
models, which assisted with a blended musical resultant; each voice was subtly different, and
panned to assist separation.
A global pitch detector was shared by all the computer agents for the purposes of obtaining
motifs from the human player. Whilst this could also be enforced for the agents themselves
as an audio process, since their motifs are known, it is easier to just pass data than require
(error-prone) audio extraction. Compositionally, an interesting alternative arrangement would
be to require this; however, the computer agents would find it difficult to differentiate streams
without being given separate audio tracks, and this leads to an explosion of the amount of signal
processing involved.
The generation of material is powered by onset detections, using the standard fast response
realtime percussive onset detector described in section 3.3 but without any spread peak picker
for reasons of reaction speed, just a bare threshold and a minimum reset time. Detections trigger
responses of short motif cells (guided by certain probability parameters) and in turn will impact
on other detections in the system.
Changes of agent temperament over time are effected via changes in the parameters in Table
7.4. Some parameter names are obviously the whim of the programmer and cannot be said to
represent accurately the state of an artificial voice as a ‘conscious’ entity.6 The system, when
set into motion, will not make a sound until stimulated by the human guitarist; all the agents
begin in a certain condition of readiness, with their latency of response set to zero. From this
5
6

This small size was chosen so as to maintain quick reactions, shortened after rehearsal feedback.
Some parameters are in principle unlikely; whilst it would be a wonderful demonstration once we have solved

all the problems of AI to have a real parameter determining the ‘humanity’ of response, this would also be
immoral, implying turning on or off a machine’s humanity at our command.
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Parameter

Interpretation

Taciturnity

Onset detection threshold, sensitivity to other events

Speed

Latency of response after a trigger

Sloppiness

Degree of deviation from motif rhythms in playback

Keenness

Chance of responding given a trigger

Shyness

Amplitude of responses

Root

Basic pitch register of voice

Insularity

Chance of using its own idea store, rather than imitating another agent

Humanity

Chance of sourcing material from the human player rather than the artificial voice themes

Play style

Whether to use motif IOI data (style 1), or just playback based on the energy parameter (0)

Energy

Speed of playback of notes in play style 0

Play overlap

Allow more than one motif to be played at once (this can happen with fast chains of detections,
longer motifs, and changing latencies of response)

Table 7.4: Important parameters of voices and their interpretation

point, however, the system behaviour can explore the parameter space unhindered. Parameters
of individuals are revised every 20 triggers on average. There is no long-term control over the
values taken on; a succession of abrupt parameter space jumps is assumed to cause enough
interest, in the spirit of promoting musically varied behaviour. This behaviour still has some
memory via the motif databases (which will gradually change in the case of those collected
from the human collaborator), but this is somewhat blurred by the short motif sizes and flurries
of activity. The software was fine-tuned over a number of rehearsals with feedback from the
performer about the response of the system; an essential component of the system was its
capacity for surprise, essential in the context of free improvisation as a stimulant to play. The
system, somewhat unanalysed or unanalyseable, is the most emergent built during this thesis,
in the sense of Impett [2001a].
Assessment
The network idea itself worked well; independent agents each with varying behaviour give some
interesting complex responses from relatively simple code. A proof of concept is demonstrated
in the piece suggesting many refinements for future systems.
Ian Cross gave very useful feedback on the character, deficiencies and potential of the current
system. In a interview based on the Contextual Inquiry model, he had the opportunity to
perform with the system (and variants of the system) a number of times, and speak about the
interactions. His immediate and main criticism was that whereas the system could react to the
microstructure of his performance effectively, it did not pick up larger-scale structures. Ian was
forced to adapt his playing to those gestures he felt could influence the system, a process of
familiarisation he stated would be ‘the same for any musician’ he was to play with, but which
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were particularly pronounced for the man-machine interaction. It was often difficult to work
out how what the system picked up and returned was relatable to the guitarist’s wider musical
actions, and Ian pointed to the issue of making productions ‘re-accessible to a human interactor’.
Characterising the system as ‘autistic’ Ian nevertheless admitted that the opacity of participant’s
intentions was not unique to machines, but a common feature of much free improvisation. Often
you ‘don’t know why someone is doing what they’re doing ... until a common spark re-ignites
the whole thing’.
We tried a version of the system that had two rather than four artificial voices, one per
speaker. The reduction in the density of sound and the influence between the agents was helpful
to the human performer. The guitarist would have a greater proportion of influence over matters,
and Ian found that the problem of ‘clouded evidence’ of intent was reduced. The simpler network
topology reins in abstraction and abstruseness, though the parametrical variation of the number
of active voices via their ‘taciturnity’ and ‘keenness’ could also be manipulated more carefully
to achieve this effect.
Discussing free improvisation further, Ian noted the importance of timbral features. In his
playing he had incorporated alternative plucking techniques, harmonics and glissandi, and the
ability to pick up on these, often as timbral demarcators of sectional boundaries, would assist
in longer term correlation. Further, Ian noted how free improvisation was often contingent
upon ‘the way a breath runs out during a phrase or the way a mistake spurs a whole change of
direction’. Guiding production by such physical constraints or detecting novelty in context could
be the foundation for new systems. We discussed the possibility of adding technologies developed
after the original concert for beat and key tracking, and specialised guitar onset detection rather
than a general percussive detector. These developments would, however, naturally prompt a
further move from the simple modelling of this simulation in production as well as perception.
Ian would be happy to play with future iterations, and pointed out that like all improvisation,
it ‘sometimes works and sometimes doesn’t; in that sense it’s a good replication’. It was a ‘neat’
system, particularly in its fast reactions, though constrained by its often abstract interpretation
of musical evidence, and a lack of human authoritativeness that might have made for more
convincing interaction developing, a ‘capacity to interact or direct’. Ian summed up playing
with the system as like being ‘followed by a cloud of mosquitoes’ which are going to move in the
performer’s direction eventually.
A couple of technical problems in the concert were found from audience feedback. Firstly, the
pitch tracking output was not quantised to the guitar’s fretboard (standard equal temperament),
so there were some mistunings in the motifs extracted from the human player and used by the
machine players. This is trivially corrected, though when allowed the pitch deviations can
actually give more timbral character. Testing the quantised and non-quantised versions in the
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interview, Ian and I preferred the latter as providing a richer response. The median pitch
extractions used over notes in the Ornamaton (to be described) could give a more robust pitch
measure.
Secondly, whilst changed to meet the guitarist’s criteria in rehearsal, the mix of guitar to
computer sound was a little problematic, with panned agents not heard clearly as independent.
This is most likely due to the difference between PA monitoring and headphone monitoring for
audience and soloist respectively. To increase the sense of an ensemble with distinct personalities,
each voice might be given an independent speaker, localised on stage and acting as an acoustic
source, with the guitarist monitoring by ear just as the audience does. Indeed, Ian brought
up exactly this point unbidden in the debriefing interview. Voices can probably be given more
timbral discrimination and differing band roles, by constraining their tessitura and allowable
parameter ranges. These might become ingrained over training in a number of performances,
though the learning capability of the system at present is non-existent.
The motif system is relatively basic and could also be extended to consider larger-scale
phrases and form; however, the short cells assisted with the fast reactions of the overall network
to perturbation. Perhaps a scheduling system for longer motifs with the opportunity to break-off
the flow at important contingencies would improve longer term formal construction. Alternatively, this may move us too far from the fast paced and frantic world of free improvisation the
simulation seeks to portray.
Whilst prepared for guitar, other instruments (and more than one human) could participate
in the system. It may be possible to adapt the event capture technology utilised for other
systems to make the virtual voices reuse the timbres of the human participant. Whilst this would
guarantee a closer acoustic communion of sound, it may mitigate against the differentiation of
character just posited. Live capture and instrument-specific onset detection can place restrictions
on response time, as detailed elsewhere in this thesis.
Notwithstanding the simplest programming of the systems described in this chapter, a great
deal was achieved, particularly by the dynamic listening topology. There is a rich vein of work to
explore based on such systems, though in some cases, perhaps the production of free rhythms is
not the greatest technical challenge; if free improvisors are the most open-minded of musicians,
it is perhaps harder to be critical for the purposes of evaluating the intelligence of artificial
constructs. Yet free improvisation can provide a challenging domain of work, and as Ian himself
noted, is never simple; the degree to which interaction is contingent on shared musical experience
may ultimately require fully socialised systems even in the pursuit of ‘free’ systems ostensibly
avoiding such enculturation.
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7.2.3

DrumTrack

Programme note:
This algorithmic monster is a duet between a human and an artificial drummer where neither
is guaranteed to co-operate. A tracking system attempts to establish the tempo and beat of
the human performer from two microphones on an acoustic drum kit, allowing the computer
to accompany the human, if it so chooses. The improvisation system is a generative construct
– it varies with every performance and its mathematical parameter space is larger than the
number of atoms in the observable universe. But I hope you’ll get an idea of the sort of
output it generates in the time you hear it; a time which is unknown before the show since
all fine details of the form and sound synthesis are constructed during the running of the
piece.

Performer biography:
Experienced percussionist, Dave Ellis, is a regular face on the Cambridge concert platform.
He enjoys performing all styles of music from small band jazz to the largest choral symphonies
– and everything in between! Dave has studied with Graham Hosker and János Keszei at
the RCM. In spite of a busy concert calendar, Dave is currently studying for a PhD in
Semiconductor Physics.

Figure 7.6: Drum Track: Dave Ellis

Background
An aspiration whilst developing BBCut2 was to allow a human drummer to control (fasterthan-human) machine drummers, and to apply cutting processes to live sound from a human
musician. The DrumTrack piece was a practical realisation of these aims. At the time, it was
the high-water mark of the BBCut2 development, and prototyped the core machine listening,
scheduling and manipulation technologies that were released later in the year in the public
BBCut2 distribution.
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With my own background in larger-scale generative works, it was natural to cast the computer part as an algorithmic system with a vast array of possible paths, which would determine
its own form and responses at run-time, guided by beat information induced from the human
participant. Perhaps the virtuosity of synchronising man and machine was the chief task, though
as soon as this was achieved as a performance capability, the compositional aims became more
elaborate; knowing the metrical context of the performer also allows you to move the interaction
into opposition to that time base.
Technology

Figure 7.7: DrumTrack: Network

An acoustic drumkit had microphones placed on the kick and the snare. Close miking was
not used7 , rather, some of the sound of the rest of the kit was present in the mix; this was a
potential confound for the beat tracking, but a useful resource for the splicing and triggering. In
fact, this allowed the drummer to improvise without using snare and kick at all at some points,
playing hihat and toms.
The DrumTrack beat tracking algorithm has already been described in section 4.3, and
BBCut2’s scheduling and splicing capabilities were covered in chapter 6. The payoff from the
technology development for the DrumTrack piece was wider than the piece itself, but the piece
was a technical challenge which motivated many technical decisions. Because of concert contingencies, a more sober revision and reformulation of some of the principles was effected after the
concert, but the BBCut2 system was essentially equipped to provide the various beat-tracking
7

The CMS was actually lacking specialist drum kit microphones at this point; rather than hire some for the

sake of one concert, I managed to work with the available resources.
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led segmentation and scheduling tasks described in the previous chapter at the time of the
premiere.
Ultimately, aesthetic considerations were considered alongside engineering ones in balancing
the final tracker for performance; reaction time, stability/inertia and tempo prior were factors.
Whilst by no means perfectly well-behaved, evaluation in rehearsals demonstrated competitive
performance by the tracking software for its domain. A very efficient implementation was necessary to run synthesis and algorithmic agents on the same machine as the beat tracker, and the
appropriate scheduling mechanisms were in place to support algorithmic beats controlled by a
human drummer.
A breakdown of the main signal processing flow is given in Figure 7.7. As well as the beat
tracking algorithm, the two audio inputs fed individual low-latency percussive onset detectors,
which could trigger synthesised events, and a measure of overall drum kit activity was recorded
by means of some relatively crude energy measures. The beat clock, onset triggers and energy
features were available both in the SuperCollider language, where they influenced scheduling
of synthesis processes, and on the Server for the live processing itself. Algorithmic agents
were allocated and deallocated over time according to a probabilistic plan; most of these were
running instances of BBCut2 cutters, selected from a large database of possible cut routines,
applied either as audio input stream splicers, synthesis network stream splicers, or working
on fixed buffers from a database of prepared samples. This database included a variety of
drum loops, percussion hits8 and some copyright-breaching songs from Stephen Hainsworth’s
beat tracking test database. The latter were used at some rare moments as special effects for
live remixing driven from the human drummer’s beat. A number of other once-off synthesis
events were defined which would appear at a set of positions in the piece that were unknown in
advance. The duration and activity parameters of the piece were also defined at run-time, within
predefined limits. In concert, the piece can play for 9-12 minutes, and the human drummer does
not know the exact duration in advance; set head and tail segments were known to the drummer
from rehearsals, designed to allow a gradual start and closedown. Many other parameters were
controlled by activity envelopes determined at run-time, and generated to give a sense of variety
over the piece; these included controls for the density of algorithmic agents spawned by the
computer at any one time.
To give the system some further unexpected behaviour, in the hope of provoking a variety of
engagement modes from the human musician, the clock induced from the human drummer by
the beat tracking was not always used. At three points spaced out during the piece, for 20-40
seconds, an alternative clock was substituted.
8

BBCut2 has facilities to play back percussion hits at splice times using the CutTrig1 cut synthesiser.
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Algorithmic Structure
There are a number of levels at which audio signal events lead to responses in the DrumTrack
system. Some of these remain at SuperCollider’s synthesis server level, never becoming subjects
of symbolic reasoning. Others permeate up to affect decisions, either indirectly via the beat
tracking algorithm which influences the fundamental scheduling operations on the symbolic
plane, or more directly via onset detection and event extraction.
I itemise the main facets of the system below concerning the flow of information from audio
in to higher level algorithmic scheduling:
• Onset detection triggers from the kick and snare microphones, feeding directly to signal
processing (where scheduled to take place). These detections are also passed through to
the symbolic level as times.
• Beat tracking using the DrumTrack algorithm, based on spotting kick and snare patterns.
This impacts on the fundamental scheduling underlying any BBCut2 cutters unleashed.
• An activity measure derived from the number of kicks and snares detected in the last three
seconds, and the RMS energy. This is used in some synthesis processes (particularly the
cutters) to determine their own levels of energy.
• A prototype events database (not as developed as for later systems) for reuse of captured
audio events, which form the basis of some synthesised voices.
It is the job of the main algorithmic engine to determine when and which output events will
occur. As well as some special once-off events, there are both incidental voices, being BBCut2
cutters of two types (either stream cutters acting on the current audio streams or buffer cutters
acting on preloaded percussive loop buffers), and various synthesised voices, some of which
use captured events, and some of which are rendered with synthesis algorithms, like Xenakis’
GENDYN or source-filter subtractive synthesis, built from SuperCollider standard distribution
UGens.
A template for the interaction of the piece is determined at the start of runtime, though this
template stays fixed throughout a particular performance. Whilst some of this prescheduling
is to assign particular special events to certain times, some is couched just in terms of indirect
parameters (such as the likelihood of events) which will fluctuate during a piece. These have
a probabilistic role in determining incidences of particular cutters and synths, ultimately based
on the number of currently running instances and the current template directed density for this
region of the performance.
With the position of special events in particular assigned before performance, the interaction
is limited to the control the human performer has over facets of these events. The selection and
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distribution of these events is determined so as to work within some overall constraints of formfor example, for the breakcore, gravitygrid and popsteal special events, a minute must separate
each of them from any other. When they occur, these events correspond respectively to a manic
buffer stuttering process, a nonstandard synthesis soundscape based on a Newtonian gravity
model creating sound samples, and a mode whereby strikes of the snare can reset playback
positions in a ‘plundered’ buffer. There are many more such special modes scattered over the
course of the piece, leading to an generative obstacle course of interactions.
So the interactions of the piece are at a number of levels, but most profoundly at the level
of the scheduling mechanisms of the system for running processes, rather than the scheduling
of those processes themselves. Further, DrumTrack’s modelling of the human protagonist and
its own capability to redefine its formal parameters on-the-fly are substantially more limited.
DrumTrack is loaded with enough complexity to spur on some interesting confrontations, but
as discussed in the sequel, does not have any great claims to true autonomous agency. Its
role is too constrained by prior programmer decisions, and it would need to be freed to more
substantially change its own long-term formal plans over time in response to the human, to
show inklings of more involved behaviour. Whilst aspects of the human performance have
immediate consequences on the computer productions, the human and machine cannot between
them renegotiate the form; the seeds of greater interaction are in the code, but not enabled
to their full potential, which would certainly require the dropping of any preassigned template
structure, and a more deliberate oppositional or co-operative strategy responding to human
action.
Assessment
A design criterion of the system was to promote improvisation – the human drummer is free to
solo, to respond to the computer generated responses, to sit back and accompany or push out
in new directions and see whether the computer can match them. In development, the spirit
of the piece at times became close to a battle, due both to the deliberate opposition caused
by clock avoidance, or by beat tracking errors impacting on the synchronisation. Through
rehearsal, we had realised that it was helpful if at some points, the human performer calm
themselves and provide a relatively stable beat to help the computer match up again, lest the
dynamics of the playing situation become too free. This established a compromise between
demonstrating the power of the technology, and the fun of evading synchronisation capture!
Indeed, evasion tactics are a fascinating compositional strategy: avoiding entrainment might
provide some wonderful compositional scope for future projects, especially as beat tracking
technology improves, increasing the challenge of throwing off a tracker.9 Rather than the three
9

Evidence of entrainment situations with opposition of beat was provided in a recent Entrainment Network

meeting at Florida Atlantic University by discussion of the cases of Brazilian congado and American Indian
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moments of tempo opposition, a more active contest, informed by psychological predictions,
might have great benefits, deliberately choosing close integer ratios or more complicated tempi
to vary the stress of the synchronisation.
I discussed the DrumTrack system with Dave Ellis a year after the concert, giving him a
chance to play again with the system in a studio setting, as a basis for a Contextual Interview. He
acknowledged that both the computer and the human being could adjust to each other, and that
their collaboration gave rise to the improvisation: ‘both the controllers can choose how the piece
goes’. The generative elements and the uncertainty over interactional terms were ‘part of the
fun’ and a ‘good mental exercise’. He noted that the system demanded of the human adjustment
‘in the same way if you have two musicians playing together’. He was able to attribute some
musicianship to the computer, though we both noted certain subtleties that the computer was
not able to pick up on, including some fine snare drum work that Dave experimented with. In
response to where he might attribute musicianship, whether to the programmer or the system
itself, Dave stated that he assumed ‘fundamental musicality from the programmer, but a degree
of interpretation from the code itself. How the code adapts to what it hears chooses which path
to follow down the performance avenue.’
DrumTrack was stimulating for Dave, forcing various musical decisions about rhythm, solo
or accompaniment role, and formal direction. Because the system lacks a public face, Dave
noted that it actually seemed less oppositional than it might were he to receive full social cues
(e.g., the anxious or assertive facial expressions of a partner who wants to take the lead to solo).
A certain inequality is in-built in interacting with an unsocialised computer. Yet he noted that
the (audio-based) interface was very natural, in that it preserved his standard means of playing
without change: ‘It is like playing with a musician, you use your ears, adapt accordingly, without
any other form of input’. Further, the system exhibited a number of human characteristics –
‘the ability to listen and adapt, the ability to listen and be bloody-minded, the ability to take
on board what the other performer is doing’. Overall, Dave’s feedback was very encouraging
and we discussed the potential of future iterations of the system.
As evidenced in chapter 4, the DrumTrack algorithm was specialised to this concert application, and was abandoned after the concert in work on more universal solutions. However, in the
light of critiques of the deficiencies of just such universal procedures, I believe the DrumTrack
beat tracking investigation is well justified, and could be extended through improved kick/snare
detection and pattern learning procedures. Dave’s experience is more of mid-tempo funk drumming, and the prior distribution over tempi, which allowed rates up to 180bpm drum and bass
styles, was perhaps not fully taken advantage of. I would be curious to push towards faster live
drum and bass tempi, working with a drummer specialising in these styles, which show off the
gambling games (http://ethnomusicology.osu.edu/EMW/BocaRaton.html).
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machine drumming and its inhuman productions to great effect. Broadening the access to the
system and its adaptability to different performance set-ups and performers would be a useful
future activity.
Whilst the piece runs from a number of measures of activity, and is dependent on the induced
clock, it suffers from some general defects of algorithmic thinking – it does not modify its plans
on-the-fly based on a long-term memory of the interaction. It would be useful to build learning
mechanisms into the system that might attune it to a particular drummer’s style in rehearsal,
or to actively engage in pushing the human partner in unexpected directions, by feedback and
analysis of previous actions.

7.3

Baroqtronica: The Art of Machine Listening

A concert combining baroque music and 21st century technology was held at midday on Sunday
19th March at Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge as part of the experimental music lunchtime series.
The baroque duo of Dan Tidhar (harpsichord) and Inga Klaucke (recorder) performed in all
pieces, giving works by Bach and LeClair, and new interactive computer music pieces by Julio
d’Escrivan and myself. I contributed two works to the concert, to be described in this section.
Both pieces ran on a 1.67GHz PowerBook G4 with 512 MB RAM.
I enclose the performer biographies below since the performers were common to the two
pieces.

Figure 7.8: Dan and Inga at Kettles Yard

Inga Maria Klaucke currently studies recorder and harpsichord with Christoph Huntgeburth
and Mitzi Meyerson at the UdK Berlin, as well as with Daniel Bruggen, Peter Holtslag
and Terence Charlston at the Royal Academy of Music London, where she completed an
ERASMUS exchange year in 2004/05 and currently remains attached as member of the
recorder quintet Consortium 5 and various other chamber groups. Based in Cambridge,
she regularly performs both early and contemporary music in England and Germany, and
appears in concerts of the Yehudi Menuhin foundation ’Live Music Now!’ Berlin.
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Dan Tidhar was first introduced to the Harpsichord at the Jerusalem Early Music Workshop,
where he was taught by John Toll and Ketil Haugsand. While studying for his PhD in
Computer Science at the TU-Berlin, he also completed a Harpsichord performance degree
with Mitzi Meyerson at the UdK-Berlin. Since coming to Cambridge to pursue post-doctoral
research in Computational Linguistics, he has been performing regularly, both as a soloist
and with various groups and ensembles. Recent concerts include Handel’s Tamerlano with
Cambridge Handel Opera Group, Rameau’s Les Incas du Perou with Cambridge University
Baroque Ensemble, and a series of solo recitals of Bach’s Goldberg variations.

7.3.1

Substituet

Programme note:
Substitution synthesis allows sound captured from one instrument to control sound captured
from another. In this short work for harpsichord and recorder, such substitutions mediate the
duet. You will hear the instrumentalists play with phantom images of each other, and then
eventually together in a pile-up of real and virtual voices. All of the synthesis is live, and the
feature matching uses properties of the sound such as loudness and timbral characteristics.

Background
In section 5.1 concatenative synthesis was described as a method to control selection of units
from a database under control of another signal. Whilst the technique can be formulated in such
a way as to encompass chains of any feature vectors, which might themselves represent sound
objects [Schwarz, 2004, Casey, 2005], the usual application for live performance is to operate
on individual FFT frames.10 Where there is only a dependency in selection on the current and
previous (spectral) frames, matching can be perceptually immediate, at a latency of the FFT
window size. If the unit selected from a match is larger than an individual frame, there will
be a temporary loss of relation between the control signal and database playback. When the
unit is short, there may be fast switching between matched locations in the database, leading to
granular noise. Playback operation must cope with concatenating recovered units in the time
domain, guaranteeing continuity by appropriate crossfading or other sample manipulation.
Schwarz [2003] refers obliquely to a realtime concatenative synthesiser used in the piece
La Légendre des siècles in a production in Paris in 2002.

He has also given laptop per-

formances with his PD implementation, for soundscape composition, this author witnessing
one at the Off-ICMC concerts in Barcelona in 2005. Michael Casey demonstrated another
PD based concatenative synthesiser controlling a large database of 60s pop from trombone
at a recent LAM (Live Algorithms for Music) meeting. At a delay of one bar, Scrambled?
10

Though it is possible to operate entirely in the time domain, implementations tend to use spectral features

as better descriptors of timbral content.
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Hackz! matches segments of vocal source to a database of pop audio (and associated video)
(http://www.popmodernism.org/scrambledhackz).
What did not seem to have been demonstrated in previous art was the operation of two
performers cross-connected to control each other, via the concert use of two concatenative synthesisers (figure 7.9). Working with a baroque duo gave me an ideal chance to try this idea;
harpsichord could manipulate recorder and recorder harpsichord, indirectly via databases captured in the concert itself. In the programme note, I called the technique ‘substitution synthesis’
because this seemed to make the process more transparent to a lay audience.

Figure 7.9: Substituet: Network

In performance, the parameters of the concatenative synthesisers were varied with different
sections of the short piece (25 rehearsal marks over 3 minutes), and their recording modes
toggled according to the score position. A human operator (myself) cued these via the computer
keyboard, a much more time efficient device than creating a score following program. I hope
the reader will not be too angry with this particular cop-out; in principle, existing research on
score tracking technology could replace the human operator in this case, and the Ornamaton
described next by contrast is entirely autonomous.
A segment of the score (the first five phrases) is shown in Figure 7.10. The instruments
alternate (they only play at the same time as each other at a few isolated points later in the
score), and their audio data is recorded to the other player’s database at the same time as they
control playback from the audio previously collected from their duet partner. Various parameters
of the sourced units and the features for matching are varied in the course of this prelude to show
off some of the timbral compositional devices empowered by such feature matching granulation.
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Figure 7.10: Substituet: Score

Technology
Concat2 is a UGen for SuperCollider which enables concatenative synthesis from a small set of
features, two time-based and two spectral, as detailed in table 7.5. The UGen is fundamentally
based on a 256 point FFT without overlap, for speed of reactions.11 I had originally released
another prototype called Concat under the GNU GPL, and Concat2 had some further debugging
and refinements to make it suitable for use in this concert piece, motivated by feedback from
rehearsals.
Most importantly, the synthesiser had to have various safeguards to stop it playing without
energy input from the controlling instrument, so as to treat carefully the silences required between many phrases. Data was only added to the database if its power was nonzero within a
threshold, to avoid spurious matches especially when cued by non-energy based features. Further, the control input had to have sufficient power to force the matching process to take place,
or else silence was output by the unit generator. This threshold was maintained even when those
features chosen for matching in a particular section did not include the power.
Given an input frame, finding a match of frames in the current database used a simple
Euclidean distance metric, weighted for each feature dimension; noise could be added to the
11

Within 6 milliseconds for the FFT and 6 msec for the soundcard giving a 12 msec latency in operation.
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match score to force variety. The database was searched within an area related to the bounds of
the previous section of the piece, calculated automatically from cue times for rehearsal marks,
relating to the last data collected from the other instrument. Concat2 would then read back
from the database for a time given by a matchlength parameter. This could extend from accessing a single FFT frame for immediate granulation, to playback of longer sections with more
intermittent matching points.
Domain

Feature

Definition

Time

ZCR

Zero crossing rate of negative to positive crossings within the last
1024 samples

Time

Power

Log of max power in last 256 samples

Spectrum

Spectral Centroid

Centroid of log spectral power over 128 bins

Spectrum

Spectral Tilt

Gradient calculated via a linear curve fit across the summed power
in ten logarithmically spaced spectral regions

Table 7.5: Concat2 features

Assessment
Substituet was relatively effective as a short prelude, and seemed to make its dramatic point
about live sampling; the audience could see for themselves that the performers were controlling
sounds from each other, even though they were predominantly not playing together at the same
time. The musicians themselves noted the fast reactions of the system in some modes, Dan
noting that it allowed him to play recorder along with harpsichord as if he had a MIDI enabled
harpsichord.
The benefits and drawbacks of the form of concatenative synthesis used were apparent. For
efficiency in live database searches, I had only implemented 0th level matching. Even here,
the parameter ranges could not be normalised perfectly for all the features to guarantee equal
contribution in match conditions. Only a small subset of possible features were taken, and these
did not relate auditory note events in the same clear way as the event analysis technologies;
though the short latency was only achievable by this route. Some descriptions of notes tend to
require larger windows of time for analysis; low-level matching is not adequate to predict how
a note will turn out from the initial transient alone. I do not wish to be too negative; some
interesting compositional effects were obtained, and the piece certainly gained an (abstract)
timbral character of its own! As Casey [2005] notes, synthesis quality increases with the size
of the database taken, and the on-the-fly capture used in this piece, as well as the distinct
harpsichord and recorder timbre, cannot guarantee smooth matches. Yet this possibility for
timbral mismatch, of maintaining distinct voices even when one part of virtual, is the character
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of the Substituet.
Other features could no doubt be investigated. For instance, the ZCR only implicitly encodes
pitch at the moment. With the polyphonic harpsichord, a single fundamental is not suitable,
and the use of the ZCR as a timbral descriptor arguably makes it more flexible in this case.
As can be seen from the score extract, the initial part of the piece used monophonic diatonic
melody to guarantee good pitch matching.
Despite the technical headaches incommensurate with its short length, the Substituet for
Harpsicorder and Recordichord was a worthwhile project in revealing the benefits and limitations
of frame-wise feature matching.

7.3.2

Ornamaton

Programme note:
A new artificial musical lifeform will be unleashed to accompany the instrumentalists as they
play an original sonata. The computer’s role will be to provide additional ornamentation
to the performer’s parts. To this end, it is equipped with machine listening technology,
simulations of the human ability to track the beat and key, and the capability to find and
extract salient note events and reuse them algorithmically. The score (for the human players)
is written as a large da capo aria where on the repeat, the humans will gradually play fewer
notes and thus the Ornamaton will be challenged to gradually provide more. The Ornamaton
is autonomous and generative, so once set in motion it requires no human input, and its
actions, whilst of course constrained by its programming, will be unique to the particular
performance.

Background
‘Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the surviving evidence is that the performers who were most admired during the baroque era varied their rendition at every
performance.’ [Cyr, 1992, p140]
This quotation might be taken as a spur to new generative (neo-baroque) capabilities, and a
complicated idiomatic challenge to machine listening technology. The Ornamaton is a musical
automaton specialising in baroque ornamentation, devised to perform with a human harpsichordist and recorder player, and to provide algorithmic embellishment of their parts. It makes
use of most aspects of the machine listening technology developed in this thesis, and also introduces a few more technical issues not previously discussed, such as key tracking.
At the time of its premiere, the Ornamaton was probably the most complicated artificial musical lifeform in the world subsisting on pure audio information. It has individualised tracking
capabilities specific to harpsichord and recorder sources, subsystems for beat tracking and key
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recognition, and the ability to create databases of note events from the acoustic instruments,
which are used to render algorithmic ornaments. It is both parasitical (because dependent)
upon and symbiotic with the human musicians, reacting to their music making and throwing
back events that are timbrally appropriate, sourced from those same acoustic instruments. A
subsidiary aesthetic is the blending of computer and human parts to cast some ambiguity over
questions of origin and human capability. Knowledge of human limits and conventions allows
a playfulness with those same constraints. The computer adds a dimension that could not be
achieved without its involvement, for it can play ornaments of a complexity and speed unobtainable by human musicians. It is perhaps most effective however when the provenance of man
and machine is blurred.
The Ornamaton is not reliant on a particular score, and could function with any music for
harpsichord and recorder. However, it was deemed inappropriate, both musicologically and in
the spirit of invention, to add additional ornamentation to an existing baroque score, and I
composed an original score suitable for treatment (a short extract is in Figure 7.11).

Figure 7.11: Ornamaton score extract from the second part, showing some of the sparser texture

The form of the sonata has a large da capo aria form, where the repeat is a transfigured echo
of the first iteration with an increasing proportion of missing notes. The Ornamaton itself is
programmed to respond particularly during this second section (following the baroque practice
of embellishment of an aria recapitulation) in inverse proportion to density measures of the
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human participants. Its productions take advantage of beat predictions to schedule ornaments,
match them to the appropriate key as lifted from key detection processes, and render them using
captured events in databases maintained on-the-fly. The algorithmic ornament database includes
generalized versions of WF Bach’s ornament book, French baroque ornaments from D’Anglebert
and F.Couperin, Caccini trills, generative trills and rapid-fire glissandi. As a generative music
system, the Ornamaton’s output is variable, a complex function of the human performance it
tracks and its own algorithmic stochastics. This output however is somewhat constrained by
the programmer’s careful anticipation of useful response modes and compositional outcomes.
Technology

Figure 7.12: Ornamaton Overview

Figure 7.12 details the machine listening sub-systems involved in the Ornamaton. Some of the
specific technology for onset detection and beat tracking has already been described, in sections
3.5.1 and 4.6. Specialised onset detection functions were prepared from annotated rehearsal
recordings, and were also used to create a specific observational frontend for the beat tracking.
Further, the onset detection also fed into on-the-fly event analysis units for each instrument,
engineered as the specific SuperCollider UGens AnalyseHarpsichord and AnalyseRecorder. In
particular, the pitches of extracted notes were calculated by the median of the constant Q pitch
tracker. These discrete pitch tags had a role in sourcing ornament notes within the databases
for playback, and as one aspect of the key tracking.
Whilst not a major issue for signal processing in the Substituet, the Ornamaton had to cope
more robustly with pitch materials. The concert was presented at baroque pitch (A = 415 Hz),
which is almost exactly a semitone lower than current concert pitch; this necessitated adding a
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semitone to any pitches or keys found to relate them to the written score. As well as a method
founded on the discrete note segmentation, a signal processing based key spotting mechanism
was created which operated on the combined audio signal from the microphones alone.
Related key and chord tracking systems for audio have been described in the literature which
are more developed than that I will present here [Gómez and Bonada, 2005, Bello and Pickens,
2005]. For instance, Bello and Pickens [2005] take account of the temporal evolution of chord
states via a Hidden Markov Model. However, the implementation I created has the advantage
of computational efficiency and transparency of algorithm. It was also optimised (by trial and
error) to function well for the combined recorder and harpsichord signal.
An 8192 point FFT with 4096 sample hop size (185 millisecond) is taken on the 44100Hz
sampling rate audio signal, without transient exclusion, so assuming that harmonic information
is preserved in the blurring over time. 120 FFT bins are singled out, based on those closest in
centre frequency to the chromatic tones across 5 octaves between C below middle C (130.81Hz,
MIDI note 48) and a high B (3951.07 Hz, MIDI note 107). Two bins are taken per note
and appropriately weighted based on the proximity of their centre frequencies to a given note
frequency. From these bin indices and weights, a sum is formed for each chroma. Experimentally
derived tone probe profiles [Krumhansl, 1990] are used to score possible diatonic major keys with
respect to the chroma data. This then feeds into a leaky integrator histogram over those keys,
so as to allow more long-term dependence. It is assumed that transients in audio will smear
across key data relatively evenly, so as not overly to effect the long-term scores. The key at a
given moment in time is the top scoring key from the histogram profile.
The discrete key finding mechanism uses a similar process, except rather than a histogram
implicitly combining recent 200 millisecond window measurements, the (equal temperament)
pitches of all harpsichord and recorder events of the last two seconds are combined in a chroma
histogram. This is then matched to the key profiles as before, taking the highest scoring. The
current key is set whenever the two key finding methods agree, providing a degree of stability
to decisions.
Key is important because all the ornaments are resolved with respect to the current key. Any
algorithmically generated ornaments also use an adapted database search to minimise repitching
in synthesis; any note events with pitches matching those required by an ornament will be used
first for synthesis of ornaments, and repitching of samples only occurs failing that condition.
In McGee [1990, p150] ornaments are divided into graces (being transformations or decorations of a single note) and passaggi. Newman [1995, p128] separates ornaments and embellishments by function – ‘ornaments punctuate; embellishments decorate’ – the ornaments being
more restricted in application and the embellishments extended improvisation elaborating the
basic score with greater freedom. Cyr [1992, p132] lists four main types of ornament, ‘(1) the
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appoggiatura, 2) the mordent, (3) fillers, and (4) articulations or special effects’ where (1) is
an accented delay before tonal resolution, (2) is a short rhythmic figure, (3) implies additional
notes between score notes and (4) might be a swell (a crescendo) during a note, or a delay. For
the Ornamaton I include extended figures which might be termed embellishments, as well as
shorter ornament-like figures. However, because of the latency in event analysis, the difficulty of
predicting particular melodic lines, and the lack of prior score knowledge, particular structurelocked ornaments such as appogiature or mordents are impossible to convey. Indeed, these are
more suited to the direct generation of a performer as an essential part of the production of
their lines. Whilst such a tight coupling of human performer and machine ornament was unrealistic12 , the computer can provide many interesting elaborations on the basic score, using the
beat tracking knowledge to schedule ornaments to fit the predicted time base.
Type

Source details

wfbach

WF Bach’s Clavier- Búchlein (1720) [Cyr, 1992, p139] [Newman, 1995, p125]

french

Francois Couperin’s table from Pièces de clavecin, Book 1, Paris, 1713 [Cyr, 1992, p1345], D’Anglebert [Cyr, 1992, p133] [Newman, 1995, p126]

trill

Algorithmic recipe

gliss

Algorithmic recipe

ornament1

Algorithmic turns and Caccini trillo (One pitch trills: single note repetition, speeding
up) [Cyr, 1992, p128]

databasegesture

Playback a figure extracted from the recent harpsichord or recorder part and collected
in the event database

Table 7.6: Ornamaton ornaments

Table 7.6 details the various sources of ornaments in the Ornamaton’s repertoire, named by
the tags they have in the SuperCollider code. Where baroque tables were sourced, only those
ornaments readily appropriate to embellishments have been taken; some were only distinct in
terms of a harmonic function, or were impractical to convert to beat tracking predictive field
control. Those selected were converted to an algorithmic form, allowing certain generative
variations. An example to demonstrate the internal data structure is given by the following
code snippet:
[[0.125,0.125],[0,1,0],[1.0,0.7,0.9],{0.01.rand2},{0.1.rand2},{rrand(0.5,1.0)}]

This is an example of a mordent from the W F Bach table. From left to right, the data array
format represents the beat IOIs, the diatonic scale steps in the ornament notes, amplitudes, and
some limited randomisation parameters for synthesis aspects like timing, pitch and amplitude
variation. Any member of this data set can be a function (delimited in SuperCollider code by the
12

It would remain plausible for a trained accompaniment system; though this loses the generality of the Or-

namaton, it would be interesting for a particular version of the work as a future project.
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{} brackets), allowing more general ornament recipes to be constructed. The algorithmic trill and
glissando methods create data structures of this form. This internal representation is converted
to a rendering representation in terms of a succession of database events to playback, with
synthesis control parameters. Creation of the final type, the ‘databasegesture’ is accomplished
directly in this secondary representation.
Algorithmic ornaments are generated for the case of trills and glissandi, across a continuum
of rates from human to inhuman. In the context of a study of automatic trill analysis from
an audio signal Brown and Smaragdis [2004] provides a table of trill data from various motor
studies. Such experiments have tended to measure trill rates from 11-14 Hz, certainly faster than
the minimum stable tatum rate of 100 msec postulated by London [2004]. In creating trills for
the Ornamaton, the rates extend from 6-46Hz, with a weighted probability distribution peaking
just faster than typical human production rate. Whether the trill begins above or below the
base note, and turns at the end, is determined by further simple probabilistic rules.
Weights determining the active ornament options vary during a piece, so as to give a variety
of productions. The Ornamaton was programmed with rough timings of the score, for its first
public concert. These were established so as to support the dramatic objective of avoiding
computer ornamentation at first, and gradually increasing activity, especially in the second half
of the piece where the density of the performers is less. In fact, a density measure was taken
for each instrument (from the number of events currently in the databases), and the probability
of ornamentation varied to compensate within certain bounds. No ornamentation was applied
to a particular instrument if they had played fewer than 2 (detected) notes in the last two
seconds. There are a couple of solo cadenza passages in the score I provided, and this kept the
Ornamaton’s productions relevant to the task at hand, and also allowed it to finish appropriately
at the end of the piece, assuming no feedback through the microphones.
Algorithmic Structure
To make explicit the principles of this system, particularly in regard to later discussion of
autonomous agency, I provide here some discussion of the fundamental scheduling of actions, as
it relates to the ability of other participants to influence events. In one sense, the Ornamaton
is totally dependent on the human musicians it performs with – there is no synthesised or prerendered audio, only audio re-used from the streams of harpsichord and recorder it subsists
on. As detailed above, various machine listening procedures, from beat and key tracking to
event analysis, are in play. All of this information is considered in the symbolic realm, as
represented within the SuperCollider language, from which response events (the ornamentations)
are scheduled.
Pseudo code for the central loop is given next; this loop is called every 100 milliseconds:
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1. Find those events in the last 2 seconds for each instrument
2. Measure the density of current events
3. Get the set of discrete pitches involved (median frequencies over note events converted to
415Hz tuning chromatic notes)
4. Analyse the key from the discrete data, comparing to that proposed by the signal processing
key tracker: if the two are in agreement, update the working key
5. If there are at least three events, re-analyse the next beat expectancy field using a symbolic
IOI histogramming algorithm
6. Take a general activity level based on a predetermined envelope (controlling in particular
the da capo form)
7. Create individual activity levels for instruments based on their detected current activity
and the global activity
8. Determine whether to schedule an ornament for each instrument based on a probability
related to this activity, and whether a long ornament is already playing
• Choose an ornament: available ornaments vary over time to only allow the wilder
ornaments later in the piece, all are algorithmically generated in their fine details at
the time they are required
• Prepare an ornament from the current events database (finding those best note
matches over the last 30 seconds), resolving the ornament’s pitches with respect to
the current key
• Schedule this ornament with respect to the current beat expectancy field
As detailed, the symbolic information is obtained via the specialised event analysis databases
for each of the harpischord and the recorder. Detections from the two instruments are combined
to determine the current key and beat expectancy field, whilst the ornamental productions are
particular to the instruments.
In terms of interaction, there is a very definite sense in which the musician’s actions lead to
the possibility of computer improvised ornaments. The set-up is not such as to promote profound
changes in human behaviour in response to the machine, for the fundamental conceit is that
the humans musicians follow the score whilst the machine is freer to select its own productions.
The real autonomy of this machine will be contextualised in the following chapter, but it is clear
that if the human performers did improvise, the machine would not particularly recognise this
as different to the score playback context. On one level the Ornamaton is a processing device
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without substantial possible interactional strategies. This same sense of a deficit in interactional
modes was recognised in the DrumTrack system, and whilst a redesign of the central loop could
lead us to richer behaviours13 the critique in the next chapter is carried out on the system as it
was used for the original concert.
Assessment
Despite the wealth of technological development required for its construction, the Ornamaton
still falls short of the skills that would be demanded of an informed baroque performer, even
one empowered to produce radical new instrumental effects outside of tradition. As the onset
detection evaluation (section 3.5.1) and particularly the beat tracking evaluation (section 4.6)
demonstrated, the Ornamaton cannot achieve perfect on-the-fly event recognition and extraction, and misses many important contextual beat cues. This has an immediate impact on the
sense of synchronicity between machine and performer.
Despite its flaws, the Ornamaton is my favourite system, and most deserving of further
work. In fairness, the context provided the most difficult signal processing challenge, and the
technological basis of the work would have to be further extended to improve the signal analysis
which drives the musical productions. Yet, the idea, of a computer improvising whilst the
humans are somewhat more conditioned to a score, is an appealing conceit for someone investing
their efforts to promote the role of artificial music systems in concerts as equal participants.
In an attempt to provide relevant feedback on the system, I interviewed Dan and Inga, the
musicians who had premiered the piece. The interview was carried out within the context of the
participant’s work – they performed the piece twice before we began to discuss it. In the course
of our discussion, we also had recourse to trying the Ornamaton as an improvising participant,
with both human musicians improvising. And in a slightly subversive gesture, we also tried
the Ornamaton at interacting with a Bach sonata; fortunately, no musicologists were present or
harmed during this private showing.
Concerning the original performance, of which a medium quality recording had been made,
the musicians were surprised at the level of detail the computer had contributed; they had
listened to this recording many times before the interview session. In fact, the monitoring
situation had been less than ideal for the concert itself, as I sought to avoid computer event
feedback to the microphones by placing the speakers directed more towards the audience. I had
not provided the musicians with headphones, to try and keep a natural acoustic environment
for their duo interaction. The ‘humans follow score, computer improvises on its understanding
13

One might allow the selection of ornaments to be based on previous selections and the determined consequences

of those previous selections; attempt to measure the effect of a computer ornament on aspects of key and metre
from improvisers; or allow new modes of behaviour to be determined on-the-fly with an ear to novelty as measured
from further long-term feature trends in pitch and time events.
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of the human performance’ remit of the piece itself is slightly ambiguous as regards the amount
the players should adjust their performance to compensate for the computer; I had originally
instructed them to try to ignore the ornamentation.
In the interview performances, I managed to let the players hear more of the computer
contribution during the run-through, and in fact the musicians sought to resolve their interaction
with this third part as soon as they heard it well. This helped them to recognise the presence of
a third agent, and indeed, this could prove a more important factor than worrying about pure
signals for audio analysis; for future performances I would be inclined to allow more monitoring
and relax any condition that the players try to avoid the influence of the tertiary part. The
musicians assessed the computer as a third part – it could not substitute for their own possible
ornamentation so smoothly and with such appropriateness to the score as to feel like an extension
of themselves, and whilst score-following technology might conceivably make this more feasible,
they speculated that it would always remain separate to themselves, in terms of sound synthesis
method and spatial location. Just the lack of intention would be sufficient to differentiate
gestures for the musician, even if the audience was caught out; they did mention that some
of their friends on hearing the recording had become confused about what was played by the
human and what the computer.
The recording had stimulated them, and they had even grown fond of some gestures as an
integral part of the piece, savouring a ‘particular quirk’. We discussed the generative nature of
the piece and the fact it would change with every performance, a facet they agreed was in keeping
with some baroque ideals, though they were still a little under the spell of the concert recording;
I think this attitude was somewhat dispersed by the various play-throughs we managed during
the interview session.
It seemed natural to try improvising with the computer. It was apparent here that Dan and
Inga would listen very carefully to the computer’s ornaments, seeking transformations of their
material that matched, as Inga put it, ‘recognisably in some form’. These would spur them on to
try further things, varying the density of material and the active roles to provoke the computer.
They were willing to offer the possibility of the system as an equal, but wanted it to have the
same auditory capabilities and baroque training as them. This was a change of the domain of
the piece, but established the potential the Ornamaton’s technology might have for additional
settings, though again highlighting the limitations of the current machine listening technology.
In response to my asking about how comfortable they were interacting with the system, Dan
mentioned how their relationship with the Ornamaton had grown after the first rehearsal: ‘You
can’t talk to it, it still plays with you. It felt a bit strange [at first]. The strangeness went
away, it’s not awkward in any way I think’. As a musician, Dan characterised the Ornamaton
as ‘something of a child’, quite appropriately for an experimental and immature technology! He
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also indicated it was an unconventional instrument: ‘somebody who is trying to produce music,
but doesn’t have their own instrument and is forced to use recordings’. He admitted that if
he were trying to ‘steal’ (capture) audio and reuse it on-the-fly, he would likely do far worse, a
recognition that computer music technology can offer new performance facilities.
Finally, in terms of ornaments themselves, Inga pointed out that the Ornamaton would often
highlight different points in the score from performance to performance, and this would change
the piece in the listener’s perception. Both the musicians agreed that the scored work I had
provided could be played without the computer part, but it was the computer part that made
it gain a special sort of ‘affect’. They liked the spontaneity, and would be happy to play again
with the system in future concerts.

7.4

Conclusions

This chapter has detailed and honestly assessed the interactive music systems produced for
the two major machine listening concerts undertaken for this PhD. The various technologies of
earlier chapters have been brought to bear and tested in practical music making scenarios. Such
a focus is seen as an essential part of research into new compositional possibilities of computer
music.
However, there remains some analysis to do in terms of the status of these systems, particularly in terms of the classifications of interactive music systems, and their level of artificial
intelligence. This will form the first topic of the final chapter. Whilst these systems can stand
on their own terms as compositions and demonstrations of realtime machine listening, with respect to more rigourous criteria lifted from the field of autonomous agents, they are seen to have
certain deficiencies. However, the critique to come will also serve to highlight fascinating new
directions possible from this base of work.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
‘...the attraction to what is dead, decaying, lifeless and purely mechanical, is increasing throughout our cybernetic industrial society. The spirit of necrophilia was
expressed first in literary form by F.T.Marinetti in his Futurist Manifesto of 1909.
The same tendency can be seen in much of the art and literature of the last decades
that exhibits a particular fascination with all that is decayed, unalive, destructive,
and mechanical. The Falangist motto, ‘Long live death’, threatens to become the
secret principle of a society in which the conquest of nature by machine constitutes
the very meaning of progress, and where the living person becomes an appendix to
the machine.’ Erich Fromm (1973) quoted in [Wilson, 2004, p112-3]
‘Shannon wants to feed not just data to a brain but cultural things! He wants to
play music to it!’ Alan Turing. [Hodges, 1992, p251]
‘Not until a machine can write a sonnet or compose a concerto because of thoughts
and emotions felt, and not by the chance fall of symbols, could we agree that machine
equals brain.’ Sir Geoffrey Jeffersen, neurosurgeon [Hodges, 1992, p251]
In this final chapter, the strands of this thesis are drawn together. After a critical engagement with the artificial intelligence literature in an attempt to characterise interactive music
systems, summaries of work undertaken for this PhD, and reflections on future directions, are
outlined. The thesis will close by considering the compositional outcomes, as befits a thesis
undertaken within a music department – but this is not to hide from the technical and scientific
side demanded by such a cross-disciplinary investigation.

8.1

Intelligent Agents?

The reader may have concerns about the level of artificial intelligence achieved for the interactive
music systems described in the preceding chapter, and I would be very prepared to credit
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those concerns as well-founded. I will consider what has actually been built, with respect to
the artificial intelligence literature. Whilst this may reveal grounds to discredit or undermine
aspects of the systems, the healthy side of this critical process is the unravelling of rich future
areas of research. I shall formally treat the research outcomes of this thesis in section 8.3, and
whilst the PhD must remain at the stage of proposing moves ‘Towards Autonomous Agents’ the
acknowledgement that such a path may be beneficial will prove a positive undertaking.
In this section I shall first consider some observations on autonomy, mainly from a composer’s
perspective, which prefigure the later material. I will then introduce a challenge to artificial
intelligence from Collins and Kusch [1998] as a philosophical basis for discussion. Finally, the
area of artificial agents from the artificial intelligence literature is considered, and used to critique
the interactive music systems of the last chapter; premonitions of this analysis were already given
there. It will be seen that the interactive music systems may be included under the terms of
weak notions of agency, but are inadequate (particularly regarding their autonomy) with respect
to stronger conditions.

8.1.1

Autonomy

One way to think of the systems I have created for autonomous concert performance is as
reflecting the anticipations of the programmer-composer of a given concert situation, and this of
course might undermine their claims to autonomy; the machine may hold too many debts to their
creator. Their very agency (participatory status, to be broken down further below), autonomy (of
operation perhaps, but more importantly of goals) and interactivity (in context) are determined
by the designer. I have often returned to the subject of specialising systems to particular
situations for adequate machine listening, but this very specialisation can also be viewed as a
greater binding upon the system. Within a given setting, their generative nature might allow
many paths to be taken, but not necessarily many profoundly distinct interactional modes, or
anticipating the sequel, many novel motivated goals in response to musical engagement.
At the crudest level, current systems are utterly dependent on a human operator to tell
them when to start; they have no awareness of the concert situation, of the etiquette of lighting,
expectation, programme order, or extra musical cues amongst musicians for beginning a piece.
Further, whilst they may stop in response to a lack of input, they do not necessarily acknowledge
this as the natural end of a piece, and avoid playing at all costs, except where timer information has been specifically encoded. Instead, they may have entered a default holding pattern
that could even be triggered back into life by the sound of applause (or booing) reaching the
microphones. For this reason, some of my works require an explicit stop command from an
operator.1
1

The additional program logic for spotting an ‘end’ event may also require further extra-musical information,
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There is a further potential contradiction in writing of an ‘autonomous interactive musical
system’. Such a system, if it interacts with a human musician, is necessarily dependent on that
interlocutor, especially if it can only subsist on audio information (as for example the Ornamaton
is so conditioned, such that its responses are dependent on constructed event databases from
the instruments it tracks).
Of course, this could be true of human musicians performing with each other as well, though
here issues of the profundity of interaction, of the degree of communication and communion
may also be involved. It may be an important (and continually renegotiated) improvisational
decision2 as to what degree to submit to other members of a musical group. The last chapter’s
interview evaluations were an attempt to address the levels of perceived interactivity. The
interactive music systems may be beneficiaries of the ‘benefit of the doubt’, read as human
participants as a natural strategy for engaging with them. Machines may facilitate healthy
interactive situations, almost despite themselves. Musical machines have been claimed to enable
novel interactions and replenishing contexts for musicians tired of human conventions, desiring
to be prodded perhaps into new territories in musical space. But to what degree can we attribute
the machines any sense of decision making for their own role in such activities?
There is a further level at which autonomy can be questioned. Given rehearsal feedback and
continual modifications to the systems in the light of this, systems are not autonomous of the
musicians they are designed to play with. Thus there are many levels of autonomy: autonomy
from participation (though total ignorance of human presence will get us far from interaction),
autonomy from culture (which machines may be very good at helping to explore, their programmers less so), autonomy from your own prior programming (in a trick of ascending layers
of abstraction, through learning behaviour and novel rule discovery, or more complex indirect
goals). Whilst metrics for autonomy become more problematic as the potentially autonomous
systems more complicated, there is some literature differentiating levels of autonomy [Wooldridge
and Jennings, 1995, Musse et al., 1999, d’Inverno and Luck, 2001, Russell and Norvig, 2003].3
This discussion will be deferred until the formal introduction of agent definitions in section 8.1.3,
and I now turn in particular to philosophical notions of repair, action and intentionality.
for example, glances between musicians in advance of the closing event. Whilst I can conceive of ways to program
a reactive start, as for example the Free Improvisation Simulation achieves, operating from audio I can only
imagine a predictive system for the end of a piece. Predicting the start is definitely dependent on extra-musical
cues by definition.
2
A compositional decision as respecting the establishing of certain frameworks for improvisation.
3
The reader might also like to view http://www.isd.mel.nist.gov/documents/huang/PerMIS 2003.pdf for a
slightly scary military viewpoint concerning unmanned vehicles.
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8.1.2

The Shape of Musical Actions

It is productive to consider the critique of machines offered by Collins and Kusch [1998], a sociologist and philosopher respectively. They distinguish polimorphic from mimeomorphic action,
the former requiring human socialisation, and the latter being a mechanical process amenable
to machine implementation. This sets up a fundamental difference of degree between machine
and human capability, founded on the premise that socialisation is not simulatable, requiring
too much particularly human competence, in regard of cognitive flexibility, social convention
and language. Many more skills than usually admitted are polimorphic, constraining the remit
of machines, and indeed, it is through a process of anthropomorphism that so many machines
retain any successful interaction with human beings: ‘The user is repairing the deficiencies of the
computer’ [Collins and Kusch, 1998, p122]. A classic example given of this process of repair is
the rounding off automatically applied by a calculator user – the machine could be analytically
exact but for its finite registers. It might display 6.9999999 when 7 is the intended answer, and
the user automatically corrects, repairing the machine’s deficiency, though this does not stop
the calculator being useful!
Those who would replace humans with machines are often trying to delegate too high up
the ‘action tree’ [Collins and Kusch, 1998, p124]. This is the process of setting machines tasks
for which they are unsuited because they lack the requisite socialisation, and has the effect
of substituting less flexible mimeomorphic procedures for polimorphic actions. Humans who
encounter the device may actually repair the inadequacies of this interface, and those who do
not observe this repair may attribute agency to the machine of a greater order than it actually
achieves.
The authors even treat musicianship at one point, noting ‘the role of piano playing might
correspond to the role of language in a Turing-like test of the pianist.’ (p53, ibid) . Music is
a social, creative act, and must be polimorphic: ‘the virtuoso pianist must play according to
the response of the audience and the mood of the times; if not, there would be no need for live
concerts’ (p53, ibid). A machine is not a musician without equal sensitivity to social nuance,
cannot be accepted into the fraternity of musicians as it is ‘not a social creature unless the
pattern of skill use is roughly symmetrical between all parties (p123).
Is there anything to redeem the concert systems in the light of these criticisms? Notwithstanding philosophical issues implicit in the privileged status of the polimorphic, and whether
machines could (ultimately) invade some of the social and cultural sphere, it is accepted that
in current technology there is a great gulf between human learning and sociability, and machine
action. But does the machine need a human upbringing to be a concert participant? First, we
can take advantage of the willingness of human musicians to grant agency as long as a machine
piques their interest. Second, the machine is not necessarily seeking to replace a human being,
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but to offer a mode of behaviour that could not be accomplished without its intervention. This
is the point of computer music after all; there are streams of notes no human could play, which
are still perceptible and stimulating. The composer delegates to machine what they cannot have
performed any other way; following Collins and Kusch [1998, p66-7], the co-ordination across
cultures consists of the composer (a polimorphic actor) delegating a task to a mimeomorphic
program. Depending on the level at which it is viewed (p119-20) the concert system is a novelty
(in that it achieves a new compositional objective impossible without its involvement), is a tool
in our concert actions amplifying our rates of playback and computer music parameter manipulation, and is a proxy, though it cannot be said to stand in as a musician in the full conventional
(social) sense, and therefore in the full musical domain do better than we would do. Thirdly,
we are drawn back to the initial justification for this study – there is a benefit in the attempt to
make machines more sensitive to human musical conventions – even if we only reduce the gap
slightly, and are ultimately kept from polimorphic action, we are still reducing some burden on
human musicians in the degree of repair they must provide to situations.
Indeed, arguably, music is a great test case for limited social action, for the constraints are
somewhat looser, music being characterised as a risk-free domain with floating intentionality, a
useful ambiguity of meaning [Cross, 2003]. It is surely easier to approach polimorphic actions
which allow more ambiguity of purpose, and whilst it is unsafe to underestimate the cognitive
complexity of music, perhaps the first real AIs will be musical. Indeed, it must be easier to pass
a Turing test in a more ambiguous language, though Dennett [1990] might argue that such a
test is not the full (social conversation) Turing test but an example of a more limited domain.
Passing a band interview where you have to play to cue, and also answer any random question
the band decides to test you with, would be a more stringent condition on an artificial musician
behind the curtain.4
If interactive music systems are viewed as proxies or surrogates, deferred or delegated action,
as ‘projected intelligence’ , they are practically devised by the composer only by considering a
constrained domain of operation, a microworld in the parlance of Collins and Kusch [1998,
p150]. In the technical language of philosophy they are manifestations of the derivative intentionality [Searle, 2004, p20] of writing. Code describing the interactive music system embodies
4

It would be wonderful to get a machine into a well-known orchestra through the blind auditioning process,

though we not only lack the mechanical and acoustic modelling skills to attempt such a task with a real or virtual
instrument at virtuoso level, but also the important conversational analysis required to follow instructions and
visual analysis to read complex scores. Perhaps a more manageable short-term goal is that of simulating the
violinist at the back of the seconds in an amateur orchestra – one might construct a machine that used video
tracking of the rest of the section’s bows to guide its own mime. It wouldn’t matter if the machine was slightly
slower than the others in resting between sections or reacting to new passages, this would be expected, though
it might need to be well-oiled to prevent drawing attention to itself, the last thing any shy incompetent violinist
would desire to do.
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the intentions of the composer for the concert. The program is a valuable part of the compositional document, essentially an abstraction of a score. In passing, a thought might be spared
to imagine the problems of critical editions for future generations which might wish to preserve
such documents through the vicissitudes of commercially driven operating system updates and
programming language evolution. Programmer-musicologists will work with digital-archivists to
solve such problems.5
To summarise the critique, the machine has not lived a life tempered by human physique
and customs, attending traditional music lessons with all their social tensions and physical
experiences. The machine is really a projection of the programmer’s experience, forced into a
set of rules of conduct.6 It is not human, but a simulation, inspired by the biological example we
are so familiar with. It is often we ourselves who grant the simulation human character, though
it has none in the absence of our over-kindly interpretation.

8.1.3

Interactive Music Systems as Agents

A more mainstream artificial intelligence perspective shall be considered, to justify the use of
the term ‘Autonomous Agent’ in the thesis title. Few authors in the field of computer music
have explicitly and critically considered the description agent, a rare exception being Belinda
Thom’s relation of her BoB improviser to a Believable Agent Thom [2003]. As noted in section
1.2.4, the term agent has often been used in a loose sense to apply to sub-modules of machine
listening systems, virtual creatures in artificial life scenarios, or simply running algorithms. I
used agent in this way myself in chapter 6 to discuss an algorithmic cutter which provides events
to the BBCut2 scheduler. However, technical definitions for agents, and particularly autonomous
agents, are provided by the subfield of agent systems in computer science [Wooldridge and
Jennings, 1995, Franklin and Graesser, 1996, d’Inverno and Luck, 2001, Russell and Norvig,
2003]. These definitions are themselves not conclusive, often invoking common sense notions
of motivation that side-step the questions of intentionality philosophers often find problematic
[Searle, 2004]. They do, however, provide a variety of outlooks on the question of agency, that
can be of great use in an analysis of interactive music systems.
5

In analogy to critiques of Western score-centric bias, one might envisage an oral programming culture which

passes on the themes and context expected of certain systems, but allowed for their renewed construction for new
concerts or new generations. Or indeed, in the prolific poly-composer world, perhaps no such lifetime should ever
be guaranteed beyond the loss of the chief protagonist, breaking the spell of the museum culture.
6
though as noted below, this can be complicated by the design of learning systems which may aim for eventually
increased autonomy.
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Definitions of Agency
Franklin and Graesser [1996] debate criteria that might differentiate agents from mere programs,
resolving a taxonomy of agenthood. In particular, they define:
An autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an environment that
senses that environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and
so as to effect what it senses in the future.
How might the concert systems of the previous chapter fall within the classification? They are
certainly part of an environment, the concert venue, though their sensory apparatus is restricted
to audio information alone, and their responses to those broadly anticipated by the composer.7
The agenda of the interactive music system is implicit in the rules they have been given by the
composer. They are designed as interlocutors, so can influence what they will sense in the future
through the human participant’s reactions to their stimuli. However, they may not reason about
this, in the sense of inferential logic demanded by explicit AI formulations. Further, they are
not necessarily built to provoke reactions that improve their own knowledge of the world (these
are not information gathering [Russell and Norvig, 2003, p37] learning systems), though they
may be provocative by design. They are parasitic on the human musicians, who must willingly
close the feedback loop to let the system’s actions change future situations. If we accept the
musician’s willingness to enter such a contract, demanded by conventional concert etiquette8 ,
then the interactive music systems may fall under the kinder interpretations of ‘autonomous
agents’.
Whilst initially proposing a broader definition of agent, wishing to formulate a common basis for AI research, Russell and Norvig [2003] provide a number of further concepts to break
down the capabilities of agents, and I shall briefly sketch how my work falls under their own
strata. My concert systems sense and actuate in audio alone. Their task environment is partially observable9 , stochastic (as opposed to deterministic), sequential10 , continuous, dynamic,
and multiagent (because the human musicians involved are definitely full agents!), which places
it in the hardest possible category. The presence of multiple actors in the task environment foregrounds the importance of the interaction itself as determining future sensory content. Dourish
[2004] differentiates the static background setting from the multiagent interactions that take
7

Which does not mean that such responses cannot be novel and surprising; a programmer cannot test every

part of the program space or possible input, nor predict the result of processing ‘out-of-bounds’ situations.
8
There are also obligations both to the composer-collaborator, and to a lesser extent the audience to show full
commitment to a performance.
9
Audio information does not necessarily transmit all events perfectly, and some may need to be reconstructed
by inference from context – the neural net onset detector does this implicitly in pattern matching.
10
It is episodic at 44100 samples or 86.133 FFT frames per second; even for a 24 frames per second video
camera, this is taken as being effectively sequential.
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place within it through a notion of context: ‘the problem is that context is being continually
renegotiated and defined in the course of action, and through this negotiation, the actions that
individuals undertake can become intelligible and meaningful to each other’. This points to
the challenges that environments pose to agents even in the supposedly circumscribed task of
musical interaction via audio signal. I offer this as a proviso, but in practice, the rules of the
musical interactions are emergent from or explicit in the compositional premises of the systems.
As agents, the concert systems might be described as model-based agents – they have models
of the concert with respect to which they operate. They do not actively pursue goals by inference
of the best action, as in goal-based agents, which can weigh up consequences: ‘What will it be
like if I do action A?’ [Russell and Norvig, 2003, p50]. However, with some modifications,
their higher-level logic could be adapted to such a formalism, even to the final category, that
of utility-based agents, which quantify potential actions by the expected gain in utility. For
instance, one might adapt the Ornamaton to utilise measures of reliability from each machine
listening source – the margin by which winning beat track hypotheses or keys might be indicated
over their rivals. This would then help to determine how plausible an interjection should be at
that moment in time, weighed up alongside other factors like ‘eagerness’ to play. Certainly, I do
not see difficulties in broadening the high-level logic of the systems now that the hard low-level
sensing tasks have been made more accessible.
With respect to further definitions of agency, the systems in their current state are at most
representative of ‘weak’ rather than ‘strong’ agency. Wooldridge and Jennings [1995] differentiate
these classes by demanding mentalistic notions for the latter, such as belief, desire and intention.
As they describe in their paper, agent theory investigates logical formalisms that can model such
concepts for resource-bounded systems, and such logic does not underlie any interactive music
system at present. Even ‘weak agency’ in their view requires:
• autonomy – operation without intervention and control over their own actions and internal
state
• social ability – some form of agent communication language
• reactivity – timely response to the environment
• pro-activeness – goal-oriented behaviour by taking the initiative
The systems of the last chapter may show the first three of these properties, taking audio
input and output as the medium of musical communication, but the fourth is potentially the
most challenging. Arguably, only the DrumTrack system is sufficiently independent to be proactive, though it’s remit is further circumscribed if we consider the programmer’s influence on
matters. These properties feed into Franklin and Graesser [1996]’s agent properties to be used
in characterising the systems shortly.
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d’Inverno and Luck [2001] review the agent definitions mentioned so far, as well as many
more, and try to formalise the notion of agency in the SMART (Structured and Modular Agents
and Relationship Types) framework. Autonomous agents are defined as the strongest form of
agency, placed as a proper subset of agents. Summing up the categorisation they state: ‘goals
define agency, and the generation of goals defines autonomy’ [d’Inverno and Luck, 2001, p16].
Whereas agency can be conferred by the imposition of goals, much as the composer-programmer
might establish the systems for a desired musical task, autonomy is a much more exclusive
condition. ‘Self-motivated agents’ that ‘pursue their own agendas’ [d’Inverno and Luck, 2001,
p17] may motivate future systems, but cannot characterise my interactive music systems at
present.
Agency and the Five Interactive Music Systems
Table 8.1 analyses the five interactive music systems of the previous chapter with respect to
Franklin and Graesser [1996]’s agent properties and the taxonomy of Rowe [1993] first introduced
in section 1.2. Taking the most advanced system, and running down the four core properties
provided by Franklin and Graesser [1996], the Ornamaton is reactive (‘responds in timely fashion
to changes in the environment’), autonomous (‘exercises control over its own actions’) and
temporally continuous (a ‘continuously running process’), but probably not goal-directed, in
that it will ‘simply act in response to the environment’, if the environment is taken to be the
state lifted from the audio signal which drives the production of ornamentation.
System

Rowe characterisation

Core Agent Properties

Further Agent Properties

Ornamaton

score-driven (for humans, though it-

reactive, autonomous, tempo-

flexible, communicative

self more performative), transforma-

rally continuous

tive/generative, player
Substituet

score-driven,

transformative,

instru-

reactive, temporally continuous

ment
Free Improvisation

performance-driven, generative, player

Simulation
Drum Track

reactive, autonomous, tempo-

flexible, communicative

rally continuous
performance-driven,

transforma-

tive/generative, player

reactive, autonomous, tempo-

flexible, communicative

rally continuous, arguably goaloriented

Sat at Sitar

score-driven (for computer,
human

improvises),

tive/generative, instrument

though

reactive, semi-autonomous (one

transforma-

section utilised human control in
the concert, this could be automated), temporally continuous

Table 8.1: Agent properties of interactive music systems in this thesis, following Franklin and Graesser
[1996] and Rowe [1993]

Some of the claims are marginal. The free improvisation simulation’s artificial players have
personality analogues which feed into their behaviour, though these are really analogies, and
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would not count as ‘character’ in the spirit of Franklin and Graesser [1996]. Whether systems
are communicative depends on whether the human performers accept the agency of the artificial
musician; this is a special form of relatively ambiguous communication, perhaps depending on
the attribution of independent will, and already discussed as reliant on humans ‘repairing’ the
gap between machine and social man. Flexible means that ‘actions are not scripted’ though
the degree to which a generative algorithm is itself a script might be argued. I claim that
DrumTrack is goal-oriented (which would actually make it a real agent), and this is mainly
because of its deliberately perverse selection of period/phase to avoid the human beat reference.
This is perhaps the seed of a richer behaviour, though as noted already, it lacks analysis of
the consequences of such opposition, and does not track the changes in the human activity as
relating to its own. But this does suggest a natural next step in the evolution of such a beat
tracking system towards agenthood.
Whilst prompting an obvious area of future extension, the systems are not adaptive or
reasoning entities. They do not improve from rehearsal, nor do they (sufficiently) actively
perturb the environment to gain information. This is also clear from considering Collins and
Kusch [1998, p127]’s four machine types:
1. Behavers instantiate exact repetitions
2. Disjunctive Behavers can act as different behavers based on an analysis of the thing to be
operated on
3. Feedback Behavers respond within a range rather than a discrete set of behaviours and are
able to cope with novel stimuli
4. Learning Behavers can learn from users and the environment to modify their behaviour
The interactive music systems are at most feedback behavers, in that they can respond to
stimuli within a predetermined range, and their behaviour is not entirely predictable in advance:
encountering a new input sonata, the Ornamaton’s output will not have been predicted by myself.
Creating learning behavers remains open territory.
No system could be described as learning in realtime or across concert interactions. Machine
learning technology is only utilised in the very limited domains of onset detection, timbre classification and perceptual attack time that neural net architectures were employed to encompass,
and this is a offline learning process. In my defence, learning during concerts is somewhat deflated if we consider Eimert’s quotation at the head of chapter 1, though that transfers the onus
onto the intense training carried out before concerts. There is one more sense in which learning
is implicitly present in the systems, which is through the learning of the composer/programmer
during rehearsal. The interviews with the musicians often brought home how much modification had been carried out to systems from feedback in rehearsal. As the system embodies some
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aspects of their intelligence, so the lessons learnt in rehearsal and transferred into new iterations
of the system demonstrate (human) adaptation.
Predicting the future, Kurzweil [1990] writes that ‘The preparation of a musical performance
will involve practice and learning of the new musical material as well as preparation of the knowledge bases of the musical instruments. Cybernetic musicians generating lines of accompaniment
and counterpoint will be commonplace. The intelligence of these software-based musical accompanists will be partially built into the instruments and partially programmed by the musicians
as they prepare a performance.’ This partial programming in the case of more advanced AIs
would seek to minimise the musician’s obligations to code, and rather, to infer the requisite architecture during rehearsal. Yet it is only by constraining interactions to a limited domain (trad
jazz with quantised MIDI notes) that Thom [2003] manages this. As demonstrated for tasks
like beat tracking, it is dangerous to rely too much on general properties of musical situations.
We cannot avoid some of the hard work of specialisation.
Systems also lack the communicative/character properties as social participants (the mobile
property is irrelevant), though by Collins and Kusch [1998]’s criteria of full enculturation and
socialisation, so do all current AIs. Taking the more limited sense, in a spirit of granting agents
higher abilities as actors than they merit, given music’s risk-free domain of interaction, perhaps
the systems can sneak in under the radar for the communicative property.
So whilst future systems might have some ground to cover to make themselves acceptable
agents, particularly with regard to d’Inverno and Luck [2001]’s definition of an autonomous
agent, or the strong agent condition of Wooldridge and Jennings [1995], an ‘autonomous agent for
live computer music’ definitely describes a possible construction goal. Taking the technological
ground gained, a new initiative could branch out into deeper AI issues. This thesis has strongly
established a basis for such work. Further, as I indicated above, the gap is not necessarily
so wide between the model-based and utility-based agents of Russell and Norvig [2003]. Yet,
for musical tasks which are dependent on a composer’s aims, incorporating more advanced AI
techniques will not necessarily make such compositions tractable, and there is danger they might
over-complicate the situation. Even so, inspired by ideas from artificial intelligence research,
we can formulate composition engines which may explore new compositional and interactional
possibilities.
This thesis is entitled ‘Towards Autonomous Agents’ because there remains much fascinating
work to do. The extent to which the author of future systems may be drawn into the fundamental
questions of artificial intelligence and humanity is commensurate with the role of music as an
essential and cognitively engaging capacity of the human mind. Musical AIs may themselves
raise issues of humanity, with many of the same difficulties that philosophers and scientists have
had in addressing criteria for humanity [Fernández-Armesto, 2004]. Should we accept a genetic
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and moral continuity with near relative primate species, or can we adopt a cultural definition
of humanity? What status unconventional or unbalanced minds (the very description betraying
categorical thinking), the comatose, those high on drugs, embryos? If potential humanity is the
condition of being human, allowing for the insane, the temporarily asleep, the developing, what
potential humanity might rest in programming code unceremoniously erased? ‘The machine
might have to be classed as human, inspirited in the same way as ourselves’ [Fernández-Armesto,
2004, p166]. There is in practical ethics, the polite convention of assuming thinking occurs
[Russell and Norvig, 2003, p953]. When will we grant our machine musicians membership of the
Musician’s Union?11

8.2

Machine Listening Research

Modelling human musicianship is a task which must remain incomplete whilst our knowledge of
the human mind remains incomplete. Whilst certain human capabilities have been simulated,
the extent to which any of the (realtime efficiency-compromised) solutions successfully parallel
human physiology is debatable. In the case of beat tracking, performance falls short of that of
enculturated musicians. In the case of event analysis, the signal processing problems of auditory
scene analysis which the brain solves so smoothly, currently deny the grander application of
automated algorithms. However, within certain cases, namely in treating the segmentation of
monophonic or percussive signals, computers can provide capabilities which differ from human,
and enable processing and analysis abilities with scope for new compositions. Indeed, since the
aim is compositional exploration, even the (sub-human) computational beat tracking algorithms
promote the production of new work.
Much remains to do from a psychoacoustic and neuroscientific perspective in determining
the human basis of beat tracking and event detection, which will certainly impact on future
studies into artificial musician engineering.

8.2.1

Event Detection and Analysis

Notwithstanding the various criticisms of transcription and extraction, practical systems have
been built enabling the re-use of events recorded and analysed from live audio streams. Admittedly, the most successful case has been that of percussive, transient-rich audio, where dependencies are very local and single FFT frame features are most applicable.12 Yet some progress
11

When they ask for it, no doubt. This could stir up a can of worms, in asking the same union that so fervently

resisted MIDI to accept artificial musicians. I’m tempted to send in an application on behalf of the Ornamaton,
cheating or not...
12
It is not a coincidence that percussive events have their perceptual onset near to physical; wideband transients
simultaneously fire many detectors in the auditory system, whilst other onset detection processes may be more
subtle, and thus harder work to simulate.
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has been made in treating cases of instrumental sounds with wider dependencies, by the use of
cleaned up and vibrato suppressed pitch tracks, or by neural nets trained as discriminators on
sets of features over 100 millisecond or so windows.
In explaining the relevance of a machine learning process to onset detection, it was speculated
that our causal understanding of our environment may have provided the essential bootstrap in
development. Observing the relation of setting objects into motion and detectors firing, a child
would have implicit knowledge of physical onset time to explain the sensation. In habituation to
the sounds of their environment, in particular training in musical timbres and the instruments
(especially those fundamental instrumental effects of the body, and especially the voice) not
only musical phones (or categorical timbral phonemes), but syllables as combinations of phones
are accepted. We can see cues as an aggregate of information set up by a common physical
source, and we may suppress or ignore some detectors in our recognition of a given pattern.
Such object perceptions hide some of the complexity of analysis, so that a musician expects a
computational onset detector to see the same objects they have grown accustomed to.13 Thus,
even so putatively low-level a process as onset detection is confounded by higher-level factors.
One might imagine a robot exploring a musical environment. The robot has a host of detectors, and proceeds by stimulating objects in turn; it resolves the causal relations of excitation
to sound as it progresses, and thereby becomes able to match a sound to a stimulus even when
it does not directly mobilise that sound itself. If such robots are analogous to our human musicians, current onset detection routines are missing a lot of developmental information, and I
can only see the extension of machine learning methods in future work, with some justification.
Though the pragmatic ‘predominant event analysis’ allowed a simple treatment of polyphonic
audio, true polyphonic audio analysis remains a very relevant future direction. Ground truth is
of great importance here, and MIDI realisations or copyright cleared studio masters (perhaps
obtained from remix competitions or the great masses of unsuccessful bands) may provide the
basis for annotations. There is overlap with information retrieval technologies and transcription research, though potential applications may feed into concert systems via frontends for
beat tracking and music understanding. The potential for event extraction is diminished, and
additional features of events require more probabilistic determination, given the noise of the
backdrop and masking effects. An interesting research question, very relevant for transcription
philosophy, might ask whether an inner voice can be extracted. Can a neural net onset detector
or the like learn to find an annotated middle layer?
Latency is a fundamental constraint in event detection, where for anything but the percussive
case, more subtle and long-range features must be considered. A human musician is essentially a
13

Indeed, whose complex cues also lead to a given perceptual onset or attack time; musical syllables rather than

acoustic phones impact on such tasks, and may also make separation of the audio more difficult.
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post-hoc analyst, with fantastic predictive abilities in spotting trends, or adjusting to a context.
It might be possible to speed up triggering by using attack segments of notes-to-be-matched to
hide the deficit of response, but in general, transient cues are not adequate to conceal a deficit,
exactly in those situations which force more latency! It has already been noted that perceptual
attack time makes reactive performance untenable.
Future PAT studies are warranted, though again, high-level processing may be implicated in
resolving musical events, and I do not believe a simple solution can be given to this problem without considering learnt sound objects; again, this somewhat justifies the use of machine learning
technology in computational treatments. Further perceptual experiments might consider synthesising controlled energy ramping across multiple bands with differing rates of increase, or
extend further the database of sounds for ground truth; widening the database seemed to be a
differentiating factor for model performance. The viability of the perceptual attack time feature
has been demonstrated.
I have introduced some on-the-fly event capture and analysis technology within this thesis, in
a modular construction. A general system would need a set of onset detection processes, perhaps
switching using a timbre recognition model early in processing. Analysis routines may be also
be somewhat instrument dependent; for instance, in pitch detection, ambiguous situations are
offered by polyphonic instruments and audio. In the concert world, advance knowledge of the
musical participants and the use of independent microphones simplifies the task of instrument
recognition (though timbral classification within registers and playing modes is still an issue),
but demands specialisation of processing to the task in hand. Finally, database mechanisms
(particularly for live performance) are an open area of research in concatenative synthesis, and
further investigation into efficient feature matching and temporal dependencies is ongoing.

8.2.2

Beat Tracking

Beat tracking, in the extraction of both period and phase to fit a musical context, is a difficult
problem, and its high level style-specificity has not been sufficiently recognised in the literature.
Cultural conventions and stylistic differences in the treatment of metre and pulse seem to be
corroborated by the psychological literature and ethnomusicological accounts (as detailed in
chapters 1 and 2). For musical synchronisation systems, the identification of the phase is the
tough problem, for it may have to be co-determined with longer scale periodicity (the metre
and the downbeat), and depend on timbrally tagged stylistic factors. A pragmatic approach was
followed in chapter 4; various beat tracking systems were explored, and where necessary, were
specialised to particular concert needs. Yet this domain remains one with a huge amount of further research to do, not only in the modular beat determination systems (extending to multiple
metrical levels) but also in robust scheduling for realtime systems driven by such information.
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If we continue to wish to make more general beat trackers, beat tracking models with adaptive frontends may form the next generation of computational systems, the adaptation driven
perhaps by genre recognition software from the music information retrieval sector. Such a dependence on context is indicative of critical timbral-stylistic factors in beat tracking, as opposed
to an unrealistic expectancy of a general beat tracking solution running from a single universal
frontend. In particular, timbral factors were used implicitly to improve beat tracker performance
on the ‘obstacle course’ test of section 4.5.1, though human abilities could still not be matched;
this was traced to the continuing inadequacy of the observation frontend. Timbral specialisation
improved beat tracking in the case of a particular concert systems for baroque duo (section 4.6).
Speculatively, perhaps the human superiority over state-of-the-art algorithms is due to an
eventwise rather than instantaneous framewise formulation of signal features? If the recognition
of context is essential, the separation of streams based on instrument, and the re-integration
of instrumental lines based on style may provide a better model. Styles may be indicated by
an aggregate of timbral cues relatively early on in processing, assisting the selection of prior,
and explaining the fast reactions of human subjects for re-sychronisation after discontinuity or
as musical performers in ensemble interactions. Knowing that some events are designations of
the downbeat, that the enclosing periodicity of a cycle is marked out by particular patterns on
particular instruments or combinations of instruments14 is crucial to fast responses, for as long
as enough context is granted, one can infer the existence of the rest. A partial match of markers
to a known instrumental situation is sufficient to then predict beat locations. An eventwise
view, requiring stream separation and instrument recognition (even without assuming perfect
extraction), makes demands on the signal processing technology that go far beyond existing
observation subsystems employed in current beat trackers.
How might we further investigate such contentions experimentally? Aside from following up
chapter 2 with larger scale experiments, one might imagine the comparison of pieces built without
timbral cues with the full event information. These could be synthesised via scores either with
a set of appropriate instruments, or just as an aggregate pattern on a single instrument. One
could then measure subject tapping behaviour, in particular, the ambiguity of their location
of the downbeat and the appropriate (stylistic conventional) metrical level. As reproducing
the Scheirer experiment suggested, patterns without sufficiently discriminating characteristics
for events become more difficult to resolve. In particular, such experiments can highlight the
inadequacy of generalising from tapping studies with bare (and usually metronomic, isochronous)
stimuli to polyphonic audio.
14

Early processing to separate streams is data-driven, but the recombination of parts is schema-driven [Bregman,

1990, 516], for example, in spotting kick and snare parts that designate the metre and hence the phase. This is
why Goto [2001]’s work, and the DrumTrack algorithm, are plausible templates for more advanced beat tracking
solutions.
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In this thesis I have tried to cast some doubt over the long window periodicity detection, and
framewise feature frontends of current generation computational beat tracking models, from a
number of sources of evidence. If we are to accept the multiplicity of metrical constructs in the
world, we must model the training encultured listeners undergo in recognising and synchronising
with contexts. In particular, the building of machine musicians able to interact in realtime
performance is assisted by a practical specialisation in styles, without the expectation of universal
beat tracking solutions.

8.2.3

BBCut3?

In chapter 6, the BBCut2 system was outlined, detailing the integration of machine listening
technology from other parts of the thesis. Novel aspects of scheduling required by beat tracking
clock control, some representational aspects relating to event detection, and some new realtime
effects permitted by the incorporation of machine listening technology into an algorithmic processing system were discussed. As observed above, changes in beat tracking models may require
further updating of BBCut’s scheduling architecture.
In some ways, BBCut stands independent of the interactive music systems of the last chapter
(though it was utilised for the DrumTrack piece). Its development has occupied the author over
the last five years, and whilst it has been somewhat successful in attracting users, its core competency, in algorithmic splicing, is somewhat undermined by a move to style specialisation. A
general audio cutting library that understands all the audio it treats is guilty of the same universal fallacy as holds back beat tracking research. Whilst many compositional applications have
arisen from the library which are generally useful, a more sensitive handling of audio data will
force particular solutions for particular targets, perhaps in excess of the flexibility of the design.
The modularisation of the event analysis systems can only stretch so far; ultimately, a breakdown into a set of tools that must be adapted and reassembled by the composer/programmer
for particular occasions is necessitated.
As an algorithmic composition system, a possible future direction is suggested by the SQPusher2 algorithm (end of section 6.2.4). Where transcription might be feasible, stylistic data
can be produced semi-automatically (after some engineering effort with possible ground truth
transcription). This allows database production and potential rule induction. Data mining and
pattern recognition methodologies may inform such investigations, though a more hierarchical
role for events, rather than framewise raw feature data, will possibly prove useful in musical
characterisations. Algorithmic composition procedures lifted from existing styles will require
evaluation as ‘active style modelling’ [Pearce et al., 2002].
Whilst acting as a realtime system, perhaps research effort relating to BBCut will become
entirely non-realtime for the foreseeable future, though there could be realtime manifestations
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of trained and optimised algorithms. The shift to more complicated auditory analysis models
may take us outside feasible realtime operation.
As a composition project to demonstrate BBCut2’s capabilities, it would be entertaining
to produce an Auto-Remix project. The current machine listening components of the BBCut2
toolkit should allow the realtime beat tracking and (non-stream) event segmentation of (percussive) pop or dance tracks. A standalone application could be created that operates on any audio
file passed to it, applying a set of processes of beat tracking led segmentation, synced event manipulation and other effects as detailed in section 6.4.3. A large-scale generative system would
determine these processes and the form of remixes, utilising a massive combinatorial parameter
space to avoid exact repetitions.15 One can imagine publicising this by automatically remixing
the latest chart hits. Whilst this author does not wish to make claims to be replacing human
creativity, since human remixing is a polimorphic action engaging the full musical faculties of
criticism and experience, such a program begins to challenge some of the factory processes of
modern pop culture. One could imagine such software systems released by the games industry.
Fixed commercial products made with the software would have an advisory sticker for parents
warning ‘remixed by machine’ as a stigma, or ‘indirectly remixed’ when proud of the abstraction.

8.3

Research Outcomes

In this section I will outline the main research contributions of this PhD, referring back to the
research areas established in the first chapter (section 1.5.2). I treat these one by one.
To deliver computationally feasible realtime machine listening from recent and
novel automatic audio analysis research. As a necessary precursor to the construction of
the interactive music systems, this has been accomplished, with the conversion and origination of
casual and low-latency machine listening algorithms. Indeed, in order to find the best algorithms,
I engaged directly in novel research into onset detection (in particular comparative evaluation of
existing and novel algorithms and the entering of the MIREX 2005 competition with a faster than
realtime algorithm) and beat tracking (with a special consideration of causal implementations
and their properties with respect to concert performance requirements). A core observation is
that even if low-latency algorithms are sought (with reaction times on the order of 10-20 msec,
or two pitch periods for the lowest detectable frequency), processing latency is unavoidable, and
human musicians (who often have longer latencies than machines) overcome this by superior
predictive behaviour. In anticipation, machines fall far short of human musical capabiltiies.
To produce interactive music systems which take as their input an audio sig15

As noted in an earlier footnote, this is a mathematical guarantee but not one of sensation, since some changes

may not register to us as significant. However, in principle the scope of the system could still be psychologically
large given sufficient programming.
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nal alone, and yet also involve symbolic reasoning on extracted sound objects; to
manifest hybrid systems. Chapter 5 details the extracting of sound objects with symbolic
attributes from an audio signal, predicated on the onset detection technology of chapter 3. Variants of this event analysis technology has been utilised in interactive music systems such as
the Ornamaton in order to form databases of events and allow symbolic reasoning over these
objects. Percussive onset detectors have been the main focus (as the most manageable case)
though a realtime multi-feature onset detector was exhibited (sections 3.5, 7.3.2), for baroque
recorder which combined pitch and amplitude cues. Yet the co-determination of features and
the use of more involved combinations of features in signal segmentation (following for example
section 3.5) remains an open area of research for future expansion. The production of hybrid
systems is a corollary of having both low-level feature and higher-level sound object extraction
and symbolic manipulation in one system. Many variations on the information passing between
levels and interdependencies of these representations are open for future research.
In the context of BBCut, to run algorithmic splicing routines from an inferred
beat in an entirely live setting. As chapter 6 details, the integration of realtime event
analysis and beat tracking into BBCut2 required a complete redesigning of the scheduling system,
but the capability is now available, enabling novel processing effects. The scheduling works on
a per beat basis, commensurate with the central metrical level extracted by a beat tracking
algorithm. Further advances to multiple metrical levels would require specialising to specific
contexts, with the same difficulty of problem as outlined below for general computational beat
tracking. The contribution of a working system is therefore notable, though provisional on
those contexts where current generation beat trackers are effective, for example, electronic dance
music and pop with a strong back beat. Further innovations in beat tracking technology may
necessitate further upgrades in scheduling mechanisms, but BBCut2 still stands as an existence
proof that realtime algorithmic manipulation of audio of this form is feasible.
To consider the role of context in machine listening. As already noted, specific
contexts have demonstrated the weaknesses of general methods. In terms of technological specialisation, I have constructed new machine listening processes particular to the instruments
which they operate upon, and each interactive music system has been tuned to the specific
context it must operate within. This is akin to the specialisations of human musicians, and
their learnt familiarity with different cultural settings. It is naive to expect universal machine
listening solutions, particularly for more high-level processes, and as demonstrated even for supposedly low-level note recognition, higher level attentional processes and complex combinations
of features can be involved in the detection of, say, an individual recorder note.
To problematise computational beat tracking, particularly with regard to its
general difficulty and the mechanisms underlying human metrical synchronisation
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and anticipation. This question was first tackled in chapter 2 with psychological investigations
pertinent to the realtime reactions of algorithms, and the suitability of energy features for
frontends. Computational implementations and their limitations were discussed in chapter 4
and in particular sections 4.5 and 8.2.2 relate this work to possible human strategies for metrical
alignment and expectancy. In brief, research has often seriously underestimated the difficulty of
this problem, which can be seen as a manifestation of the general transcription problem, which
itself remains an open front in computer music research.
To create real interactive music systems for actual concert performances, and
to evaluate the interaction afforded from the viewpoint of the musicians who play
with them. Chapter 7 took care to interview musicians using the Contextual Inquiry model,
to determine their observations on performing with the systems in a context of performing itself.
Such feedback is essential to future improvements in the interactive experience, and affords great
insight into the drawbacks and weaknesses of systems from a human point of view. Such inquiry
might be scaled up through many iterations of rehearsal and concert in the pursuit of mature
interactive music systems.
To debate the limitations of current interactive music systems, giving a basis
in artificial intelligence research for such deliberation, particularly the area of autonomous agents. This has been the subject of the first parts of this concluding chapter, in
the light of discoveries made during the whole course of the PhD. Going beyond Robert Rowe’s
characterisation of interactive music systems (section 1.2), I have engaged with the literature
on artificial agents in the field of AI, as providing a rich basis for discussion. The issues raised
can quickly reach the heart of problems in the philosophy of mind and the field of cognitive
neuroscience. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to answer questions of how autonomous
agency might be best achieved in future systems, but a contribution of this thesis is to link into
those debates; hence ‘Towards Autonomous Agents’. In particular, I have identified keys areas,
in particular rehearsal (and potentially online) learning, and motivated goal-directed planning
behaviour, which can inform future projects. The interactive music systems I have created have
been critiqued on many levels, leading to a stronger groundwork for future systems which can
more fundamentally tackle autonomous agency, seeking to free themselves from the programmer’s determinations to novel plan-formulating behaviour within an environment [d’Inverno and
Luck, 2001, p28]. As Russell and Norvig [2003, p38] write ‘after sufficient experience of its environment, the behaviour of a rational agent can become effectively independent of its prior
knowledge’; the programmer provides the core knowledge and capacity to learn from which to
bootstrap systems into autonomous functionality. Whilst the deeper one reads into the AI and
philosophy literature, the more deficiencies in these systems become apparent with respect to
human-like agency, the more angles one may find to explore novel reasoning structures for future
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systems.
Thus, there are inevitably many areas of future research to pursue, and indeed, this PhD’s
ambitions could never be entirely fulfilled. But I like to think that the lifetime of work still in
store reflects the richness of this arena of human investigation, and the deep questions we can
tackle through music.

8.4

Compositional Outcomes

In pursuing this PhD, I have been an experimental composer rather than a master [Reich, 2002].
I have tried to identify some novel applications of technology, and have been forced to build some
of that technology myself in order to reach my compositional objectives. I have hardly had time
to produce works for proven technology in comfortable reflection, but rather the exciting sense
of pushing at the boundaries of the possible; those composers who follow can reflect. I do not
wish to undermine the interactive music systems I have built; I would not have created them as
mere shells of the ideas, and have tried to work through the implications. But I do acknowledge
that other composers who use the machine listening work, or follow some of the models, will
also have a lot to explore and contribute. I note in this section some ideas for future projects,
for dividends of the existing technology, and compositional applications.
There is one potentially all consuming future thread, which is to keep on going! Many
areas have been identified where further technical research is required. Realtime auditory scene
analysis and schema-driven music understanding are vital to the emulation of human musical
ability. Whilst many alternative non-biologically plausible techniques can also be explored,
advanced auditory and cognitive modelling is inherently inspiring, not least as an area of artistic
commentary.
New AI technologies instantiated in machine musicians may provoke new musical interactions, challenge existing practice, or provide some of the elusive effects sought by those who
would combine the best of human and machine. By isolating the characteristics of current
systems as actors and as agents, avenues for further exploration have been identified particularly in adaptive learning systems, which may learn on-line during concerts, or be extensively
trained through artificial ‘music lessons’, or formative concert experience. Yet, this thesis has
also highlighted the role of specialised musical knowledge required for effective work. Without
modelling the entire process of learning within a culture, we may wish to provide certain stylistic assumptions for systems. Whilst Thom [2003] claims to avoid “human-authored aesthetics”
in her interactive music companion BoB, she still makes certain assumptions implicitly in her
choice of salient pitch features as a basis for learning. True learning from a minimum ground
of axioms is probably not pragmatic in the short-term of research. Yet machine learning procedures guided by the selection of appropriate features may solve many of the current problems
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in certain styles.
Can we take advantage of any of the drawbacks, or otherness, of current computational
procedures? In an aesthetic sense, misdetections and misalignments increase the abstraction,
and less accurate onset detection functions, less salient signal features, miscategorising classifiers
and less synchronised beat trackers may still be appropriated for compositional purposes. Whilst
results might be stimulating, the weakness of such an aesthetic is often the inability to contrast
such errors with correct performance, to use information gleaned from deliberate mistakes in
the context of correct synchronisation or detection. The DrumTrack system showed a healthier
attitude here, in than it could deliberately select an alternative period and phase to the human
drummer, informed by the drummer’s whereabouts.
To give a particular example of unexpected repercussions, however, in the course of an
exploration of causal realtime onset detection functions, the author had recourse to listen back to
sources, whilst simultaneously triggering beeps at the detections. It was noted that by changing
the non-adaptive threshold of the detection function, a series of abstracted rhythms could be
generated from the source. Shifting the detection threshold gave a complexity parameter for
the generated rhythms. The source could then be hidden, and the detections used to trigger
arbitrary sound events. A form of onset detection cross synthesis can take place when one
source provides the trigger rhythm, and events extracted from a second are triggered. As one
example of this technique, the capture and categorise process of section 5.4.1 ran on one input
stream, classifiying input events to three buffers. These buffers were played back using rhythms
generated by thresholded onset detection from three separate source loops.
Gradual deviation from an inferred structure allows a generalisation of an idea due to Reich.
His phase pieces modulated the offset of co-temporal loops. When one has access to event
information tagging the location of actual physical events (and possibly, perceptual attack times
as well), one can modulate individual event positions within a loop, manipulating substreams
or arbitrary groups of sound objects.
To return to the interactive music systems themselves, future works will be contingent on
musician collaborators. The challenges of adapting to particular instruments and ensembles, to
different and rich musical systems, will produce much original research both from the engineering
and composition domains. Indeed, musicians are an ideal test partnership for AI research,
because the interaction is inherently more ambiguous in meaning, and musical curiosity always
seeks new stimuli. Evaluations taking the view of musicians into account should underlie future
work. As evaluations, one might also envisage competitions along the line of the Loebner prize
for conversation-bots (http://www.loebner.net/Prizef/loebner-prize.html) for specific musical
tasks, for example, for baroque-bots. Such concert tests might complement ground truth tests
for specific machine listening facilities as shown in the MIREX competitions.
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To end by speculating more wildly about the future, I look forward to the day when I can
manage a band of automatic music machines, taking them on the road, the Auto-Band having
the capacity to learn a little more with each gig. With the commercialisation of the technology,
our musical autonomous agents will be trained up on playing situations, by enthusiasts who
currently play with Tamagotchi, AIBOs or AI Creature games, or by musicians seeking close
duet partners or clones of themselves. It might become a standard part of musical training to
have AIs alongside you through your music classes, matching every step of your career as your
professional accompanist or partner, an extension of Thom [2003]’s idea of a ‘musical companion’.
The trend of modern life is an acceleration of the rate of artistic exploration, not least as
the population of active composers explodes. With AIs involved, analysing new styles as fast
as they appear, genre lifetimes can only become more ephemeral. This is perhaps limited by
the rate of human cultural consumption, though if AIs themselves start to become consumers
and audiences, we can only hope the musicologist AIs keep up with them.16 Whether machine
intelligence could ever breach the barrier of polimorphic action remains to be proved; though
since we have already chosen to let them loose as cultural tools, they may force accelerations
upon us by our very readiness to accept their outputs (somehow, our outputs) as worthwhile.
Some of these speculations are perhaps dreams as unlikely as a world without copyright, or
the modesty of all future composers. In order to conceive of advanced autonomous agents for
live computer music, one must overcome some of the obstacles associated with the AI research
program and the investigation of human intelligence. Yet even disregarding philosophical issues,
the very fact that such machines force us to reconsider music, to analyse and to explore, can
have a healthy impact on composers and performers, and sets up a host of issues for 21st century
music to confront.

16

I can imagine a scenario where a human musician becomes nervous because they know that advanced AI critics

are in the audience. To these machines, equipped with pattern analysis search abilities and massive databases of
prior art, influences are somewhat transparent. The only human defence is to keep moving the ballpark, claiming
important artistic meaning where previously none was anticipated. With polimorphic learning machines, new
aesthetic trends are not opaque for long . . .
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